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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE TRAINING GUIDE

1.1 Needs Addressedby the Training

The purposeof this training workshop is to provide participants with the needed
skills and knowledge for assistingrural communities to organize,implement,and
maintain spring capping projects. Therefore, planning, constructing, and
maintaining retaining walls for springs is the central themeof this training. This
training guide is for trainers who will conduct the workshop. It is not for
participants although it contains materials which will be handed out to them.

The workshopis for participants who work in rural settingswith local communities
which want to improve their spring water supply, and as such it is designedfor
individuals without prior technicalskills or knowledgeneededto plan and construct
spring capping improvements. It is designedto provide sufficient understanding
andskills in the planning andconstructionof spring cappingretaining wall systems
to enable participants to implement these spring improvement programs.

This training program is appropriatefor project promoters, field workers, rural
developmentspecialists,and others involved in the promotion of improved water
supply. They may be ministry staff, extension workers, PeaceCorps volunteers
or any other individuals responsiblefor and interested in working for improved
community water supplies.

The training guide focuseson retaining wall systemsand contains a supplement
for adapting it to spring boxes.

1.2 Overall Workshop Goals

During the workshop a balance is struck betweenthe technical skills neededto
improve a spring and the community development skills needed to mobilize
communitiesto assumeresponsibility for their water improvementprograms. In
the course participants will be involved in the planning and construction of a
spring capping system in the local community. They will participate in all phases
of this project. At the same time, they will be learning effective methods of
involving communitiesin planningand implementing spring improvement projects.

At the end of this workshop, trainees will be able to:

• Identify resourcesnecessaryto completea village spring capping project

• Communicatewith village leaders and promote activities neededfor project
implementation

• Identify and apply strategiesfor involving the community in spring capping

activities

• Survey and evaluate sites for potential spring capping

• Communicateand apply relevant theories about water and its relationship
to environment and health

—1—



• Develop and implementwork plans andlogistics necessaryfor project start-up

• Coordinate and supervisework force and delivery of materials

• Design and build a retaining wall f or capping springs

• Describe three alternative spring cappingsystems: the spring box, seepage
collection, and storagetank systems

• Use, maintain, troubleshoot,and repair retaining wall spring cappingsystems

• Identify strategiesfor solving the most common problems which develop
while building spring capping retaining walls

• Evaluate a spring capping project and document and record information
gathered for future use

• Develop action plans for implementingspring cappingprojectsin their regular
work environments

1.3 Trainers

The course is designedto be conductedby a team of two trainers for 11 to 20
trainees. One trainer should be skilled in community-level project promotion
and training and the other in the construction of spring improvement. These
two trainers are responsible for delivering the training sessionsboth in the
workshop and at the training project site. These two trainers should have:

• A secondarylevel (or more) education

• Prior training experience

• Extensive experienceconstructing spring capping systems

• Previous experiencein community developmentactivities

This training workshop could be delivered by one trainer if there were ten
participants or less. This trainer, however, would need technical, training, and
community developmentskills.

1.4 Approach to Training

This training program is basedon the belief that the knowledgeandskills required
by those implementing spring developmentprojects involve both:

• The technical areasincluding spring selection, constructionof spring capping
structure, operation, maintenance,and repair

• Community developmentskills including facilitating village mobilization and
decision-making,problem-solving, health education,etc.

The content of the program reflects both these skill and knowledge areas. The
content is organized around the natural flow and sequenceof activities that are

—2—



required to complete a spring capping retaining wall project. These activities
and their sequenceare described in the project cycle, which is described in
Session 2.

The training program design is based on the belief that people can best learn
how to implementspring capping projects from training experiencesthat include
both classroomtheory and discussionand “hands-on” application of this theory in
an actual work setting. Therefore, the courseis designedaroundan actual spring
capping project. Traineesspend time in both workshopsessionsdealing with the
theory about how springs are capped and sessionsin the field at the project site
where they actually perform the activities required to cap the spring and build
the retaining wall. In this way the community itself and its spring development
project becomean integral part of the training course.

Since this courserequirestraineesto becomeinvolved in and learn from actually
working on a project and have a good deal of accessto the trainers throughout
the course, the number of participants should be kept small. The optimum
number of participants is 16 to 18. Twenty to 22 could be handled, but with
difficulty, and anythingover 20 would seriouslylimit the workshop’seffectiveness.
The training staff should include two trainers, a project or site supervisor,and
an appropriatesize labor force. The trainers conduct the training sessions. The
project supervisor overseesthe project and supervisesthe village labor force,
and the village work force performs much of the repetitive labor required for
project completion.

Villager participation as trainees in the program is welcomed and encouraged.
This will increasethe village’s involvement in the spring cappingproject, provide
training for the villagers, and introduce ideas into the workshop that come from
the usersthemselves. Key villagers are the guardiansand membersof the water
cornmittee.

1.5 Organization of the Training Guide

This workshopis divided into 19 training sessions,eachsessioncoveringa specific
topic. A training session may be as short as two hours or as long as eight
hours. Most require a half day or a full day, dependingon the nature of the
topic. The times given for eachsessionare approximateand do not include lunch.

1.5.1 Trainer Guidelines

Trainer guidelines are written for each training session. These are intended to
provide the training staff with detailed instructions on how to deliver the session.
Specifically these guidelines include:

• Session~objeetives

• An overview of the session: what is contained in the sessionand why it is
important

• Detailed instructions for conducting the training activities included in the
session(i.e. leeturetteson theory input, interactive group discussions,role
plays, field activities, etc.)
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• A time frame indicating how long each part of the session should take

• Lists of materials neededfor conductingthe session

• Handouts to distribute to the trainees

• Trainer notes which explain alternative approaches or elaborations on
instructions

This guide is intendedto help the training staff organizeanddeliver this training
program. However, the guide assumes the training staff has the technical
expertise (experience with reinforced concrete and stone mortar construction)
for cappingsprings as weU as the skills necessaryfor conducting participatory,
inteiactive workshops.

1.5.2 PreparedMaterials for Trainees

The materialsthat are to be distributed to trainees follow the trainer guidelines
for each training sessionin the guide. These materials can be taken out of the
guide and copied for distribution to trainees and then replaced in the training
guide for the next time the course is given.

Participantsshould be provided with a notebookin which to keep their materials.
This is called their Project Guide. This notebook/projectguide should have at
least five dividers, one labeled for each phase of the project cycle. The trainees
can put the appropriatematerialsalong with their own notesin the proper section
of the guide, and it should then serve as their guide for implementing spring
capping projects.

The trainer can chooseto distribute materials in one of two ways. One is to
distribute the handouts at the time they are covered in the training session.
(The trainee reads or works with them and then inserts them into his/her Project
Guide.) Another method is for the training staff to assembleall the handouts
and put them into the Project Guides prior to the workshop. Thus, on Day One,
the Project Guides with handouts for the entire course already assembledare
distributed to the participants. Both methodswork effectively, and the training
staff should choosethe method they prefer.

1.6 Workshop Content and Methodology

1.6.1 Assumptionsand Beliefs

This training program and the methodologiesit uses are based on the following
assumptionsand beliefs:

• A successful spring capping project is one that is village based, that is
managed effectively over time by the village itself with a minimum of
dependenceon outsideexpertise,and that results in safe drinking water for
the majority of the village population.

• Individuals involved in community extension work can learn the technical
skills required to implement spring capping projects.
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• Knowledge and skills needed to implement spring development activities
involve technical skill, skill in community work, and skill at project
management.

• Necessaryspring cappingknowledge and skills can best be acquired through
a balanceof technical theory and practical hands-onapplication.

• Adults learn best when they are actively involved in the learning
process—doingthings, discussing,analyzing, and experimenting, rather than
as passive listeners in lectures or other trainer—centeredactivities.

• Workshop participants learn from each other as well as from the trainers,
so learning experiencesshould involve small groups who work together on
workshop activities.

• Participantswill be far better preparedto cap springs back in their home
environment if adequateworkshop time is devotedto planningfor their first
spring cappingproject.

1.6.2 The PredominantSpring Capping Technology in This Course

It is beyond the scope of any one 12-day workshop to train participants to be
skilled in the design and construction of all major spring improvement systems.
This course focuseson one, the retaining wall, as the system to learn first for
the following reasons:

• Sloped springs where retaining walls are an appropriate improvement are
common in most locations.

• Retaining wall structuresare simple and relatively easy to construct. They
can be made from locally available materials and they are inexpensive.

• Many of the basic skills needed to construct a retaining wall are the same,
with variations, as required for other spring capping systems.

The course will help the participants to become familiar with spring box and
seepsystemsby discussingthesealternatives,but in the course they will actually
build a retaining wall.

The supplement adapts the training guide for use with a spring box design. This
would allow trainers to conduct a workshop for spring boxes instead of retaining
walls. If both systems were to be constructed, a workshop longer than two
weeks would be necessary.

1.6.3 Spring Capping Training Project

The spring cappingtraining project has two purposes: 1) To provide a laboratory
for learning which simulates actual issues trainees will face in implementing
spring capping projects, and 2) to cap a spring for a village and leave an
improved, functioning water source for the community.

In order to accomplish both the above purposes, the project and the workshop
are connected and interdependentin the following ways:
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• Traineesactually work on the project.

• Project activities are plannedso they occur at the appropriate time to fit
into the course schedule.

• To the extent possible,workshop topics are scheduledto fit into the natural
sequenceof project completion. Many sessionsbegin in the classroom,move
to the field, and are completedback in the classroom.

• The training staff is responsiblefor conductingthe training program and for
completing the project.

• The labor force is available to supplement the labor the trainees provide.
For example, trainees would lay out and plan the diversion ditches and begin
the digging. When the opportunities for learning have been exhaustedand
only the digging remains, the trainees move to another training sessionand
the labor force completes the digging.

In order for the workshopand the project to proceed together hand-in-hand;the
following are important areas for thought and planning:

• The training team must work together to plan and deliver the course and
complete the project.

• The community should be involved in helping create a training project. The
labor force should be considereda part of the training team, not hired hands
to do the excesshard work.

• Time must be plannedand managedcarefully so the workshopand the project

can evolve together.

1.6.4 Common Workshop Methods

Since this workshop is designed on principles of adult learning and experiential
methodologies,some of the common workshop activities are:

• Lecturettes/Discussions (short trainer-led presentations and discussions)
• Demonstrations
• Large group discussions
• Small group work tasks
• Role plays
• Simulations
• Case studies
• Critical incidents (problems)
• Questionnaires
• Individual reading and reflecting

All methods are designed to put the learner in the active role—doing tasks,
solving problems, working with others to plan activities, developing strategies,
and trying things out. Traineesare active both as individuals and as membersof
a working group.
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The trainer’S role is to plan and carry out these trainee-centeredlearning
activities, to act as a catalyst, to facilitate discussions, and to provide the
technical expertise needed f or learning how to cap a spring.

1.6.5 Planning for Back-Home Application

Trainees will be far better prepared to cap their first spring back home if
workshop time is spent on preparingfor it. Therefore,approximately fifteen
minutes toward the end of eachsessionis devotedto participants’ planning how
the content of that sessioncan be integrated into a total plan for their first
cappingexperience.

This application/planningactivity is augmentedby the use of the Planning Guides
(explained more fully in Session2). By answering the questionsin this Planning
Guide, the participants are able to reflect and record their learnings from the
day’s experiencesand begin to think through how this learning can be applied
to their first spring capping projects.

This reflective planning time is vital to the learning process. It helps insure
that the trainees organize and record their new knowledge and skills in ways
that minimize the chance of forgetting or losing the new information. Trainers
should never neglect this activity. Since the activity is frequently at the end
of the day, where time overrunsfinally catch up with the trainer, the training
staff will have to make a specialeffort to seethat this reflection and planning
time is not left out. On especiallybusydays,the trainer might want to reconvene
the group for a planning and reflective sessionafter the evening meal.

Session18, Planning for Your First Spring Capping Project, is the trainees’ final
opportunity to prepare for their own project. This session reviews the
management,planning, organizing, and coordinating skills neededto implement
a project—aswell as the newly acquiredtechnicalskills. This three-hoursession,
along with the daily Planning Guides should enable the trainees to leave the
workshopfeeling securein their ability to capa spring and eagerand enthusiastic
to get started.

1.7 Planning for the Training Program

Conducting a 12-day training program, capping a spring, and coordinating the
two effectively for maximum learning is no small task. Obviously, the planning
and preparationfor this event will have to be given a good deal of attention.
This planning and preparationcould be divided into six categories:

• Selecting an appropriatevillage in which to hold the training program

• Working with the villagers to obtain their participation and assistance

• Selectinga spring to cap

• Preparingfor the spring capping activities

• Selectingand preparingthe workshop facilities
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• Preparingtrainee materials

• Preparingthe staff to deliver the training program

1.7.1 Selecting the Village

Obviously, the village in which to conduct this training program must be chosen
carefully. The following are some points that ought to be consideredin making
this choice:

• Easeof transport into and out of village for traveling participantsand staff

• Availability and variety of springs necessaryfor the course

• Availability of workshop facilities not too far from springs

• Living facilities for participants

• Labor force available and able to work on spring capping project

• Village interestedin and committed to having a spring improved

• Village willing to help and cooperate

• Village interestedin “hosting” a training program

1.7.2 Working with the Village

Once the village has been chosen, the training staff must begin to do the work
neededto involve the village in the training program. The following are examples
of what might be important in this area:

• Communicating with village leaders and involving them in appropriate
decision-making

• Working with existing village health committee

• Securing the labor force, which should consist of one mason and three to
five laborers

• Working with villagers to “host” the training program

• Making necessaryfinancial agreements

• Planning for ceremoniesaccording to local customs (i.e. course opening
and/or closing and dedicating the cappedspring)

1.7.3 Selectinga Spring for Capping

A spring must be chosen which would fit all the criteria for capping a spring using
a retaining wall. These criteria are described in Session 4. The spring site
must also fit the criteria for being useful as a training site, namely, not too
far from the workshop site and in as comfortable a setting as possible.
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1.7.4 Preparingfor the Spring Capping Activities

The preliminary activities necessarybefore project start—up must be plannedand
carried out. Among these are:

• Preparing the site for construction activities

• Ordering tools and materials

• Arranging for storage of tools and materials

• Arranging for transportation of materials

• Hiring a construction supervisor

• Hiring and preparing the labor force (i.e., preparing village masons to mix
concrete and mortar appropriately)

• Arranging financing

Construction materials include those that must be brought some distance to the
site and those that are locally available. It will probably not be economical to
bring sand,gravel, androck but it will probably be necessaryto transportcement,
reinforcing bar, pipe and tools.

There will probably be substantial logistical considerations in procuring,
transporting, and storing the construction materials. The total weight of the
materials will probably exceed 1,000 kg.

Supplies and tools must be ordered. The following is a detailed list of the items
required for cappinga spring:

Supplies

.

. Cement

Sand, clean (uniform)

Broken stone (1 cm diameter)

Rock, clean

Reinforcementrods (rebar)

Wrapping wire

Pipe and appurtenances

Intake screen with flanged
connections

10-20 sacks, 50 kg, top grade, dry and

powdery

1-2 cubic meters

1-2 cubic meters

1-3 cubic meters

4—6, 6 mm rods at 6 m in length or 25
m total length

5-10 meters of 3 or 5 mm flexible
wrapping wire

50 mm diameter galvanized iron pipe
1 m threadedat one end (outlet pipe)
0.7 m threadedat one end (drain pipe)
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Labor

Plug for drain pipe

Plastic

Chlorine bleach

Sturdy rope or cord

Clay

Wood for forms and
mixing board

1-2 masons

3-5 laborers

1 roll of thick plastic sheeting,1 m wide

x 5 m long

2 gal. or 10 liters

1 roll 1-2 cm thick

Locate a source for good quality clay
as close to the site as possible. (Quan-
tity varies)

Locally available lumber

.

Tools

2 spadesfor digging

1 rake

Trowels (1 for every two participants)

3 wooden paddles

1 pick axe

1 crowbar

2 saws for cutting forms

1 hacksawor wire snipper

2 hammers

2 boxes of flat headednails for building forms

4 plastic buckets of known volume

1 wheelbarrow

1 or 2 measuringtapes

1 sifting screen

1 tamper/compactor
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This list, of course, is an estimation. Materials needed will certainly vary
dependingon the size of the spring capping required. These items are usually
necessary;however,they may not all be readily available. Alternative materials
may be substitutedif necessary.

1.7.5 PreparingTrainee Materials

AU of the trainee handoutsare regroupedat the end of the last sessionof the
training guide. The purposeof regroupingis to allow the trainer to remove the
entire packet of handoutsfor duplication without having to remove the handouts
after eachsession. These handouts will form a packet of referencematerials
to take away from the workshop. One copy per trainee will be madeof each
handoutwith the exceptionof 2.5—PlanningGuides—whichrequiresmultiple copies
(one for each of 13 sessionstimes the number of trainees).

1.7.6 SecuringWorkshopFacilities

The training facilities must be arranged. There needsto be adequatemeeting
room spaceavailable during the entire 12 days for sessionsto be conducted
during the day. The room(s) also ought to be available for possible evening
sessions. Since participantswill meet as a total group as well as in small
working groups, ideally more than one meeting room should be available. These
meeting rooms should not be too far from the spring site or transportationwill
consumetoo much time.

Materials for the workshop itself include: flipcharts arid flipchart stands (or
blackboards),paper, pencils, magic markers, masking tape, a three-holepunch,
and a stapler. Although flipchart standsand paper may be difficult to obtain,
their use is superior to blackboardsin that flipchart paper can be posted on the
walls and left visible for later tasks or individual reflection. Blackboardsusually
provide much less writing spaceand require erasingbefore new material can be
presented. Simple flipchart stands can be constructedout of locally available

• materials; they need not be the fancy, steel variety. Flipchart paper can be
low-grade newsprint or butcherpaper.

Room and board for the traineesmust also be arranged. Ideally thesefacilities
should be within walking distanceof the workshopsite so transportationwill not
be a problem.

1.7.7 Adapting the SessionSequence

The workshop curriculum has been designedfor individuals who have direct or
indirect responsibilityfor the planning, implementation,and monitoring of spring
developmentprojects using a retaining wall. The curriculum has beendesigned
and written for all the sessionsto be usedin their numberedsequence. However,
it is flexible enough for certain sessionsto be used and not others,depending
upon the role and job function of the participants.

Suggestionsregardingsequenceand choice of sessionsfor participantswith four
different kinds of job responsibilities follow.
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For participantswith responsibility for:

• Constructing the spring capping system

The following sequenceof sessionsis recommended:

Session 1:
Session 2:
Session 3:
Session 5:
Session 6:
Session7:

Workshop Introduction
Introduction to Spring Development
Skills Assessmentfor Spring DevelopmentTechnologies
Preparationfor Spring DevelopmentConstructionActivities
Layout and Excavation
Form Building and Reinforcement
Constructing the Foundation
Installation of Spring Retaining Wall and Pipe
Spring Site Completion
PlanningYour First Spring Capping Project
Workshop Evaluation

For participantswith responsibility for:

• Helping select the site

• Presentingvariousoptions to the communityand facilitating decision-
making

• Working with the community to help set up a water committeeand

determineits purposeand activities

• Training the guardians

• Evaluating a spring capping project

The following sequenceof activities is proposed:

Session1:
Session2:
Session 3:
Session4:
Session 5:

Session10:
Session11:

Workshop Introduction
Introduction to Spring Development
Skills Assessmentfor Spring DevelopmentTechnologies
SurveyMethods and DataCollection for Spring Site Selection
Village PreparationIor Spring DevelopmentConstruction

Activities
Community Selectionand Decision-Making
Community Involvement: Organizing the Community to

Participate
Use, Maintenance,and Repair
Planning for Spring Capping Projects
Evaluating the DemonstrationSpring Capping Project
Planning Your First Spring Capping Project
Workshop Evaluation

For participantswith responsibility for:

• Maintenanceand repair of spring improvements

Session
Session
Session
Session
Session

8:
9:
14:
18:
19:

.

Session
Session
Session
Session
Session

12:
15:
16:
18:
19:
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The following sequenceof sessionsis recommended:

Session1: WorkshopIntroduction
Session2: Introduction to Spring Development
Session 12: Use, Maintenance, and Repair
Session17: Alternative Spring DevelopmentTechnologies
Session 19: Workshop Evaluation

For participantswith responsibilitiesfor:

• User health and education

The following sequenceof sessionsis recommended:

Session1: WorkshopIntroduction
• Session 2: Introduction to Spring Development

Session 4: Survey Methods and Data Collection
Session 13: Health Education for Spring Users
Session19: Workshop Evaluation

When using a selected number of sessionsrather than the entire curriculum,
minor modifications in sessioncontent will have to be made. For example,the
following steps of Session1: WorkshopIntroduction would have to be modified:

• Workshop goals: These goals are based on the delivery of all sessions.
Change to reflect the sessionschosen.

• Workshop schedule: The scheduledisplays all sessions. Changeto reflect
the sessionschosen.

• Key points about workshop: These points are made in reference to the
entire curriculum. Changeto reflect the sessionschosen.

• Trainer expectations: Some expectationsare based on the delivery of all
sessions. Changeto reflect the sessionschosen.

Before making any decisions about which sessionsto use, it is important to
review the current and anticipated future job roles and functions of the
participantsas well as the sessionobjectives and overviews.

There may be instancesin which ministries and other organizationsdesire to
broadenthe knowledge and skills of a group of employeeswho currently have a
limited area of responsibility. This may increase their understandingof how
they fit into the overall spring cappingprogram,enablethem to better integrate
their activities with others who have differing areas of responsibilities,and/or
increasetheir ability to carryout tasks assigned to them. For example, extension
workers with the responsibility for working with the community prior to spring
cappingconstruction, will be better ableto explain the construction/installation
activities and to help villagers plan and preparefor them, if they have been
actually involved in constructinga spring capping retaining wall.

It is also possible to use the workshop curriculum with a group of participants
who have different job functions and roles as a way of promoting team building,
coordination and joint planning.
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1.7.8 Preparing tne Staff to Conduct the Training Program

In order for a training program of this complexity to be conductedeffectively,
with eventsrunning smoothly, the training staff must certainly work together as
a team. A vital part of working together as a team is having time together
before the workshop begins to plan and coordinate how the training activities
will be delivered. These planning activities should take severaldaysand would
include:

• A concertedeffort to build the teamwork needed

• Developing a mutual understandingand clarity on how the training program
will progress

• Making decisionson which trainer will do what

• Preparationfor conducting workshopsessions

• Advance preparationfor trainee field work (at site and in the community)

• Planning how workshop time and site progresswill be coordinated

• Getting training materials ready

• Personalpreparationtime to get ready to deliver a session

• Planning for brief, daily staff meetingsthroughout the course

1.7.9 Workshop Check List and Time Table

The following table indicates the key steps and time frame for planning and
implementingthe spring capping workshop.

.

Activity

Determine how workshop will fit in with
ongoing water program and how workshop
activities (including training project well
sites) will be followed up.

Determine role, experience,learning, and
probablenumber of participantsand decide on
sessionsequence.

Identify/hire training staff (trainers, workshop

coordinator and project/site supervisor).

Identify and recruit participants.

Determine type of spring capping system
to be included in workshop.

Time to Be Completed
before Workshop

4 months

4 months

2 months

2 months

2 months
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Select an appropriate village or community 2 months
for field work and choose spring site.

Locate adjacent training site facility and 2 months
facility for participant/staff lodging and
meals.

Work with village to obtain cooperation and 1 month
appropriate participation.

Arrange all necessary transportation (to 1 month
training site and between training site and
spring sites).

Calculate, identify, and obtain all needed 1 month

construction materials and tools.

Arrange for storage of supplies. 1 month

Identify and arrange for needed local 1 month
labor force.

Prepare needed workshop materials including 1 month
handoutsrelating to the specific spring
capping system.

Trainers contact and work with village 2 weeks
leaders and groups affected by the construe—
tion project.

Scheduleand sequenceconstruction work 2 weeks

with labor crew.

Staff preparationfor training. 2 weeks

Begin training.

1.8 Task Analysis

In Session2, you will find the Task Analysis (Handout2-4) for the field worker
who managesspring cappingprojects. This task analysis is the basis on which
this training guide wasdeveloped. It coversall the major tasksthat an extension
worker would do to plan and implement a spring capping project. The task
analysis is divided into the five phasesof the project cycle: pre—planning and
assessment, planning and design, construction, maintenance and repair, and
evaluation.

Eachtask is ratedaccordingto its importanceand difficulty. The ratingsareon
a scaleof one to three, with one high, two medium, and threelow. For example,
a task which is rated one in importancemeansit is very important and a task
which is rated three is not critical but important enough to be taught during
the workshop.
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1.9 Workshop Schedule

On the following page the Workshop Schedule is presentedin chart format. There
are a number of ways the training sessions could be sequenced. However, in
this instance the following factors were used to determine the sequenceof
sessions:

• The sessions should follow the natural flow of the project wheneverpossible.

• Training sessions must be sequenced to allow the constructionactivities
to be completedproperly. For example,before the wall can be built, the
newly poured concrete foundation must have 12 hours to cure. After the
wall has been constructed, another two days are needed for curing before
the activities necessary to complete the spring capping can be begun.
Training sessions dealing with non-construction activities have been
scheduled during these curing times.

• Sessions are sequenced in ways that allow each session to be started and
completed in a day or a half day. Sessions are usually more easily
conducted if they do not begin one day and finish 1:he next, especially
sessions at the project site or in the community.

The sequence of the 19 training sessions are as follows with the number of hours
for each.

SESSION TOTAL
NUMBER TITLE TIME

1 WorkshopIntroduction 3 Hours

2 Introduction to Water Devel— 4~fl’ours
opment

3 Skills Assessment for Spring 1 Hour
Development Technologies

4 Village Survey Me~hodsand 6~Hours
Data Collection for Spring
Site Selection

5 Preparation for Spring Devel-
opment Construction 5~Hours
Activities

6 Layout and Excavation 6 Hours

7 Form Building and Reinforcement 7 Hours

8 Constructing the Foundation 7 Hours

Installation of Spring Retaining 6~Hours
Wall and Pipe
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10 Community Selection and 4 Hours
Decision-Making

ii Community Involvement: Organizing 3 Hours
the Community to Participate

12 Use, \~aintenance,and 4 Hours

Repair

13 Education for Spring Users 3 Hours

14 Spring Site Completion 4 Hours

15 Planning for Spring Capping 3~Hours

Projects

16 Evaluating the Demonstration 2 Hours

Spring Capping Project

17 Alternative Spring Development 4~Hours

Strategies

18 Planning Your First Spring 3 Hours

Capping Project

19 WorkshopEvaluation 1 Hour

Total Time 78~Hours

20 Mid-Course Evaluation 1~Hours
(Optional)

S The abovetraining sessionsshould take no more than the time allocatedto them.
However, occasionally a sessionwill take longer than usual. Trainers should
make every attempt to manage time so there are few overruns. However, the
evenings are left free and could be usedoccasionallyto catch up.

It is recommendedthat either two half days or one full day be scheduledas
time off. Twelve full days of training without a break can be very tiring for
both staff and participants. We recommendstarting on a Monday and taking
Sunday off.

1.10 Adapting This Workshop for Other Predominant Spring Capping Systems

This workshop is intended to build skill and prepare the trainee to design and
construct retaining wall spring cappingsystems. It is beyond the scopeof this
course to prepare the trainee to design and construct more than one type of
system in the workshop. Session 17, Alternative Spring Capping Technologies,
enables the trainee to become familiar with two additional systems, but there
is not enoughtime in this workshop to preparethe trainee to actually learn how
to do theseother systems. As has already been stated, the Supplementallows
the trainer to adapt the training guide for spring box systems. The guide could
be similarly adaptedfor other systems.
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An experiencedtrainer along with a technician experiencedin designing and
constructing other systems could adapt this workshop design to cover them in
place of retaining walls. It would, of course,require major revision in those
training sessionsdealing with design and construction. The following training
sessionswould need major revision:

Session
Session
Session
Session
Session
Session
Session
Session

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
12:
14:
15:

The remaining sessionswould require only minor adjustments. The Supplement
should serve as a guide in making the adaptation.

Preparation for Spring Development Constructi on Activities
Layout and Excavation
Form Building and Reinforcement
Constructing the Foundation
Installation of the Spring Retaining Wall and Pipe
Use, Maintenance, and Repair
Spring Site Completion
Planning for Spring Capping Projects
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2. THE TRAINING SESSIONS

SYNOPSIS

SESSION 1: WORKSHOPINTRODUCTION

Total time: 3 hours*

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

1. Introduction

2. Ice Breaker

5 mm.

30 mm.

Session Goals

Task Instructions

3. Goals of the Workshop 10 mm. 1-1: Overall Work-
shop Goals

Workshop Goals

4. ParticipantGoals
and Expectations

60 mm.

5. Scheduleand
Methodology

30 mm. 1-2: Workshop
Schedule

WorkshopSchedule

6. Workshop Procedures
and Norms

7. ConsultingTime for the
Trainer and Each
Individual
Participant

15 mm.

5 mm.

Trainer Norms and

Expectations

Sign-up Schedule

8. Closure 10 mm.

*Total time for eachsessiondoesnot include any breaks. The total is approximateand has
generally been rounded off to the next half hour.
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SESSION 1: Workshop Introduction

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session,traineeswill have:

OVERVIEW

Total Time: 3 hours

This is the first training sessionof the workshop. It introducesthe participants
to what they are going to do for the next several days and sets an overall
atmospherefor learning and working together. The sessionshould encouragethe
participants to feel that they are involved in the learning processwith the
trainers,and it should be madeclear that the participants’ideasand contributions
to this learning processare essential to the successof the workshop.

1. Introduction

Explain that one of the goals of the sessionis to get to know one another and
that the following activity is intendedto help achievethat goal. Give the group
the following task which you have put on a flipchart for clarification:

• Get up from your chairs.

• Chooseone other person,talk with him/her, find out...

Who the personis;

• Become acquaintedwith one anotherand the training staff

• Clarified expectationsfor the workshop

• Become familiar with the workshop goals and schedules.

.

PROCEDURES

First, briefly introduceyourself and the other members
the samebrief fashion ask the participantsin the group
Then explain what this particular session will cover,
objectivesand stating that the sessionwill take about
of the morning.

2. Ice Breaker

Time: 5 minutes

of the training staff. In
to introduce themselves.
referring to the session
three hours, or the rest

Time: 30 minutes
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Where the person is from;

What is one problem the personis having with the water supply
in his/her village.

• Be prepared to share the same information about yourself and your

village.

• Repeatthis processwith asmanyothersasyou can in the time allowed.

(Note to trainer: The training staff should engagein the sameactivity also.)

Encouragethe participantsto talk with more than one person. In other words,
watch the amount of time that any two people spend talking together. They
should be able to discuss those three or four points and exchangeinformation
with the personin four or five minutes and no more. Remember,the object is
for them to talk to as many peopleas they can.

Allow this activity to take about 20 minutes or until the energy seems to
dissipate. Then have the participantsreturn to their chairs. Using no more than
10 minutes for this discussion,ask them these questions:

• Did you meet anyone you have worked with before or have known
about previously?

• In talking with your co-participants,what did you find are some of
the examplesof the problemstheir communitiesappearto be having
with their water supplies?

• With regard to water supplies,did the communitieshave anything in

common? If so, what?

• Did you begin to get to know each other better?

3. Goals of the Workshop Time: 10 minutes S
Have the Overall WorkshopGoals preparedaheadof time as Handout 1-1, and
have them written up on a blackboardor flipchart. Go over the goals with the
group and makesure they are clear and understood. If the group has comments
on the goals or wishes clarification, discuss the issuesthat are raised.

You may needto define the term Ttspringn. It may be definedas a place where
the water table reachesthe surface and water flows out of the ground.

You may also want to explain that while spring improvementis but one way to
improve the quantity and quality of drinking water, it is an especiallyeffective
one. Springsare often very reliable, convenientsourcesof water for villagers.
With improvements,they can often be even more so. Other common water
developmenttechnologiesare dug wells, handpumpsinstalled in wells, rainwater
catchmentsystems,etc.
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4. ParticipantGoals and Expectations Time: 60 minutes

It is important that participants have time to reflect and think about their
personalgoals for attending this workshop. All participantswill have their own
expectationsof what this workshop will be like, what they will learn from it,
and, in general,what is expectedof them. This next hour will accomplishseveral
things:

• Allow traineesto think throughtheir expectationsabout the workshop.

• Allow them to share these expectationswith their colleagues.

• Allow them to present these expectationsto the training staff. In
turn it gives the training staff an opportunity to know what the
trainees’ expectations are, which is valuable in implementing the
course. It also provides the opportunity for checking to seethat the
trainees’ expectationsare realistic and that, in fact, they will be
satisfied by the workshop as it is designed.

First, ask the traineesto take out a piece of paper and usethe next 10 to 15
minutes to write down their goals and expectationsfor this training course. Give
an exampleor two about what is meant by goals and expectationssince the
participants may not have encounteredan activity such as this in a previous
workshopor courseof study. Check to seethat they understandwhat they are
to do, and allow 10 to 15 minutes quiet time for them to think, reflect, and
write down their goals and expectations. Next, divide the total group into four
smaller groups. Give the smaller discussiongroups the following tasks:

• Share individual goals and expectations.

• Identify the five, six, or seven most commonly expressedgoals and
expectations.

• Write theseon the flipchart paper provided.

• Choose a spokespersonwho will briefly presenttheseexpectationsto
the total group.

Give the groups20 minutes to completethis task. At the end of the 20 minutes,
have the small groups join back into a large group and post the flipeharts on
the wall. Have eachgroup briefly report out on the goals and expectationsthat
their group listed.

(Note to trainer: During the report out, or after eachgrouphasreportedout, it
is appropriatefor the training staff to ask for clarity or more detail about any
one of the expectations. This is the time when the training staff gains an
understandingof what the participantsare sayingand expectingfrom the course.)

5. Scheduleand Methodology Time: 30 minutes

Distribute Handout 1-2: Workshop Schedule. It is a good idea to have this
scheduledrawn up on flipchart paper and posted on the wall for use throughout
the course. The presentationshould be made from this larger picture of the
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schedule. Go over the scheduleand explain in general terms how the training
activities are arrangedto meet the goals. Explain the kinds of activities which
will be taking place each day. Make sure it is clear that the participants
understandthis is a workshop and not a traditional course. They are going to
learn principafly by doing. The methodologiesused will be case studies, field
experience, group and individual problem-solving, discussions, role playing,
demonstrationand practice skill building.

Ask the participantsto look over the expectationsthey have just completedand
to note where and when in the schedulethey see theseexpectationsbeing met.
Trainers should be expectedto draw some conclusionsfor the total group by
noting several of the key expectationsand how they fit into the workshop
schedule. They should be clear about whether or not the participants can
anticipate these expectationswill be met by the workshop. If any of the
expectationswill not be met, it is important at this time to discussthem and
clearly explain why. Most participants will understandreasonswhy particular
goals and expectationswill not be met by the workshop if it is made clear to
them in the beginning.

6. Workshop Proceduresand Norms Time: 15 minutes

Since the group will be working together for two weeks and in order to avoid
future misunderstandings,it is important to clarify and discuss how everyone
will work together. Have a list preparedof expectationsthat the training staff
has of the group. List such things as starting and ending on time, expectations
of group participation and responsibility. If you expect the group to work with
their hands,say so. If you expect the group will be doing physical labor that
requires them to get dirty, say so. Ask the group if they have any particular
expectationsof the instructors or of each other. Add these to the list and
discuss. By the end of this segment,all participantsshould be clear about how
they will work together and what is expectedof them. This list should be on
a flipchart and posted for the duration of the course.

7. Consulting Time for the Trainer
and Each Individual Participant Time: 5 minutes

Explain that one of the ways for the trainer and eachparticipant to get to know
one anotherbetter is for them to arrangeto spend some time together in the
early part of the course. In this way the trainer can becomefamiliar with the
particular goals and objectives the trainee has for attending the workshop and
with any problems or peculiarities that the trainee might have in applying the
content and technology from the spring capping workshop. Explain that the
training staff will be conductingthesesmall meetingsat lunch breaksand during
free time in the late afternoonsand evenings. Have a sign-up sheet available
and let the participantschoosethe time that would be more convenientfor them.

8. Closure Time: 10 minutes

Refer back to the session objectives and ask if everyone is clear about what
the workshop will cover and how it will be done. Mention the next session,
which will be Introduction to Spring-WaterDevelopment.
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TRAINER NOTES

1. This sessionmay seem very simple and you may wonder why it is being
done. It is important that the participantsbe treatedas adults and know
what they are getting into and why. If these matters are dealt with at
the beginning a lot of time and trouble are saved in the long run. It is
also important that group membersapproach their work together in the
same way that a project is approachedin a community. This session
establishesthis framework.

2. You will need to prepareaheadof time the materials to distribute and
items that are to be written up on a flipchart or blackboard. You will
also need to think about the expectationsyou have for workshop norms
aheadof time and have them listed on a ulipchart.

3. Trainer meetings with individual participantsare meant to be simply a
short information-gatheringexercise. As a trainer you will want to know
as much as you can about the participants—whythey are coming to the
workshop and their particularsuccessesand problemswithin their villages
backhome. This meetingshould take no more than 20 or 30 minutes and
can be done with one trainee or in small groups of two or three. You
will want to consideraheadof time the areasyou wish to ask questions
about and be preparedso that you do in fact ask thesequestions. The
following are suggestionson the type of questionsyou might want to ask:

• Where are the traineesfrom?

• What kind of work do they do?

• How do they see this workshop ~.*sefulto them in their village(s)?

• What other types of community projectsare they involved in?

• What problems do they expect in implementing spring improvement
activities in their villages?

• What concernsand specialproblemsdo they have with this workshop?

MATERIALS

Flipeharts for:

Sessionobjectives
Goals for entire workshop
Instructionsfor ice breaker
Workshop schedule
Trainer norms and expectations
Sign-up schedulefor trainer/trainee meetings
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Handouts:
1-1: Overall Workshop Goals

1-2: Workshop Schedule

General workshop materials—paper, pencil, pen, notebook or three—ringbinder
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Handout 1-1

OVERALL WORKSHOP GOALS

At the end of this workshop, trainees will be able to:

• Identify resourcesnecessaryto completea village spring cappingproject.

• Communicatewith village leadersand help them with activities needed
for project implementation.

• Identify and apply strategiesfor involving the community in spring capping

activities.

• Survey and evaluate sites for potential spring capping.

• Articulate and apply relevant theoriesabout water and its relationshipto

environment and health.

• Develop and implement work plans and provide the logistical support

necessaryfor project start up.

• Coordinateand supervisethe work force and the delivery of materials.

• Design and build a retaining wall f or capping springs.

• Describethreealternativespring cappingsystems:the spring box, seepage

collection, and storagetank systems.

• Use, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair retaining wall spring capping

systems.

• Identify strategies for solving the most common problems which develop

throughout the development of spring capping retaining wall systems.

• Evaluate a spring capping project and document and record information

gatheredfor future use.

• Develop action plans for implementing spring capping projects in their
regular work environments.
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WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
.

Dayl Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6

• Workshop
Introduction

• Skills Assessment
for Spring

• Preparation
for Spring Activities

Construction_____________________________________________

Development Development
Technologies Construction • Layout and • Form Building • Constructing

Activities Excavation and the
Reinforcement Foundation

• Introduction • Village Survey
to Spring Methods and
Development Data Collec-

tion for Spring
Site Selection

Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12

• Installation • Community • Use, Mainte- • Spring Site • Evaluating • Planning
of Spring Selection and nance, and Completion the Demon- Your First
Retaining Decision-Making Repair stration Spring Spring Capping
Wall and Capping Project Project
Pipe

• Community
Involvement:
Organizingthe
Community to
Participate

• Education
for Spring
Users

• Planning for
Spring
Capping
Projects

• Alternative
Spring
Development
Technologies

• Workshop
Evaluation

• Closure
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 2: INTRODUCTION TO SPRING DEVELOPMENT

Total Time: 4~hours

PROCEDURES

.
1. Introduction

2. Lecturette/Group

Discussion

3. Field Trip

4. Discussionof Field
Trip

5. Project Cycle

6. Generalizingand
Applying

7. Introduce Planning

Guides

8. Closure

TIME HANDOUTS

5 mm.

15 mm.

2 hrs. Topics of Study

2-1: Spring Types
2-2: Water Cycle

2-3: Project Cycle
2-4: Task Analysis

FLIPCHART

MATERIALS

SessionGoals

Lecturette Highlights

45 mm.

15 mm.

45 mm.

Five Cycle Steps

15/20 mm. 2—5: Planning Guides

5 mm.
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SESSION 2: Introduction to Spring Development

Total time: 4~hours

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session,traineeswill be able to:

• Define basic issuesof water supply/usageat the village level

• Identify various types of springs

• Describe how and why springs are developed

• Describehow rock and soils affect groundwatersupplies

• Describenature’s water cycle and groundwaterquality

• Identify five stagesin a spring-cappingproject and describeactivities included

in each stage

OVERVIEW

Water supply and how it is used is a very important issue for most viUages.
Having a convenient source where clean, safe water is available in sufficient
quantity has a high priority in many placesin the world. Springs have been a
popular source of good water for peoples throughout the ages. Through some
fairly simple technologies,spring water can be protectedfrom contaminationand
made to flow directly through a pipe into the user’s container—thusmaintaining
the pure qualities of good spring water.

This session is intended to provide an introduction and overview for spring
developmentactivities.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Give the information containedin the overview, presentthe goals, and respond
to questions.

2. Lecturette/GroupDiscussionon
Spring Improvements Time: 15 minutes

Ask the group this question: What are the major issues,concerns,or problems
with water in your village? Write their responseson the flipchart.
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Explain that spring cappingis one way to alleviate some of the problemslisted
on the flipehart.

Define spring cappingas a series of steps designed to capture and control the
natural flow of spring water so that it becomesa more useful, reliable, safe
source of water. There are severalways a spring can be improved, depending
on the spring and the needsor desiresof the users.

Ask the groupif they have had experienceswith spring improvements,what they

were, etc.

Presentand describeexamplesof spring improvementssuchas:

• Damming up the water, covering it and inserting a pipe so it can

flow into a container
• Constructing more effective drainage systems for spring areas

• Providing a splashpad or collection areaof concreteor rock to make
the spring more accessibleand easierto keep clean

• Providing adequatespace under the outlet for collecting springflow
directly into a vessel

• Fencing to provide protection from animals

• Building a cistern so that the water can accumulate

• Directing severalspringflows to one collection point

Explain that in this workshop we will concentrateon spring improvementsthat
are simple but effective and inexpensiveand that uselocally available materials.
The benefitsof these improvementsare:

• Water flows from the ground through a pipe arid directly into the
user’s collection vessel.

• The water collection areais easierto keep clean and more convenient
to use.

• The safer, clean water cuts down on water relatedillness arid disease.

3. Field Trip Time: 2 hours

Explain to the groupthe purpose of this short field trip. The trainersaccompany
the group. Mention that the following will be observed:

• Similarities and differences amongsprings

• The facets of improvementof an improved spring

• Water cycle and groundwaterquality
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• Rocks and soils and how they affect groundwater supplies.

Field Stop(s) for Studying Springs. Try to visit different types of springs.

However, for eachspring visited, point out or discusswith traineesthesethings:
• Type of spring

• True origin of spring flow

• Type of soil or rock

• Force of flow

• Quantity of flow

• • Slope and drainage

• Obvious sourcesof contamination

• Water used-for various purposes

• Dry weather vs. rainy season flow

Field Lecturetteon Water Cycle. Do this brief lecturetteat perhapsthe second

spring visited or at anothersite appropriatefor capping.
Water Cycle:

Rainwater

Surface water (rivers, streams,lakes, oceans)

Groundwater—surfacewater that has flowed through rock and soils

O and is underground
Groundwaterslowly flows to a point where it comesout of the earth
as a spring or feeds streams, ponds, lakes, etc.

Evaporation back into atmosphere and becomesrainwater

Points to Make Are: (Demonstratethesewhen you can)

• Thereare many types of soils which contain varying mixtures of sand,
gravel, clay and silt. Some of theseare more porous(water can flow
through) than others. Gravel allows water to flow through easily;
clay is nearly impermeable.

• Filtration is the processof water passingslowly through soil or rock.
The more porousthe soil or rock the more easilywater passesthrough.
Filtration cleans water. When dirty water passesnaturally through
one meter of sandy soil or two meters of sand and gravel most of
the dirt is absorbed or trapped by the soil.
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• Impermeablesoils such as clay or silt are so dense that water does
not soak through. Most rock is impermeable;however, limestoneis
not. Water flows through limestone, even eroding parts of it.

• Rocks and soils are importantin working with springsfor thesereasons:

- Any spring improvementstructureneeds to be built on firm soil
or rock.

- Quality of water (safety, clarity, taste,smell) can be dependent
on the type of rock or soil it flows through.

- Spring flow coming out of the ground could be in the midst of
loose, silty soils—a muddy mess. Sometimesthis can be cleaned
out and rocksput in to keepthe flow areacleanerand less muddy.

Field Stop(s) for Studying Cappedor Improved Springs. To vary the discussion
processa bit, ask the participants to point out and describethe improvements
they see in this spring. Ask them these questions:

• What improvements do you see?

• What different things appear to have been done in making these

improvements(i.e., drainage, pipe, enclosing)?

• How does this system for providing water appearto work?

• How is the spring flow protected from contamination?

• Why is the water quality better than at the unimprovedspring?

Be sureto answerthe questionsif the traineescannotanswerthem. The point is
to let the traineesdiscover the main facetsof an improved spring rather than
have the trainer point them out and describethem.

4. Discussionof Field Trip Time: 45 minutes

Lead a short discussionin the workshop on the types of springs traineessaw on
the field trip. Ask them to describethe types of springs they visited and how
one spring differed from another.

Summarize their comments by stating the three basic types of springs: 1) spring
with adequate slope coming out of a hill, 2) spring which bubbles up out of the
ground, and 3) severallittle separateseepingsprings coming out of an area.

Explain that that first type is the most common and the easiest to improve.
Explain the advantagesof slope.

The second type is the most difficult to get a usable improved spring from
becauseproper drainageis difficult and the water flow has to be strong enough
to raise the water level in the small storage area so that the water can flow
directly into containers. Water dipped from a spring pool with containersis less
sanitary than water flowing out of a pipe or bamboo pole.
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The third type requiresa more complicatedimprovementsystem since it must
direct the water from all the small “seeps” into one collection point. This can be
a very usable improved or cappedspring, but theseimprovementscan be more
complicated to constructand maintain. Distribute Handout2-1: Three Types of
Springs.

Distribute Handout 2-2: The Water Cycle in Nature, which supplementsthe brief
lecturette given in the field. Give the traineestime to read the handout. Ask
if they have questions.

Refer back to the lecturette (given before leaving for the field trip) in which
examplesof spring improvementswere identified. Go over those items again,
linking them to the field observations. (Damming up water, covering it, and
inserting a flowpipe; drainage procedures;splash pad; accumulationcontainer;
and a water filter.)

5. Project Cycle Time: 15 minutes

Presentthe project cycle for developinga spring. Use a big graphic, either two
flipchart pagesor the blackboard. Distribute Handout 2-3: Spring CappingProject
Qyele. Briefly describe the five steps of the cycle.

Explain how the course is organizedand how the training sessionsrelate to the
project cycle.

Distribute Handout 2-4: Task Analysis for Field Workers. Explain to the trainee
what it is and how they will find it useful. Suggest they read it through in
their leisure time. Mention that a short workshop sessionon skills neededor
required of the individual fulfilling these tasks will be held the next day.

6. Generalizingand Applying Time: 45 minutes

Ask the group to reflect on the entire afternoonsessionand to identify someof
the things they feel they have learned. List theseitems on the flipchart. Spend
no more than 10 minutes on this activity.

Then ask the participantsto spenda few minutes relating what they learned to
the situation in their home village(s). Guidelinesfor this reflection could be:

• Have some of these spring improvementsbeen implemented in my

village or area?

• What kinds of springsare in or near my village?

• What options might I have in implementingsomespring improvements
in my village?

• How would the villagers feel about theseactivities?

7. Introduce Planning Guides Time: 15 minutes

Introducethe conceptof planning guides. Give a brief lecturette on the purpdse
of theseguides and how they will work. Distribute Handout 2-5: PlanningGuides
and give the trainees time to read it (10 minutes).
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Ask the trainees if they have questions on how the planning guides can be useful.
Explain how they will be creatingtheir own project guide by putting their notes
from training sessions, the handouts they receive, and these planning guides into
their notebooks. Discussthe importanceof keeping this notebook in usable form
for the future.

It is unlikely participants will have much to contribute to the planning guides
since it is the first day of the workshop. So when they fully understandhow
the guides will be used throughoutthe course, move on.

Note to Trainer: The planning guides will be usedfor Sessions4 to 16. Multiple
copies should be made in advance and a clean copy distributed to each trainee
at the appropriatetime in the session. The number of copies to be made equals
the numberof traineestimes 13 (the numberof sessionsin which they areneeded).

8. Closure. Time: 5 minutes

Refer back to the objectivesand close the session.

MATERIALS:

Flipcharts for:

Sessionobjectives
Highlights of lecturette
Topics of study on field trip
Project cycle

Handouts:

2-1: ThreeTypes of Springs
2-2: The Water Cycle in Nature
2-3: Spring Capping Project Cycle
2-4: Task Analysis for Field Workers Who Manage Spring Capping Projects
2-5: PlanningGuides for Your Spring Capping Projects

Advance preparationrequired:

Field trip sites researchedand chosen

Transportationarranged

(Note to Trainer: Three-ring binders with dividers should be provided to
participants. There are two methodsfor handling participant handouts: 1) each
time a handoutis distributed, it can be insertedinto the notebookby the trainee,
or 2) all handoutscan be insertedin the three-ring binder and distributed the
first day of the workshop. Three-holepunchedhandoutswill be more convenient.)
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Handout 2-1

THREE TYPES OF SPRINGS

SLOPED SPRING

Water Reaches Surface

FLAT SPRING

Water Reaches Surface

___-~ - - -_____

Water Table

Slope

Slope

SEEP SPRING
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Handout 2-2, p. 1

THE WATER CYCLE IN NATURE

Each time it rains, rain falls on the earth, in the rivers, in lakes and in oceans.
When rainwater falls on the earth, part of it stays on the surface and feeds
directly into streamsand rivers, but anotherpart penetratesthe soil and little
by little arrivesat what is called the water table. It often takes water a long
time to reach this water table, and during that time it becomespotable water
becauseit is filtered by the soil. Rain failing on the soil must penetratevarious
strata(sand,limestone,gravel, clay) which becomemore and more closely packed,
and which are very difficult for water to penetrate. In this way, the impurities
and micro—organismsfound in the water are retainedby the soil, and the water
becomescleanerand cleaner. Under the water table is found an impermeable
layer, of bed rocks or hard, clay-like soil, through which water cannotpenetrate.
The depth of the water table varies from place to place and can be right at
the surface or as low as severalhundredmetersfrom the surface. The water in
the water table never stagnates;it always flows slowly downhill, towards valleys,
rivers and lakes, and finally reachesthe ocean.

However,sometimesthis water finds an outlet from the groundbeforearriving at
a river. When the water table meetsthe earth’s surface,one seeswet, soaked
soil, and this is called a spring, It is here that peopleoften cometo draw water.

Also, sometimesthe water table never reachesthe earth’ssurface,and it becomes
necessaryto dig wells in order to gain accessto water.

To review the water cycle, rain water falls on the earth. A part of this rain
water flows directly into rivers, lakes, and oceans,and anotherpart penetrates
the soil and finally arrives at a body of water or at the surface of the earth.

Then the sun heats all the water on the earth’ssurfaceand someof it evaporates
into the air, to form clouds which at a later time will form rain, and the cycle
will continue.

How Does Water Become Contaminated?

In most cases,water in the water table (or groundwater) is clean and potable
and contains few organisms which cause illnesses. Often it is at the spring
where contaminationoriginates. Here, leavesfrom trees,weeds,etc. can enter
the spring water. Rainwater flowing down hills can enter the spring, carrying
mud, filth from the surface, and even animal and human waste. Animals such
as goats and pigs may use the spring for drinking or even to bathe in and thus
may pollute it.

Also, people often draw water with unclean pots or buckets,and this too can
contaminatewater. Sometimesspring water doesnot flow well and stagnates
with leavesand weedscarrying micro-organismswhich have fallen into it. Algae
forms, too, and all multiply rapidly in this water. In addition, occasionallythere
is not enough slope for the water to flow clear of the spring outlet, so the
water continually re-entersthe spring outlet and contaminatesnew water flowing
out.
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Handout 2-2, p. 2

If thereis a latrine near the spring, contaminationis likely and dangerous. Many
microbes live in the excrementof human beings.

Water from a spring which is open and not well managed can easily be
contaminatedin many ways. The question, then, is how can we protect a spring
from this potentially great contamination?
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Springs: Springs are points where water from an underground
source ~c aole to seep to the surface. Flows are typically less
than 2 IPS, but some can be quite substantial. The flow of a spring
is governed by several factors: watershed collection area, perco1at~
rate of water through the ground, thickness of ground above the
oquife he— overburden), and the storage capacity of the soil.
Springs are seasonally variable, tending to lag behind the seasonal
rainfall patterns he- springs can give normal flows well into the
dry season before tapering off, and may not resume full flow until
after the rainy season Is well under way). Due to ground percolation
and filtration, niost springs are quite free of the pathonogenic
organisms that cause many health problems; however, Some springs flow
through limestone or geologic cracks and fissures in the rocks. In
such cases, filtration effects are minimal • and the flow may still be
cDntaminated. Also, It Is possible that the source Is not a true
spring at all, but rather a stream that has gone underground for a
short distonce and is re-emerging. investigation around the source
will reveal the type of spring it Is. Figure 2—1 shows the typical
geology of a spring, showing the different levels of ground water
during the dry - and rainy seasons.
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SPRING CAPPING PROJECT CYCLE S

PREPLANNING PLANNING & DESIGN CONSTRUCTION

OPERATION,
MAINTENANCE,
AND REPAIR EVALUATION

Planning how to work
spring capping into
work load

Identifying resources
needed for a village
spring capping
project

Design/conduct pre-
liminary studies to
determine which
villages to begin
with

Meet with and ex-
plain spring capping
to village leadership

Meet with local users
to find out their
concerns and issues
about their water
requirements

is
-J

Determine maximum
springflow and type of
development required

Design/conduct sanitary
survey of village water
usage

Compile!analyze/recommend
appropriate sites

Present survey results to
leadership; facilitate
decision to proceed

Develop work plan for
construction

Organize village labor
force

Plan for and obtain needed
materials and tools for
construction

Layout/prepare
site, create
surface diversion

Excavation for
proper foundation
and spring capture

Design/construct
concrete forms,
lay rocks and
mortar

Mix/pour concrete

Install struc-
ture (s)

Lay piping, com-
plete connections,
finish off the
installation

Prepareand
implement spring
protection measures

Select/train
guardians

Train users in
proper usage

Design! implement
necessary main-
tenance schedule

Explain sanita-
tion measures to
villagers

Be prepared to
solve any opera-
tional problems
that arise; repairs

Recoimnend appro-
priate measures for
making additional
improvements of
convenience

Reflection on
project, note
what changes
should be made
before repeating
cycle with next
spring

Determine ways to
integrate spring
capping results
into other commu-
nity health and
sanitation programs

Encourage village
to celebrate
completion

Identify future
work for improving
village water
resources





Handout 2-4, p. 1

TASK ANALYSIS FOR FIELD WORKERS WI-JO MANAGE

SPRING CAPPING PROJECTS
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PRE-PLANNING STAGE

1 2 1. Determine availability of outside resources which might be necessary
in a village spring capping project (i.e., materials—cement, sand,
gravel, tools; funding—cash contributions, loans, etc.; other spring
capping efforts in the region; technical expertise—technicians from
other types of projects, development agencies, etc.).

2 3 2. Assesscurrent work responsibilities and commitments and plan how
to incorporate spring capping project responsibilities into this
existing work load.

2 3 3. Discuss and clarify job expectations with supervisor, setting up
communicationand reporting proceduresto be usedthroughout the
project.

2 3 4. Publicize availability of service to the region where you work.

1 1 5. Design and conduct preliminary studies of villages in the region,
settingup criteria to determinewhich village(s) would be appropriate
to begin a self-help spring cappingproject. Criteria might include
comparative degrees of need, interest, and commitment; technical
difficulty; village leadership capabilities; and soci0-political
conflicts.

1 1 6. Design, conduct, and document preliminary sanitary surveys to
determine the most likely village for the initial project. Data
should include number of, location, and condition of springs; flows
during driest season;number of users; different uses; sourcesof
contamination; sanitary practicesand prevalentdiseases.

1 1 7. Meet with and explain to village leadersjust what spring capping
is, why it is needed in the village, and how it will help the villagers.

1 1 8. Present to village leaders recommendations on how to proceed with
spring cappingin the village as well ashelping the leadersto arrive
at a decision whether to commit village resourcesto the project.

1 2 9. Meet with villagers to discuss current problems with springs and
seektheir suggestionson what would improve the useof the spring
asa water source. Explain to villagers in ways they can understand
what spring capping is and how it would be beneficial.
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2 1 10. Involve women at all stages of project development as users and
decision makers.

2 2 11. Resolve the most commonproblemsthe extensionworker encounters
in utilizing a village to actually construct the capping facilities.
Among these problems are weak village leadership, political issues,
scarcity of labor, scarcity of materials, transport of materials, etc.

3 2 12. Interest people in water/health behavior and practices, realizing
that changing attitudes toward water use, environmental sanitation,
and personal hygiene is a long-term process.

PLANNING AND DESIGN STAGE

1 1 13. Disturb spring and determinemaximum flow, force, and type of
improvementrequired. Determine rainy seasonflow conditions and
what impact they will have on the design.

1 1 14. Designand conducta detailedsanitarysurvey,involving appropriate
members of the community in collecting information. Survey
specifics could include traditions, customs, historical usage,
reliability, collection time and volume, andsourcesof contamination.

1 2 15. Compile and analyze all information (both socio-political and
technical) on possible sites, developing recommendationsfor which
site is the most appropriate.

1 2 16. Presentsurvey results,specific site recommendations,and plans an~~
requirementsfor implementationto village leadership.

1 1 17. Plan and supervisethe preparationof constructionactivities with
the village mason and workforce. Demonstrate leadership by
organizing the logistics and exploring alternatives for required
materialsand other resources;e.g., quantities,costs, and transport
of locally available materials,tools, cement, and pipes; and days
required and appropriateschedulingof labor.

CONSTRUCTION STAGE

1 2 18. Lay out and preparespring site for improvement. Createsurface-

runoff diversion and drainageditches.

1 2 19. Excavate to a level suitable for proper foundation (impermeable
layer) and spring capture.
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1 20. Design and construct concrete forms including placement of
reinforcement where required.

1 21. Select materials and properly mix, pour, and cure concrete spring
or storage structures.

2 22. Install structures; complete connections; lay gravel, piping, and water
seal materials (e.g., clay, plastic); and backfill and grade with
compactedsoil.

2 23. Take measures to protect the spring and insure effective operation;
e.g., fencing, separation of uses, height of discharge pipe. Use
shallow rooted plantings and rocks for stabilization and erosion
control.

1 24. Solve problems which may arise; e.g., inadequate curing of concrete,
alteration of natural spring flow, inability to reach impermeable
layer.

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIRS

2 25. Help the users to select a responsibleguardian and assistants.
Demonstrate to the users and train the guardians in proper operation
and usageof the improved spring.

2 26. Develop and schedule appropriate maintenanceprocedures,e.g.,
cleaningspring box, clearing diversion and drainage ditches, repairing
protective fencing.

2 27. Now that the villagers have put their time and effort towards
4 cleaner spring water, make it clear that in order to realize the full

benefits of their investment they must practice proper hygiene and
sanitation. Demonstrate rinsing of containers and proper household
storage, and avoiding possible sources of contamination.

2 1 28. Determine if a malfunctioning spring should be repaired,replaced,
or abandoned. Recognizeand be able to solve common problems
which develop,e.g., underminingof foundationby spring flow, poor
settling, unsanitaryusage.

3 2 29. Discuss with the spring users ways to incorporate additional
improvementsin convenienceor more effective water usage (e.g.,
clothes washing pads below spring discharge, use of drainage water
f or crops, construction of storage tank and transmission line).
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EVALUATION STAGE

3 3 30. After the initial spring cappingproject is completed,the extension
worker will need to reflect on how the project progressed, what
worked and what didn’t, and what should be done differently the
next time.

3 2 31. Integrate water improvementproject into other village health and
sanitation activities (i.e., health education programs, sanitation
improvementefforts, diseasecontrol, etc.).

3 3 32. Encourage the village to celebrate and feel proud of the completion
of the spring capping effort.

2 3 33. Schedule periodic visits to return to the spring to see how the
capping is working.

3 2 34. Identify what future spring capping activities would be appropriate
for this village. DevelopmeansI or infrastructuralsupport. Present
needs and results to authorities.

I
CODE:

Importance:

1 - must be done
2 - should be done
3 - could be done to extend benefits

Task Difficulty:

1 - very
2 - moderately
3 - easy
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PLANNING GUIDES FOR YOUR SPRING CAPPING PROJECTS

Throughout this workshop you will be learning new skills and acquiring new
information. Each one of you will have individual ways of managing (keeping
track of, recording,remembering)what you have learned so that you have on
hand the new skills and information you need to begin your spring capping
activities. This planning guide will: 1) help you record notes on the workshop
and observationson how what you are learning applies to your project or site
conditions; 2) serve as a stimulus for your thinking, perhaps sparking new ideas
or awareness; and 3) serveas a planning mechanism for your first spring capping
project.

Specifically, the objectives of this planning guide are to help you to:

• Reflect on the activities in the training session you just completed iii

order to more clearly crystallize what you have learned

• Identify skill and knowledge gaps so that you can addressthese before

the workshop is over

• Plan how you would apply these new skills and knowledge to your first

spring capping project

How these planning guides will be used in the workshop

Some time will be set aside during the workshop at the end of each major
training session for you to work on your planning guides for your own project.
At that time the trainers will give you a clean copy of the planning guide to fill
out for the major points of that session. (You may find you want to work with
them occasionallyduring your free time.) Obviously, the more you are ableto
work on how you plan to cap your first spring, the more confident and the better
prepared you will be to begin. There will also be a final planning session toward
the end of the workshop.
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PLANNING GUIDES FOR YOUR SPRING CAPPING
PROJECTS

Spring Capping Activity on ______________________________

KEY STEPS What are the steps 1 plan to follow in implementing this
activity?

S
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DiFFICULTIES What difficulties do I expect to encounter?

How do I plan to deal with these difficulties?
me?

Who can help

TIME How long will this activity take?
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COMMUNITY
IN VOLVEMENT
AND
LABOR

Who must I talk with to accomplish this activity?

Who will I work with?

MATERIALS
AND
TOOLS

What materials and tools will I need?
them?

Where will I obtain

S

How much will they cost?
U
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S

SKILLS
AND
KNOWLEDGE

What aspects of this
least prepared for?
myself more in this

activity do I feel the
How can I prepare

area?

OTHERCOMMENTS:
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 3: SKILLS ASSESSMENTFOR SPRING DEVELOPMENTTECHNOLOGIES

Total Time: 1 hour

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

1. Introduction

2. Skills Assessment
Instrument

5 mm.

15 mm. 3—1: Self—
Assessment
of Skills

SessionObjectives

3. Discussion in Pairs

4. Total Group Summary

20 mm.

20 mm.
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SESSION 3: Skills Assessmentfor Spring DevelopmentTechnologies

Total Time: 1 hour

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this session, trainees will have:

• Assessed their current skill level against the skills listed in the task analysis

• Identified skill strengthsand weaknesses and areas to improve during the

workshop.

OVERVIEW

It is important for the participants to have several opportunities to assess their
knowledge and skills during the workshop. The task analysis provides a method
for participants to assessthemselves against all the key tasks involved in a
spring development project. It is important to provide participants an opportunity
to assesstheir skills early in the workshop and again toward the end of the
workshop. This session contains a self-assessmentinstrument based on the task
analysis which will be used throughout the workshop to assessskill development
progress.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction: Time: 5 minutes

Give the information contained in the overview, present the goals, and respond
to questions.

2. Skills-Assessment Instrument Time: 15 minutes

Distribute Handout 3-1: Self-Assessmentof Skills and explain its purpose.
Emphasize that it is a self-assessment instrument and, as such, is a tool for
individuals to use in managing their own learning. Go over the instructionsfor
completing it to make certain they are clear. Then give trainees time to
completeit.

3. Discussion in Pairs Time: 20 minutes

After the instruments‘are filled out by individuals, have them work with another
colleague and discussmutual areas of strengths and weaknesses and areas where
improvementwould be sought during the workshop.
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4. Total Group Summary Time: 20 minutes

Ask the pairs to share with the total group common skills they need to learn in
the workshop. Write these skill areas on the flipchart or blackboard as they
are identified. Lead a discussion on the new skills needed. Comment on the
workshop methodology with its emphasis on learning by doing. Help the trainees
understand how these identified skill needs will be handled in the workshop.

Explain that participants will have an opportunity to look at their skill development
progress at other points during the workshop. The next time they will check
their perceived skill levels will be at the end of the three days of the construction
phase of the project.

TRAINER NOTES

The participants need to be given an opportunity to assess themselves again on S
a clean copy of the instrument at least one more time before they leave the
workshop. Logical times would be at the completion of the construction phase
and/or before summarizing back-home planning. Whenever this is done again,
be sure to give the participants time to: 1) fill out the form again, 2) compare
scores from the first time, and 3) develop a plan for improving in areas that
still need work.

MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Session objectives

Handouts:

3-1: Self-Assessmentof Skills Necessaryfor Implementing
Spring Development Technologies
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SELF-ASSESSMENTOF SKILLS NECESSARY
FOR IMPLEMENTING SPRING DEVELOPMENT

TECHNOLOGIES

Rank yourself in terms of how well you feel you now do each of these
tasks. This is for your use only, so please be accurate and honest with
your answers. Put check marks in the appropriate columns:

Column 1 if you now do this task well
Column 2 if you now do this task okay
Column 3 if you now do this task with difficulty
Column 4 if you can’t do this task

Do
with

Do Do diffi- Can’t
well okay culty do

Pre—planning Stage

1. Determine the availability of resources

necessary for a spring capping project.
2. Incorporate the spring capping project

responsibilities in your overall work
commitments.

3. Promote the availability of spring capping
improvements in your region.

4. Design and conduct preliminary studies of
villages, setting up criteria to determine
which villages are appropriate to undertake
a spring capping project.

5. Design and conduct preliminary sanitary
surveys to determine the most likely
village for the initial project.

6. Determine who are the most appropriate
individuals in the community to involve in
the project.

7. Develop strategies for involving the
appropriate community members, including
women, in the various stages of project
development.

8. Explain to community leaders what capping a
spring involves and why it will benefit the
community.
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Do

with
Do Do diffi- Can’t

well okay culty do

9. Explain to villagers three types of spring
capping systems: retaining wall, spring
box, and seepage collection.

10. Make recommendations to the community on
how to proceed with a spring capping
project.

11. Resolve common problems in motivating a
village to undertake a spring capp g
project. -

Planning and Design Stage

12. Determine maximum spring flow and type of
spring improvement needed.

13. Design and conduct a detailed sanitary

survey.

14. Gather, record, and analyze all the
information on possible sites.

15. Present survey results to the village
leaders.

16. Plan for the labor force needed for the
construction.

17. Schedule all construction activities,
estimating the amount of time required for
each activity.

18. Estimate the tools and materials needed for
capping a spring.

Construction Stage

19. Lay out and prepare the spring site.

20. Control and divert surface water and spring

flow.

21. Find a stable impermeable location for the
foundation of the retaining wall.

22. Size and design the foundation and
retaining wall.
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with
Do Do diffi- Can’t

well okay culty do

23. Design and construct wooden forms for the

concrete.

24. Shape and place reinforcement material.

25. Mix, pour, and cure concrete.

26. Build the retaining wall using rocks and
mortar and install service pipes.

27. Seal and backfill the excavated spring
area, erect fences to keep animals away,
and use shallow rooted plants and rocks to
prevent erosion.

28. Solve problems common during construction
such as inadequate caring of concrete,
alteration of spring flow, and inability to
reach the impermeable layer.

Operation, Maintenance, and Repair Stage

29. Help community to select and train a
guardian in operation and usage of the
improved spring.

30. Develop procedures for routine maintenance,
e.g. , cleaning the spring box, clearing

diversion and drainage ditches, andrepairing the fencing.

31. Demonstrate proper hygiene and sanitation
practices, e.g., rinsing containers,
storage of water, and avoiding sources of
contamination.

32. Determine if a malfunctioning spring should
be repaired, replaced, or abandoned.

33. Solve common problems such as undermining
of the foundation by the spring flow,
uneven settling of the structure, poor
drainage, and unsanitary usage.

34. Discuss with users ways to make additional
improvements such as washing pads, use of
drainage water for crops, and construction
of storage tanks.
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Do

wi th
Do Do diffi— Can’t

11 okay culty do

Evaluation Stage

35. Evaluate each spring capping project for
lessons learned.

36. Integrate spring capping project into other
health and sanitation activities in the
community.
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 4: VILLAGE SURVEY METHODS AND DATA COLLECTION FOR

SPRING SITE SELECTION

Total Time: 6~hours

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

1. Introduction

2. Lecturette/Discussion

5. Preparationfor

• Field Task

6. Field Trip

4-2: Sanitary
Survey Form

4-3: Sanitary
Survey Article

4—4: Flow Measur-
ing Techniques

SessionObjectives

Lecturette Points

Tasks for Survey
Teams

7. Field Trip Discussion

8. Conclusions

9. Applying
Principles

10. Closure

30 mm.

15/20 mm.

30 mm.

5 mm.

4-1: Leeturette
Notes

3. Group Activity

4. Survey Team for
Experience

5 mm.

10 mm.

40 mm.

30 mm.

30 mm.

3 hrs.
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SESSION 4: Village Survey Methods and Data Collection for

Spring Site Selection

Total time: 6~hours

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the session,the trainee will be able to:

• Measureand calculatethe flow of a spring

• Identify sourcesof contaminationin the village

• Gather, record, and organize the necessaryinformation for the selectionand

initial planning and design for capping a spring

• Use five specific selectioncriteria to evaluatea spring site

• Interview villagers concerningspring usage

• Use and develop maps for planning and recording field work

OVERVIEW

This sessionpresents five criteria for the selection of the spring to cap and
develops the information that must be gatheredby field survey to satisfy those
criteria. Trainees will conduct their own village survey, using common survey
methodsor strategiessuchas interviewing, measuring,estimating, and mapping.
Many of the characteristicsof springs and their relation to the users and their
environmentcoveredin the previoussessionwill be investigatedduring the village
survey.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Give the groupthe information in the overview and state the objectives. Answer
any questions.

2. Lecturette/Discussion Time: 10 minutes

Briefly explain the five criteria used for selecting or evaluating a spring for
possible spring capping.

1) Is the flow adequate? The spring has an adequateflow if it can
provide enough water for at least the daily drinking water needs
of the user group or village. Steps for determining this are to
measurethe flow of the spring to arrive at the total volume produced
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in one day and divide this by the numberof peopleto be served by
the spring. We will do this measurementthis afternoon. By
measuringthe flow you obtain the number of liters available for
use per personper day. Then comparethis amount to the minimum
standardof 15 liters per personper day to determine if the spring
flow is adequateor not.

Rememberanimals may be watered from this spring also. The
following are approximateminimum water needsper animal: cows
10/15 liters; buffalo 15/20 liters; goats5/10 liters; chickens5 liters
per dozen.

2) Is the spring flow reliable? A spring flow is reliable only if it is
constantand adequatethrough both wet and dry seasonsfor many
years.

3) Is the water safe to drink? Rememberthat spring water is often S
the best quality naturehasto offer. It is continuouslyflowing from
a source undergroundwhich has been purified by slowly filtering
through many meters and layers of soil. However, it must be
uncontaminatedby pit latrines and other sourcesof human waste,
livestock, fish ponds, food processing(for example manioc soaking
and fermentation), bathing, washing, surface water runoff, and
flooding.

4) Is the water convenient and accessibleto the users? A spring
should be as close to the users as possible to minimize the daily
work required by the women and children to collect and haul water.
Difficult and hazardouscrossingsshould be avoided, for example,
roads,log bridges, or infested waters.

5) Is it technically feasible to cap the spring?

In determiningif it is technically feasible to cap a specific spring,
there are severalfactors to be considered.

• A spring should have an adequateslope for proper drainage.

• It should have protection from flooding and diversion of
watershedrunoff.

• The slope should be steep enough so that a collection vessel
can be placed underneaththe dischargepipe.

• Labor and materialssuchasgravel, rock, sand,and clay should
be locally available.

• There should be a solid footing on well-drained ground for the
structure.
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Distribute Handout 4-1: LecturetteNotes.

3. Group Activity Time: 40 minutes

Divide the total group into five smaller groups. Assign eachgroup one of the
selection criteria, and ask group membersto identify or list the information
neededto assessthe spring for a particular criterion. Have eachgroup put its
information list on fllpchart paper. Post all five sheets in a prominent place
and lead a brief discussionof the informationneededfor eachcriterion. Accept
additior~sto the list, answer questions,and discuss.

In the following list, for eachcriterion, is a sampleof the type of information

the traineesare expectedto generate.

1) Is the spring flow adequate?

• Measurethe spring flow.

• Determinethe number of users (both personsand animals).

• Calculate daily usage.

• Comparespring flow with daily usage.

2) Is the flow reliable?

• History of spring flow

• Seasonalflow variation

3) Is the water safe to drink?

• True origin or sourceof the spring

• Sourcesof contamination

• Sanitary handling and storage

• Physical characteristicssuchas taste,temperature,clarity

4) Is the water convenientand accessibleto the users?

• Distance

• Elevation

• Hazards

5) Is it technically feasible to cap this spring?

• Are the labor and constructionmaterialsavailable?
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• Is there adequatewater pressure,adequateslope, drainage?

• Can all spring flow be collected?

• Will the ground provide solid footing for the structure?

4. Survey Team for Field Experience Time: 30 minutes

Divide the group into three—membersurvey teams. Distribute Handout 4—2:
Sanitary Survey Form and Handout 4-3: Sanitary Survey taken from WaterThi
the World.

Ask the teamsto take 30 minutes to plan how they will go about collecting the
information under each of the five criteria they havejust worked with. Suggest
using the information generatedin the precedingexerciseas well as the survey
form to plan how they would collect this data, what they would look for, who
they would interview and what questions they would ask.

(Note to the trainer: During this activity, circulatefrom team to team, offering
help and assistance wherever needed.)

5. Preparationfor Field Task Time: 30 minutes

This field task is plannedto takeapproximately three hours. The field trip will
consist of the following: -

Field Activity No. 1: Demonstrating How to Measure Spring Flow (for
the total group at a spring site)

Field Activity No. 2: Conducting Surveys(by the three-membersurvey
teams)

Explain to the group the purposeof the field task, the learning objectives,and
the time involved.

Survey teams will be expected to accomplishthesetasks. (Put thesetasks

on a flipchart.)

• Measureand calculate the flow of the spring.

• Locate areas and sources of contamination.

• Interview spring users at the site to obtain desiredinformation.

• Visit at least one home to interview a family to collect desired

information.

• Add appropriate information to the village map.

• Document and take notes on their findings.
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Each survey team will require thesematerials:

• A watch with a second hand or alternatively the teams should be told

how to count their breaths or heartbeat as a way to measure time

• A short piece of pipe or bamboo

• A container of known volume

• A clear bottle

• The village map and writing materials

The trainer will need to have done a good deal of preparationaheadof time to
make certain the field experienceis effective. The following require advance
planning:

• Discussthe field work with village leadersand obtain their permission
to do it.

• Draw a village map and make a copy for eachparticipant.

• Arrange for a guide from the village if necessary and translators if
language is a problem.

• Determine which homes to visit and locate them.

• Select the springs the survey teams should visit; try not to have all
the teams visiting the same springs.

• Preparefor the demonstrationof how to measureflow. Have clay
available at the site as well as other necessarymaterials.

• Have materials that trainees require ready for use.

• Arrange for transportation.

Explain how and where the survey teams will do their work. Remind the trainees
that the first activity is for the whole group, observing the trainer demonstrate
how to measurethe flow of the spring and the second activity is in three—
member teams. Distribute materialsand tell traineeswhen they are expected
to return for the workshop discussion session.

6. Field Trip Time: 3 hours

Field Activity No. 1: Demonstrating How To MeasureSpring Flow (20 minutes)

Explain that there are three basic steps in measuring spring flow:

• Build a temporary dam of clay or other impervious material.

• Insert a pipeline.
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• Collect water in a container for one minute.

Proceed with blocking the entire spring flow with a clay, dirt, rock, etc. dam
high enough to insert a short pipe and still have space below for a collection
container. (Be sure to seal the leak on the upstreamside of the dam.)

After the flow becomessteady,ask one group to volunteer to measurethe flow
in liters per minute. Do this two to three times to witness variations and
determinean averageflow.

Answer any questions. Take apart the clay dam and pipe and ask the survey
team to practice this measurementseparatelysome time during the field trip.
Distribute handout on measuringflow either at this point or upon returning to
the workshop (Handout 4-4).

Field Activity No. 2: Conducting Surveys (2 hours 30 minutes)

Have the teams proceed to their survey tasks.

7. Field Trip Discussion Time: 30 minutes

Lead a discussionof thesequestions:

• Elicit generalcommentson how the field activities went. Were they
useful? Keep the commentsbrief and spend no more than five to
eight minutes on this opening point.

• Ask several teams to comment on measuringspring flow. Did they
have any problems? Any interesting or unexpectedoccurrences?

• Ask what sourcesof contaminationthey located. Did they inspect
the quality of spring water? If so, how can the sources of
contaminationbe eliminated?

• Find out what questionsthe traineesaskedand to whom at the spring
site. What information did they obtain? Any problemsor unexpected
occurrences?

• In visiting the home, how did the trainees find the family members
stored their water? Was it handledin a sanitary way? Find out how
the traineesdeterminedthe volume of spring water the family used
per day?

• Did trainees have any problems in using their maps?

• Ask individual trainees if they would recommend the spring they
surveyed as suitable for capping? Why or why not?

8. Conclusions Time: 15/20 minutes

Move toward reaching some conclusionsabout the entire process of surveying
and collecting data for spring site selection. Ask the trainees to identify from
their experiencewhat they believe must be done in order to conduct a valid
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survey and make the “right” decisions about which springs to improve. The
trainer might want to list their responseson a flipchart.

9. Applying Principles of Surveying and
Data Collection for Site Selection Time: 30 minutes

Have the traineestake a few minutes to plan how they will conductsurveys in
their first spring capping project. Ask them to work individually on this plan
using their planning guides. Give them 15 minutes, then ask them to choose
one other personand share their plans and strategieswith eachother, offering
help and suggestionsto each other as appropriate. The sharing activity will
require 15 to 20 minutes.

10. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Refer back to the sessionobjectives. Ask the trainees if the objectiveshave

been met and if they will be able to conductsurveyson their own.

MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Sessionobjectives
Lecturette points
Tasks for survey teams

Handoutson:

4-1: Lecturette Notes: Selecting a Spring for Capping
4-2: Sanitary Survey Form
4—3: Sanitary Survey (Water for the World article)
4-4: Flow MeasuringTechniques

Advance Planning

Arrange for field experiencewith village.
Draw map of vifiage and have copies for participants.
If necessary,arrangefor guide and/or translators.
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Handout 4-1

LECTURETTE NOTES: SELECTING A SPRING
FOR CAPPING

1) Is the flow adequate? The spring has an adequateflow if it can provide
enoughwater for at least the daily drinking waterneedsof the user group
or village. Steps for determining this are to measurethe flow of the
spring to arrive at the total volume produced in one day and divide this
by the number of people to be served by the spring. We will do this
measurementthis afternoon. By measuringthe flow you obtain the number
of liters available for useper personper day. Then comparethis amount
to the minimum standardof 15 liters per personper day to determine if
the spring flow is adequateor not.

Rememberanimals may be wateredfrom this spring also. The following
are approximate minimum water needs per animal: cows 10/15 liters;
buffalo 15/20 liters; goats 5/10 liters; chickens 5 liters per dozen.

2) Is the spring flow reliable? A spring flow is reliable only if it is constant
and adequatethrough both wet and dry seasonsfor many years.

3) Is the water safe to drink? Rememberthat spring water is often the
best quality naturehasto offer. It is continuously flowing from a source
underground which has been purified by slowly filtering through many
metersand layers of soil. However, it must be uncontaminatedby pit
latrines and other sources of human waste, livestock, fish ponds, food
processing(for examplemaniocsoakingand fermentation),bathing,washing,
surface water runoff, and flooding.

4) Is the water convenientand accessibleto the users? A spring should be
as close to the users as possible to minimize the daily work required by
the womenand children to collect and haul water. Difficult and hazardous
crossingsshould be avoided, for example, roads, log bridges,or infested
waters.

5) Is it technically feasible to cap the spring?

In determiningif it is technically feasible to cap a specific spring, there

are severalfactors to be considered.

• A spring should have an adequateslope for proper drainage.

• It should haveprotectionfrom flooding and diversionof watershed
runoff.

• The slope should be steepenoughso that a collection vesselcan
be placed underneaththe dischargepipe.

• Labor and materialssuch as gravel, rock, sand, and clay should
be locally available.

• There should be a solid footing on well-drained ground for the
structure.
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Handout 4-2
SANITARY SURVEY FORM

1. Village ________________________________

2. Location _________________________________

3. Village leader(s)_____________________________

4. Village population __________________________

Animal population and water needs_________

5. Number of families _______________________

6. Health center or organization______________

7.

8.

9.

10. ___________________________

11.

12.

13.

14.

Name of spring

Distancefrom village

Location of spring (distance from users)

Slope flow

accessibility

Number of people using spring

averagenumber of litres per day per person

Quality of water

(1pm)

Condition during dry season

Condition during wet season

Soils around spring

Sourcesof contamination
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Handout 4-3, p. 1

Physical Characteristics of
the Location

SANITARY SURVEY

Springs. Springs can provide a very
good source of water for a community
supply. Generally, water from springs
can be used without treatment If the
source is adequately protected with a
spring box. Not all water from springs
I. ree from contamination. A sanitary
s ey of the spring site will help
determine whether contamination is
likely.

The first step in a sanitary survey
of a spring site is to determine the
physical conditions above the point
where the water flows from the ground.
If there are large openings or fissures
in the bedrock above the spring, con-
tamination of the spring from surface
runoff may occur. Surface runoff
enters the ground through the fissures
and contaminates the spring water
underground.

Find the true source of the spring.
Many times, a small stream disappears
into the ground through a fissure and
emerges again at a lower elevation.
W appears to be a spring actually
ma be surface water that has flowed
underground for a short distance. The
water Is generally contaminated and may
flow only during the wet season.

Determine if there are sources of
potential fecal contamination.
Livestock areas, septic tanks and other
sewage disposal sites are sources of
contamination. If they are located

above the source or closer than lOOm
to it, contamination may occur and
disease—causing bacteria can enter the
water.

The second step in a sanitary survey
Is to study the area at the spring
site. The type of soil may indicate
that contamination is likely.
Filtration may be poor if permeable
soil deeper than 3m is within 15m of
the spring. Water passes quickly
through coarse soils and impurities are
not filtered out. If this condition
exists, or if there is any suspicion of
contamination, a water analysis must be
done.

A spring flowing from limestone or
highly fractured rock may be subject to
contamination. Earth movements create
fissures and cracks in limestone
allowing surface run—off to enter the
ground rapidly with little or no
filtration of impurities. If a spring
flows from a lime:~tone bed, check the
water after a heavy rain. If it
appears turbid, suspect surface con-
tamination and either analyze the water
or choose a better site.

Community members must always be
consulted during a sanitary survey.
Information from local people should
be added to the information collected
through observation. They will know
about spring yields and reliability and
about other local conditions.

*Taken from Water For the World - Conducting Sanitary Surveysto Determine
AcceptableSurface Water Sources. Technical Note No. RWS. 1, p. 2.
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Bacteriological Quality of Water

Good quality water must be available
to ensu~re the health of the people in a
community. The bacteriological quality
of water is especially Important.
Water used for drinking must be free
from disease—causingfecal con-
tamination. Fecal contamination can be
prevented by the protection of water
sources, by the removal of sources of
contamination, and by the treatment of
water. A thorough sanitary survey must
determine the potential sources of con-
tamination of a water source so that
measures to protect the source can be
developed.

An untreated water source should be
as free from bacteriological con-
tamination as possible. The greatest
and most widespread source of such con-
tamination is human and animal wastes,
which is called fecal contamination. A
sanitary survey determines the degree
to which water sources may be subject
to fecal contamination.

Equipment for testing water may not
be available and water analysis may be
impossible. If so, observation can
reveal characteristics that indicate
bacteriological contamination. If
there is a layer of scum on the water
surface, suspect contamination. If
excessive algae are growing In a pond
or lake, there are organic Impurities
which may indicate the presence of
fecal matter in the water. Speak to
local health officials and village
leaders to find out if there Is a large
number of cases of diarrheal illnesses.
Many casesof diarrhea, especially
among young children, may be an indica-
tion of contamination In the water
source.

By simple measures such as removing
obvious sources of contamination from a
catchment area, fecal contamination can
be controlled and eliminated. If con-
tamInation is not reduced, then the
water source should be considered
unacceptable.

Physical and Chemical Quality of Water

The bacteriological quality of water
Is the most Important factor in deter—
mining the acceptability of a source.
Many times, though, water is bac—
teriologically safe, it has physi-
cal or chemical characteristics that
make it unpleasant or unattractive to
the users. To determine the exact phy-
sical and chemical quality of water,
laboratory analysis must be done. An
evaluation of physical and chemical
conditions can be made by doing a sani-
tary survey. A thorough sanitary sur-
vey can detect turbIdity, color, ode,
and tastes and help determine the
acceptability of the water source.

Turbidity. Turbidity is the pre-
sence of suspended material such as
clay, silt, organic and inorganic
material which clouds or muddles water.
Turbid water may be potable but often
it Is aesthetically unacceptaDle to
users. Turbidity may also indicate
contamination. A laboratory analysis
should be done, If possible.

Color. Dissolved organic material
from decaying vegetation and some
Inorganic material cause color in
water. An excessive algal growth
may cause some color. Color in water
Is generally not harmful but it Is
objectionable and may cause users
to drink the water. Highly colored
water needs treatment.

Odors and Tastes. Odors and tastes
in water come from algae, decomposing
organic material, dissolved gases,
salts and chemicals. These may be from
domestic, agricultural or natural sour-
ces. Water that has a bad odor or a
disagreeable taste will be rejected by
a community for a different source.
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FI0W-?CASIIHING TECHNIQUES

Handout 4-4, p. 1

In nest investigations, accurate flow measurements of a source
will require some earthwork

1 usually just a simple type of earth bank,
d’m, or drainage channel. Thus it is advisable to brin 210119 one
or morc villaqers with digoing tools and a machete-type knife (for
clearing away underbrush, etc). After the channels or dams have
been constructed, wait a few minutes for the water to acbieve steady.
constant flow, before attempting any measurements.

Discussed below are two simple methods for measuring the flows
of springs and streams. Always measure the flow several times, and
calculate an average reading. Any measurements which are obviously
deviant should be repeated. Question the villagers closely about
seasonal variations in the flow.

Bucket and stopwatch: Spring flows are most conveniently
measured by using a wide-mouthed container (of known capacity) and
timing how long ‘t takes to fill up. A large-size biscuit or
kerosene container (capacities of about 18-20 liters), or a bucket,
is usually available in the village. For the most accurate results,
the capacity of the container should be such that it requires at
least 15 seconds to fill (smaller containers, such as one-liter
drinking canteens, should only be used if nothing larger is available;
An ordinary wristwatch (that has a sweep-second hand) can be used
for timings, but it is best in this case if two persons work together
one concentrating on the wristwatch, the other filling the container.
The flow is calculated:

where: Q = flow (liters/second)

c capacity of container (liters)

t = time to fill (seconds)

b-hi-tv bucket

Te

..1J~

Woich rnea~arrg
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Handout 4-4, p. 2

Velocity-area method This method requires more work and is
not as accurate at the V-notch weir. yet for particularly wide
streams it can be easier to use. t~easure the surface water velocity
of the stream by tlniiny how long it takes a drifting surface float
(such as a block of wood) to move down a measured length of the
stream (this measured Section must lie lairly straight and free of
obstacles, for a length of 6-10 times the average water depth).
Measure the cross-sectional area of the stream. The measurements
should be repeated several times, averaging the results together.
The average stream velocity is b5~of the surface velocity, and the
flow ~s calculated:

where: Q flow (LPS)

V surface velocity (rn/sec)

A cross-sect’l area Cm
2)

applicable to streams of

Figure 2—3 illustrates the

Q=600 xV.xA

This niethocj of flow “easurement is
water depth of at least 30 centi,ieters.
velocity-area method .f measurement.
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 5: PREPARATION FOR SPRING DEVELOPMENT
CONSTRUCTIONACTIVITIES

Total Time: 5~hours

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

1. Introduction 5 mm. SessionObjectives

2. Brainstorming!
Planning 20 mm.

3. Project Familiarization 30 mm. 5-1: Photographsof
Spring Develop—
ment

5-2: Retaining
Wall Structure

Spring Improve-
ment Items

Criteria Used to
Determine Im-
prove ment

4. Introduction of
Planning Steps

10 mm. Six Basic Planning
Points

5. Lecturette!
Discussion

60 mm. 5-3: Dimensions
5-4: Reinforcement

Rods in Foundation

Dimensions of
Depth, Thickness,
Width

6. Field Work
Preparation

10 mm.

7. Field Work 60 mm. 5-5: Materials
and Components

5—6: Materials
Required

Pipe Selection
Considerations

8. Group Discussion 90 mm.

9. Generalization!

Application

10. Closure

45 mm.

5 mm.

Planning Guides
(see Handout 2-5)
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SESSION 5: Preparationfor Spring DevelopmentConstruction

Activities

Total Time: 5~hours

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this session,traineeswill be able to:

• Describe how the improved spring will look upon completion

• Describe in general the construction phases necessary for project completion

• Size and design the foundationand retaining wall

• Estimate the tools and of materials neededfor capping a spring

OVERVIEW

Learning how to implement a spring developmentproject is best accomplished
by working on actual projects. Therefore,this courserequiresbuilding a spring
cappingsystem,and the construction stageswill begin tomorrow. This session
is intended to familiarize the participant with the spring project selectedfor
this training and to involve the participant in the appropriateplanning and design
steps necessarybefore construction is begun.

The trainees will visit the project site and participate in the pre-construction
planning activities such as 1) estimatingand completinga preliminary design of
the spring wall, 2) estimating the proper location of this wall, and 3) planning
for other resources and improvements that are included in this particular project.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Give the information contained in the overview, present the objectives, and
respondto questions.

2. Group Brainstorm of Planning Items Time: 20 minutes

Have the group brainstorm a list of items necessaryfor planning a spring
developmentproject. Write their responseson the flipchart, then ask them to
comparetheir list with the project cycle (Handout2-3). Explain that the project
cycle is one way to organizethe activities requiredto completethe project. Ask
if they seeactivities from their list that shouldbe addedto the activities listed
in the cycle. If so, add them. It is important that the group developa sense
of familiarity and involvement with the project cycle. Add their suggestionsto
the cycle, but avoid making major changes.

Explain that todayTs workshop activities will deal primarily with preparationfor
the constructionphaseof the project. Ask traineesto refer to the project cycle
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for constructionactivities. Briefly, explain again that the following three days

of the workshop will be spent learning about constructionactivities.

3. Group Familiarization with this Project Time: 30 minutes

If the participantshave visited the spring that will be developedin this training
project, ask them to describethe spring as they rememberit. Using a flipchart,
explain that the decision has beenmade to improve this spring in the following
ways:

• Constructa wall to dam up the spring and make a collection pool.

• Protect pool from contamination.

• Place a pipe which will allow water to flow into collection/carrying
vessels.

• Constructa concretesplash pad and possibly a laundry pad for user
convenience.

Using a flipchart, explain the criteria that were used to make the decisions

about the spring improvements.

• A spring structurewould not be too difficult to build.

• It can be constructedwith locally available materials.

• There is a locally available labor force with the necessaryskills.

• The structure will adequatelyhandle the flow of the spring all year
round.

• The improved spring will benefit users.

• The structureis not too expensive; the community can afford it.

• The community agreedwith the plans.

Distribute Handout 5-1: Photographsof Stagesof Spring Development. Briefly
explain the stagesto the participants.

Distribute Handout 5-2: RetainingWall Structure. Explain drawing. In addition,
distribute (~drawon flipchart) a mapof this springsite, pointing out key features.

4. Introduction of Planning Steps Time: 10 minutes

Explain that for purposesof organization, the planning for construction will
involve six basic planning points. Using a flipchart, elaboratebriefly on each.

• Investigation of spring site

• Determining location and design for spring structure
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• Pipe, materials/toolsrequired

• Labor requirements

• Costs/budgetfor project

• Time schedule

Explain that the first step,investigationof springflow and excavating,will actually
occur tomorrow when layout and excavationfor constructionwill begin. After
these activities have been completed,the decision about the exact size and
location of the foundationand retaining wall can be made. At this point, until
the spring is dug out and excavationis made,the design and location can only
be estimated. Explain that all planning and preparationfor labor, materials,
tools, costs,budgeting,and time schedulingare items that should be done ahead
of time, but in this casewill be doneout of sequenceto allow excavationto begin.

Explain that for purposesof this course,a training sessionon how to plan for
labor, materials,etc., will be conductedafter traineeshave had practiceactually
constructing the retaining wall. Comment on how much more meaningful the
planning of resourceswill be once they understandwhat is involved in the actual
construction.

Explain that today’s activities will concentrateon understandingdifferent wall
and foundationdesigns and the criteria usedin determiningwhich design to use.

5. Lecturette/Discussionon Retaining
Wall Designs Time: 60 minutes

Ask the traineesto refer back to Handout 5-2 showing a drawing of a retaining
wall and its foundation. Check to see if they understandeach part of the
structure.

Dimensions

Distribute Handout 5-s: Dimensionsfor Foundationand RetainingWall and discuss
it with the participants,explaining the various dimensions.

Explain that you are now going to give them a minimum standarddimensionfor
building retaining walls. This is the smallest structure that one would ever
design;it would handleaverageflow ratesof from 15 to 50 liters per minute (1pm).

Given this flow rate, the minimum dimensionsto rnuse in the reinforced concrete
foundation would be 15 to 20 cm high and 40 to 50 cm wide. Have everyone
approximatethesedimensionswith their hands.

Reinforcement

The 8-10 mm steel reinforcementrods shouldbe placed as shown in Handout 5

-

4: ReinforcementRods in Foundation. Alternative metals, bamboo, or other
strong materials can be used. Tell traineesto use these model dimensionsfor
most springs, until they become more familiar with variations in spring sites.

that point they may want to modify the sizesand designsof their structures.
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ConstructionMaterials

Two sacks of cement are neededto construct the model foundation for a rock
and mortar wall one meter long and 60 cm high. Five sacks would be needed
to construct the foundation for a wall two meterslong and one meter high..

The entire wall could be constructedof reinforced concrete. However, the
reinforced concretefoundationis to support a rock and mortar retaining wall so
that the participantswill gain experiencein both construction techniques. If
cement and reinforcing bars are in short supply, then the foundation can also
be constructedof rock and mortar for retainingwalls up to 1 meter in height. It
is important for the wall to be securelyconnectedto the foundation. The weight
of the retaining wall will be distributed evenly over the dimensions of the
foundation if the foundation is laid level into the ground. Therefore, given a
standardsize for the height and width of the foundation, the wall can actually
be any length since its height doesnot vary greatly.

(Demonstratepoints by referring to handout or by drawing illustrations on the
flipchart.)

Explain the difference between a cement-mortaredstone wall and a wall
constructed using local mud mortar. It is likely that local houses will be
constructed with mud-mortar’ walls, and that local masons will be more
experiencedwith mud mortar than with cement mortar.

Cement mortar and concrete are used for water supply construction because
these materials are strong, durable,and resistant to weathering. Local mortar
made from clay or mud will usually erode when exposedto the force of running
water. Also, local mortar is usuallynot strong enoughto withstandthe pressure
which may be createdin a spring cappingstructure.

While concrete and cement mortar have advantagesin strength and durability,
these materialsare more difficult to mix and apply and curing is different than
for mud mortar. For example,the ratio of water to cement,the time in which
the wet mortar can be used before it starts to harden, and the purity of the
water and sandare all critical factors. Local masonsshould be alerted to the
critical differencesand should be instructed in the use of cement mortar.

Force Exerted on Wall

Explain that the springflow exerts force on the retaining wall. Discuss
consequencesof rainy seasonflow. Explain how the water will try to push over
the wall, so it must extend deepenough into the earthand be wide enough to
resist and not shift its position. If the foundation is 10—15 cm deep into an
impermeablelayer, and both the wall and foundationextend 30 cm into the earth
on eachside, then the structureshould remain solid.

Splash Pads

Splash pads are located under the pipe so the continuous flow falls on concrete
or rock runoffs that have been constructedso that the water drains away from
the foundation. Splash pads can be various sizes and designs dependingon the
design of the wall, the amount of materials available for construction,or what
the villagers feel would be most useful to them.
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The most important issue concerningsplash pads is drainage. The water must
flow away from the foundation toward the drainage ditches. It is also more
sanitaryaswell as convenientfor the usersif the areaaround the collection pipe
is not muddy and sloppy.

Splashpadscould be the samelength as the foundationor small enoughto merely
cover the splash point. Whatever the size, the concreteshould slope toward the
drainageditch. Somesplashpadsare built with curbswhich can actually channel
the water right to the ditch.

Pipes

When delivering this part of the lecturette,demonstratea sampleof the pipe
and materials to be used in construction.

The following list includes the dimensions, placement, and materials to be
consideredin the selectionand constructionof piping to carry spring water:

• The diameterof the pipe will dependon the quantity of spring flow it
is to carry.

• The pipe will be at least long enough to pass through the spring
cappingstructurewall and project beyondthe wall to form a convenient
spout.

• The length of pipe may extendsomedistancefrom the spring capping
structureto a public tap.

• Only galvanizediron pipe should be placed in a concreteor cement
mortar wall. If a pipeline is built to a tap somedistanceaway, then
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) or HDP (high density polyethylene)should be
installed below ground.

The following pipe sizescanbe usedfor short (up to 1 meter in length)galvanized
iron pipes set in a spring retaining wall.

Maximum Spring Flow Pipe Diameter

mm

up to 1.0 30
1.1 to 3.0 50
3.0 to 7.0 60

Two or more smaller pipes can be used in place of one larger pipe.

Placementand protectionof pipe is important if the project is to have a useful

life of 10 or more years. Pipe materials have different properties.

PVC and HDP plastic pipe of standardquality will resist corrosion. However,
the plastic may be softenedor made britUe by sunlight or sliced accidentally.
It must be buried at least 0.7 meters underground. PVC pipe comes in rigid
lengths; HDP comes in long flexible coils. Both are lightweight for transport.
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In galvanizediron pipe, the galvanizingprovidesa corrosion-resistantzinc coating
on the iron pipe. Although iron pipe is rigid and heavy to transport, it is much
strongerstructurallyandlesssusceptibleto beingdamagedby sharpor heavyloads.

Bamboo Pipe is cheapand may be usedas a temporarysubstituteuntil galvanized
iron, PVC or HDP pipe becomesavailable. If properly cured by soaking, flaming
and scraping, bamboowill provide long term service; otherwise it will rot in a
few years.

Pipes should be located as shown in Handout 5-2.

The springshould be accessiblefor cleaning, unclogging, or repair at a later date.

6. Preparationfor Field Work Time: 10 minutes

Explain that today’s field work consists of sizing and designing the foundation
and wall structure

Field Activity No. 1: Designing the Foundationand Wall Structure(60 minutes).
The trainer should divide the group into four teams. Ask two of the teamsto
find answersto these questions (put questionson the flipchart):

• Where is the impermeablelayer?

• How deepshould the foundationbe?

• Where should the foundationbe placed?

• How wide should the foundationbe?

• Will our minimum width dimension fit these?

Ask two other teams to answerthese questions:

• Where is the bottom of the collection pool?

• At what height will the pipe go through the wall?

• Where should the wall be?

• Will there be room under the pipe for a collection vessel?

(Note to the trainer: The traineesmay have some difficulty answering these
questions. Discovery is, however, a key aspectof the training methodologyand
you should let them do the best they can.)

Depart for field site.

7. Field Work Time: 60 minutes

Give the trainees 30 minutes to find the answersto the questions. Then lead
a discussion at the field site on their responses. Demonstratehow they could
arrive at an answeror askthem how they arrivedat their answer. Make certain
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everyone understandshow one arrives at answers to these questions. This

discussionis likely to take 30 minutes.

Return to the workshop site.

8. Group Discussionon Planning for Time: 90 minutes
Tools and Materials

Explain that for purposesof planning for the necessarytools and materials,the
spring capping system will be divided into specific components. Put the
componentson the flipchart and briefly explain each (10 minutes).

Excavation
Diversion ditches and canals
Foundation
Retaining wall
Splash pad
Watertight seals for retaining wall
Backfill
Watertight sealed layer to prevent surfacecontamination

Ask the participants to form two-memberteams for the following task which
you have put on the flipchart:

List the tools and materials which you believe will be necessaryto do
the work required for eachof these four components:

Excavation
Diversion ditches and canals
Foundation
Retaining wall

Give trainees 15 to 20 minutes for this task. Then ask that each two-member
team join with one other team, making small groups of four. They are to share
their materialsand tools list with one another. Then ask the small groups to
concentratetheir energies only on one component(assign one to each small
group) and to list the tools and materials required for that component on a piece
of flipehart paper. Give them an additional five minutes or so for getting this
list on the flipchart.

Post the flipchart papers on the wall and lead a total group discussionof the
materialsand tools listed. This total group discussion should not take more than
15 minutes.

Distribute Handout 5-5: Materials andSystemComponents. Explain to the train’ees
that this is a list they could use; however, they should check the lists on the
flipchart to see if there are items they had identified as important that might
not be included in the handout. Give them a few minutes to read the list. Ask
if they have any commentsor questions. Ask if there are any tools or materials
with which they are not familiar, such as a sifting screen. Encouragediscussion
of theseitems if people have questions.
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Distribute Handout 5-6: Quantities of Materials Required for an Average Size
Retaining Wall Structure. Give the traineesa few minutes to read over tFiT~
list. Ask if they have any questions.

9. Generalizing and Applying Time: 45 minutes

Ask the trainees to reflect on the day’s activities and to identify the most
important things they learned. Give them five minutes or so of quiet time to
reflect on the day. Then ask for examplesof one or two items from each
individual. Write them on the flipehart. Take about 15 to 20 minutes for this.

Then ask the trainees, working individually, to complete a planning guide for
this session,Preparationfor ConstructionActivities. Allow 20 minutes for this
individual activity.

Use an additional 10 minutes or so to elicit examplesof their planning. This
questioncould be used: “As you thought through this, what important problems
or ideascameto you aboutimplementingthis planningactivity in your community?

10. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Refer to the objectives,check to seehow they feel abouttheir skill development

for the day, and close the session.

(Note to trainer: You might want to ask the participantshow they feel about
the workshop so far. Ask if they have any questionsabout the methodologyor
if they have suggestions on what the trainers can do to make their learning
more productive. This helps set the tone for trainer/traineecollaboration in
making the workshop effective. It also allows trainees to ask direct questions
about the methodology. Concerns or issues can be discussedearly in the course
before they becomeproblems.)

MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Sessionobjectives
Spring improvement items
Criteria used to determinespring improvement
Six basic planning points
Dimensionsof depth, thickness,and width
Considerationsfor selectionof a pipe

Handouts:

5-1: Photographsof Stagesof Spring Development
5-2: Retaining Wall Structure
5-3: Dimensionsfor Foundationand Retaining Wall
5-4: Reinforcement Rods in Foundation
5-5: Materials and System Components
5-6: Quantities of Materials Required for an Average

Size Retaining Wall Structure
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PHOTOGRAPHSOF STAGES OF
SPRING DWELO~tENT

Handout 5-1, p. 1

Figure A. Building the Forms for
the FoundatJ”

Figure B. Building the Rock and Mortar Wall
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Handout 5-1, p. 2

Figure D. Clay Wall To Keep ConstructionArea
Dry. Pipes Diverting the Flow

Figure C. Pouring Concrete
for the Foundation
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Handout 5-1, p. 3

Figure F. Nearly CompletedRetaining Wall, Showing
Rock ~nd Gravel Fill-in

Figure E. Building Rock and Mortar Wall
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Handout 5-3

.

DThENSIONS FOR FOUNDATION AND RETAINING WALL

ROCKAND MORTAR
RETAINING WALL

WIDTH

L~XTHVAkUES

HEIG[*T

20-30cm

WIDTH/ 5O-80cm.

30 - 60cm.

FORCE OF
SPRING FLOW HEIGHT

1.5 METERS
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Handout 5-4

Reinforcement
Rods

6mm Diameter

REINFORCEMENTRODS IN FOUNDATION

Top View [1

5cm 10cm 10cm 10cm 5cn

—-~

Ii II LI

Width

Thickness

50—80cm
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Handout 5-5, p. 1

MATERIALS AND SYSTEM COMPONENTS

System Components Materials and Tools

• Excavation

• Diversion ditches and canals

• Foundation

• Retaining wall

• Splash pad

picks
shovels
wheelbarrow
measuringtapeor rods

picks
shovels
wheelbarrow
gravel/rocks

water
cement
sand
gravel
rocks
reinforcement
nails/hammer/saw
wood for forms
oil for lubricating forms
shovels
buckets
sifting s~reen
tamper (compacter)
trowel

rocks
clay
cement
sand
gravel
galvanizediron pipe
screening for pipe
trowel

cement
gravel
sand
.wood for forms
fiat stone

• Well for temporary
containmentand
diversion of springflow

clay
rocks
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Handout 5-5, p. 2

clay
mortar

• rocks
sand
gravel

• clay
soil
shovels
wheelbarrow

• Watertight sealedlayer (to
prevent surfacewater from
contaminatingspring flow)

clay

.

S

• Watertight seals for

retaining wall

• Backfill
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Handout 5-6, p. 1

QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS REQUIREDFOR AN
AVERAGE SIZE RETAINING WALL STRUCTURE

Supplies

Cement

Sand, clean (uniform)

Broken stone (1 cm diameter)

Rock, clean

Reinforcementrods (rebar)

Wrapping wire

Pipe and appurtenances

Intake screenwith flanged

connections

Plug for drain pipe

Plastic

Chlorine bleach

Sturdy rope or cord

Clay

Wood for forms and

mixing board

Labor

1-2 masons

3-5 laborers

10-20 sacks, 50 kg, top grade, dry and

powdery

1-2 cubic meters

1—2 cubic meters

1-3 cubic meters

4-6 6 mm rods 6 m in length or 25 m
total length

5-10 m of 3 or 5 mm flexible wrapping
wire

50 mm diametergalvanizediron pipe
1 m threadedone end (outlet pipe)
0.7 m threadedone end (drain pipe)

1 roll of thick plastic sheeting,1 m wide

x 5 m long

2 gal. or 10 liters

1 roll 1-2 cm

Locate a source for good quality clay
as close to the site as possible.
(Quantity varies)

Locally available lumber
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Handout 5-6, p.2

Tools

2 spadesfor digging

1 rake

troweLs (1 for every 2 participants)

3 wooden paddles

1 pick axe

1 crowbar

2 saws for cutting forms

1 hacksaw or wire snipper

2 hammers

2 boxes of flat headednails for building forms

4 plastic buckets of known volume

1-2 wheelbarrows

1-2 measuring tapes

1 sifting screen

1 tamper/cornpactor

gloves

The above suggestedlist is, of course,basedon estimatesand will certainly vary
dependingupon the size of the spring capping required. Theseitems are usually
necessary. However, they may not be readily available. Alternative materials
may be substituted if necessary.
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 6: LAYOUT AND EXCAVATION

Total Time: 6 hours

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

3. Field Work
Preparation

4. Field Work

Procedures

5. Discussion

6. Generalization!

Application

7. Closure

6-1: Drainage
Canals

6—2: Lecturette
Notes

SessionObjectives

Excavationand
Preparation

.1.

2.

Introduction

Lecturette/Discussion

5 mm.

30 mm.

15 mm.

3.~hrs.

45 mm.

45 mm.

5 mm.

Planning Guides
(see Handout 2-5)
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SESSION 6: Layout and Excavation

Total Time: 6 hours

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this training session, trainees will be able to:

• Dig out an existing spring source to reveal maximum spring flow and area

necessaryto encloseand capture

• Locate stable foundations (impermeable layer) for installation of spring

retaining wall and other structural componentsof system

• Control and divert surfacewater and spring flows

• Lay out, level, slope, and excavate spring development design

• Select and lay in place gravel and other loose foundation materials

OVERVIEW

The first activities in the construction phase of the project cycle are those of
layout and excavation. In this sessionactivities will be centeredaround learning
how to do this. After a short presentation in the workshop on layout and
excavation,the participantsspendmost of the time in the field.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Give the information contained in the overview, present the objectives and respond
to questions.

2. Lecturette/Discussion on the Steps Time: 30 minutes
Involved in Layout, Exeavatio~

,

and Site Preparation

Distribute Handout 6-2: Lecturette Notes.

Layout and excavationof the spring site are accomplishedin three major steps
(put on flipchart):

• Investigate the spring flow.

• Excavatethe site for construction.
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• Protect and control spring flow during construction.

Investigatethe Spring Flow

Springs form when underground water follows the path of least resistance through
soils and reachesthe surface. In investigating spring flow the first thing to do is
to explore the areato determineif this site is the first and only place that
this spring flow surfaces. This is done by checking the area above the spring
and the areasurrounding it to see if there are other sources of water which
might be connected to this spring. If there are other sourcesof water in the
area, check to see if these sourcescould possibly contaminatethe spring you
intend to cap. You might have to protect the entire area,or the spring that
is beingcappedcouldbe contaminated by otherspringsimmediatelysurroundingit.

Most people have a respect for natur&s mysterious springs and prefer not to
disturb them. However,you will need to clear away and drain any mud, rocks,
standing water or other obstacles to spring flow in order to release or unify its
maximum flow. If the flow is small with little pressure,take care not to plug
the flow as it may seekanother outlet and disappear.

Springs flow and come to the surfaceby the force of gravity or from pressures
created by the weight of layers of earth. Often in flatter regions there is
insufficient height between the spring flow elevation and the ground level for
the collection vessel to be placed. Also, there must be enoughdrop in elevation
below the collection point to provide drainage. Wells are usually better in flat
terrain.

Excavationof the Spring Site for Construction

The immediate area surrounding the spring flow should be cleared to a depth
free of muddy or loose material so that the structurecan be attachedor placed
upon firm, stable soil or rock. The extent of the excavationwill depend upon
the type of spring construction and the particular physicalconditions. It may
vary from a cubic meter for small springs with or without slope, to a few cubic
meters for larger springs or seeps where the excavation is spreadwide to collect
several spring flows. (Explain what is meant by a cubic meter.)

In the caseswhere spring flow is to be retainedby a wall or box, a suitablesite
for the foundation must be excavatedand leveled.

Control of SurfaceRunoff at Spring Site

Often a spring is locatedin an areawhich receivessurfacerunoff when it rains.
Surfacerunoff can causesoil erosion around the completed spring retaining wall,
and it may damagethe wall. In areaswith heavy rainy seasons,surface runoff
flows can be heavy and damaging.

The site around the spring capping structure should be protected from surface
runoff by excavatinga drainage ditch around the periphery of the site. The
ditch should be laid out in such a way that it can intercept surface runoff and
divert it around and away from the site. A typical arrangementis illustrated
in Handout 6-1: Drainage Canals.
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The sizeand extent of the drainageditcheswill dependon the quantity of runoff
that must be diverted. It is best to questionthe local residentsabout the need
for runoff diversionand the quantity of runoff that can be expected. In locations
with heavy rains, ditches with a depth and width of one-halfmeter or more may
be necessary.

Protect and Control Spring Flow During Construction:

The spring openingmust be protectedfrom plugging during constructionactivity.
It may be isolated with a barrel or filled with large rocks so the flow can
continue betweenthem.

The flow of water must be controlled to keep the construction area dry. A
clay wall can be constructedto protect the foundationsite, retain water and/or
support a temporarypipe to carry the spring flow away from the site.

3. Preparationfor Field Work Time: 15 minutes

Explain that the group will actually be following thesethreesteps just discussed
at the spring site today. Time at the site will be approximatelythree and a
half hours. Then the group will return to the workshop site to discuss and
elaborateon the implementationof thesethree steps.

Brief the group on the role and responsibilities of the work force. Explain that
the work force will be presenttoday to help with the physical labor involved in
layout and excavation. The traineeswill be responsiblefor planning and beginning
the activities. However, the work force will be thereto help with the digging.

Explain that there will be four activities during the field work, the first with
the total group and the other three assigned to one of three working teams.
The activities are as follows:

Field Activity No. 1: Investigating the Spring Flow (Total Group)
Field Activity No. 2: Protecting and Controlling Spring Flow

(Work Team 1)
Field Activity No. 3: Controlling SurfaceRunoff (Work Team 2)
Field Activity No. 4: Excavation of the Spring Site (Work Team 3)

Explain that Field Activities 2, 3, and 4 will occur simultaneouslyalthough some
preliminary explanationwill be given to the whole group on Activities 2, 3, and
4. Divide the group into three teamsand assign eachteam to an activity.

(Note to the Trainer: If desired,the teamscan rotate during the field work so

all the participantsget the opportunity to work on more than one activity.)

Depart for the spring project site.

4. Field Work Procedures Time: 3~hours

Field Activity No. 1: Investigatingthe Spring Flow

Working with the total group, have the traineesexplore the areato determineif
it is the first and only place the spring surfaces. If there are no other places,
ask them what they would have to do if there were. Lead a short discussion
on preventingcontamination.
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Have the trainees locate the spring source, clearing away mud and rocks or
draining standing water.

Discuss elevation and slope. Point out ways for the spring to flow into a
collection vessel. If the area has adequateslope, discusshow a flatter area
could be handled. Ask the participantswhat type of springs they have in their
villages. Ask one or two of them to describetheir spring. Thendiscussstrategies
for doing thesesteps with that type of spring.

Possibly walk to a flat area, pretend that a spring existed there, and discuss
ways to investigatethe spring flow. If a bottomlessbarrel is suggestedasa tool
to measure water levels and the force of the flow, ask how they could do this
if they had no such barrel (i.e., surround it somehow with clay or a wood
container). The participantsshould always be encouragedto look for alternative
ways of doing things if a particular item is not available.

Field Activity No. 2: Protect and Control Spring Flow

Ask all the traineesfor their ideas on how the spring flow could be controlled
during construction to keep the area dry. Discuss several alternatives (i.e., clay
wall, drainageditch or both). Determinewhich methodwould be most appropriate
for this situation.

Have all participants discuss a strategy for keeping the spring opening from
getting plugged during construction. Ask them for their ideason how this ought
to be done, explore alternatives,and choosea particularstrategythat would be
effective for this spring.

Field Activity No. 3: Control of SurfaceRunoff

Now have all participantsdiscusshow they would plan and executethe surface
water runoff diversion ditches neededfor protecting the entire site. Ask them
for their suggestionsand ideas,discussoptions, and makea decisionabout where
the ditches should be and how deep.

Field Activity No. 4: Excavationof the Spring Site for Construction

Ask the trainees for their ideas on how the immediate area surrounding the
spring flow shouldbe clearedto a depthfree of muddy or loose materialsso that
an actual structurecan be built upon firm, stablesoil or rock. Lead a discussion
on the size of the areaof excavation: how large it should be and how deep it
should be. Make a decision on what should be done on this particular spring.
However,at the sametime, sharealternativestrategiesfor excavationfor another
kind of spring—saya bigger spring or a smaller spring. Discuss the size of the
labor force needed to do the excavating.

Once theseareashave all been discussedand work teamshave been assignedto
doing the more detailedplanning and beginningthe labor involved in the activity,
the work teams should actually begin doing their work. There will be three
separateteamsworking on three separateactivities. The trainersshould rotate
from work group to work group consulting, offering adviée, and answering
questions.
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The trainers may want to make certain that if a particular situation occurs—a
problem or something interestingwith any one of those three work groups—the
other teamsmay stop and come over for a few moments to watch what’s going
on or to discuss that particular problem or situation. This will help all the
working teamsto learn from eachother even though they’re not actually doing
eachone of the activities.

The trainer should allow theseactual work activities to continue until the end
of the time allotted for work at the spring site. When that time is up, the
groupshould return to the workshopsite. Rememberto allow time for the labor
force to take over the activities of these training teams,allowing time for
instructions to be given by the work teams to the labor force. Also allow time
for a minimum amount of cleaning up before returning to the workshopsite.

5. Workshop Discussion Time: 45 minutes

Review the major stepsfor investigating spring flow (looking for where the spring
flow surfaces;locatingthe source,clearingaway mud, etc.; and studyingelevation
and slope). Refer to the activities at the site this morning and ask the trainees
if they have any questionsabout these activities. Another question might be
what problems they foreseein doing theseactivities in the future.

Review the steps in protecting and controlling the spring flow (diverting the
spring flow to keep the constructionarea dry, planning for spring site diversion
ditches, and protecting the spring flow opening from getting plugged during
construction). Ask the two teamsthat worked on thesetasks to report on their
activities. (One team worked on the spring flow diversion canalsor ditchesand
anotherteam looked for ways to protect the flow during construction.)

Review the steps necessaryin excavatingthe site for construction(clearing an
areato a depth free of muddy or loose materialsso a structurecould be placed
on a firm stable soil). Ask the work team responsiblefor this activity to report
on its progress.

6. Generalizing and Applying Time: 45 minutes

Ask the trainees to reflect back on the entire day and all the activities associated
with layout and excavationand to identify what important things they learned.
Give them five minutesof quiet reflective time beforeaskingfor verbal responses.
Dependingon the time available,useabout 15 minutesfor this discussionactivity.

Distribute the blank PlanningGuides (Handout 2-5) and askthe traineesto spend
the next 30 minutes planning how they will do excavationand site preparation
when they cap their first spring. The trainer should be available for individual
consultationat this point.

7. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Refer back to the goals for this sessionand close the session. Mention how
today’s activities will lead to the activities that will be taking place tomorrow.
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MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Sessionobjectives

Three major steps of excavationand site preparation

Handouts:

6-1: Drainage Canal
6-2: LecturetteNotes: Layout and Excavationof the Spring Site

Construction Tools and Materials
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Handout 6-1
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Handout 6-2, p. 1

LECTIJRETTE NOTES: LAYOUT AND EXCAVATiON
OF THE SPRING SITE

Layout and excavationof the spring site are accomplishedin three major steps:

1. Investigate the spring flow.

2. Excavatethe site for construction.

3. Protect and control spring flow during construction.

1. Investigatethe Spring Flow

Springsform whenundergroundwater follows the path of least resistancethrough
soils and reachesthe surface. In investigatingspring flow the first thing to do is
to explore the area to determineif this site is the first and only place that
this spring flow surfaces. This is done by checking the areaabove the spring
and the areasurrounding it to see if there are other sources of water which
might be connectedto this spring. If there are other sourcesof water in the
area,check to see if thesesourcescould possibly contaminatethe spring you
intend to cap. You might have to protect the entire areaor the spring that is
being cappedcould be contaminatedby other springs immediately surroundingit.

Most people have a respectfor nature’s mysterioussprings and prefer not to
disturb them. However, you will need to clear away and drain any mud, rocks,
standingwater or other obstaclesto spring flow in order to releaseor unify its
maximum flow. If the flow is small with little pressure,take care not to plug
the flow as it may seek another outlet and disappear.

Springsflow and come to the surfaceby the force of gravity or from pressures
created by the weight of layers of earth. Often in flatter regions there is
insufficient height betweenthe spring flow elevation and the ground level for
the collection vesselto be placed. Also, there must be enoughdrop in elevation
below the collection point to provide drainage. Wells are usually better in flat
terrain.

2. Excavationof the Spring Site for Construction

The immediate areasurrounding the spring flow should be cleared to a depth
free of muddy or loose material so that the structurecan be attachedor placed
upon firm, stablesoil or rock. The extent of the excavationwill depend upon
the type of spring construction and the particular physical conditions. It may
vary from a cubic meter for small springs with or without slope, to a few cubic
metersfor largersprings or seepswhere the excavationis spreadwide to collect
severalspring flows.

In the caseswhere spring flow is to be retainedby a wall or box, a suitablesite
for the foundation must be excavated and leveled.
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3. Control of SurfaceRunoff at Spring Site

Often a spring is locatedin an areawhich receives surface runoff when it rains.
Surface runoff can causesoil erosion around the completedspring retaining wall,
and it may damagethe wall. In areaswith heavy rainy seasons,surfacerunoff
flows can be heavy and damaging.

The site around the spring capping structureshould be protectedfrom surface
runoff by excavatinga drainage ditch around the periphery of the site. The
ditch should be laid out in such a way that it can interceptsurface runoff and
divert it around and away from the site. A typical arrangementis illustrated

‘in Handout 6-1: Drainage Canals.

The sizeand extent of the ‘drainageditches will depend on the quantity of runoff
that must be diverted. It is best to questionthe local residentsabout the need
for runoff diversionand the quantity of runoff that can be expected. In locations
with heavy rains, ditches with a depth and width of one-half meter or more may
be necessary.
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 7: FORM BUILDING AND REINFORCEMENT

TotalTime: 7 Hours

Planning Guides
(See Handout 2-5)

8-1: Cement,Concrete
and Masonry

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction

2. ReviewingPlansand

Design for the Foundation

3. Lecturette

TIME HANDOUTS

5 mm.

FLIPCHART
MATERIALS

SessionObjectives

FiveTasksfor Lay-
out and Setting-up
Forms

7-1: WoodenForms
7-2: Lecturette

Notes

7-3: SplashPad

10 mm.
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4 hrs.

90 mm.
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6.
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Work

Field Work

Discussion

Closure
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SESSION7: Form Building and Reinforcement

OB3ECTIVES

At the endof this session,traineeswill be ableto:

Total time: 7 hours

• Find and preparea stable impermeablelocation for the foundationand

splashpad.

• Measurethe depth, width, and thicknessfor the retaining wall and splash
pad.

• Lay out and build woodenforms.

• Shapeand placereinforcing materialsintostructuralforms.

OVERVIEW

Once the spring site has been laid out and excavated,the next step in the
constructionprocessis to lay out and set up forms for the concretefoundation.
The foundationis the system’sstructural link to the ground. This sessionwill
deal with how to designand build this foundation. The labor force will not be
neededin this session.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

State the overview and objectives. Answer questionsabout how the sessionwill
beconducted.

2. ReviewingPlansand Design
for the Foundation Time: 10 minutes

Leada discussionrecallingandclarifying the plans (Handouts5-2 and 5-3) of the
foundation. Refer to yesterday’sdigging or excavatingactivity in order to
review thedimensionsof thefoundation.

3. Lecturetteon Layoutand Setting
Up Forms for the Foundation Time: 45 minutes

A foundation is the spring system’s link to the ground, its base, floor, or footing.
The foundation must also be securely attached to the wall or structure it
supports in order to provide holding strength to counter the forces it is built to
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opposeor control. In this casethe forces from the flow and volume of spring
water under the pull of gravity will try to push the wall over or seekways of
getting aroundor under it. Since the structuremust continually opposethese
forces, for perhaps 10 years, inspection and maintenanceare important to
preventsystemfailure.

There are five basic tasks to complete this constructionstep. They are (use
flipchart):

• Find a solid, stable,impermeablelocation for thefoundation.

• Measurethe depth, width, and thicknesswhich will be required for
the wall.

• Connector key thefoundationinto the earth.

• Lay out and build the forms which will hold the concrete in the
desiredshapeuntil it hashardened.

• Shapeand placereinforcing materials.

Finding a Solid, Stable,ImpermeableLocationfor the Foundation

A commoncauseof failure of retainingwalls is undermining,in which the spring
flow forcesits way under thefoundationand escapes.To avoid this:

• Dig 15 cm down into a solid, stable,and impermeablelayer.

• If it is to be on soil, excavateuntil a stable, impermeablesoil is
revealed. Excavationto rock is preferable.

• Make the soil or other impermeablelayer level so the weight of the
structurewill be distributedevenly.

DecidingWhat Height, Length,and Width Will Be Requiredfor the Wall

Review briefly the termsheight,length, and width. Thesethreedimensionswill
obviously vary for different site conditions. Thesefactorsshould be considered
in making this decision:

• Thestructureto bebuilt

• The flow andforce of thespringflow

• Thestrengthand stability of -the supportingsoils and rock

Based on the aboveconditions,choosefrom the model foundationsgiven during
theplanningand designsession.
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Connectingor Keying the Foundationto theEarth

Wherepossibleusenatural conditionsto connector key the foundationinto the
earth. Do this by:

• Always removingtopsoil from the areaandcontinuingto excavateat
least45 cm below the existing ground surface

• Providing wing walls or supportspushing on the front or outsideface
of the structureagainstthenatural flow force and gravity

Laying Out and Building theFormsto Hold theConcrete

Lay out andbuild theforms which will hold theconcretein theshapeyou want it
until it hashardenedand attainedits full strengthand permanentform.

• Select materialswhich canbe cut to fit tightly into the spacewhich
you haveexcavatedfor the foundation.

• Use wood, sheetsof tin roofing, or other rigid materialswhich can
resist and maintain their shapeas the wet concrete pushesagainst
them.

• As concretehardens,it shrinks.

• Concreteis ver’y denseand heavy; 2,500 kg per cubic meter or 150
poundspercubic foot.

• If the form is constructedabove ground realize that the bottom
section will try to expandmore than the top as the weight pushes
down.

• All corners and sides must be securely connectedto resist the
expansionforceswhich will seekthe weakestpoint in theform.

Distribute Handout7-1: Wooden Forms for Concrete Foundation

.

Shapingand PlacingReinforcementMaterials

Concretecan resist crushingweight, but it canbe bentand is brittle and cracks
easily. Reinforcementis usedto preventbendingor stretching.

Using a pieceof an iron rod, askthe participantsto try to pull or bendit. It will
bend but not break,and it will not stretch. Therefore, astheconcretehardens,
it grips and adheresto the ridged rod. Then when force is applied to the
concrete,the strengthof the rodswithin it will help it resist.

Reinforcingrod is expensiveand often in short supply,but worthgetting.

Reinforcementshould be provided at a level 213 thedepth,1/3 from thebottom,
and five centimetersfrom the surfacealong the entire width and across the
thicknessin two, three,or four places.
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The reinforcement should be clean and dry and placed or hung so it will be
completely covered by the concrete, thus protected from corrosion or
destructionby theweatheror thespring’s waters.

Refer to Handout5-4 on reinforcementrods in foundation,distributedin Session

5, which showswherereinforcementis placed.

Distribute Handout7-2: LecturetteNotes: Constructingthe Foundation.

4. Preparationfor Field Work Time: 15 minutes

Preparethe traineesfor the day’s field work. Explain that two forms will be
constructed.Thesetwo forms are:

1) The foundation for the spring retainingwall alongwith a splashpad
for the outlet pipe

2) A laundrypador a benchasan additionalspringsite improvement

Today the groupwill do the layout and build the forms; tomorrow they will mix
and pour the concrete. Distribute Handout 7-3: Splash Pad and Spring Flow
DrainageDitch.

The traineeswill be assignedto two work groupsfor the field work. Two-thirds
of the traineesshould be assignedto constructthe forms for the retaining wall
and splashpad and one-thirdto work on thelaundrypad. Eachwork groupshould
developa work plan for its structureand divide thework accordingly.

The foundationfor the wall and the splashpad will be necessaryfor the spring
improvementand the laundry pad (or bench)will be helpful to the users. These
two different structureswill provide the workshop participants with ample
practiceto build their skills.

The following activities makeup the field work:

Field Activity No. 1: Preparing a Solid Impermeable Layer for the
Foundation. (One group will work on the foundationand splashpad area,
theotheron the laundrypador a bencharea).

Field Activity No. 2: Locating and Sizing to AdequateHeight, Length,and
Width

Field Activity No. 3: Laying Out and Building the Forms to Hold the

Concrete

Field Activity No. 4: Shapingand PlacingReinforcementMaterials

Assign the traineesto work groups. Explain that today the field activities will
centeraroundthe layout and form building for two structures: thefoundations
for the spring retainingwall and the splashpad and the laundry pad (or bench).
Theactivities will be occurringsimultaneously.
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(Note to the Trainer: Becausethe foundationand splash pad are next to each

other,one groupis suggestedto work on both of these.)

5. Field Work Time: 4 hours

Field Activity No. I: Preparinga Solid ImpermeableLayer for the Foundation

Have one work grouppreparethe foundationareafor the spring wall and splash
pad and the other the “practice” foundationfor the laundrypad. The dimensions
for the form for thelaundry padare 1 metersquareand 15 cm deep.

Explain the conceptbehind using the laundry pad as“practice.” In order to give
more participantspracticein preparinga foundationin the ground, the laundry
padwill beset into thegroundin the samewayasthe foundationfor the wall.

Remindeachof thegroupsof thedimensionsof their structure. Then havethem
begin to locate the impermeablelayer. Guide them through the necessary
steps-- finding an impermeablelayer, and leveling so the weight can be evenly
distributed. Also help them determinethedepthto which they shoulddig.

Explain that they should make a reasonable attempt to reach an
impermeable/stablelayer; however, they should go down no more than 1 meter.
If no solid layer is reached,createa solid one by addinga layer of broken stone
and gravel. Explain that the groupworking on thelaundrypadshould not haveto
dig more than50 cm deepto reachthe impermeablelayer.

After the groups have completedthis task, have all traineesview and discuss
eachwork project. Have a personfrom eachwork groupexplain and report on
the work.

Field Activity No. 2: Locatingand Sizing to AdequateHeight,Length,and Width

S Have the two groupsdeterminethe height, length, and width of their structure.
The spring wall group will refer to the decisionsmadeduring Session5, Planning
for Spring Development Construction, or during this session’s lecturette. The
laundrypad groupmemberscandeterminetheir own dimensions.

Explain and demonstrateto both groups at the spring site how height is
determined. It is determinedby consideringhow much support the wall will
require, how far into the ground one must go to get a good footing into the
impermeablelayer,and how high the foundationmust be in relationto thedepth
of the water.

Explain and demonstrateto both groupsthat the height of the foundationshould
be 15 cm to 20 cm below the excavatedspring level.
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Explain and demonstrateto all the participantshow the foundationis connected
or keyed into the ground. Demon~tratehow other types of support could be
built.

In climateswithout freezingconditionsandwherethereis stablesoil or rock, the
following generalguidecanbeusedfor small spring retainingwalls.

Total
Height Width of Depth of Width of
of Wall-cm Wall-cm Foundation-cm Foundation-cm

0.5 30 20 50
0.5 to 1.0 45 25 65
1.0 to 1.5 60 30 80

Referbackto Handout5-3 for a pictureshowingthe wall dimensions.

After the groupshave calculatedhow they will size the structureand to what
depth they will excavate,have them sharetheir calculationswith eachother
and explain why. Discussthis with them,arid makeany necessaryadjustments.

Begindigging.

Field Activity No. 3: Laying Out andBuilding the Formsto Hold theConcrete

Assemble both groups for a short discussionof form construction. Ask the
following questions:

• What kind of materialscanbe usedto constructforms?

• Will thesematerialsbe ableto resist stressand maintaintheir shape
astheconcreteexpands?

• How is the bottom sectionof the form constructeddifferently than
the top? Why?

• How arecornersconstructed?Are theystrongenough?

• How is reinforcementaddedto thestructure?

• How is thestructurebraced?

After the discussion have each team return to its worksite to construct’the
forms.
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Guide and assist the groupswhen needed,but be careful not to do the work
itself. Watch to see that the work groups are sharing the work and that
everyoneis involved. Remind the groupsthat individuals learnmorewhen they
are doing thanwhenthey arewatching. So, theyshould taketurnsdoing.

When the structuresare complete,have eachgroup inspect the other group’s
work andoffer suggestionsor help if theyseeproblems. Remindthem to watch
the corners. Are they strongenough?Watch to seethat the bottomof theform
is strongenoughto handletheincreasedpressure.

Field Activity No. 4: Shapingand PlacingReinforcementMaterials

Have all the groupsplan how to place the reinforcementand thendo it. Rebar
should be usedfor the foundationand splash pad areaand laundry pad so each
groupgetspractice.

When they are finished, have the groups review each other’s work, ask
questions,and engage in discussion. Remind them to note where the
reinforcementwas located and if the reinforcementis hung in sucha way so as
to not touchtheform andbe completelycoveredby concrete.

Returnto the workshop.

6. WorkshopDiscussion Time: 90 minutes

Have the group divide into two-personteams,one from eachof the two work
groups for the day. Give them the following task which you have put on a
flipchart:

From your field activities for the day, discusstogetherthesepoints:

• Whatsurprisesdid your work havefor you?

• Whatproblemsdid you encounter?

• How did you resolvethem?

• What other problems could you anticipate having?

Allow 20 minutesfor this discussion.

Then leadthe total groupof traineesin a discussionon the abovequestions.Ask
for examplesof problems they had and how they resolved them. Move the
discussionto anticipatedproblems. Discusssolutions to thesesituations. Allow
this discussionto takeup to 20 minutes.

Ask them to identify what theybelieveto be the essentialstepsin building forms
and reinforcementfor concretefoundations. Put their items on the flipchart.
Takeno more than 15 minutes.

Havethe traineeswork with their planningguidesfor 15 minutes.
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7. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Summarizethe session,refer to the goals, and close the session. Tomorrow’s
session deals with the foundation construction. Distribute Handout 8-1.
Cement, Concrete, and Masonry and ask the participants to read it before
tomorrow.

MATERIALS

Flipchartsfor:

Sessionobjectives
Five tasksfor layout andsettingup forms

Handouts:

7-1: WoodenFormsfor ConcreteFoundation
7-2: LecturetteNotes: Constructingthe Foundation
7-3: SplashPadand Spring Flow DrainageDitch
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Handout7-2, p. 1

LECTURETTENOTES: CONSTRUCTINGTHE FOUNDATION

A foundationis the spring system’slink to the ground,its base,floor, or footing.
The foundation must also be securely attached to the wall or structure it
supportsin order to provide holding strengthto counteractthe forces it is built
to opposeor control. In this casethe forcesfrom the flow and volume of spring
waterunder the pull of gravity will try to push the wall over or seekways of
getting aroundor under it. Since the structuremust continually opposethese
forces for perhaps 10 years, inspection and maintenanceare important to
preventsystemfailure.

Thereare five basictasksto completethis constructionstep. Theyare:

• Find a solid, stable,impermeablelocationfor the foundation.

• Measurethe depth, width, and thicknesswhich will be required for
thewall.

• Connector key thefoundationinto theearth.

• Lay out and build the forms which will hold theconcretein the shape
desireduntil it hashardened.

• Shapeandhangreinforcing materials.

Findinga Solid, Stable,ImpermeableLocationfor theFoundation

A common causeof retaining wall failure is undermining, in which the spring
flow forcesits way underthe foundationand escapes.To avoid this:

• Dig 15 cm downinto a solid, stablelayer.

• If it is to be on soil, excavateuntil a stable, impermeablesoil is

revealed. Excavationto rock is preferable.

• Make the soil or other impermeablelayer level so the weight of the

structure will be distributed evenly,

DecidingWhat Height,LengthandWidth Will be Requiredfor the Wall

The three dimensionsof height, length, and width will obviously vary for
different site conditions. These factors should be consideredin making this
decision:

, The structureto be built

• The flow and forceof thespring flow

• The strengthand stability of thesupportingsoils androck
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Basedon the aboveconditions,choosefrom the model foundationsgiven during

theplanningand designsession.

Connectingor Keying theFoundationto the Earth

Wherepossibleusenatural conditionsto connector key the foundationinto the

earth. Do this by:

• Always removingtopsoil from the areaand continuing to excavateat

least45 cm below the existinggroundsurface.

• Providing wing walls or supports pushingon thefront or outsideface

of thestructureagainstthe naturalflow forceandgravity.

LayingOut and Building theFormsto Hold theConcrete

Lay out andbuild theforms which will hold theconcretein the shapeyou want it

until it hashardenedandattainedits full strengthand permanentform.

• Select materials which can be cut to fit tightly into the spacewhich

you haveexcavatedfor thefoundation.

• Use wood, sheetsof tin roofing, or other rigid materialswhich can
resist and maintain their shapeas the wet concretepushesagainst
them.

• As concrete hardens, it shrinks.

• Concreteis very denseand heavy; 2,500 kg per cubic meter or 150

poundspercubicfoot.

• If the form is constructedabove ground realize that the bottom
section will try to expand more than the top as the weight pushes
down.

• All corners and sides must be securely connectedto resist the
expansionforceswhich will seektheweakestpoint in theform.

ShapingandPlacing ReinforcementMaterials

Concretecan resistcrushingweight, but it can be bent andis brittle and cracks
easily. Reinforcementis usedto preventbendingor stretching.

An iron rod will bend, but not break, and it will not stretch. Therefore, as the
concretehardens,it grips and adheresto the ridged rod. Then when force is
appliedto the concrete,thestrengthof therods within it will helpit resist.

Reinforcingrod is expensiveand often in short supply,but worthgetting.
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I

Reinforcementshould be providedat a level 2/3 the depth, 1/3 from the bottom,
and five centimetersfrom the surfacealong the entire width and across the
thicknessin two, threeor four places.

The reinforcement should be clean and dry and placed or hung so it will be
completely covered by the concrete, thus protected from corrosion or
destructionby the weatheror the spring’swaters.
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Since springs flow continually, it is
necessary to insure that the water
will flow away from the collection
site in a well-sloped drainage
ditch. Shown here are the wooden
forms into which concrete is
placed to slope toward the
drainage. A large flat rock should
be placed in the concrete beneath
the pipe to resist erosion from the
falling water. Precisedimensions
would depend on the particular
spring.

Wooden Forms

Divert waterawayfrom splash
pad while placingand curing

concrete.

SPLASHPADANDSPRINGFLOW
DRAINAGE DITCH
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SESSION8: Constructingthe Foundation

Total time: 7 hours

OBJECTIVES

By theend of this session,traineeswill be ableto:

• Select and mix standardand alternative proportions of sand,gravel and

cementto makereliablebatchesof concrete

• Pourandlay concrete

• Carry out the curing of the foundation,including inspectingand controlling
thecuring process

OVERVIEW

This sessionis intendedto help traineeslearn how to mix and pour theconcrete
for the foundation. Various mixes of concretewill be demonstrated,so that
resultsof thesemixes can be studied. Strategiesfor pouring the concreteinto
the forms will be covered. The curing processwill be explainedas well as ways
to inspect the concrete foundation for making certain it is constructed
appropriately. A masonshould be on handto aid in mixing and pouring concrete.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: .5 minutes

Give the groupthe information in theoverview andstatethe objectives.

2. Lecturette/Discussionon Mixing, Pouring

,

and Curing theConcreteFoundation Time: 30 minutes

Now the site is preparedfor the first permanentimprovement,the concrete
foundation. The spring flow is protectedand diverted to keepthe areadry and
the reinforced forms are in place to mold the concrete. Next, there are four
tasks spreadover severaldaysuntil the concretehasattainedfull strengthand
hardness.Theseare:

• Cleanand measuresandand gravel

• Mix the concrete

• Fill theforms with concrete

• Cure and inspecttheconcretefoundation
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Cleaning and MeasuringSand and Gravel. Basedon the size of the foundation,
make one pile of two portions of sandand anotherof three portions of gravell.
Make surethe sandis free of dirt; checkby washingsome. Refer to the testfor
cleaning sandpresentedin Handout 8-1: Cement, Concrete,and Masonry. If
necessarysift and wash the rest. Also makesure the gravel hasbeen washed
freeof dirt. Dirt preventsthe cementfrom making a solid bond.

Emphasizethe proper storageof cement. Cement is usually supplied in paper
bags,and the bagsmust be protectedfrom moistureand from tearing. Refer to
the handout for the “shelf-life” of cementand how to diagnoseif the quality is
acceptable.

Mixing the Concrete. Selecta hard, cleanareain which to mix concretesuchas
a woodenbox or wheelbarrow. Measureone portion of cementand mix with two
portionsof sandand threeof gravel. Before mixing, look to seeif the cementis
in clumps. If so, do not break up clumps. This is evidencethat the cementhas
beenwet. It cannotbeusedafter beingwet asit will not bond again.

Add water slowly, while mixing, until the consistencyjust begins to appear
homogenousand feels workable. Repeat the water and mixing as needed.
Remember,the more water, the soupierand weaker the concretewill be. This
cancausethe heaviergravel to sink to the bottom.

Filling the Forms with Concrete. The concretemust be pouredor placedwithin
30 minutes. Do not dropor throw the concreteinto the form. It must be set in
place or pouredsmoothly to avoid separationof the heaviergravel in the mix.
Tamp and shake the surface with a flat object to insure that the concrete
entirely fills the spacesin the form. The entire foundation must be poured
during the samework session.Concretethat hashardenedwill not bond properly
to freshly addedconcrete.

The structure to be used as a laundry pad should have a smooth, flat stone
mortaredsecurelyat the top for washingclothes. A concretetop is too abrasive
for washingclothesand will wear out thefabric.

When the foundationis just beginningto harden,distribute rocks aroundthe top
surfaceof the foundation in two rows and gently sink and push them partially
into the concrete. This will enablea strong bond betweenthe rock and mortar
wall to bebuilt on the foundation. (Illustratewith visual drawing.)

Curing and Inspectingthe ConcreteFoundation. Begin the processof curing by
coveringtheconcrete-filledform(s) to preventrapid drying undera hot sun. The
covering could be wet burlap or other material. Wet the forms and surface
during daily inspections for form failure and progressin hardening. Daily
inspectionis to assurethat:

• Formsarestill in original state

• Spring flow is still diverted

• Concreteis hardening

• Concreteis wet and protectedfrom sun
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• No one is vandalizingtheconcrete

Removethe forms after threedays. The concretewill continueto strengthenif
it is not placedunder stress;daily wettings and inspectionsfor cracking should
continueuntil severaldayshavepassed.

Wet cementwill causeirritation and abrasionof theskin. Thus, glovesshould be

worn and handswashedafter contactwith cement.

3. Preparationfor Field Work Time: 15 minutes

Explain that the day’sfield work will include thefollowing field activities:

Field Activity No. 1: Demonstrationof CleaningSand

Field Activity No. 2: Demonstrationof Mixing Concrete

Field Activity No. 3: Mixing and Pouring Concrete in three
projects: foundation,splashpad, laundrypad

Threegroupsshould be formed.

4. Field Work Time: 4 hours

Field Activity No. 1: Demonstrationof CleaningSand(20 minutes)

Preparethree piles of sand (the day before), a very dirty one, a borderline
dirty/clean one, and a clean one. Have traineescompareand determinehow
dirty eachpile is. Discusshow to decideif sandrequirescleaningor not. Using
a bucket,demonstratehow one goesaboutcleaningsand.

Display threebottles(preparedyesterday)in which you placedsandfrom eachof
the three piles and addedwater. Now that the sand and dirt havesettled,it is
easyto seethe amountof dirt containedin the sand. Comment that the sand
availableto them may be silty. Remind them of the consequencesof dirty sand
andgravel. Emphasizethat river-washedsandis preferablewhenavailable.

Field Activity No. 2: Demonstrationof Mixing Concrete(30 minutes)

Demonstratethe correctway to mix concrete. Takethe properportion of sand,
add the proper portion of cement,and mix. Then add the proper portion of
gravel and mix. Then makea small indentation,add a small amount of water,
and mix. Add morewateruntil the mixture is homogenous.

Demonstratethe proper consistency. Describewhat happensif the mixture is
too thick.

Thenadd too much water. Demonstratethe consistencyof a mixture that is too
thin. Then demonstrate how to correct mixtures that are too thin by dry-mixing
correctlyproportionedingredientsand addingthem to the thin mixture.
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For the seconddemonstrationin Field Activity No. 2, explain that you are going
to experimentwith varying proportionsof cement,sand,and gravel.

Have two placesto mix concrete.Explain that thefirst mixture will containone
part cement,two parts sand,and threeparts gravel. The secàndmixture will
contain one part cement,three parts sandand six parts gravel. Explain that
cementis the most expensiveingredient,and thereforethe one most important
to conserve.

Have trainees mix the two batches, using the mixing process you just
demonstrated.Be surethetwo groupsadd thesameamountsof water.

Comparethe two batches. Point out the differencesin consistencyand density.
Explain which one will be stronger(1:2:3 proportions)and why. Describewhere
one might needa strongertypeof concrete.

Field Activity No. 3: Mixing and PouringConcrete

Have the three teams begin their work on measuring, mixing, and pouring
concrete for the three projects (foundation, splash pad, and laundry pad).
Trainersshould rotate from group to group, helping and advising,but not doing
the work.

When eachgroupis readyto pouror placethe concreteinto theform, one of the
trainers should demonstratehow this is done. Show how concrete should be
placedand how to get it to settleinto all thespacesin theform.

When the teamshave completedtheir work for the day, have them plan their
inspectiontours for eachday. They should identify what their inspection will
include and plan when they will do it. (Opportunities for inspection will be
before,after,or during lunchtimeson thefollowing two days.)

5. WorkshopDiscussion Time: 90 minutes

Haveeachwork teammeetfor 20 minutesor soto discussthesepoints:

• How did the mixing and pouring of concretego?

• Specialproblemsor interestingsituationsthat cameup.

• What action was taken to deal with theseproblems/situations?~X~ere
they successful?

• Questionsremainingaboutthis stageof theproject cycle.

Leada total groupdiscussionwith eachteam sharing its responsesto the above
four points. Useapproximately30 minutesfor this discussion.

Ask the traineesto reflect individually for a few minutesand identify what they
feel are the most imporant stepsin mixing and pouring concrete. Put these
stepson theflipchart. Useabout 15 minutesfor this activity.
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Then ask them to take thesestepsand transfer them to their planning guides.
Give them 15 to 20 minutes to work on planning for their first spring-capping
project. Trainersshould beavailablefor consultation.

6. Checkingfor Skill-Level Progress Time: 30 minutes

Refer back to the objectivesof this training session. Check to see if trainees

feel they were met.

Ask the traineesto refer to their Task Analysis sheets. Explain that they have
completedmajorportionsof the training requiredfor them to be able to perform
tasks under the planningand designstageand the constructionstage. Ask them
to ratetheir perceivedskill level, now that they have spent four daysworking
with thesetasks. They should usethe samescaleasthey usedwhenthey rated
their entry skills. Explain that items 20 and 21 will be covered during the
workshop. This will takeabout 10 minutes.

Have the traineesshareresponsesto the skill-levels in the Task Analysis with
one otherperson. Use 10 minutes.

Then, in a total group discussion,ask which skill areasthey feel the most and
leastconfidentwith. In the areasthey feel leastconfidentabout,askwhat they
feel they needto know in order to feel moresecurewith their skill level in that
area. During the remainderof the workshoptrainers and participantswill look
for waystheseperceivedskill-deficienciesmay beaddressed.

MATERIALS

Flipchartsfor:

Sessionobjectives

Handouts:

8-1: Cement,Concrete,and Masonry

Advancepreparation:

Materialsfor demonstrationon cleaningsand

Materialsfor mixing concrete: sand,gravel,andcement

Tools for mixing andpouring concrete: shovels,trowels
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CEMENT, CONCRETE, AND MASONRY

Adapted from: Handbook of Gravity Flow Water Systems, T.D. Jordan, UNICEF,

Nepal, 1980.

INTRODUCTION

Just about all structures constructed in water supply projects require the use
of cement: mortar for masonry, plaster for waterproofing, and concrete for
floor slabs. Proper knowledge of how to select the best materials, how to
organize cement—mixing procedures, and how to make efficient and economical
use of cement is all essential to the trainee.

This chapter describes the various materials required for cement work, their
properties, and important considerations. It will discuss masonry of brick
and stone, and concrete slabs for floors and roofs. It will present
organizational procedures,helpful construction tips, and mention some common
problems.

DEFINITIONS AND TERMS

The common cement work vocabulary used in this chapter is listed here, with a
brief explanation:

cement: serves as an adhesive, gluing together sand and stone. Typically,
normal Portland cement is used: a gray powder, similar to flour.

mortar: a mixture of cement and sand in various proportions, depending upon
desired strength. Used to cement together bricks or stones in masonry, and
used to plaster walls for waterproofness.

concrete: a mixture of cement, sand, and aggregates(such as gravel or crushed
stone) in various proportions. Can be poured to form slabs.

RCC: reinforced concrete. Concrete with reinforcing steel rods or bars
embedded in it for additional strength and support. Wire screening may also
be used.

rebar: reinforcing steel bars or rods, used in RCC or RF brick.

aggregate: small pieces of stone mixed with cement and sand to form concrete.
Coarse aggregates may be gravel, crushed stone, or crushed brick. Fine
aggregate is sand.

gravel: usually found along rivers and streams: small pebbles and stones, worn
fairly smooth and rounded by the action of water.

crushed stone: large piecesof rock or stone broken down to aggregate size, by
manual labor using sledge hammers.

crushed brick: pieces of broken—up brick.
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CEMENT

Cement is a mixture of chalk or limestone and clay, which is fired and then
ground into a fine powder. Additional materials may be added to impart cer-
tain properties to the cement (such as to make it quick setting, low—heat,
rapid—hardening, etc.). Ordinary cement is a gray powder, commonly known as
“Portland cement”.

Properties of cement: Portland cement is used for ordinary construction
projects. Cement mortar or concrete has high compressive (crushing) strength,
but relatively low tensile (stretching) strength. When water is added to a
mortar or concrete mixture, it forms a fluid mass which is easily worked and
placed into position. Within an hour (depending upon temperature and mix) the
cement begins to set, losing its plasticity. Within four hours it has
finished setting and can no longer be worked. From the time that setting
begins, the cement is undergoing a chemical hardening process which will
continue for at least a year, although it hardens most rapidly during the
first few days. For the purpose of spring capping construction, the required
strength for continuing work is achieved in a week.

Hydration: When water is added to a dry cement mixture (for either mortar or
concrete), it begins a chemical reaction with the cement known as “hydration”.
This reaction causes the cement to set and harden, giving off heat in the
process. The rate of hydration is accelerated by heat and humidity, therefore
cement will set and harden faster at warmer temperatures, and vice versa.
(Freezing of cement completely kills the hydration reaction, which will not
continue even if the cement is thawed out. The hydration reaction requires
moisture, but the heat generated by hydration tends to cause evaporation of
the moisture in the mix. Thus it is necessary to prevent the rapid drying—out
of the cement, especially during the first few days. Once hydration ceases,
the cement will gain no further strength.

Setting: When water is added to a cementmix, there is a period of about 30—60
minutes in which the mix is plastic and easily worked into position. However,
after that period, the mix begins to set, becoming stiffer and stiffer.
Within a few hours, the setting should be complete. Once setting has begun,
the mix should not be disturbed or it will weaken. The onset of setting can
be determined by pressing the blunt end of a stick or pencil into the mix:
resistance to penetration will suddenly increase when setting begins.

Hardening: This is a process whereby the cement mix gains strength. Hardening
begins as soon as setting begins, but continues for at least a year.

Both setting and hardening are influenced by temperature: heat accelerates the
rates of both.

Curing: Curing is the process of keeping the cement mix properly wetted, to
ensure that there is enough moisture for the hydration reaction to continue.
It is especially important during the first few days after pouring a concrete
mix, when the cement most rapidly gains its strength.

Packaging of cement: One liter of Portland cement weighs approximately 1.44
kg. Cement is typically factory—packed in bags of 50 kg each, so therefore
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each bag should ideally contain nearly 35 1 of cement. However, some cement
is lost during shipping and portering. For practical purposes, the amount of
cement per bag should be considered as follows:

burlap (jute) bags: 32 liters
paper bags: 34 liters

Storage of cement: Cement easily absorbs moisture from the air, and as a
result loses strength during long periods of storage. Typical losses are as
follows:

Period of storage Loss of strength

3 months 20%
6 months 30%

12 months 40%
24 months 50%

When cement is stored at the project site, it should be stacked in a
closely—packed pile, not more than 10 bags high (to keep the bottom bags from
bursting). Close—packing also reduces air—circulation between the bags, which
is good. The pile of cement should be raised on a platform above the floor.
The room or storage shed should have as little air circulation as possible,
and if a long storage period is anticipated, the pile should be further
covered by plastic or canvas tarpaulins. Paper bags of cement will resist
aging much better than burlap bags; therefore, paper bags should be on the
outside of the pile, and the burlap bags should be the first used in
construction.

Old cement will form lumps. All lumps should be screened out of the cement,
and no lumps should be used which cannot be easily crumbled by the fingers.
If old cement (i.e., field stored for more than six months) must be used,
increase the amount of cement in the mix by one—half to one part (depending
upon how lumpy it is).

WATER

Water in the cement mix serves two purposes: first, to take part in the
hydration reaction of the cement; and second, to make the mix fluid and
plastic enough so that it can be easily worked and placed.

Quality: Water that is fit for drinking is usually fit for mixing ceu~nt.
Water unsuited for drinking may still be used, if tested as follows:

Using water of known suitability (i.e., drinking water), make 3 cakes of
cement paste, each approximately 1—2 cm thick by 6 cm in diameter. At the
same time, make 3 identical cakes using the unknown water. Comparing the two
types, observe the setting time, the “scratchability” (using a fingernail) and
strength after a few hours, 24 hours, and 48 hours. Only if both types of
cakes are equally strong should the unknown water be used.

Quantity: Water is necessary for the hydration of the cement, but too much
water added during mixing results in a weaker strength. The quantity of water
generally needed to make the mix easily workable is much more than is needed
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for the hydration reaction. Therefore, no more water should be added than
necessary to make the mix easily workable. The ideal quantities of water
depend upon the amount of cement in the mix, and approximate guidelines are
given later.

Once the cement has finished setting, further addition of water does not
weaken it. In curing concrete, this is a necessary action to prevent the
surface of the slab from drying out too quickly.

SAND

Sand is used in both mortar and concrete (in the latter, it is sometimes
referred to as “fine aggregate”). Proper sand is well—graded (i.e.,
containing grains of many sizes mixed together). Sand of a uniform size, such
as beach sand or very fine sand, is not suitable (but can be mixed into
coarser sands).

Sources of sand: Sand found in land deposits is known as “pit sand”. Such
grains are generally irregular, sharp, and angular. Sand carried by water,
such as found along banks of rivers or lakes, is known as “river sand”. Such
grains are generally rounded and smooth, due to the action of water.

Both types of sand are suitable for cement work, so long as they are
well—graded and clean.

Quality: Sand containing clay, silt, salt, mica, or organic material is not
good, since such contaminants can weaken the strength of the cement if they
are present in large quantities. There are easy field tests which can be
conducted to determine the quality of a sand source:

a) A moist handful of the sample sand is rubbed between the palms of the
hands. Suitable sand will leave the hands only slightly dirty.

b) Decantation test: a drinking glass (or other clear glass container) is
half—filled with the sample sand, and then filled three—quarters—full of
water. The glass is then shaken vigorously, and allowed to sit undisturbed
for an hour or so. The clean sand will settle immediately, and the clay and
silt will settle as a dark layer on top of the sand. The thickness of the
clay/silt layer should not be more than one—seventeenth (6%) of the thickness
of the sand.

Dirty sand can be washed by rinsing repeatedly with water.

Bulking of sand: Damp sand that contains up to 5—6%water will swell up and
occupy a greater volume than if it were perfectly dry. This is known as
“bulking”. A moisture content of 5—6% can increase the volume by over 30%.
Additional water content reduces the bulking, until the sand is saturated
completely (saturated sand occupies nearly the same volume as it does when
dry). Thus when using slightly damp sand, it is necessary to use an extra
amount of sand in the mix if it is to be proportioned by volume. Very damp
sand (such as freshly washed) is measured as if it were dry. If the mix is
proportioned by weight, the bulking is of no consequence.
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AGGREGATES

Aggregate is the general term for the material mixed with cement and water to
form concrete. Sand is a fine aggregate, and large material is a coarse
aggregate.

Coarse aggregates may be gravel (generally river—worn, rounded rocks) or
crushedrock and brick.

Stones of granite, quartzite, basalt, or those with rough non—glossy surfaces
are best. Hard limestones are good: soft sandstones are not. Limestones and
sandstones are porous and therefore not good for water tank floor slabs, but
can be used for roof slabs (the same applies for crushed brick).

Aggregates must be clean and well—graded. Smaller rounder aggregates (such as
river gravel) are better for waterproof floor slabs.

Sizes of aggregates: Aggregates should be well—graded so that air voids
betweenpieces are minimal. Largest sizes should be:

For roof slabs: 10 mm
For unreinforced or lightly reinforced slabs: 20—25 mm

Crushedbrick: Pieces of broken—up brick may be used as aggregate in concrete,
but due to their porous nature should not be used for floor slabs of water
tanks. When crushed brick aggregate is used, the pieces should be thoroughly
soaked in water prior to mixing, to prevent absorption of moisture from the
mix (which will interfere with the hydration reaction).

REBAR REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcementof concrete is only needed for slabs which are large in area or
which will be put under great hydrostatic pressure (i.e., deep water depth).
An RCC slab can be thinner than a non—reinforced slab. The presence of the. reinforcement helps to distribute the stresses and forces uniformly over the
entire mass of concrete.

Reinforcing bar (rebar): Rebar is available in many sizes, but for typical
water supply projects only the following diameters are needed: 6 mm, 8 mm, or
10 mm.

Wire—mesh screen (also known as “wire—mesh fabric”): Wire—mesh screen can
also be used as reinforcement in slabs. The size of aggregate in the concrete
mix should be smaller than the size of the mesh (using a piece of the screen
to sift the aggregate is the best way of ensuring this).

Spacing of rebar: The spacing of the rebar must distribute the cross—sectional
area of steel uniformly across the cross—sectional area of the slab. For a
floor slab, the area of rebar must not be less than 0.225% of the total
cross—sectional area of the slab, and for a RCC roof slab it must not be less
than 0.30%. The following table can be used:
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Type of Thickness Spacing of Rebar (cm)
slab (cm) 6mm 8mm 10mm

floor 8 15 30 40
roof 8—9 12 21 33
roof 9—11 10 17 27
roof 11—13 8 14 22
roof 13—15 7 12 19
roof 15—17 6 11 17

Placing of rebar: The reinforcement is made as a grid, with the size of the
squares according to the table above. The rebar rods can be tied together
with thin wire or string. The rebar must have a minimum of 3 cm of concrete
covering. For a roof slab, the rebar is set 3 cm from the bottom of the slab,
and for a floor slab the rebar is set 3 cm from the aa of the slab.

The rebar must be securely fastened so that it cannot be shifted around while
the concrete is being placed (the rebar can be supported on pieces of
non—porous rock, but NOT brick or wooden stakes).

CEMENTMIXING

For convenience, it is usually easiest to mix cement at the construction site,
so it is necessary to ensure that there is an organized system for delivering
cement, sand, aggregates, stone or brick, and water. It is particularly
important when mixing and pouring concrete that it be done in a continuous
operation, without long delays causedby lack of materials.

Mixing pad: Cement should never be mixed on the ground. A mixing pad of
brick, slate or concrete, or a wheelbarrow should be used. It should be large
enough to allow mixing of convenient—sized batches, without overflowing: 1.5
square meters is adequate. If possible, build a small lip around three sides
of the pad so that materials may not get accidently washed off.

Proportioning: Although the most accurate method of proportioning cement,
sand, and aggregates is by weight, in a field site this is not so easy to
arrange. The common method is to mix by volume, using a small bucket.
Measuring by shovelfuls is not accurate. Mortar should be mixed in smaller
batches than concrete, but no batch should be so large that it is not used in
30 minutes.

Dry—mixing: All ingredients are first thoroughly dry—mixed together, using
shovels and trowels, until the mix is of a uniform color and consistency.

Wet—mixing: Water is added slowly, a small quantity at a time. Each time
water is added, the mix is thoroughly “turned over” a few times with shovels.
Water is added until the mortar or concrete is at the desired consistancy.
The wet—mix can be adjusted as follows:

Too wet: add sand and cement or add aggregate

Too dry: add water
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Too stiff: add sand

Too sandy: add cement

Tools and Manpower: A cement—mixing team should minimally have three persons:
two for mixing, one for adding water and ingredients. Each team should have
two shovels and two trowels, a small bucket (for measuring proportions) and a
large bucket (for transporting the mix to the masons).

MORTAR

Cement mortar is used for masonry construction of walls and for plastering.
Grout is used to cement rebar anchor rods into rocks and embed galvanized iron
(GI) pipes into the masonry.

Typical mixes: Proportions of cement to sand, by weight or by volume:

Type of mortar Cement:sand

Ordinary masonry 1:4
Reinforced brick roof slabs 1:3
Rough plaster 1:3
Final plaster 1:2

Volumes of mortar: The total volume of mortar is equal to the total volume of
sand in the mix. The cement mixes with water to form a paste which fills in
the voids in the sand. Thus, a 1:4 mix requires 100% sand and 25% cement; a
1:3 mix requires 100% sand and 33% cement, etc.

Quantities required to make one cubic meter (1 m3) of various mortar mixes:

3 3
Mortar mix Sand (m ) Cement (m )

1:4 1.0 0.25
1:3 1.0 0.33
1:2 1.0 0.50
1:1½ 1.0 0.67
1:1 1.0 1.00

MASONRY

Because the masonry walls of the tanks are required to be as waterpro6f as
possible against the hydrostatic pressure of the water inside, particular
attention must be paid to the workmanship of the masons. It must be made
clear to them that a masonry wall built the same as walls for their house is
not adequate, and that the walls of the tanks must be carefully laid down
according to directions.

Brick masonry: Bricks are usually locally manufactured and are of various
shapes and quality. The exact dimensions of local bricks should be obtained
for making the estimated requirements. The total volume of brick masonry is
approximately 25% mortar and 75% brick. Bricks should be soaked in water for
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several minutes prior to being used (this prevents them from absorbing too
much moisture from the mortar), but they should not be soaked excessively.

Masons who are experienced at building houseswith brick and mud mortar will
be inclined to build tank walls in the same manner: laying down a bed of
mortar, then placing the bricks tightly together on top of it, then laying
down another mortar bed for the next course. The result is a network of
unobstructed channels between the bricks where water will have easy leakage.
Proper brick masonry for waterproof walls requires spacing the bricks one
centimeter apart, and carefully filling in the joints with mortar. Bricks
should be laid in patterns that do not result in a straightline joint from the
inside to outside of the wall. Refer to Figure 1 for various points on brick
masonry.

Figure 1: Brick Masonry Techniques
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The top course of bricks should be completely clean and wetted before putting
down the mortar bed for the next course. If the mortar on the top course has
begun to set, the joints should be scraped down approximately one centimeter
deep and refilled with fresh mortar. The walls should be built up evenly, so
that the weight is distributed uniformly: no section of a wall should be more
than 15 courses (approximately 1 meter) higher than the lowest section.

Once the mortar has set, the masonry should be wetted regularly (several times
per day) for several days.

Dressed—stone masonry: Also known as “ashlar masonry”. In this type of
masonry, the stones are carefully cut to rectangular dimensions, making “stone
bricks”. Such masonry requires skilled masons, and much time and labor.
Ashlar masonry is approximately 30% mortar and 70% stone.

Rubble—stone masonry: This is the most common type of masonry. The stones are
roughly shaped by the masons. The stones should be lightly tapped down into
the mortar, then securely fixed using mortar and pieces of crushed gravel. No
stone should span completely from the inside to the outside of the wall. With
this type of masonry, it is very easy to leave air voids between the stones,
so care must be taken that this does not happen. For estimate purposes, this
type of masonry is approximately 35% mortar and 65% stone.

Setting Gl pipe: GI pipe is set into masonry walls on a bed of 1:1 or 1:1½
mortar. A minimum length of 30 cm of pipe should be embedded, and the more
the better. Once the pipes have been placed, they must not be disturbed at
all for several days. Building a protective dry—stone masonry wall will
protect against accidental dislodgement (this can happen quite easily
otherwise, for the worksite is the scene of much activity). The pipemouths
should be plugged up to keep any mortar from accidentally falling into them.

CONCRETE

ØConcrete
is used for pouring floor and roof slabs of tanks. The size and type

of aggregates depends upon the purpose of the slab, its reinforcement, and its
thickness.

Typical mixes: The following proportions are recommended for concrete,
proportions by either weight or volume:

Normal RCC work (roof slabs): 1:2:4 (cement, sand, aggregate)

Waterproof slabs (tank floors): 1:1½:3

Concrete is proportioned and mixed as already discussed earlier.

Water: For the above mixes, the approximate amount of water needed is
three—fourths part water per part of cement (1:3/4 cement: water) by volume.

Volumes of concrete: The total volume of the concrete mix is never less than
the total volume of aggregates. Typically, air voids make up 50% of the
aggregate volume, and these voids must first be filled by the mortar. Excess
mortar then adds to the volume of the concrete.
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Segregation: This is the separation (due to gravity) of the aggregates in the
concrete. The heavier aggregates will tend to sink to the bottom, and water
will rise to the surface. The result is a poorly mixed concrete which will be
weak. Segregation usually happens when the concrete is transported from the
mixing pad to the work site; therefore, the mixing pad should be as close to
the final pouring point as possible, and the concrete should be re—mixed with
a trowel before pouring.

Placing the concrete: A bucket of concrete should never be dumped from any
height since segregation of the aggregates will occur. Concrete should be
placed in strips about 15—20 cm wide, never as piles (refer to Figure 2). If
a fresh layer is to be put down on top of an earlier layer, then the second
layer should be put down before the first has begun to set (within 30
minutes). Rough leveling of the concrete can be done, but extensive
trowelling will cause the cement paste to rise to the surface of the slab.

Before it sets, the concrete must be thoroughly compacted.

For the above mixes, the following volume3s of cement, sand, and aggregate are
necessaryto produce one cubic meter (1 m ) of concrete:

Concrete mix

1:2:4
1:1½:3

3 3 3Cement (m ) Sand (m ) Aggregate (m )

0.25 0.5 1.0
0.33 0.5 1.0

WRONG

S

*

Figure 2. Placing Concrete
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Compacting: This is the process of settling the concrete so that it contains
no air voids. This is accomplished by “rodding” the concrete: poking a length
of rebar into the concrete and stirring it up and down.

The concrete should be carefully rodded in all corners and around the
reinforcement. Over—rodding, however, will cause segregation. After
rodding,the concrete should be tamped level again, using a flat board of wood.
Sprinkling loose cement on the surface of the slab (to absorb excess water) is
not good: such a layer will easily crack, crumble, and powder.

Waterproofing floor slabs: A day after the concrete has been placed, a water
proofing plaster may be put down. A mortar mixture of 1:1 proportions should
be worked onto the surfaceof the slab with a wooden float. Only a thin layer
of plaster is needed, just enough to seal the surface pores of the slab and
smooth it over. Waterproofing compound can be added to the mortar.

Curing: After the concrete has set 8 to 12 hours, the floor slab should be
flooded with a few centimeters of water. More than this will put too much
hydrostatic pressure on the concrete, which may not be strong enough to
support it. After one day, the water may be drained off for waterproofing (as
described above), but once the waterproofing plaster has set it should be
re—flooded and kept that way for several days (after three days, if all else
is finished, the tank may be filled fully and put into service).

When the slab is first flooded, care must be taken that the discharge flow
doesn’t erode the fresh concrete.

If the slab is being poured over a period of several days, the surface of each
section must be covered over with a tarpaulin and constantly wetted. This
method must also be used for drying a roof slab.

Improper curing will allow the surface of the slab to dry out and shrink,
while the interior mass remains unchanged. The resulting tensions will cause
the surface to crack, reducing waterproofness. Too much loss of moisture will. stop the hydration reaction, and no further strength will develop (even if the
concrete is thoroughly flooded again).

PLASTERING

Plastering masonry walls adds to their waterproofness. Several thin coats of
increasing richness (i.e., cement content) are better than one or two thick
coats.

C

All walls will receive at least two coats of plaster, each 1 cm thick; and
should be plastered at least 5 cm above the overflow level.

Rough coat: A mortar mix of 1:3, applied to the masonry. That coat is left
with a rough surface.

Final coat: The final coat is a 1:2 mortar mix, which is finally troweled
smooth and clean.

Only one coat of plaster per day should be applied.
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Volumes of plaster: For a plaster coat 1 cm thick, the following quantities of

cement and sand are needed for each square meter of plastered surface:

Plaster Mix Cement (m3) Sand (m3)

Rough coat (1:3) 0.0030 0.01

Final coat 0.0050 0.01
SMALL SLAB COVERS

Small RCC slabs (less than 100 cm square) can easily be made for spring
capping.

For such slabs, the reinforcement is best done using large—mesh wire screen,,
but small size rebar can also be used.

A simple wooden form can be constructed. The rebar is firmly set in place,,
and short pieces of ½” GI or 20 mmHDP are fixed into position where the 3/8”
.bolts will pass through. Handles of wire or rebar should be tied to the
reinforcement, so that the slab can be lifted.

The thickness of the slab should not be less than 5 cm, and not more than
necessary to cover the rebar with 2.5 cm of concrete on both sides.

The concrete mix should be 1:2:4, with small—size aggregate small enough to
fit through the mesh if wire screen is used.

After the concrete has been poured, the slab should be covered with sand and
kept wetted for three days. After that time, if the form is needed to make
more covers, the slab can be carefully removed from the form and kept in a
shady place for several more day8, being constantly wetted. Covering the slab
with wet burlap (jute) sacking will help to keep it moist.
When the concrete has been cured for several days, the slab may be plastered

with a 1:3 mortar, to give it a smooth, clean surface.

Figure 3 shows some details of the form and slab reinforcement.

COLD WEATHERCONCRETING

When cement work must be done where temperatures are expected to drop down to

freezing levels, special precautions must be taken to protect the cement.
When concrete or mortar freezes, the hydration reaction is stopped
permanently. Even when the cement is thawed and re—wetted, the chemical
processdoes not resume, and the concrete develops no further strength than it
had when it first froze.

Since the hydration reaction generates heat, the single best strategy is to
insulate the cement work to prevent the loss of this heat; especially during
the first two days (when the rate of heat loss would be highest).
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Figure 3

Handles(Wired to
Reinforcement)

(Form and Slab Reinforcement)

½” Pipe Imbedded in
Slab(For Bolts)

— I/

)

Reinforcement Grid
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Padding the cement work with straw and covering with mats or tarpaulins will
be of special help. When the cement is re—wet (during curing), heated water
should be used if possible. Protecting the cement work against the wind is
extremely important, and all protruding rebar should be wrapped with cloth
(since steel is an excellent conductor of heat, these would be major points of
heat loss).

The setting and hardening of cement is temperature—dependent, and will proceed
more slowly at lower temperatures. Increasing the amount of cement in the mix
by 20—25% will help generate more heat and earlier strength. Heating the
aggregates and using hot water for mixing will improve the setting time. The
aggregate should not be heated hotter than can be touched by the hand, nor
should the water be hotter than 14O°F/6O°C. Never heat the cement alone, or
add hot water to the cement alone.

The freezing point of the mix may be reduced by dissolving salt into the
heated mixing water. Salt is added by weight, and should not exceed 5% of the
weight of the cement. Each percentage of salt lowers the freezing point by
about 1.5°F (0.8°C), but salt cannot be used effectively for temperatures
lower than 25°F (—4°C).
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION9: INSTALLATION OF SPRING RETAINING WALL AND PIPE

Total Time: 6Y2 hours

3. Preparation for Field

Work

4. Field Work

5. Workshop Discussion

6. Closure 5 mm.

9-1: Lecturette
Notes

PROCEDURES

Introduction

Lecturette/Discussion

HANDOUTSTIME

5 mm.

30 mm.

15 mm.

4 hrs.

90 mm.

FLIPCHART

MATERIALS

Session Objectives

Drawings

Tasks for Field
Activity Ill

Planning Guides
(See Handout 2-5)
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SESSION9: Installationof Spring RetainingWall and Pipe

Total Time: 6Y2 hours

OBJECTIVES:

At the endof this session,traineeswill be ableto:

• Mix mortar for constructionof the retainingwall

• Build a spring wall using rocksand mortar

• Locateand lay appropriateservicepipes

OVERVIEW

Now that the concretefoundationhasbeenconstructedandcured,the wall must
be built. Using measurementsarrivedat during the planning and designsession,
the traineeswill construct the rock and mortar wall on top of the foundation.
Service pipes for water flow will be located, sized, and placed at appropriate
levelsin the wall asit is beingbuilt.

A masonwill be necessaryto supervisethe traineesastheybuild thewall in this
session. He will be neededto demonstratetasks and monitor the construction
work.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Give the information in theoverview and presenttheobjectivesfor thesession.

2. Lecturette/Discussionon Building Spring Retaining

Wall With Pipe Time: 30 minutes

Rock and mortar wall construction may begin on the day following the
foundationconstruction. The clay damcontinuesto collectand divert the spring
flow from theconstructionarea. Now the height(s)or level(s)of the pipe(s)must
be decidedso that flow from thespring will be ensuredduring both thedriestand
wettestperiods. Then the pipe(s) must be securedamongthe rocksand mortar
as the wall is built. Rememberthat the water will constantly try to flow
throughthe weakestpoints of the wall beingbuilt. Thesepoints are the bonds
betweenthe rock and mortar. Therefore the wall must be made with strong,
densematerialswhich water will not penetrate,such as concrete. Here is a
seriesof stepsto completethetask.

• Mix batchesof strong mortar using one portion of cement, two
portions of cleansand,and just enough water to makeit workable,
not soupy.
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• Wet the rocks before placing them in order to achieve the best

possiblebondbetweenthe rocksand mortar.

• Apply mortarsurroundingtherocks.

• Select rocks to lay side-by-sidein a row facing the spring. Place
selectedrocksinto the fresh mortar and fill the spacesbetweenthe
rocks with mortar. Select and lay the second(downstream)row
adjacentto the first row so that they arebehind the mortaredjoints
of the upstreamrow.

CorrectArrangement

•
Rock

Mortared Joint Areas

J~a~
~c~!~ Incorrect

• Place the next layer of rocks on top of the upstreamrow, with each
rock centeredon the mortaredjoints in the row below. Avoid having
mortar joints oneon top of theother. Continuewith thenext layer.

Follow thesestepsin laying the servicepipes:

• Locate a “plugged” pipe at the lowest level possible so it can be
openedto drain the collected water for cleaning and repair of the
structure.

• The number and diameter(s)of the servicepipe(s)and intake screen
must be adequateto carry the spring flow. This can be determined
by referring to the table in Handout 9-1: Lecturette Notes which
shouldbedistributedat this time.

• If pipe(s)size(s)must be orderedin advance,measurethe springflow
and use the table in Handout 9-1 to determine the number and
diameter(s)of servicepipe(s) required.

• Place the outlet pipe(s) so that it will be just at the level of the
spring during the dries periodof theyear. Refer to Handout5-2 and
5-3.
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• The pipes should extend far enoughfor the convenientcollection of
water into a vessel,without being long enoughfor bucketsto hangon
it or children to stepon them which could causethem to break. All
pipes should tilt slightly downward so the downstreamend is lower
thantheupstreamend.

• The top of the retaining wall should be at least 20 cm above the
outlet pipes. The springflow mayincreaseduring the wetter seasons,
therebyincreasingthe flow and the pressureagainstthe wall. If the
wall extendshigher than30 cm abovetheoutlet pipe, then install an
overflow pipe placed 20 cm above the service pipe to discharge
excessflow and therebyrelievethe pressure.

3. Preparationfor Field Work Time: 15 minutes

Explain that thegroupwill be doing theseactivities toda~y;

Field Activity No. 1: PlanningHow to Locateand Lay ServicePipes

Field Activity No. 2: PracticeMixing Mortar

Field Activity No. 3: Building the SpringWalls

Explain the assignmentfor Field Activity No. 1: PlanningHow to Locateand
Lay ServicePipes. Divide the group into threework teams. Ask the teamsto
plan how they would locate and lay the servicepipes. Thesequestionsmakeup
Field Activity No. 1. Their planningshould cover thesequestionsWritten on a
flipchart.

• How manyservicepipeswill be required?

• Whereshould thesepipesbe located?

• Whereshould thesepipesbe placedto bestcollectthe springflow?

• Whatsizepipeshould be used?

• How long should the pipesbe?

• How will you protectthepipesagainstdamage?

4. Field Work Time: 4 hours

Field Activity No. I: PlanningHow To Locateand Lay ServicePipes

Have all three work teamsbegin their work on planning how to lay the pipes.
When their work is completed,lead a discussionof the planningquestions. Be
certain all the points coveredin the lecturetteare discussedwith appropriate
demonstrationusing the spring site itself. The time usedfor planning and the
subsequentdiscussionsis likely to take45 to 60 minutes.
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Field Activity No. 2: PracticeMixing Mortar

Have one team preparemortar for building the wall. Have team membersmix
the mortarwith theothergroupswatching. Give appropriatesuggestions.

Explain the proportionsof cementto sand(clean sand)asbeingone to two (1:2).
Many usesfor mortardo not requiresuchstrongmortarand the ratio of cement
to sandcanbe asmuch asone to four, five, or seven. However,where water is
involved, the strongestand most waterproofmortar is necessary.Village masons
may be accustomedto working with lesscementand may not makethe mortar
strongenoughfor usingto hold waterunlesswarnedbeforehand.

When the mortar is ready, have anotherteam begin working on the wall. As
other batchesof mortarareneeded,besureother work teamsmix it, giving each
teampracticeat this task.

Field Activity No. 3: Building theSpring Wall

Have one team begin building the wall. Have that team inspect the rocks,
making certain they areclean. Demonstratehow to lay theserocks,making sure
they arewet, placing the mortar around them. Show how rocks are placed(as
describedin the lecturette)to be strongeragainstthe pressurefrom the water.
Have anothergroupselectand wet the rocks. Rotatethe teamsworking on the
wall frequentlyenoughfor everyoneto getpractice.

Another way to provide practice opportunities is to construct another wall,
perhapsfor retainingsoil or for anyotheruse.

Stop the wall constructionat the appropriatetime for laying the servicepipes.
Demonstrateor have a work team demonstratehow the pipe should be laid,
coveringall the points included in the lecturette. Demonstratehow to sealthe
pipe to the mortarby lightly scratchingthe pipe so the mortarcanadhereto it
more tightly. Show how thepipe is left long temporarily,since water wilL flow
throughthe pipe onceit is laid. Note how the water from that pipe needsto b
divertedfrom the site.

Have the group calculatehow high the wall should be, using the directions from
thelecturette.

If the wall is not finished when field time is up, have the group return to the
workshopandallow thelabor force to completethewall.

5. WorkshopDiscussion Time: 90 minutes

Leada total groupdiscussionof thesequestions: (Use no more than30 mm.)

• How do you think today’sfield activitieswent?

• What problemsdid you encounter?How did you solve the problem(s)?

• When you anticipate doing these activities on your own, what
concernsyou the most?
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In generalizing, divide the group into two smaller groups. Give each group
flipchart paperand have one group completeone of thesetasks and the other
grouptheother task. Give them 10 to 15 minutes.

• List stepsrequiredfor laying pipe.

• List stepsrequiredfor building thewall.

Have each group exchange their lists, review, and add comments where

appropriate. Use no morethan 10 minutesfor this exchange/reviewingactivity.

Have the traineeswork on their planningguides for 15 minutes. Then askthat

they sharetheir planswith a colleague. Trainersareavailablefor consultation.

6. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Summarizethe sessionbriefly, refer to the objectives,and link to tomorrow’s

workshopactivities.

MATERIALS

Flipchartsfor:

Sessionobjectives
Drawingsnecessaryfor lecturette
Tasksfor Field Activity No. 1

Handouts:

9-1: LecturetteNotes: RetainingWall Construction

AdvancePreparation:

Plan aheadwith masonso he is preparedto demonstratethe work as
you want it done.
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LECTURETTENOTES: RETAINING WALL CONSTRUCTION

Rock and mortar wall construction may begin on the day following the
foundationconstruction. The day dam continuesto pool and divert the spring
flow from the constructionarea. Now, the height(s)or level(s) of the pipe(s)
must be decidedso that flow from the spring will be ensuredduring both the dry
andwet periods. The pipe(s)will beplacedin thewall at thoselevels asthewall
is built. Rememberwaterwill constantlytry to flow throughthe weakestpoints
of thewall beingbuilt. Thesepointsarethe bondsbetweenthe rock and mortar.
Therefore,the wall must be madewith strong, densematerialswhich waterwill
not penetrate,suchasconcrete.Here is a seriesof stepsto completethetask.

• Mix batchesof strongmortar using one portion of cement,two portions of
cleansand,and just enoughwater to makeit workable,not soupy.

• Wet the rocks before placing them and surroundingthem with mortar, in
orderto achievethe bestpossiblebondbetweentherocksand mortar.

• Apply mortarsurroundingtherocks.

• Select rocksto lay side by side in a row facing the spring. Placeselected
rocks into the fresh mortar and fill the spacesbetweenthe rocks with
mortar. Selectand lay the second(downstream)row adjacentto thefirst
row so that they arebehindthe mortaredjoints of theupstreamrow.

• cD~ ~fl~7
+
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Placethe next layer on top of theupstreamrow, centeredon the mortarspaces
in the row below: thus a vertical mortar joint doesnot continue to the next
layer.

Follow thesestepsin laying theservicepipes:

1. Locatea “plugged” pipe at the lowest level possibleso it can beopenedto
drain thebackof the retainingwall.

2. The number and diameter(s)of the service pipe(s) must be adequateto
carry the spring flow. This canbe determinedby experimentingwith the
divertedflow and using thesizeguidelinesbelow:

Maximum Spring Flow Pipe Diameter

up to 1.0 lps 30 mm
1.1 to 3.0 lps 50 mm
3.1 to 7.0 lps 60 mm

3. Place the outlet pipe(s) so that it will be just at the level of the spring
during thedriestperiodof the year. Referto Handouts5-2 and 5-3.

4. The pipes should extendfar enoughfor the convenientcollection of water
into a vessel,without being long enoughfor bucketsto hangon or children
to stepon them and breakthem. All pipesshould tilt slightly downwardso
thedownstreamend is lower thanthe upstreamend.

5. The top of the retaining wall should be at least 20 cm above the outlet
pipes. The spring flow may increaseduring the wetter seasons,thereby
increasingthe flow and the pressureagainstthe wall. If the wall extends
higher than 30 cm above the outlet pipes, then install an overflow pipe
placed 20 cm abovethe servicepipe to dischargeexcessflow and relieve
the pressure.
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 10: COMMUNITY SELECTION AND DECISION MAKING

Total Time: 4 hours

FLIPCHART
MATERIALS

SessionObjectives
Introductory Questions

Introduction to Social
Assessment Task

3. Group Task: Designing
a Community Assessment

4. Small Group Presenta-
tion/Critique

5. Introduction to Cornmu-
nity Decision-Making

Group Tasks: Designing
a Meeting Strategy

Community Meeting
Simulation

8. Discussingthe Meeting

Simulation

Generalization

Application

11. Closure 5 mm.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction

6.

7.

TIME HANDOUTS

10 mm.

5 mm.

30 mm.

60 mm.

5 mm.

30 mm.

20/30 mm.

30 mm.

15 mm.

15 mm. Planning Guides
(See Handout 2-5)

Examples

Explanation of Tasks
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SESSION 10: Community Selectionand Decision Making

Total time: 4 hours

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this sessionthe participantswill be able to:

• Define the essentialcriteria for selectinga village to participate in a spring
capping project

• Determine what information is necessaryto share with a community for. building a spring capping project

• Identify strategiesfor communicatingthis information so that a community
can decideto participate in a project

OVERVIEW

During the preplanningstageof the project cycle, the communitypromoter needs
to determineif a village where it is technically feasible for a project is also
willing and able to help with the project. Will villagers be willing to contribute
the resources? Will they make the project theirs? Do they understandtheir
responsibilities in the project? Do they understandwhat they are committing
themselvesto? Who will be involved in the project? What communitystructures
exist? Who will usethe finished project? Who will care for the spring? What
does the community need to know? All of these and other questions must be
answeredif the project is to be developedwith community participation. This
sessionprovidesa structurewherebythesequestionsareconsideredand strategies
developedfor decision-making.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 10 minutes

Have the questions which are raised in the overview written and posted. Go
over the questionsas an introduction and rationale for the session. Explain the
objectivesof the session,which should also be posted.

2. Introduction to Community AssessmentTask Time: 5 minutes

State the following: “In order to decide if a community should be selectedto
participate in a spring capping project, the project developer needs certain
information. The communityalso needscertaininformationso that it may decide
if it is willing to commit itself to the requirementsof the project. In this
sessionwe want to consider how to do both tasks. First, we want to decide
what we need to know about the community and develop some criteria for
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subjects are:

• Community use and participation in the project

• Community structuresand history

• Community resources

The questionseachgroup will work with are:

• What do I need to know?

• How will I find the information?

• What are the selectioncriteria I will useonce I have the information?

Use the following as examples:

• Community Use and Participation in Projects

What do I need to know?

How many people will use the spring?

How will I find the information?

Talk with village elders.

Survey users.

What are the selectioncriteria I will useonceI have the information?

The village should compriseat least 30-50 people willing to pay
for the project.

community selection. Later on in this session we will deal with the second
question(what the community needsto know). In order to do this, we want to
design a social assessmentas a group activity.”

3. Group Task: Designinga Social Assessment Time: 30 minutes

State the following: “In order to develop a good community assessmentwithin
the next hour and a half, we want to divide the group up into three smaller
groups and each take a part of the task. At the end, we will put all of our
information togetherand refine the information we want and the criteria needed
for selection of a community. We will divide into three groups. The groups
will eachhave a subject to investigate. They will raise questions for inquiry,
suggestways to get the information, and define the minimum criteria necessary
for eachsubject.” Use the fllpchart to describethis task, listing the following
points.

These S
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• Community Structuresand History

What do I need to know?

Has the community worked together before? On what projects?

Are there rival groups that could causeproblems?

How will I find the information?

Talk with school teachers/elders.

Look for other community projects.

What are the selectioncriteria I will use?

The community must demonstratewillingness to work on the
project.

• Community Resources

What do I need to know?

How many semi-skilled laborersare in the village and who are
they?

How will I find this information?

Ask the Health Committee to makea list.

Divide the traineesinto the threegroupsand give eachgroup one subject. Give
them 30 minutesto completethe task. Acknowledgethat developingtheselection
criteria may be difficult, but ask them to try to do it for now. It can be
discussedand refined later on. Ask eachgroup to be preparedto presentthe
informationto therestof the workshopusing a visual aid, flipchart, or blackboard.

4. Small Group Presentationand Critique Time: 60 minutes

Ask eachgroup to present its portion of the community survey to the rest of
the trainees. A groupshould be able to do this within about ten minutes. Then
take ten minutes to discussand refine the group’s presentationand add to the
questions. At the end, the traineesshould have developed a composite survey
and defined the criteria necessaryfor project-communityselection.

5. Introduction to Community
Decision-Making Time: 5 minutes

State the following: “Once you have determinedthat the communityappearsto
havethe minimum resourcesand communitystructureto participatein a project,
the community must decide if it wants to commit itself to one. To help the
community, the project developer should determine what information the
communitymust have to make its decision. Ultimately the communityneedsto
decidewith the project promoterwhetheror not to proceedwith a project. The
following exerciseexploresways to do this with a communitymeetingsimulation.”
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What happenedfrom your side?

What was your intendedstrategy?

Did it work?

What would you changein the way you handledthis the next time you did it?

Overall Discussion:

Did the use of visual aids help?

Was the information clearly presented?

9. Generalizing from the Simulation Time: 15 minutes

Draw out what everyonelearnedfrom this exerciseby asking:

• What in general can we learn about the community decision-making
processin a project like this?

• What should theproject developerkeepin mind whengiving information
to the community, both from the point of view of the community and
the project promoter?

10. Applying What Has Been Learned
in This Session Time: 15 minutes

Ask the traineesto review both the community assessmentquestionsand criteria
and revise them or add to the survey basedupon what they have learned from.
the simulation so that they may have a model for future work.

Ask them to do the samewith their community presentationmodel usedin the
community meetingsimulation.

Make notes in their planning guides.

11. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Refer back to the sessionobjectivesand ask the traineesif they have beenmet.

MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Sessionobjectives
Introductory questions
Examplesfor explaining task in designinga social assessment
Explanation of tasks in designinga meeting strategy
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1. Introduction

2. Introduction to

Case Study

3. ReadingCase Study

4. CaseStudy Discussion

5. Small Group Reports

6. Defining Task

7. Generalizing

8. Applying

SYNOPSIS

SESSION 11: COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
ORGANIZING THE COMMUNITY TO PARTICIPATE

Total Time: 3 hours

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

5/10 mm. Session Objectives

5 mm. 11-1: CaseStudy

20 mm.

30 mm.

30 mm.

30/40 mm. Chart

20 mm.

5/10 mm. Planning Guides
(See Handout 2-5)

9. Closure 5 mm.
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SESSION 11: Community Involvement: Organizingthe Community

to Participate

Total time: 3 hours

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session,the participantswill be able to:

• Develop strategiesfor involving the appropriatecommunity membersin the
different stagesof project development

• Determine who the appropriate people are to involve in the project cycle
and how to do it

• Define the role of the project promoter in working with a community

• Identify potential problems which can occur when there is insufficient

community involvement

OVERVIEW

In the previous sessionthe criteria were establishedfor deciding if a community
was ready to be involved in a project. In this session,we assumethe community
hascommitted itself to work and participate. What happenswhen a project is
underway? How is the work organized? Who gets involved in what? What is
the role of community leadershipand of the project developer? What happens
when problems occur in the project cycle? All these and other questionsare
addressedin this session.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5/10 minutes

Restatethe material in the overview in your own words to introduce the session.
Go over the sessionobjectives. Answer any questionsabout the goals and session
rationale.

2. Introduction to Case Studi Time: 5 minutes

Before handingout the casestudy, the following will serveto introduce the task.
“The casestudy you are about to read presentsa situation which can happen,
and often does, to the project promoter in working with a community group.
Many of the issues in the case are similar to ones which you have probably
encounteredbefore and may encounteragain. The case will allow us to bring
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out and examine the questionsof community involvement. At the end of the
case study there are a few questionslisted. After readingthe casestudy try
to answer these questions by yourself. We will discuss them later in smsll
groups.” Distribute Handout 11-1: CaseStudy.

3. Reading the Case Study Time: 20 minutes

4. Case Study Discussion: Small Groups Time: 30 minutes

Dependingon the number of trainees, form small groups of five to eight to
discussthe casestudy questionsand developconclusions. If there is only a smsll
number of trainees,the trainer may combine this step with the next one and do
a full group discussion.

5. Small Group Reports Time: 30 minutes

Ask eachgroup to presentits conclusionsand analysisto the full group. Discuss
the recommendationsand come to generalagreementon the casestudyquestions.

(Note to Trainer: Discussionof the casestudy should reveal whom to involve
in which decisions during project development. It should also raise questions
about the role of committees,the role of the promoter,and the role of those
who usethe cappedspring most, usually women and children. If thesepoints do
not come out, the trainer should developquestionswhich are more specifically
directed to theseconcerns.)

6. Defining Community Participation Task Time: 30-40 minutes

Provide the link to the previous exerciseby stating: “The above task points out
the need to consider who should be involved in the project and when and for
which decisionsthey should be involved, along with many questionsabout the
various roles involved in project development. One of the things you will need
in the future as a project promoter is to considerand have available a set of
guidelinesfor community involvement. We want to developtheseguidelines here
by doing the following task. We will fill out the following project checklist
together as a group activity.”

Have the participantsreview the stagesof the project cycle (Handout2-3) which
were discussedon the first day of the workshop for a few minutes, individually,
and ask them to think about how to fill out the following chart which hasbeen
written on the flipchart. (The five stages of the project cycle—preplanning,
planning and design, construction, operation and maintenance, and
evaluation—shouldbe written on the flipchart. The first stage is given as an
example.)
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Project Stage Who Should be Involved? How to Involve Them

Example

Pre-project Peoplewho use water Individual Interviews
planning study source regularly

Visits to school/s
Village Health Committee

Meetingswith presentations
Village elders

Peoplewith technical
skills

Official contacts:
school teachers,health
workers, possible contributors

After the traineeshave thought about the exercisefor about ten minutes, have
them brainstorm the chart/checklist. Refine it as necessary.

If time permits, ask the trainees how best to organize and schedule which
meetingsand with whom.

7. Generalizing Time: 20 minutes

Now that the traineeshaveconsideredsomeof theproblemsinvolved in community
participation and decided who to involve at the different stages of project
development,ask the following questionsto draw out conclusionsand record the
responseson a flipchart:

• What are the most important conclusionsthat can be drawn about
community involvement in a spring cappingproject? (List)

• What should the project developer avoid in trying to achieve a high
level of community participation? (List)

• What is the primary role of the project promoter in community
involvement?

• What other things have you learned from this session?

8. Applying Time: 5/10 minutes

Explain that traineescan use the project checklist developedin this sessionin
the future as a part of their project materials. Ask them to check over what
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they have written down and add anything to their planning guide which now

occurs to them basedupon the summary.

9. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Refer back to the objectivesof the sessionand check with the group to see if

they have been met.

MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Sessionobjectives

Chart for community participation tasks

Handouts:

11-1: Case Study
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Handout 11-1, p. 1

CASE STUDY

Project History

Trickling Spring is a community which the community promoter selectedsome
months ago, after doing a technical feasibility study and a social inventory, as
a very likely community for a spring capping project. Many of the springs in
the area have dried up. Trickling Spring’s water remainsconstant. However,
due to the use of the spring by animals and for laundry purposes,the spring
water has become contaminated. A hole has beendug to capture the available
water.

During the project developmentphasethe community promoterhad worked with

S a local health committeeformed by a nearbyhealth clinic nurse. The committeeconsisted of two school teachers,two community mothers, and three village
elders. Most of the committee’s activity and work was done by one of the
school teachersand the two community mothers,all women. The village elders
were on the committee to lend it prestige,but took little interest in it.

The spring did not produce a great deal of water but it supplied the needs of
the Trickling Spring community. In addition, people came from a neighboring
village (about an hour’s walk away) to get drinking water. That community was
not involved in the health committee. The project promoterwas very busy most
of the time and had no transportation,except the occasionaluse of a vehicle
belonging to a regional engineerin the departmentof health. Otherwiseshehad
to get transportationfrom whatevervehiclewasgoing to the community. Because
of this limitation, the promoterworked mostly with the health committee and
did not get involved with others in the community. The people on the health
committee were very trustworthy and respectedpeople.

During the meetingwith the committeewhen the project was explainedand the
community responsibilities were discussed,the committee assuredthe project

S promoter that the communitywas very interestedin cappingthe spring. Several
of the children had recently been very sick and the clinic nurse said it was
becausethe spring was contaminated. When the spring produced very little
water, the available water becamevery muddy in the hole that had been dug
to collect it. The community agreedto collect a small sum of money from
each village family every month for six months in order to pay for the project
materials. They also agreedto provide all of the labor if the promoter could
arrangefor the Ministry of Health to pay for one half of the cost of a skilled
mason and provide the technical direction for the spring improvement.

On this basis, the promoter requestedand received project approval from her
supervisor. The Ministry would purchasethe neededmaterialsand deliver them
when the community had paid its share of the costs.

Current Situation

The committee has collected half of the community’s contribution, but the
community refusesto give any more. One vocal and well known family in the
community maintains that it is unfair that Trickling Spring should have to pay
for all of the costs of the spring capping when the neighboringcommunity will
receive the benefits as well. The nurse who formed the health committeehas
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Handout 11-1, p. 2

been transferred to another clinic and the health committee does not meet
anymore. The supervisorof the project promoter has threatenedto send the
construction materials to another community becausehe does not believe this
project will work. He hasgiven the promoterone month to make the project
function and come up with the community contribution. Otherwise, he will
abandonthe project.

DiscussionQuestions

1. Analyze the case study and decide what you would do to salvage the

situation.
2. Discuss and list the possible mistakes the project promoterhas made and

the things you would do to avoid thesemistakes.

Be preparedto presentyour recommendationson the first two questionsto the
other small groups that are also doing this exercise.
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1. Introduction

2. Group Discussion

3. Critical Incidents

4. Lecturette

5. Small Group Work

• 6.

Applying

7. Closure

SYNOPSIS

SESSION 12: USE, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR

5 mm.

30 mm.

60 mm.

30 mm.

60 mm.

45 mm.

5 mm.

Total Time: 4 hours

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

SessionObjectives

Lecturette Notes

12-1: Examplesof
Spring Malfunction

12-2: Common Repair
Strategies

Planning Guides
(See Handout 2-5)
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SESSION 12: Use, Maintenance,and Repair

Total Time: 4 hours

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this session,trainees will be able to:

• Identify and solve common problems that causesprings to malfunction

• Identify the key tasks in proper operation and maintenance

• Assist the community in selecting a guardian and defining the job

responsibilities

OVERVIEW

Any spring improvementsysterr~requires maintenanceand repair if it is to be
kept operational. Little long-term improvement for village water usage is
accomplishedif in five years the cappedspring no longer functions as it should.
This sessionis intended to help participantsplan for the long-term operation of
their improved springs and specifically how to provide maintenanceand repair
services. This sessionhas no hands-onactivities becausethe spring cappingis
too new. If an existing system is nearby, the session could be redesignedto
include hands-onmaintenanceand repair activities.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Presentthe information containedin theoverview and sharethesessionobjectives.

2. Large Group Discussion Time: 30 minutes

Ask the participantseach to spend three or four minutes listing on paper what
they anticipatewould be the most common problemsthat will causea spring to
fail or malfunction. After three or four minutes, ask for examples of the
problems they identified. Write these on the flipchart. Lead a discussion
elaboratingon these common problems. Avoid discussingrepair strategiessince
that will follow this discussion.

(Note to Trainer: Following are common problemsand their descriptionswhich
can be used to supplementthe thoughtsand ideasof the trainees. The following
could alsobe given asa lecturette. However, if a lecturetteis used,it shouldbe
in place of the above large group discussion,not in addition to it as that would
be redundant.)
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Identifying Common ProblemsThat CauseSprings to Malfunction and/or Fail

Even though there are no moving mechanicalparts in the spring capsystem,1.he
water is continually flowing with erosive force through the soils and againstthe
structureretaining the flow. The quality of spring water can also be damaging
to concreteor metals. The following are common problemswith springs.

• Undermining is probably the most common failure. The springflow
erodesthe soil beneaththe foundationor retaining wall and mines or
forms channel(s). The water no longer has sufficient height to flow
out the pipe(s); instead it flows under the barrier along the ground
and once again createsunsanitaryconditions for water collection.

• Structurescan fail for many reasons. The most common are uneven
settling forcing slab or joints to crack, broken pipes, poor quality
mortar dissolving and permitting flow betweenrocks, reinforcement
damagedfrom exposureto weatheror water, and vandalism.

• Changein flow due to clogging of spring or pipe system; clogging
causedby monsoonfloods and mud; drop in water table due to drought
or topographicdisturbance.

• Contaminationdue to multiple use, faulty protection,proximity of a
latrine, toxic or unsanitarypenetrationof water table.

• Increasein number of userscauseslines, inconvenience,and needfor

storage.

• Poor drainagecausing muddy and unsanitaryconditions.

• Since the water is safer after a spring is capped,the villagers often
increasetheir usage. In fact villagers who customarily use other
sourcesmay start using the good spring. Thus,spring flow can become
inadequateand the collection areacrowded. There is now a need for
storageor restricted use.

3. Critical Incidents Time: 60 ~minutes

Divide the trainees into three groups. Distribute Handout 12-1: Examples of
Spring Malfunction and assign each group two of the above causesof spring
malfunction. Give them 20 minutes to respondto the questionson their critical
incidentsand prepareto presenttheir incidentsand recommendationsto the total
group.

After the 20 minutes are up, have the groups take turns sharing their problems
and strategiesfor repairs. Use 40 to 45 minutes for this discussion.

(Note to Trainer: The information contained in Handout 12-2: Common Repair
Strategiescan be used by the trainer to supplementtraineerecommendationson
how to make repairs. However,do not distribute the handout itself until Ihe
discussionis over. Then explain that the handout is useful for them to place
in their materials, but that it doesn’t necessarilycontain information that has
not been coveredin the previous discussions.)
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Many of the repair strategiesdeveloped to addressspring malfunction may be
necessaryin the participants’ areas. The following checklist includes repairs
which theyshould becomefamiliar with. Many breakdownsresult from inadequate
maintenance. Some require replacing or abandoningthe structure.

Common Repair Strategies

• Resealthe interior face of the concreteor rock and mortar wall with
mortar or clay to prevent leaks or failure.

• Repair the spring structure until it is level, at right angles,properly
supportedand securelyconnectedto its different parts.

• Dig down into the sealedspring collection area to eliminate clogging;
to deepenor realign channelsfor spring flow; to alter level of pipes;
or to eliminate structuraldamagecausedby roots.

• Provide a mortar patch betweenthe spring flow and the foundation
or deepenthe foundation to prevent the spring from flowing under
the retaining wall and/or foundation.

• Completely isolate the spring area from soui~cesof contamination;
i.e., eliminate a newly constructedlatrine, install fencing to keep
animals from destroyingthe natural earthenspring cover.

• Improve drainage to keep collection area dry and water away from
the baseof the wall and realign the splash pad to prevent the flow
from eroding the ground.

• Replace or add overflow pipe(s) to relieve pressurefrom increased
flow and/or install pipesat a lower level during dry periods to permit
flow.

• Add a storagecistern to the spring cap structurein order to provide
adequatewater at peak collection times.

• Abandonthe spring structurewhenthe increasedpressureof the spring
collection pool forces the flow elsewhereor the spring water taste
or quality is drastically altered.

4. Lecturetteon MaintenanceProcedures Time: 30 minutes

Explain that the tasks listed below will be essential for continued successful
operation of the spring.

• Keep the diversion and drainageditches open and flowing. Keep the
sides of the channelsfrom collapsing. Removeplant growth, debris,
rocks, and dirt.

• Insure that there are no sourcesof contamination.

Has anyonebuilt a latrine nearby?

Is anyonewashing clotheswhere drainage could enterthe spring?
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Is there any stagnantwater nearby?

• Inspectwall(s), pipe(s), mortar, steps,storage,filtration system,splash
plate and other structural parts of the system for damage, leaks,
shifts, fractures, roots, etc.

• Monitor the flow for clogging or changes. Cleansedimentout of the
pipes and channelsthrough which spring water flows to user.

• Check overflow pipe screen.

• Isolate drinking water spring sourceby fencing if necessary.

• Educate children and newcomers through community outreach and
school programs.

• Advocate other water or spring improvementswithin the village.

Discussproper transportand storageof the drinking water. The quality of water
must be protected from the spring until it is consumed. There are several
important links in this chain of events.

• The vessel used for collecting water should be clean, sanitary, and
covered.

• Hands and vessel should be washedat the spring before collection.

• Water should be carried home directly and guarded against the
possibility of contamination.

• Water should be stored at home in a container which is periodically
cleanedand coveredto preventcontaminationby dirty hands,glasses,
animals, dust, etc.

• Water should be drawn for cooking or drinking in a sanitarymanner
(i.e., with a clean ladle or via a faucet at the bottom of an elevated
container).

• Glassesshould be clean and rinsed with drinking water before they
are used.

If these steps are not understoodand conscientiouslyfollowed, then the spring
capping efforts may not have been worthwhile.

Disinfecting the spring may make the water taste bad and may be difficult or
impossible to implement and expensive. Disinfection is not always effective in
natural systems due to the difficulty of the disinfectantreaching all parts of
the watersourceand beingallowedto standa sufficient time to destroypathogens.

5. Small Group Work on Responsibilities
of Spring Guardian Time: 60 minutes

Explain that the best and most reliable proceduresfor use, maintenance,and
repair are those the community can do for itself. The usersneedto understand
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how to effectively use and maintain their improved water source. They also
needsomeonefrom their own communitywho is responsiblefor spring maintenance
and repair. Commonly this person is called a “guardian”. However, some
communitieshandlethis responsibilitydifferently. For example,membersof the
village health committee take turns. It is, in fact, not much work, perhaps
requiring a visual inspection for an hour or so weekly. Major repairscalling for
more labor would, of course,require assistancefor the guardian.

Explain that we want to explore the role of guardiana bit more fully from these
points:

• Who shouldbe recruited for the job of guardianand how should this
be done?

• What specifically would be this person’sresponsibilities?

• How should this personbe trained and supervised?

Divide the traineesinto three small groups, assign eachgroup one of the above
points, and ask it to make recommendationsand shareits recommendationswith
the total group. Give the groups 15 minutes or so to prepare,and then have
eachgroup presentits recommendationsto the total group. This will take 30 to
45 minutes.

6. Generalizingand Applying Time: 45 minutes

Ask the trainees to reflect back on their discussionsand work on the use,
maintenance,and repair of springs and to identify what they believe to be the
essentialsteps in providing effective spring maintenanceand repair. Put this
list on the flipchart (use about 15 minutes).

Then ask the trainees to work as individuals for the next ten minutes to plan
how they would go aboutimplementingtheabovestepsfor the successfuloperation
of their first spring improvementsystem.

At the end of the 10 minutes, ask that eachperson join another colleagueand
share eachother’s plans. This sharing should take no more than 15 minutes.

Then give them ten minutes or so to work with their planning guides and get
their notes togetheror whateveris requiredfor them to documenttheir learning
and include it in their materials.

7. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Summarizethe session,refer to the objectives,and link to the next sessionwhich
will be on user educationstrategies. Comment on how important users are to
successfulspring operation and explain that the next sessionwill deal with the
user’s role in maintenanceand repair.
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MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Session objectives

Elementsof lecturette notes on maintenanceprocedures(optional)

Handouts:

12-1: Examplesof Spring Malfunction
12-2: Common RepairStrategies

S
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Handout 12-1

EXAMPLES OF SPRING MALFUNCTION

Answer thesefour questionsfor eachof the causesof spring malfunction which
follow.

1. What is the problem(s)?
2. What might have causedit?
3. How would you repair it?
4. How could this have been prevented?

A. Flow from the pipe has dropped considerably. It is the rainy season,so
you know it can’t be drought.

B. Flow has diminished somewhat.
underneaththe retaining wall.

You notice water is coming out from

C. You notice a crackhasformed in the rock and mortar wall and the plastic
PCV pipe is bending and deteriorating.

D. The villagers tell you the spring water isn’t good anymore. They say the
color and the smell have changed.

E. You notice a small stagnantpool of water is forming under the spring
flow against the baseof the wall.

F. The villagers tell you there isn’t enough water to go around anymore.
They complain about having to wait in lines to get water.
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Handout 12-2

COMMON REPAIR STRATEGIES

• Resealthe interior face of the concreteor rock and mortar wall with mortar

or clay to prevent leaks or failure.

• Repairthe spring structureuntil it is level, at right angles,properlysupported

and securely connectedto its different parts.

• Dig down into the sealed spring collection areato eliminate clogging; to
deepenor realign channelsfor spring flow; to alter level of pipes; or to
eliminate structural damagecausedby roots.

• Providea mortar patchbetweenthespring flow and the foundationor deepen
the foundation to prevent the spring from flowing under the retaining wall
and/or foundation.

• Completely isolate the spring area from sources of contamination; i.e.,
eliminate a newly constructedlatrine, install fencing to keep animals from
destroying the natural earthenspring cover.

• Improve drainageto keep collection areadry and water away from the base
of the wall and realign the splashpad to preventthe flow from eroding the
ground.

• Replace or add overflow pipe(s) to relieve pressurefrom increased flow
and/or install pipes at a lower level during dry periods to permit flow.

• Add a storagecisternto the spring capstructurein order to provide adequate
water at peak collection times.

• Abandon the spring structure when the increasedpressureof the spring
collection pool forces the flow elsewhereor the spring watertasteor quality
is drastically altered.
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SYNOPSIS

1. Introduction

SESSION 13: EDUCATION FOR SPRING USERS

5 mm.

Total Time: 3 hours

SessionObjectives

2. Brainstorming 30 mm.

3. Small Group Work
on Strategiesfor
Training/Education

4. Small Group Work
on Plans for
Training/Education

45 mm.

45 mm. 13-1: SessionTopics

Directions for
Group Tasks

5. SharingTraining
Plans

30 mm.

Generalizingand
Applying

15 mm. Planning Guides
(See Handout 2-5)

Two Questions for
Generalizingand
Applying

7. Closure 5 mm.

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS
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SESSION 13: Education for Spring Users

Total Time: 3 hours

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this session,trainees will be able to:

• Identify the skills and knowledgethat users need

• Define the most effective learning strategiesfor working with communities

• Prepareand deliver a training sessionfor users

OVERVIEW

Usersof improvedspringsmust havethe ultimate responsibilityfor making certain
the systemfunctions properly and, in fact, suppliesthem with a safe,convenient
supply of water. If this is the case, then users need to know and understand
the basics of how to keep a cappedspring functioning properly and how to
protect their water supply all the way from the sourceto consumption.

This sessionis intended to help the traineesplan and implementappropriateuser
educationstrategiesthat will enable the villagers to assumeresponsibility for
ensuring they have an effective spring and that their drinking water is safe.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Presentthe information containedin theoverview andsharethesessionobjectives.

2. Group Brainstorming Time: 30 minutes

Have the group brainstorm a list of skills and knowledge users should have in
order to effectively carefor their spring and their drinking water. Put this list
on the flipchart. (Ask traineesto refer to materialsgeneratedin Session12.)

Then ask them to identify some strategies that could be used to get this
information to the villagers. Put this list on the flipchart.

3. Small Group Work Time: 45 minutes

Divide the traineesinto groupsof four. Have them discussthe following three
points and prepareto share their conclusionsin summary format with the total
group. Give them 15 minutes. (Use a flipchart.)
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• What strategieshave you usedor seenusedto educatethe communi~ty
about health issues(i.e., presentations,discussions,homevisits, classes,
etc.)?

• Which onesworked the best? Why?

• From this what can you deduceabout how people learn?

Then lead the total group in a discussionbased on thesediscussion points:

• Ask for several examplesof strategies they have used to train or
educatethe community about particular issues.

• Ask which strategiesworked best and why.

• Ask them for their ideas and thoughtsabout how peoplelearn. Put
these on the flipchart.

• Ask the group what kinds of methodsand strategieswere usedin this
workshop to promote learning. Would any of thesebe effective for
use with the community?

This discussion should take no more than 30 minutes and should culminate in a
list of wayspeoplelearn that emphasizesthe needfor the learner to be actively
involved in the learning process. Commentthat training and educationstrategies
that involve the learner in active ways such as discussions,planning or problem
solving meetings, and demonstrationsfollowed by practice are all usually more
effective than lectures and presentationswhich put learning in a passiverole.

4. Small Groups PreparingUser
Training/EducationSession Time: 45 minutes

Distribute Handout 13-1: User Training SessionTopics. Divide the trainees into
four teamsand give them this task:

Plan how you would deliver a 60-minute user training/educationsession
on one of the following topics. Decide who your target group is (mothers,
school children, health committee,etc.) and what is the setting (school,
religious meeting, clinic, etc.). Take 30 minutes for this preparation.

A. Water and Your Life

Cover some or all of these points:

• List/discussuses of water.

• What is the most importantuseof waterfor peoplein your community?

• What kind of water can make people ill?

• What happenswhen you drink water that is not clean?

• Who gets sick most often?

• What can you do so children don’t get diarrhea often?
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B. Collecting, Storing, and Using Water

Cover some or all of thesepoints

• What sourcesof water do peopleuse in your community?

• Which sourceshave the best water for drinking?

• Some communitieshave clean water but children still get diarrhea.
Why?

• How do people in your community collect water?

• How do people store water?

• How can water get dirty?

• What are somethings a mothercando so her child gets clean water?

C. Using your New Capped Spring

Cover some or all of thesepoints.

• Why is this spring a source of clean water?

• What needsto happento keep the water clean?

• How can the spring be protectedfrom damage?

• Whatshould be watchedfor that couldmeanthe springneedsrepairing?

• Who should you report theserepair needsto?

When the 30 minutes are up, give the groups anotherfive to eight minutes to

prepareto describetheir sessionto another group.

5. Sharing Training Plans Time: 30 minutes

Have two small groupsjoin together to sharetraining plans. (Two of thesewill
be conductedsimultaneouslywith one trainer in each.) Each team should take
eight to ten minutes to describeits plan. Then tt~eother group should take five
to eight minutes to offer feedback—suggestions,comments,or advice on how it
might be improved.

Each team should have no more than 15 minutes or so both to describeits plan
and to receivefeedback. Then the roles would reverseand the other team would
presentits plan and receive feedback.
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6. Generalizingand Applying Time: 15 minutes

Have the trainees work individually with the following two questions which you

have put on a flipchart:

• What do I feel are the essentialsof an effectivecommunity education

program for use of cappedsprings?

• What are somestrategiesI plan to use in my community in order to

cover the essentialsI have listed?

Suggestthat they incorporate theseinto their planning guides.

7. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Summarize,refer to the objectives, link to tomorrow’s training activities, and

close the session.
MATERIALS

Flipchart for:

Sessionobjectives
Directions for small group tasks
Two generalizingand applying questions

Handouts:

13-1: User Training SessionTopics
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Handout 13-1

USER TRAINING SESSION TOPICS

A. Water and Your Life

List/discuss uses of water.
What is the most important use of water for people in your community?
What kind of water can make people ill?
What happenswhen you drink water that is not clean?
Who gets sick most often?
What can you do so children don’t get diarrhea often?

B. Collecting, Storing, and Using Water

What sourcesof water do peopleuse in your community?
Which sourceshave the best water for drinking?
Some communitieshave clean water but children still get diarrhea.

Why?
How do people in your community collect water?
How do people store water?
How can water get dirty?
What are some things a mother can do so her child gets clean water?

C. Using your New CappedSpring

Why is this spring a source of clean water?
What needsto happen to keep the water clean?
How can the spring be protectedfrom damage?
What should be watchedfor that could meanthespring needsrepairing?
Who should you report theserepair needs to?
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 14: SPRfl~ SITE C(1~1PLETION

Total Time: 4 Hours

PROCEDURES

Introduction

Lecturette

3. Preparationfor
Field Work

4. Field Work

5. Discussion

6. Generalizingand

Applying

Closure

TIME HANDOUTS

5 mm.

30 mm.

10 mm.

2 hrs.

30 miii.

20 mm.

5 mm.

FLIPCHART

MATERIALS

SessionObjectives

14-1: Lecturette
Notes

14-2: Completed
Spring

Planning Guides
(SeeHandout2-5)
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SESSION 14: SpringSite Completion

Total Time: 4 hours

OBJECTIVES

At theendof this session,traineeswill be ableto:

• Inspect spring systemparts and makeany neededrepairsor adjustments
beforeclosure

• Sealandbackfill excavatedspring areato constructearthspring cover

• Erectfenceto keepanimalsaway from watersource

• Identify activities that would make the spring site more attractive and

pleasant for users

OVERVIEW

Now that all the structuresof the spring systemare completed,it is time to
completethe systemwith the earthspring cover. All partsof the systemshould
be inspected. The earthcover must be completed. The site needsto be cleaned
and made attractive for users, and the completion of the project should be
celebrated. This sessionis intendedto enable the traineesto learn how to do
theseactivities. A labor force will be necessaryto assistin thefield work.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Presentthe materialsin the overview and sharethe objectivesfor the session.

2. Lecturetteon Spring Cap
ClosureActivities Time: 30 minutes

Use a flipchart for this lecturette. Tell the ifainees that a handoutwith the
information in the lecturettewill be distributedat the end. Explain that there
are7 stepsto closingthespring and finishing thesite. They are:

1) Inspectionof completedwork

2) Repairor correctionson work completed

3) Disinfection

4) Sealingandbackfilling excavatedspring

5) Fencing
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6) Springcapcleanup

7) Presentationto guardian,healthcommitteeor villagers

Elaborateon eachof thesteps,coveringthe following points:

1) Inspectionof springcapstructure,flow, and pipes

• Check the cured rock and mortar wall, foundation,clay wall
and remaining structural components regarding alignment,
damage, joints, leaks, cracks, connections,settling, sealing
(watertight),leveling,and appearance.

• Checkthe supportof retainingwalls, earthenside walls, access
steps,and drainagechannels.

• Check quantity, i.e., liters per minute of flow. Has it changed
substantiallyfrom earlier measurements?

• Checkquality of spring water, i.e., taste,clarity, smell, etc.

• Check for protectionand channellingof spring flow away from
springstructure.

• Check connection and slope of pipe(s) from spring flow
collectionpooi throughwall to user’scontainer.

• Check to see if water is flowing under or aroundplacesother
thanthroughthe pipe.

2) Obviously, any problems discovered during inspection must be
resolvedbeforethespring is backfilledand closed.

3) Disinfection of a natural flowing systemsuchasthis cappedspring is
difficult. A storagecontainer/tankor spring box hassmoothinterior
surfaceswhich can be easily washed,disinfectedand cleanedout;
whereasa natural rock, sand,earthsystemmay absorband retain the
bad tasting disinfectant and/or not be fully disinfected. Within a
day’s time, cleansing and clearing of disturbed muddy water will
occur from the natural spring flow. However, the water should not
be usedor collected for drinking during this cleanup and closure
period.

4) Sealingandbackfilling excavatedspring

Now the springcanbe closedand protectedby following thesesteps:

• Within the clay wall surrounding the spring flow, rocks and
gravel should be spreadover the entire excavatedareato an
even level at least 20 cm above the water in the collection
pool. All of the holes betweenthe rock channelsand earth
sides should be filled with small gravel until the water cannot
be seen.
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• Good quality clay should be placed on top of the rocks and
gravel, tampedand puddledin four to five layersof 3 cm each
for a total layer of 10-15 cm that will makea sealto prevent
surfacewater (rain runoff) from seepingdown throughthe soil
into the collection pool. If a smoothlayer of earthand sandis
placedover the rocksandgravel to preventpuncture,a sheetof
thick, durableplastic canbe laid acrossthe cover. This may be
expensiveand difficult to find but will certainly form a seal
againstsurfacewater.

• Now, the remainingcleanfill material from the excavationcan
be placedacrossthesealsloping downwardfrom the excavation
behindthe retainingwall to thetop of theretainingwall.

• A 20/25 cm layer of top soil will permit shallow-rootedplants
to prevent erosion and improve the appearanceof the newly
constructedsite.

• Large, flat rocksshould be placedover the intake screento the
pipe andspring-flowchannels.

5) Fencing

A fence around the spring site will serve to protect the area from
contamination by domestic and agricultural animals which can
otherwisedrink from the outlet pipe and foul the area. As discussed
earlier in Session2 (Handout2-2), animalsare one meansof water
supplycontamination.

• A fencecan be constructedwith barbedwire on woodenposts,
or made from wooden rails or stones. The fence can be
erectedalongsidethe drainagediversion ditches,as shown in
Handout6-1.

• A good durablefenceprobablycannotbeconstructedduring the
training period of two weeks. However, the public health
advantagesof a fenceshould be explainedto the trainees,who
shouldencouragefenceconstructionin their own projects.

6) Springcapcleanup

The following can influence feelings of ownership, convenience,

responsibility,and pride in thenewly improvedspring site.

• Removal of piles of dirt and construction materialsfrom the

excavationsite

• A dry, clean,smoothareawith a durablesplashpad beneaththe

pipe for collectingwater

• A hazard-free route from the village to the spring area,
possibly includingstepsand pathways
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• The location of a laundry pad below the collection areawhere
wateris convenient,the areais not muddy,and the washwater
can drain readily without affecting the spring. Laundry pads
should be covered with a smooth stone since concrete will
eventuallywear out clothes.

7) Presentationto guardian,healthcommittee,and villagers

• Explain the basic construction and operation of the capped

spring.

• Demonstrate the importance of users safeguarding and
maintaining the quality of the water from the time they
collect it until theydrink it.

• Explain who can be contacted for repairs and technical S
assistance.

• Celebrateanddrink the water together!

Distribute Handout 14-1: LecturetteNotes

3. Preparationfor Field Activities Time: 10 minutes

Explain that for todaythegroupwill beworking on theseactivities.

Field Activity No. I: Inspectionof theStructure,Flow, and Pipes

Field Activity No. 2: Sealingand Backfilling the ExcavatedSpring

Field Activity No. 3: Planning CleanupActivities (to be completedby
work force)

Distribute Handout14-2: CompletedSpringShowingEarthCover.

Departfor site.

4. Field Work Time: 2 hours

Field Activity No. 1: Inspectionof theStructure,Flow, and Pipes

Divide the groupinto four teams. Assign two different inspectionactivities to
each team. Give them 5 minutes to do their inspection, then lead brief
discussionsaround each item that was inspected. (This should take 30 to 40
minutes.)

Field Activity No. 2: Sealingand Backfilling theExcavatedSpring

Have the teamsbegin working on the sealingand backfill activities. Use the
labor force where appropriateto savetime. (PerhapsField Activity No. 3 could
be interspersedwhile thelabor forceworks on backfilling.) The labor force could
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have begunsome activities before the traineesarrived. The ideais to provide
learningopportunitiesfor backfilling and sealingwithout stayingin the field over
2 hours.

Field Activity No. 3: PlanningCleanupActivities

Ask thegroupto identify activities neededto finish thesite so that it is pleasant

and attractiveto users. Use 10 minutesor so.

5. WorkshopDiscussionSession Time: 30 minutes

Leada groupdiscussion,focusedon thesequestions(up to 30 minutes):

• Whichof ouractivities todaydid you find themost difficult?

• Why?

• How couldthesethingsbe madeeasier?

6. Generalizingand Applying Time: 20 minutes

Ask the group to review the steps necessaryto carry out the appropriate
activities for completingthespring capclosure. Put thelist on the flipchart.

Thenaskthat they take15 minutesto work with their planningguides.

7. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Summarizewhat theylearned,refer to the objectives,andclosethe session.

MATERIALS

Flipchartsfor:

Sessionobjectives

The sevenstepsto closingspring

Handouts:

14-1: LecturetteNotes: Closing theSprin~
14-2: CompletedSpring ShowingEarthCover

AdvancePreparation

Labor force to completethe backfilling
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LECTURETTENOTES: CLOSING THE SPRING

Therearesevenstepsto closing thespringand finishing the site. They are:

1) Inspectionof completedwork

2) Repairor correctionson work completed

3) Disinfection

4) Sealingand backfilhingexcavatedspring

5) Fencing

6) Spring capcleanup

7) Presentationto guardian,healthcommitteeor villagers

Eachof the points is discussedbelow

A. Inspectionof springcapstructure,flow, and pipes

• Check the cured rock and mortar wall, foundation,clay wall
and remaining structural components regarding alignment,
damage, joints, leaks, cracks, connections,settling, sealing
(watertight), leveling, andappearance.

• Check the supportof retainingwalls, earthenside walls, access
steps,and drainagechannels.

• Check quantity, i.e., liters per minute of flow. Has it changed

substantiallyfrom earlier measurements?

• Checkquality of springwater, i.e., taste,clarity, smell, etc.

• Check for protectionand channelling of spring flow away from
spring structure.

• Check connection and slope of pipe(s) from spring flow
collection pool throughwall to user’scontainer.

• Check to see if water is flowing under or aroundplacesother
thanthroughthepipe.

2) Obviously, any problems discovered during inspection must be
resolvedbeforethe spring is backfilled andclosed.
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3) Disinfection of a natural flowing systemsuchasthis cappedspring is
difficult. A storagecontainer/tankor spring box hassmoothinterior
surfaceswhich can be easily washed,disinfectedand cleanedout;
whereasa natural rock, sand,earthsystemmay absorband retain the
bad tasting disinfectant and/or not be fully disinfected. Within a
day’s time, cleansing and clearing of disturbed muddy water will
occur from the natural spring flow. However, the water should not
be usedor collected for drinking during this cleanup and closure
period.

4) Sealingandbackfilling excavatedspring

Now the springcanbe closedandprotectedby following thesesteps:

• Within the clay wall surrounding the spring flow, rocks and
gravel should be spreadover the entire excavatedareato an
even level at least 20 cm above the water in the collection
pool. All of the holes betweenthe rock channelsand earth
sides should be filled with small gravel until the water cannot
beseen.

• Good quality clay should be placed on top of the rocks and
gravel, tampedand puddledin four to five layersof 3 cm each
for a total layer of 10-15cm that will makea seal to prevent
surfacewater (rain runoff) from seepingdown throughthe soil
into the collection pool. If a smoothlayer of earthand sandis
placedover the rocksandgravel to preventpuncture,a sheetof
thick, durableplastic canbe laid acrossthe cover. This may be
expensiveand difficult to find but will certainly form a seal
againstsurfacewater.

• Now, the remainingcleanfill material from theexcavationcan
be placedacrossthesealsloping downwardfrom the excavation
behindthe retainingwall to the top of theretainingwall.

• A 20/25 cm layer of top soil will permit shallow-rootedplants
to preventerosion and improve the appearanceof the newly
constructedsite.

• Large, flat rocksshould be placedover the accessholesto the
pipe and spring-flowchannels.

5) Fencing

A fence aroundthe spring site will serve to protect the areafrom
contamination by domestic and agricultural animals which can
otherwisedrink from the outlet pipe and foul the area. As discussed
earlier in Session2 (Handout 2-2), animals are one meansof water
supply contamination.
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• A fencecan be constructedwith barbedwire on woodenposts,
or madefrom wooden rails or a stonewall. The fencecan be
erectedalongsidethe drainagediversion ditches,as shown in
Handout6-1.

• A good durablefenceprobablycannotbeconstructedduring the
training period of two weeks. However, the public health
advantagesof a fenceshouldbe explainedto thetrainees,who
should encouragefenceconstructionin their own projects.

6) Springcapcleanup

The following can influence feelings of ownership, convenience,
responsibility,and pride in thenewly improvedspring site.

• Removal of piles of dirt and constructionmaterialsfrom the
excavationsite

• A dry, clean,smoothareawith a durablesplashpad beneaththe
pipe for collectingwater.

• A hazard-free route from the village to the spring area,
possibly includingstepsand pathways

• The location of a laundrypad below the collection areawhere
water is convenient,the areais not muddy, and wash watercan
drain readily without affecting the spring. Laundry padsshould
be coveredwith a smoothstonesince concretewill eventually
wearout clothes.

7) Presentationto guardian,healthcommittee,and villagers

• Explain thebasicconstructionandoperationof cappedspring.

• Demonstrate the importance of users safeguarding and
maintainingthe quality of the water from the time theycollect
it until they drink it.

• Explain who can be contacted for repairs and technical

assistance.

• Celebrateanddrink the water together!
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COMPLETEDSPRING SHOWINGEARTH COVER

Handout14-2
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 15: PLANNING FOR SPRING CAPPING PROJEC1’S

Total Time: 3~hours

15-1: Three
Planning Tasks

Planning Guides
(See Handout 2-5)

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

SessionObjectives1. Introduction 5 mm.

2. Planning Steps 10 mm.

3. Small Group Work 60 mm.

4. Group Reports 75 mm.

5. Generalizing and
Applying

45 mm.

6. Closure 5 mm.
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SESSION 15: Planning for Spring CappingProjects

Total Time: 3~hours

OBJECTIVES

At the end of this session,traineeswill be able to:

• Plan for labor force neededfor a spring cappingproject

• Plan for neededmaterialsand tools

• Scheduleall construction activities in proper sequence,estimating amount

of time required for each

OVERVIEW

Carrying out a spring development project requires careful planning and
preparation. Since the project involves water sources that are in constantuse,
a good many things need to be coordinated in order to complete the project
smoothly and quickly to avoid unduedisruptionin the useof the spring. Decisions
have to be made about what is the best way to improve the spring; these
improvementshave to be designed;costsmust be estimatedand budgetsprepared;
materialshave to be ordered,and labor recruited and hired.

This sessionwill preparethe traineesto carry out theseplanning responsibilities.

PROCEDURES

. 1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Present the information in the overview, and share the objectives. Link this
planning sessionto the appropriateprevious sessionsin the workshop, the session
on preparing for construction, the construction sessionsthemselves,and the
sessionon planning the first spring cappingproject. Emphasizethe importance
of planning.

2. PlanningSteps Time: 10 minutes

Reintroducethe six planning steps that were covered in Session5 on preparing
for construction:

o Investigating the spring site

o Determining location and design for the spring structure
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• Pipe, materials,and tools

• Labor requirements

• Costs/budget

• Time schedule

Comment briefly on eachone of thesesteps. Explain that the trainees worked
on the first two stepsbefore they beganconstruction. Now that they are familiar
with constructionactivities, it is appropriateto look at the otherplanning steps.

3. Small Group Work Time: 60 minutes

Distribute Handout 15-1: Three Planning Tasks. Explain what each planning
team will do. Divide the total groupinto threeplanning teams. Have the teams
eachwork on one planning task. Give them one hour to developtheir plans, put
the plans on flipcharts, and prepareto presentthe plans to the total group.

During this hour the trainers will act as consultantsto the teams, remembering
that eachteam can use only 10 minutesof consultanttime. (Do not count time
neededto clarify the task.)

4. Group Reports Time: 75 minutes

Have eachgroup take 10 to 15 minutes to presentits plans to the total group.
Use the next 10 minutes or so in a general discussionon this type of planning.
Use no more than 25 minutes per group. Repeatthe processfor eachgroup.

5. Generalizingand Applying Time: 45 minutes

Have the traineesreflect individually for five- minutes or so, writing down the
most important things they learned about planning for construction from this
practice exercisein planning. After five minutes or so ask them for examples.
Write them on the flipchart. Use about 15 minutes.

Ask the traineesto work on their planning guides in preparationfor their own

spring developmentproject. Give them 20 to 30 minutes.

6. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Summarizethe session,refer to the objectives,and close the session.

MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Session objectives

Handout:

15-1: Three Planning Tasks
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THREE PLANNING TASKS

Planning Task A

Your group is to organize and plan for the labor force neededto completethe
construction phase of this project. Use your construction guides for the
information you need. Your trainers are to serve as consultants to all three
groups. Organizethe help you want and the questionsyou havefor the consultants
so that you are able to use your consultant’stime wisely. You can use up to
10 minutes of consultant time, either all at one time or on two different five-
minute occasions.

The points your group should addressare:

• What labor must be performed?

• What skills are required?

• What type of workers are needed(i.e., masons,carpenters,laborers,
etc.)? How many?

• How would you recruit them?

• Approximately how long would each be needed(how many days or
half days)?

• Approximately how much will this cost?

• How much of your time as project managerwill it take to put this

work team together?

Planning Task B

Your group is to organizeand plan for the materialsand tools neededto complete
the construction phase of this project. Use your construction guides for
information you need. Your trainers are to serve as consultantsto all three
groups. Organizethe help you want and the questionsyou have for the consultant
so that you are able to use your consultant’s time wisely. You can use up to
10 minutesof consultanttime, either all at one time or on two different five-
minute occasions.

The points your group should addressare:

• What materials are needed?

• Where can they be obtained?

• How will they be transported?

• How much will this cost?
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• What substitutionscould be made if the materialsaren’t available?

• What tools are necessary?

• Where can you get them?

• How much will they cost?

• How will you arrange for storageof materialsand tools?

• How much of your time as project managerwill the securingof labor
and materials take?

Planning Task C

Your groupis to organizea work plan neededto completethe constructionphase
of. this project. Concentrateon schedulingactivities and estimating how long
each will take. Use your constructionguides for information you need. Your
trainers are to serve as consultantsto all three groups. Organizethe help you
want and the questionsyou have for the consultant so that you are able to use
your consultant’stime wisely. You can useup to 10 minutesof consultanttime,
either all at one time or on two different five-minute occasions.

The points your group should addressare:

• What are the activities required to completethe construction phase?

• In what sequenceare they performed?

• Approximately how long will eachactivity take?

• What might you expect that could interrupt or delay this plan?

• How will you plan to handle delays?

• What does the project manager have to do to get ready for these
constructionactivities? How long will it take?
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 16: EVALUATING THE DEMONSTRATION SPRING CAPPING PROJECT

Total Time: 2 hours

Introduction

Reviewing and
Evaluating in
Small Groups

3. Group Discussion

4. Conclusions

5. Application and
Closure

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

•1.

2.

SessionObjectives5 mm.

45 mm. 16-1: Checklist

30 mm.

15 mm.

15 mm. PlanningGuides
(See Handout 2-5)
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SESSION 16: Evaluating the Demonstration Spring Capping Project

Total time: 2 hours

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this sessionthe participantswill be able to:

• Evaluate the strengths and weaknessesof the demonstrationproject and

identify ways to improve future projects

• Describesimple, basmc steps useful in evaluatingspring projects

OVERVIEW

Knowing how to evaluatea project is an important skill for any project manager.
In this sessionthe training group will have an opportunity to critically review
all that hasbeen done in the demonstrationproject. Bc~thsuccessfulelements
and areasof difficulty will be identified. The group will make recommendations
on how to mmprove further spring cappingproject efforts.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time:

Review the rationale of the sessmon presentedin the overview.

objectivesand answerany questionsthat arise.

2. Reviewing and Evaluating in Small Groups Time: 45 minutes

Distribute Handout 16-1: Checklist for Evaluatinga Spring CappingProject. Go
over the items on the checklist. Amplify or clarify points when needed.

Divide the traineesinto trios. Ask eachtrio to work togetherto completethese
tasks:

• Completeand respond to the items on the checklist in terms of the
demonstration project.

• Identify the elementsof this project that worked especmallywell.

• Identify difficulties and/or problems and make recommendatmonsfor
how improvementscould be made.

• Prepare to share your analyses with others.

Give each trio about 35 minutes to completethe tasks.

5 minutes

State the
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3. Group DiscussionSharing Analyses Time: 30 minutes

Have eachtrio join anothertrio, forming groupsof six. Ask them to share themr

analysesand their responsesto the EvaluationChecklist.- Give them 20 minutes.

Leada total groupdiscussionof thefollowing two questionsand put the responses

on the nmpchart. This should take about 10 mmnutes.

• What did you identify aselementsin the project that went especially

well? Not so well?

• What recommendationsdid you make for improvement?

4. Conclusionson How to Evaluate Projects Time: 15 minutes

Ask the group to comment on why they feel evaluatinga recently-completed
project would be useful. Explain that evaluationis the key to continually looking •
for better, more resourcefulways of completing a project.

5. Applmcation and Closure Time: 15 minutes

Ask the participantsto spenda few minutes working with their planning guides
to wrmte down their thoughts and mdeas on how they will evaluate their first
spring project. Refer to the objectivesand close the session.

MATERIALS

Flipchart for:

Sessionobjectives

Handout:

16-1: Checklist for Evaluatinga Sprmng Capping Project
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.

CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATING A SPRING CAPPING PROJECT

Name

Date -

Spring

1. Is the spring flow adequate for the users?
2. Is the sprmng cap design satisfactory? (Is it sanitary, useful, and attractive

mn appearance? Is mt a source of communmty pride?)

3. Is the structure soundand solid?

4. Were the materialsadequateand effective?
local materials?

Was there maximum use of

5. Was the labor force adequate? Who worked?

6. How much dmd the project cost? Who paid for it?

7. Was community partmcipationadequate?

8. Is the spring flow drainageoperating satisfactorilyand is it maintainable?
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9. Is the spring protectedfrom contaminationand surface waters?

10. wmii the villagers reserve this spring for drinking and cooking water and
do their laundry and water their animals elsewhere?

11. Does the water quality satisfy the users? (Taste, clarity, etc.)

12. Is someoneresponsiblefor maintenance?
13. Are the villagers aware of the benefits

they carry, store, and use it at home?

14. Is the spring convenientto use?

15. Are the userssatisfied?

of keeping the water pure while

16. Does the improved spring area look nice?

17. Other comments.
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION17: ALTERNATIVE SPRINGDEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGIES

Total Time: 45~hours

17-1: Designing
Structures

17-2: Constructing
Structures

17-3: Maintaining
Structures

17-4: Spring Box
17-5: Seepage

Collection
17-6: StorageTank

l7-.7~Two Spring
Capping Situations

5. SharingPlans 60 mm.

6. Generalizing 30 mm.

7. Application 30 mm.

8. Closure 5 mm.

HANDOUTS

FLIPCHART

MATERIALS

SessionObjectives

Small GroupTasks

PROCEDURES

Introduction

Small Group Work

3. GroupReports

4. ConstructionPlanning

TIME

5 mm.

45 mm.

60 mm.

30 mm.
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SESSION17: AlternativeSpring DevelopmentTechnologies

Total Time: 4 Y2 hours

OBJECTIVES

At the endof this session,traineeswill be able to:

• Describehow threeotherspringcappingsystemsfunction

• Identify differencesand similarities betweenthesesystemsand the spring

cappingproject in this workshop

• Describe site conditions that determinehow spring capping systemsare

designed

• Identify waysto obtain assistancein cappinganalternativetype of spring

OVERVIEW

This workshopwasdesi~nedto improvespringswherea retaining wall is the most
appropriateway to do it. This is a very basic design which can be usedin a
numberof situations.However,thereareother typesof springsaswell asother
conditionswhich call for otherspring cappingsystems.

This sessionis intended to enable the traineesto learn more about alternative
spring cappingsystems.They will work primarily on systemsfor springsthat are
locatedin a flat areaand/orwherean infiltration collectionsystemis required.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Presentoverviewand objectivesfor the session.

2. Small Group Work Time: 45 minutes

Distribute Handouts17-1, 17-2 and 17-3: Water for the World articles. Explain
theyareto beusedfor generalreference.

Referto thethreetypesof springsthat Werepresentedin Session2, Introduction
to Spring Development. Ask if anyone will be needing to work with a
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spring where a retaining wall would not be an appropriate structure. Explain
that this next exerciseis intended to familiarize them with three additional
types of spring improvement technologies: a spring box system,a seepage
collection system,and storagetanks. Divide the total group into threegroups,
give eachgroupthe Handout (17-4,17-5,or 17-6) which describesits system,and
give the groups30 minutesto do thefollowing:

• Describethebasiccomponentsof yourspringimprovementsystem.

• Whatare theconditionswhich would requirethis typeof system?

• In what way is this new systemdifferent from or similar to the
systemusedin thetraining project?

• Preparea presentationof no more than ten minutes to share your
analyseswith your colleagues.

(Note to trainer: It would be a good idea to divide the total group into three
smallergroupsanddistributeHandouts(17-4, 17-5, or 17-6) for readingthe night
before.)

3. GroupReports Time: 60 minutes

Haveeachgrouppresentits analysesto the total group. This presentationshould
take no more than ten minutes. Then encouragequestionsand discussionfor
another ten minutes to make certain everyone understands that particular spring
cappingsystem. Repeatthis processfor the other two groups.

4. Planning Howto Construct
Alternative Designs Time: 30 minutes

Presentthe two spring cappingsituationsdescribedbelow. Explain that each
trainee will have an opportunity to work in some detail with construction
planning for one of the situations and will listen to and discuss someone else’s
plans for the others.

Have eachtraineechooseone of the alternativesto work on and then join with
one otherperson,working on theproblemasa two-memberteam.

Distribute Handout 17-7: Two Spring Capping Situations and go over the
questionsthe traineesareto answer. Explain that they should useHandouts17-1
through 17-6 to respond to the questions. Give them 30 minutes.

Spring A

Springwater flows up into an open hole in a flat, sandyarea. It often fiLls
the hole and spills out onto the sides,which becomemuddy. Villagers step
acrossstonesto get to this waterhole. Animals also sometimescometo
drink. There is always enough water in the hole for many villagers to dip
their containers and collect water. How would you cap this spring in order
to protect it from contaminationand let the spring flow directly into the
villagers’ watercontainers?
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• How would you investigatetheflow?
• What type of spring structurewould you use? How would it remain

stable?

• How would you protectthe springflow?

• How would you excavate?How big an area? Whatslope?

• How would you drain andcleanup thearea?

• What materialswould you need?How much?

Spring B

At presentthere is a small trickle of water flowing down from several
points across a rocky hillside, This collects in several small, silty clay
depressionsside by side at the bottom of thehill. Villagers cometo gather
water in their containersfrom theseopen pools coveredwith algae. There
is adequateslope down the valley, but water flowing out of the pools now
collectsin a stagnantmarshypond. How could you capthis spring?

• How would you investigatetheflow?

• How would you makethis into onespring andservicepipe under these
conditions?

• Whattypespringstructurewould you use?

• How big anareawould you excavate?Whatslope? How deep?

• How would you drain andcleanup thearea?

• What materialswould be required?

5. Sharing Plans Time: 60 minutes

Have all thetwo-memberteamswho workedon Spring A meet togetherwith one
trainer while those who worked with Spring B meet together with the other
trainer. Spend 20 minutes or so sharing analyses and discussingthe issuesor
problemsinvolved.

Then have each two-member team that worked on Spring A join with a two-
member team that worked on Spring B. (The entire group will now be in sub
groups of four.) The team that worked on Spring A would then take 10/15
minutes to share its analyses with the team that worked on Spring B. Then the
team that worked on Spring B would take 10/15 minutes to present its analyses
to the team that worked on Spring A. This exchange should take no more than 30
minutes.
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6. Generalizing Time: 30 minutes

Ask the total groupthesegeneralizingquestions:

• What are the site conditions that determinehow spring capping
systemsaredesigned?

• What are the basic componentsof a spring box system on a flat
surface?

• What arethe primarydifficulties onemight haveconstructingthis?

• What arethe basiccomponentsof a seepcollectionsystem?

• What are the primarydifficulties in building this system?

• What arethebasiccomponentsof a systemusing a storagetank?

7. Application Time: 30 minutes

Have all participantsspend15 to 20 minutes working with their planning guides.
Thenaskthe group thesequestions: “If you havedifficulty cappingone of these
alternativetype springs,where could you obtain assistance?”“What would you
do if your systemdidn’t work?” Leada discussionof what to do if a projectfails.
Hetp traineesplanhow theymight handleit.

8. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Summarizethesession,refer to theobjectives,and closethesession.

MATERIALS:

Flipchartsfor:

Session objectives
Small grouptasks

Handouts:

Water for theWorld articles

17-1: DesigningStructuresfor Springs
17-2: ConstructingStructuresfor Springs
17-3: MaintainingStructuresfor Springs

Alternativespring improvementsystems

17-4: SpringBox Systems
17-5: SeepageCollection System
17-6: StorageTank

17-7: Two Spring CappingSituations
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Protective structures are a very
important part of developing springs as
sources for a community water supply.
A properly designed protective struc-
ture ensures an increased flow from the
spring. To protect the spring, silt,
clay and sand deposited at the spring
outlet, and other material washed down
from the slope by surface run—off, must
be cleared away. When these materials
are removed, water flow increases.
Clearing away vegetation from the
spring effluent will also allow better
flow. A protective structure will
improve the accessibility of the water.
By channeling the spring flow into one
collection area, a good quantity of
water can be stored for the community.
Spring water can be distributed to com-
munity standpipes or to individual
houses. A third benefit of a protec-
tive structure is that it protects the
spring water from contamination.

This technical note discusses the
design of structures used to protect
and develop springs for community water
supplies and makes suggestions for
spring development in a specific area.
The design chosen for a particular pro-
ject will depend on local conditions,
materials available and spring yield.
Read this entire technical note and
refer to “Selecting a Source of Surface
Water,” RWS.’l.P.3, before choosing a
design that will best meet a commu-
nity’s needs.

The design process should result in
the following three items which should
be given to the construction super-
visor:

1. A map of the area. Include the
location of the spring; the locations
of users’ houses; distances from th&
spring to the users, elevations, and
important landmarks. Figure 1 is a map
of a small village with a spring
located on high ground above it. A map
of this type is useful in helping the
people building the spring box locate
the spring site.

2. A list of all labor, materials
and tools needed as sho~,n in Table 1.
This will help nake sure that adequate
quantities of naterials are available
so construction delays can be pre-
vented.

3. A plan of the spring box with all
dimensions as shown in Figure 2. ThIs
plan shows a top, -side, and front vied,
and the dimensions of a cover for a
spring box lm 5 in x in.

(Lsefui Definitions

DISCHARGE — The flow of water frcn an
opening in the ground or from a pipe
or other source.

EFFLUENT — At a spring site, the point
from which water leaves the ground.

GROUT— A thin mortar used to fill
chinks, as between tiles.

HEAD — Difference in water level be-
tween the inflow and outflow ends of a
system.

HYDRAULIC GRALIENT — The measure of tne
decrease in head per unit of distance
in the direction of flow.

MORTAR— A mixture of cement or lime
with water in a basic proportion of ~
units of sand to 1 unit of cement or
lime.

PERPENDICULAR— Exactly upright or
vertical; at a right angle to a given
line or plane.

PUDDLEDCLAY — A mixture of clay with a
little water so clay is workable.

REINFORCING ROD — Steel bars placed in
concrete structures to give it tensile
strength.

UNDERFLOW— Flow of water under a
structure.
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General Construction Steps

Follow the construction steps below.
Refer to the diagrams noted during the
construction process.

1. Locate the spring site and with
measuring tape, cord and wooden stakes,
or pointed sticks, mark out the
construction area as shown in Figure 3.

2. DIg out and clean the area around
the spring to ensure a good flow. If
the spring flows from a hillside, dig
Into the hill far enough to deternlne
the origin of the spring flow. Where
water is flowing from more than one
opening, dig back far enough to ensure

that all the water flows into the
collecting area. If’ the flow cannot be
channeled to the collection area
because openings are too separated,
drains will have to be installed.
Information on the Installation of
drains appears in the section on the
development of’ seep collection systems.

Flow from several sources may be
diverted to one opening by digging far
enough back into the hill. When
digging out around the spring, watch
to see if flow from the major openings
increases or If flow from minor seeps
stops. These signs Indicate that the
spring flow is becoming centralized ar~d
that most of the water can be collected

Table 1. Sample Materials List

Ite~. Description Quantity Estlea:ed Cost

L.abor Fore-ian
Laborer

Suppliec Portland cement
Clean sand and gravel,

if available, or
locally available
aand and gravel

Water (enough ~o make
a stIff nixture)

Wire nesh or rein-
forcing ross

Galvanized steel or
plastic pipe (for
outlets, overflow,
and collectors)

Screening (for plpe~)
Boards and p1g~.ood

(for buildIng for—n)
Old -,otor oil or other

lubricant (for
Oiling forns)

Ballrg .ire
NaIls

Tools Shovels and picks (Or
other digging tools)

Measuring tape or rods
Hanner
Saw
Buckets
Carpenters square or

equivalent (to make
square edge)

Mlaing bin (for ,.iaing
concrete)

Crowbar
Pliers
Pipe arench
Wheelbarro.
Adjustable wrench
Screwdriver
Trowel

Total Estimated Coat
J
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from one point. The goal is to collect
all available water from the spring.
It is generally easier to collect water
from one opening than from several.

Dig down deep enough to reach an
impervious layer. An impervious layer
makes a good foundation for the spring
box, and provides a better surface for
a seal against underfiow. If an imper-
vious layer cannot be reached, attempt
to construct the box In the most
impermeable soil you can find.

3. Pile loose stones and gravel
against the spring before putting In
the spring box. The stones serve as a
foundation for the spring box and help
support the ground near the spring
opening to prevent dirt from washing
away. They also provide some sedimen-
tation. For fast flowing springs,
large stones with gravel between them
should be placed around the spring to

prepare a good solid base. Figure !~
shows an example of gravel and stone
placed between the spring box and the
spring.

r
TOP VIEW

A

-~

I’~,,dew.øtM—~

O~usa.*ath -

La’q.
m.y b ca31

FIguve2 SprIng Box D..Ign

Cov..w,eh

PERVIOUS BOTTOM-
SIDE VIEW
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If a spring flows from a single
opening on level ground, dig out around
the opening to form a basin. Be sure
to dig down to impervious material to
form the base. Line the basin with
gravel so that the water flows through
it before it enters the spring box.
This is shown in Figure 5.

LI. Approximately Sm above the spring
site dig a trench for diverting surface
run—off. The trench must be large
enough to catch surface flows from
heavy rains. If large stones are
available in the construction area, use
them to line the diversion trench to
Increase the rate of run—off and pre-
vent erosion.

5. Mark off an area about 9m bY 9m
for a fence. Place the fence posts lm
apart and string the fence. A fence is
useful to prevent animals from fre-
quenting the spring site.

Concrete Construction Steps

In order to have a strong structure,
concrete must cure at least seven days.
Strength Increases with curing time.
Therefore, construction of the spring
box should begin at the site during
the first day of work. If the concrete
is poured on the first day, seven days
will t~e available for site preparation
before the spring box is put in place.
Be sure that all tools and materials
needed to build the forms and mix the
concrete are at the construction site.

1. BuIld wooden forms. Cut wood to
the appropriate sizes and set up the
forms on a level surface. The outside
dimensions of the forms should be O.l~
larger than the inside dimensions. A
form with an oper totton should be
built for a spring flowlig from one
spot on level ground. For springs from
hillsides, a spring box form with a
partially open back must be constructed
as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The size
of the opening depends on the area
which must be covered to collect the
water. When building forms for a box
with a bottom, be sure to set the
inside forms O.lm above the bottom for
the floor. This is done by nailing the
inside form to the outside form so that
it hangs O.lm above the floor. Make
holes In the forms for the outflow and
overflow pipes. Place small pieces of
pipe in them so that correctly sized
holes are left in the sprIng box as the
concrete sets. A form for the spring
box cover must also be built. Build
all forms at the site.

Forms must be well secured and
braced before pouring the concrete.
Cement is heavy and the forms will
separate if the bracing is not strong
enough. One useful met

1-rod is to tie
the braces together with wire as shown
in Figures 6 and 7. Drill holes in the
forms and place wire through them.
Using a Stick, as shown, twist the wire
to tighten it and force the forms
together.

Me~fldedSel

.F~ure4 Sprung Box with Open Side
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2. Set the forms In place. They -

should be either at the permanent site
of the spring box or nearby so it will
not be difficult to move the completed
structure. If the forms are set and
concrete Is poured at the permanent

site, water must be diverted from the
area. This usually can be done easily
by digging a small diversion ditch, as
shown in Figure 8. Make sure that no
water reaches the forms so that the
concrete can cure.-

(

aura ruessmooch

Figure 6 Forms for Spring Bo~with Open Side

Fresh Concrete hQOr

f

-I

Figure 7 Forms tot Spring Box with Open Bottom

0o, .me

T.mot.arv
~erIOn Sich Tom s5mre~Calif

Figure 6 Excavating Spring Sits

I

I
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If water diversion is difficult~
build the forms and pour concrete on a
level spot very near the spring. Once
the concrete dries, remove the forms
and Set the completed structure in
place. This will require six to eight
people.

3. Oil the forms. Put old motor oil
on the wooden forms so the concrete
will not Stick to them.

Li. Prepare the reinforcing rods in a
rid pattern for placement in the forms
or the spring box cover. Make sure

there Is O.l~m between the parallel
bars and that the rods are securely
tied together with wire. Then position
the reinforcing rods in the form. See
Figure 9 for an example of reinforcing
rod placement in the spring box cover.
Major reinforcing is not needed for the
spring box walls but some minor rein-
forcing around the perimeter of the
walls is good to prevent small cracks
in the cement. Four bars tied together
to form a square should be placed in
the forms.

5. MIx the concrete in a proportion
of one part cement, two parts sand and
three parts gravel (1:2.3). Add just
enough water to form a thick paste. Too
much water produces weak Concrete. In
order to save cement, a mixture of
1:2.4 can be used. This mixture is
effective with high quality gravel.

6. Pour the concrete into the forms.
Tamp the concrete to be sure that the
forms are filled completely and that
there are no voids or air pockets that
can weaken it. Smooth all surfaces.
Smooth the concrete for the spring box
cover so the middle is a little higher
than the sides (convex shape), as
shown in Figure 10. This will allow
water to run off the cover away from
the spring box.

7. Cover the concrete with canvas

,

burlap, empty cement bags, plastic

.

straw or some other protective material
tQprevent it froo loslng moisture.
The covering should be kept wet so
water from the concrete is not
absorbed. If’ concrete becomes dry, it
no longer hardens, its strength is

lost, and it begins to crack. Keep the
cover on for seven days or as long as
the concrete is curing.

~m

~5mm.mS

-~-~
l[~_~_~’

.

c

150mm

Figure 9 Placement Of Rebar in Concrrle Slab

Macala, sec in concrete mrourCed tor.arx
(mn con~ret. cenhim ho a ow~iI

Fo.rrm to, ho. Omf toil gIhollO

Form lot target CObet Carl rh rations

Figure 10 Forms for Spring Box Cover U
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.

B. Let the concrete structures set
for seven days wetting the concrete at
least daf~y. After seven osys, the
forms can be removed and the box can be
installed.

When constructing a masonry ring to
protect a spring, follow the construc-
tion steps listed below.

1. Mark out a circle on the~round
the diameter of the proposed mas~j~ç~

2. Using half bricks, place a circle
of brick around the outside of the
rin . WhoLe bricks broken in half or
ro~en bricks can be used for the

structure. In some places, broken
bricks are available free.

3. Fill the spaces between the
bricks with pea gravel and mortar mixed
in a proportion of 1 part cement to 3
parts sand. As mortar is applied, add
the next line of bricks. Be sure the
vertical joints do not line up.

Li. When reaching the desired height

,

strengthen the structure using balIng

,

barbed or any available wire. Put a
staxe in the ground next to the ring

and attach the wire to it. ~4rap the
wire around the ring several times as
shown in Figure 11. Once the wire is
wrapped around, secure and cut it.

5. Mix mortar in the proportion of I
part cement to 3 parts san. Cover tne
outsioe of the ring with a layer of
mortar. The layer should be thick
enough to cover the wire completely.

6. A circular cover should be bitlt.
Follow the same teonniques as for
construction of concrete spring box
covers.

InstaII~ng a Spring Box

The spring box must be installed
correctly to ensure that it fits on a
solid, impervious base and that a seal
with the ground is created to prevent
water seeping under the structure.

1. Place the spring box in positIon
to collect the flow from the spring.
If the flow comes from a hillside, the
back of the spring box will be open.
Stonss should be placed at the bacic of
the box to provide support for the
structure and to allow water to enter
the spring box. Figure ~l snows the
placement of open—jointed rook in a
completely installed spring box on a
hillside. On level ground, be sure
that the spring box has a solid foun-
dation of imprevious material. Place
gravel around the box or in the basin
so that water flows through it before
entering the box.

2. Seal the area where the spring
box makes contact with the ground. Use
concrete or puddled clay to form a
seal that prevents water from seeping
under the box.

3. Be sure that the area where the
spring flows from the ground is well
lined with gravel, then backfill the
dug out area with gravel. The gravel
fill should reach as high as the inlet
opening in the spring box so that the
water flowing into the structure passes
though gravel. In Figure 4, the gravel
iayer reaches the same level as the
open stone wall. For spring boxcs on
level ground, gravel bacKfill is un-
necessary.

LI. Place the pipes in the sprIng
box. Remove the pipe pieces used to
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form the holes and put in the pipe
needed for outflow and overflow. On
both sides of the wall, use concrete to
seal around the pipes so water does not
leak Out from around them. Place
screening over the pipe openings and
secure It with wire.

5. Disinfect the inside of the
spring box with a chlorine solution.
Before the spring box is closed, wash
Its walls with chlorine. Follow the
directions for disinfection in
“Disinfecting Wells,” RWS.2.C.9.

6. Place the cover on the spring
box.

7. BackfIll around the area with
puddled clay and soil. On a hillside,
place layers of puddled clay over the
gravel so that they slope away from the
spring box. The clay layer should
nearly reach the top of the spring box
and should be tamped down firmly to
make the ground as impervious as
possible. If only soil were used for
backfill, It would have to be as least
l.5—2m deep so that contaminated water
could not reach the gravel layer. For
springs on level ground, clay should be
placed around the box. The clay foun-
dation should slope away from the
spring box so that water runs away from
the spring outlet.

8. Backfill the remaining areas with

soil to complete the Installation.

Constructing SeepCollection System

Sometimes springs flow from many
openings over a large area. To collect
the water, a system of collectors made
of perforated pipe, an anti—seepage
wall, and a spring box must be built.

The collectors must extend on both
sides of the spring box and anti—
seepage wall. Figure 12 shows an
example. To install collectors dig
trenches into the water—bearing soil
until an impervious layer is reached.
In this way, water Is taken from the
deepest part of the aquifer and most of
the available water can be collected.
The trenches should extend the
necessary length for collecting all
available water and should be about im
wide.

Lay 50—100mmdiameter plastic per-
forated pipe or 100mm clay pipe In the
trenches. Perforations in the plastic
pipe should be about 3mm in diameter.
On the uphill side of the trench, place
enough gravel to cover the pipe. On
the downhill side, build up a small
clay wall to support the pipe. The
pipe should have a 1 percent slope
(0.Olm slope per in distance) toward
the point of collection. Flexible
plastic tubing with slots already
formed should be used if available. Tt
Is light and can be cut with a handsaw.

Clean—out pipes should be installed
In the collection system. Attach
lengths of pipe to the ends of the
collection pipes. At the end of the
clean—out pipes, place an elbow joint
to which a vertical length of pipe is
connected as shown in Figure 12. The
pipe extends above ground level and is
capped.

The next step is to build a concrete
or impervious clay cutoff or anti—
seepage wall. Dig down to an impervious
layer for a good foundation. Make the
forms for the cutoff wall 0.15m thick.
Figure 13 shows a concrete cutoff wall
1.2m long and 0.9m high. Follow the
same procedures for constructing the
cutoff wall as for the spring box.
There must be a zood seal between the
wall and the ground so that no water
seeps underneath. Water must be

Tre~r,etto~cc~i.ct,c., D,DIS

E.caraion f~.arm s.eo~g,

CIwm.4 / ~anø cc eont~

100mm ccH,CI,o.,
p~ p.tlorit.a PVC

FIgure12 Seep Collection System
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directed into the trenches and ccllec—
tors. ~ small spring box can be but~t
at the inside angle of the wlngeo—~a1l
with the wall forming t~io sides. It’ a
spring box is built, the for-is ust be
set at the sarse time as the cutoff
wall. Water must be di,erted frort the
construction area by small dito~’es for
the seven days needed for the concrete
to dry. Forms must be hell braced a~o
have holes for the inflow and o~tflo~
pipes as shown in Figure l~. Al.~ays
pour the seep collection wall and
spring box in place. The structure
will be rnuch too heavy to -~ove after
casting.

When using clay, be sure to reoove
any debris frcm t~ie site and tap tne
clay deli so that tne s—all oa or ~ai
does not let water seep thrcugn. T’e
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the clay down in layers 150mm thick and
taxrip each layer down well to ensure
good compaction. Keep the clay moist.
Lay and tamp each 150mm layer until the
maximum height is reached. The walls
should be well bonded to the spring
box.

The construction of a seep collec-
tion system is more difficult and
expensive than a simple spring box.

Installation of collectors requires
more work and some experience. Once
the collectors are installed, however,
the construction of the seep cutoff
wall is no different from spring box
construction. The same steps must be

followed, the same mixture of concrete
used and the same general rules for
curing concrete and for piacement must
be followed.
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There are two important reasons to
build structures for springs and seeps.
First, they protect the water from con-
tamination caused by surface run—off
and by contact with people or animals.
Secondly, the structures provide a
point of collection and storage for
water. Water from springs and seeps is
stored so it will be readily available
to the users. This technical note
discusses the construction of spring
boxes and seep collection systems and
outlines the construction steps to
follow. The steps are basic to small
construction projects and should be
followed for the construction of most
spring structures.

Materials Needed

Before construction begins, the pro-
ject designer should give you the
following items:

(1). A map of the area, including
the location of the spring; locations
of users’ houses; and distances from
the spring to the users, elevations,

and important landmarks. Figure 1 is a
map of a small village with a spring
located on high ground above it. Use
your map to locate the construction
site for the spring box.

(2) A list of all labor, materials
and tools needed as shown in Table 1.
Ensure that all needed materials are
available and at the work site before
work begins. Make sure that adequate
quantities of materials are available
to prevent construction delays.

(3) A plan of the spring box Mith
all dimensions as shown in Figure 2.
This plan shows a top, side, and front
view, and the d~~ensions of a Cover for
a spring box im a in x in.

Useful Delinitions

CONVEX — Curving outward like the sur-

face of a sphere.

DISINFECTION — The process of

destroying harmful bacteria.

EFFLUENCE — An opening from which

water flows.

PUDDLEDCLAY — A mixture of clay and
a little bit of water used to make
something watertight.

UNDERFLOW— Flow of water under a

structure.

VOIDS — Open spaces in a material.
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There are several possible designs
for spring boxes but, generally their
basic features are similar. Spring
boxes serve as collectors for spring
water. They are sometimes used as
storage tanks when a small number of
people are being served and the source
is located near the users. When lar�er
numbers of people are served, the water
collected in the spring box flows to
larger storage tanks. The two basic
types of spring boxes discussed in this
paper are a box with one pervious side
for collection of water from a
hillside, and a box with a pervious
bottom for collection of spring water
flowing from a single opening on level
ground. To determine which design tC
use dig out around the area until an
impervious layer is reached, locate the
source of the spring flow, and design
to fit the situation.
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Spring Box with Open Side. A spring
box with a pervious siae is needed to
protect springs flowing from hill-
sides. The area around the spring must
be dug out so that all available flow
is captured and channeled into the
spring box.

After this has been done, a collec-
tion box can be built around the spring
outlet as shown in Figure 3. The dug-
out area should be lined with gravel.
The gravel placed against the spring
opening serves as a foundation for the
box and prevents the spring water from
washing soil away from the area. The
gravel pack also filters suspended
solids. The gravel—filled area should
be between O.5—lm wide depending on
the size of the spring collection area.
To ensure that no contamination reaches
the water, the gravel pack should be at
least lm below the ground surface.
This is done either by locating the
spring catchment in the hillside or by
raising the ground level with backfill.

Handout 17-2, p. 3
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Caution must be tsken not to disturb
ground formations when digging out
around the spring. Without care, the
flow of the spring may be deflected in
another direction or into another
fissure. The area must, however, be
dug out enough so that the spring box
fits into impermeable material. In
cases where the box does not reach
impermeable material, puddled clay
should be used to seal the area around
the aides of the spring box.

Spring Box with Open Bottom. If a
spri~ijTlows through a fissure and
emerges at one point on level ground, a
spring box with an open bottom can be
developed as shown in Figure LI. The
area around the spring is dug out until
an impermeable layer is reached. The
area around the spring is then leveled
and lined with gravel. The spring box
is placed over the spring and gravel to
collect the flow, and clay or concrete
is packed around the box to prevent
seepage between the ground and the box.
Sometimes a small sump can be built at
the bottom so that sediment settles in
one place.

The design of both types of spring
boxes is basically the same and in-
cludes the following features:

(a) a water—tight collection box
constructed of concrete, brick, clay
pipe or other material,

(b) a heavy removable cover that
prevents contamination and provides
access for cleaning,

(c) an overflow pipe, and
(d) a connection to a storage tank

or directly to a distribution system.
The spring box with an open bottom is
simpler and cheaper to construct.
Generally, on level ground, flow from
only one source must be captured and
collection of all available flow is
much easier. Costs are lower because
less digging and fewer materials are
required.

The spring box should be constructed
at the spring site for easy installa-
tion. If the appropriate materials are
available, the spring box should be
made of concrete. Information on the
use of concrete is included in
Worksheet A. Three sides of the spring
box must be impervious and depending on
the type of spring selected for devel-
opment, either the bottom or the

upsiope side must be pervious or open.
The upslope side of an open sided
spring box can be constructed partially
with concrete and partially with large
rocks and gravel as shown in Figure 3.
Large rocks support the spring box and
allow water to enter. Smaller stones
should be used between the large rocks
to close large openings so that sedi-
ment is filtered from the water.

If materials for building a concrete

box are not available, or are expen-
sive, there are alternatives that are
particularly useful in developing a
single source spring. Large prefabri..
cated clay or concrete tubes, like
regular spring boxes, can be placed
around the spring. Water rises in the
tube and flows out the outflow pipe.
Rings for collecting spring water can
even be constructed using bricks and
mortar. Half or broken bricks can be
used to build a ring as shown in Figure
5. The bricks are laid in a circular
pattern, so that vertical joints do
not line up. Spaces between the bricks
are filled with gravel and mortar.
Bricks are laid until a height of be-
tween O.9—i.2m is reached. The
diameter may vary but should be around
O.7—l.Om. An outlet and overflow pipe
should be placed in the structure
before installation and with reinforce-
ment added. This type of structure is
very practical and inexpensive to
construct. Little cement is needed
and locally available materials can be
used.
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Worksheet A Calculating Quantities Needed for Concrete
(Calculations for a box im x lmx tOrn with open bottom)

Total volume of box = length (1) x width (w) x height (n)

Thickness of walls = 0.lOm

1. Volume of top 1 /.Z a x w j.Lri x t 0./0 n
2. Volume of bottom - 1 p i~ x w p m x t D m - p
3. Volume of two sides 1 / rn x w / n x t ~ a x 2 = ~ r~

3
4. Volume of two ends 1 / n x w / ~ x t p~ a x 2 =

5. Total volume = sum of steps 1, 2, 3, Li, 5
6. Unmixed volume of materials = total volume x 1.5; ~ x 1.5 =

04’/ m3
7. Volume of each material (cement, sand, gravel, 1:2.3).

cement: 0.167 x volume from Line 6 O.i’/ ~./3 a3 cenent.
sand 0.33 x volume from Line 6 0.17 = pj~.n3 sana.
gravel 0.50 x volume from Line 6 ~ (/ 04’ ri3 gravel.

8. Number of 50kg bags of cement = volune of cene~t
volur~e per bag

volume of cement 0.13rx3 — .033m3/bag ~9’ bags.

9. Volume of water = 28 liters x Li bags of cement = 112 lIters.

(NOTE: 1) Do not determine volume for an open side or bottcm.
2) The top slab has a 0.lrn over~-ang on eac’- side.
3) The same calculations will be used to determine the quantity

of materials for construction of a seepage wall.
Li) To save cement a 1:2 Li mixture can be u5ed.)

I
The capacity of the spring box

depends on whetner it is being used f~r
storage or pre.-storage. If the sprlnc
box is used for storage, It Should be
large enough to hold a ~o1ume of water
equal to the needs of the users over a
12—hour period. For example; If 100
people each use 25 lIters of water per
day, the amount of water consuied I~
hours is 1250 liters. There are 10CC
liters per a3. Therefore the ~‘olu~e
the spring box snould be 1.25m3.
(Volume length x didth x height~.
the collection box is used only for
pre—storage and dater flows on to
another storage tank, the collectIon
box can be smaller.

A reinforced concrete cover nus: be
constructed to protect t~e tank frc-~
outside contaiI~atIon. The cover
should be cast tn place to ensure
proper fit. It should extend over ~e
spring b~x about 0.lm on each siJe so
rain does not fall at the base of t’~e
5prtng box. The cover should be hea’.
enough so chiloren cannot lift it o.’~.

Fiqur. S Br,ck Sprtng Bo.
start ,me
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The spring box should have an
overflow pipe. The pipe is placed a
little below the maximum water level
and at least 0.l5m above the floor of
the tank. If the pipe is above the
maximum water level, water will not
flow Out and pressure is created in the
tank. The pressure could cause a back-
up and diversion of the spring. The
overflow pipe should be covered with a
screen fine enough to keep out
mosquitoes and strong enough to keep
out small animals. The size of the
pipe depends on the flow of-the spring.
A rock drain or concrete slab should be
placed outside the tank below the
overflow pipe to prevent erosion near
the base and to carry the water away
from the spring. A pipe which extends
3—Smfrom the tank is desirable In
order to keep the site free from still
water.

An outlet pipe for connection to a
distribution system should be located
at least O.lm above the bottom of the
spring box to prevent a blockage due to
sediment build—up. The pipe size
depends on the grade to’ the storage
tank and the spring flow. A general
rule to follow is that at a one percent
grade, a 30mm pipe should be used. A
grade between 0.5 and one percent
requires a LlOmm pipe, while a 50mm pipe
should be used for grades of’ less than
0.5 percent. In some cases the same
pipe will be both outlet and overflow.
The outlet pipe should slope downward
for best flow.

After the spring box Is Installed,
the space behind it must be filled with
soil and gravel. The gravel is the
bottom layer. On top of it, a water-
tight layer should be formed to prevent
the entrance of surface water. This
can be done with concrete or puddled
clay. Puddled clay is a mixture of
clay and water formed Into a layer
150mm thick. The layer is placed on
the ground and worked in by trampling
on it. Several layers of puddled clay
should be placed behind the box.

After sealing the area, the box can
either be completely covered with soil
or stand above the ground surface. The
box should be at least O.30m above
ground level so that run—off does not
enter it. For further sanitary protec-
tion, a ditch should be dug at least
8m above the spring box to take sur-
face water away from the area. The

soil from the ditch should be piled on
the downhill side to make a ridge and
help keep surface water away. A fence
around the area will keep animals fron
getting near the spring box and help
prevent contamination and destruction
of the area. The fence should have a
radius of between 7—8m.

Seep Design

Designs for seep development are
similar to those for spring boxes.
Figure 6 shows the basic design.
Intakes (collectors) are very important
features of seep development. The
collector system consists of small
channels containing 100mm clay open—
Joint or 50mm plastic perforated pipe
packed in gravel. The collectors are
Installed in the deepest part of the
aquifer. They take advantage of the
saturated ground above them for storage
during times when the groundwater tab]e
is low. The perforations in the pipes
must be about 5mm in diameter or large
enough to collect sufficient water but
small enough to prevent suspended
matter from entering the pipes. In
fine and medium—sized sand, perforated
pipe should be packed in gravel but
suspended materia. often will enter the
pipe In spite of the gravel.

To prevent clogging, the collectors
should be sized so that the velocity of
water flow In them is between O.Sm per
second and im per second. See “Methods
of Delivering Water,” RWS.Il.M.

Water collected by the pipes is
channeled to the spring box through a
gravel pack. The collectors must
extend across the entire width and
length of the water—bearing zone and
should be perpendicular to the flow or
the aquifer. These intakes should
extend below the water—bearing zones to
collect the maximum amount of water and
permit free flow into the collector.
The advantage of a collector system is
that water seeping over a large area
can be channeled Into a central storage
basin.

Clean—out pipes to flush sediment
from the collection pipes should be
attached to the collection pipes. To
install clean—out pipes, add a length
of pipe to the far end of the collec-
tion pipe. At the end of this length,
place an elbow Joint facing upwards
and attach a vertical length of pipe.

S
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The pipe should extend a little above
the ground and be capped. If the
collector system clogs, water can be
added to the clean—out pipes to flush
out the system.

For seep development, a cutoff wall
of clay, concrete or other impervious
material should be constructed. The
cutoff is usually constructed as a
large V’

1 pointing downhill with wing
walls extending into the hill to pre-
vent water from escaping. The cutoff
should extend down into impervious
material to force the flowing water to
move to the collection point and to
prevent loss of water due to underflow.

The use of concrete for the cutoff
wall is best but most expensive. A
wall O.l5m thick will ensure adequate
strength against increased flow. The
height of the cutoff wall depends on
the size of the flow being collected.
If desired, a spring box may be
constructed inside the “V” shaped
meeting of two walls as shown in Figure
7. The spring box will provide
a settling basin for sediment removal
and storage. The spring box should be
designed so that water enters it

through openings in the upper wail.
These openings ‘tust be screened to pre-
vent entrance of debris.

Puddled clay instead of concrete ca-i
be used to form the cutoff ciall. The
clay is piled uo and taped donn to
form an impervious wall. It acts as a
small dam which prevents spri-’g water

Caceclen
e.p.a

Owlet Ira $talaçei

Figure 6 Seepage collection System

C: e:lCfl PuCCIeCcliv a’
downa sot ci
Doe

SIDE VIEW

Exca~ai onto’ ant ~eoage
Cleanout wad ar’accdeClOl,0 DI~t:: ~t..

-— Ocer,om

— SIC ace

I d 50I

— Paddedclap -

olanel Oil —

con” sIte

00mm co~ectiao s-ce
pp. perloralea
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imoerv otis
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Figure 7 Basic Design Feature of a Seep Collection System
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from flowing away from the collection
area. The clay cutoff wall works as
well as the cement wall and is much
cheaper and easier to install. Good
impervious clay should be available if
this type of cutoff wall is chosen.

An outlet pipe is installed to move
water from the collection point to
storage. The diameter of the pipe
depends on the grade to storage and
will generally range between 30—50mm.
To determine the correct pipe size, see
“Methods of Delivering Water,” RWS.ll.M.
The outlet pipe for a spring box or
simple collection wall should be at
least 150mm from the bottom of the
collection area. A watertight connec-
tion should be made where the ptpe
leaves the spring box or goes through
the cutoff wall. As in the case of
spring boxes, the outlet pipe trust be
screened with small mesh wire. Because
of the cost, this type of structure
should be used only where seeps cover
an extensive area. Skilled laborers
will be needed for Construction.

Handout 17-2, p. ~

Horizontal Well Design

Horizontal wells are very simple and
can be quite inexpensive. In order to
use a horizontal well, an aquifer must
have a steep slope or hydraulic gra-
dient. Steep hydraulic gradients
generally are found in chilly, sloping
land and follow the ground surface.
Horizontal wells, shown in Figure 8,
are installed in much the same manner
as vertical driven and jetted wells.
See “Designing Driven Wells,”
RWS.2.D.2, and “Designing Jetted
Wells,” RWS.2.D.3 for specific design
features.

A horizontal well can be driven if
the spring flows from an aquifer in
permeable ground. A pipe with an open
end or with perforated drive points is
driven into the aquifer horizontally
or at a shallow slope to tap it at a
point higher than its normal discharge.
In some soils, the pipe can be driven
by hand. Generally the pipe is driven
using machinery.

“Designing Driven Wells,”
RWS.2.D.2, outlines the steps in de-
signing a driven well. These same
steps should be followed in designing
horizontal wells. One design differ-
ence is that extra care must be taken

Figure 8 Hor,iontal Well )

to avoid leakage betdeen the driven
pipe and the ground. If exterior flow
occurs, it can be stopped by forcing
clay or grout into the space, or by
digging by hand lm back along the pipe
and installing a concrete cutoff wall.
The wall should have a dianeter of
O.6m

2 and no more than 0.05m thick.
After the concrete slab hardens, the
dug—out area should be packed and back—
filled with clay.

If the aquifer that feeds the sprt’~g
is behind a rock layer, driving a
horizontal well aill be very difficult
if not impossible. In this case, a
jetted horizontal well will have to be
installed. “Designing Jetted Wells,”
RWS.2.D.3, explaIns the process of
jetting wells. The problem is that
horizontal well drililng is different
from vertical drilling, and nay be too
difficult for inexperien.~ed people.
Drilled horizontal sells should only be
considered when there are no other
reasonable alternatives.

1~
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Materials List

In addition to a location map and
design drawings, give the person in
charge of construction a materials list
similar to Table 1 showing the number
of laborers, types and quantities of
materials needed to construct the
spring protection. Some quantities
will have to be determined in the field
by the person in charge of construc-
tion.

Concrete. Concrete is the major
material used in the construction of
spring boxes and cutoff walls.
Concrete is a mixture of Fortland
cement, clean sand, and gravel in a
fixed proportion. The proportion
generally used is one part cement, two
parts sand, and three parts gravel
(1:2:3). Water is used to mix the
concrete. Twenty—eight liters of water
should be used for each bag of cement.
Worksheet A will help determine the
amount of materials needed. Use the
worksheet in making the following
calculations.

1. Calculate the volume of mixed
concrete needed (length x width x
thickness; Worksheet A, Lines 1—5).

2. Multiply this number by 1.5 to
get the total volume of dry loose
material (cement, sand and gravel)
needed (Worksheet A, Line 6).

3. Add the numbers in the proportion
in order to find the fraction of the
total needed for each material (1:2:3 =
6, so 1/6 of the mixture should be
cement, 2/6 sand, and 3/6 gravel. In
decimals, this is 0.167 cement, 0.33
sand, and 0.50 gravel).

~ Determine the amount of each
material needed by multiplying the
volume of dry mix from step 2 by the
proportional amount for each material
(1/6 x volume of dry mix • total amount
of cement needed; Worksheet A, Line 7).

5. Divide the volume of cement
needed by .033m

3 (33 liters), the
amount of cement in a 50kg bag, to find
the number of bags of cement required.
When determining the amount of cement,
figure to the largest whole number
(Worksheet A, Line 8).

6. An extra quantity of cement
should be figured into the total for
use in grouting and sealing areas
around the outlet pipes.

7. Calculate the amount of water
needed to mix the concrete (28 liters
of water per bag of cement; Worksheet
A, Line 9).

8. Extra gravel will be needed for
backfill of areas behind springs.
Graded gravel is preferable, but local
materials can be used if necessary.
Calculate the volume of the area to be
backfilled by taking length x width x
height of area.

Reinforced Concrete. Concrete can
be reinfored to give it extra atrengtn.
This is best done with wIre mesh or
specially made steel rods. Reinforced
concrete sections must be at least
0.10cm thick. Reinforced concrete
should be used for all spring box
covers and for the walls of seep
structures. If sire mesh is used, the
quantity needed will be approxLtately
equal to the area of the slab being
constructed. If steel bars (reroc) are
used, they should be placed in the
wooden form before the concrete is
poured. 10mm diameter rods should be
used.

The reinforcing rod should be
located as follows:

• So that the rods are at least 25tn
(0.25m) from the for’s in all places;

• So that the rebar rests in the
lower part of the cover, two—thirds the
distance from the top or .70mm from the
top of a 100mm slab;

• So that a 150mm (0.15m) space lies
between a parallel rods in a grid pat-
tern as shown in Figure 9.

Where the reinforcing rods cross,
they should be tied together with wire
at the point of intersection.

To determine the number of rein-
forcing bars, divide the total length
or width of the spring box cover by
0.15m (distance between bars). For
example, l.2m 8 bars.

0. l5m

To determine the length of eacn bar,
subtract 0.05m (0.025m each side~ frt—
the total length or width of the cover.
For exanple, 1.2-i — 0.OSn m 1.15’s.
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Pipes. Outlet pipes can be of
galvanized steel, or plastic depending
on what is available. Galvanized steel
is preferable because of its strength.
Steel pipe lasts longer and does not
shatter like plastic pipe. Intake
pipes should be either clay, perforated
plastic open—Joint cement or in some
cases, bamboo. The choice again will
depend on availability of materials and
cost. The pipe should have a minimum
diameter of 50mm to be sure that an
adequate supply of water enters the
collection system. All pipes must be
laid at a uniform grade to prevent air
lock in the system.

Important Considerations

Spring protection should ensure that
the source is always protected from
contamination. Before attempting to
develop a spring, conduct a sanitary
survey as described in “Conducting
Sanitary Surveys to Deternine
Acceptable Surface Water Sources,”
RWS.l.P.2. Follow the guidelines for
measuring the quantity of available
water present in “Selecting a Source of
Surface Watery” RWS.l.P.3, to be sure
that the source will meet communIty
needs. The preliminary work described
in these technical notes should be dcne
before designing a protective struc-
ture.

The choice of the structure for
spring protection depenas on the geo~
logic conditions of the area, the type
of spring, the materials avaIlable, and
the skill level of available labor.
Spring boxes are easy to design and
require little construction expertise,
although workers should have some
eonstruction experience. Driven
horizontal wells are also easy and
inexpensive to develop although some
expertise is needed to Complete a suc~—
cesaful well.

Structures for seeps are more dif..
ficult to design and require that
workers have a much higher level of
construction experience. The cost of
developing a seep may be very high
depending on the length of’ the
retaining wall and the amount of’ pipe
needed for intakes.

I,- When labor requirements,
and tools have been decided
a materials list similar to
give It to the construction

75mm

Y__
~l5oI

25,rtm ~

materials,
on, prepare
Table 1 ar~d
supervisor.

¶O0n~tn 50mm

S

Figure 9 Placement of Rebar in Concrete Sl.b
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Spring structures are easy to
operate and maintain. One of the main
advantages of springs as water sources
is that they are inexpensive to devel-
op. The structures needed to protect
them require little attention after
installation. No structure, however,
is completely maintenance free. Even
the most simply designed spring struc-
ture needs periodic maintenance to
ensure that it provides good quality
water in sufficient quantities. This
technical note describes the periodic
maintenance needed for spring boxes
and seep collection ~systems so that
they operate effectively for many
years.

Maintenance of Spring Boxes

The maintenance of spring boxes
requires that a check be made to ensure
that the structure adequately protects
the water source and that all available
water is being collected. Examine the
spring box periodically to ensure that
there is no silt build—up and that
water quality is good. Study the
following conditions at the site to
ensure that the spring is well—
protected and free from any operating
problems.

Determine whether the diversion
drainage ditch above tne spring is
doing an adequate joe of renoving sur

—

face water fro-n the area. If not, the
trench shbuld be improved. The diver-
sion ditch should be lined with gravel
or stones to increase flow and to
prevent erosion of the sides. Grass
can be planted in the trench to prevent
erosion, but heavy growth will block
flow. Be sure to check the diversion
ditch periodically to make sure that
grass is not too high and that no other
obstructions will block water flow.

If there is a fence above the
spring, make sure it is in gocd repalr
and is effectively keeping ant—als a.tay
from the spring

.

Check the upslope wall to be sure it
is solid and erosion is not wearing it
!~• If there are signs of heavy ero-
sion or settling, add additional back-
fill of top soil, clay or gravel.
Build up the hill with stones and
plant grass to help control erosion
around the spring box.

Check the water. If tbere is an
increase in turbidity or flow after a
rainstorm, surface run—off is reaching
the source and contaminating it.
Identify the source of the run—off and
improve the protection of the spring.

Take periodic samples of the water
and have them analyzed to check for
evidence of fecal contamination

.

Information on taking a water sample
and analyzing it can be found i~f
“Taking a Water Sample,” RWS.3.P.2 and
“Analyzing a Water Sample,” RWS.3.P.3.

Check the cover to be sure the box
is watertight. Make sure that the
cover is not removed by the users and
that contamination is not being intro-
duced by people dipping buckets and
other utensils into the spring box.

.

(useful Definitions

EROSION — The wearing away of soil,
rock or other material by the flow of
water.

PERVIOUS — Allowing liquid to pass
through.

SEDIMENT — Small particles of dirt and
other matter that settle to the bottom
of water.

TURBIDITY — Cloudiness in water caused
by particles of suspended matter. )
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Determine that all available water
is being collected by the system.
Watch out for water seeping from the
sides or from underneath the spring
box. If water seeps out, seal the leak
with clay or concrete so that all flow
Is diverted into the spring box.

Ensure that the system Is cleaned
adequately. Once a year disinfect the
system and clean the sediment out of
the spring box. To clean tt~e system,
remove the cover. Allow the water to
drain from the spring box by opening
the valve on the outlet pipe. If the
box has only one pipe for outlet and
overflow, use a bucket to empty the
spring box as shown in Figure 1. Then
use a small shovel to clean out the
sediment collected on the ~ottom of
the tank. Sediment removal will pre-
vent clogging and build—up which causes
the tank to fill up more quickly.

If a pump is built into the spring
box to collect sediment, a drain pipe
can be installed to carry sediment
away. The drain pipe should have a
valve. This type of installation Is
especially useful when tapping a fast
flowing spring.

After cleaning the tank, follow the
procedures for disinfection explained
in “Disinfecting Wells,” RWS.2.C.9.
All walls of the spring box should be
washed with a chlorine solution and
chlorine should be put directly Into
the water. If possible, the chlorine
should be allowed to stand for 24
hours. If the chlorine cannot stand
that long, apply two doses of chlorine
twelve hours apart to ensure complete
disinfection. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show
the cleaning and disinfection of a
spring box.

Figure 2. R.movirig S.dim.n(

Check the screening on the pipes to
see if cleaning is necessary. If —

screens are clogged or very dirty, they
should be either cleaned or changed.
Always use copper or plastic screening
to prevent rust.

Maintenance of Seep Collection
Systems

Operating and maintaining seep
collection systems is similar to
spring boxes except that extra care
must be taken in the maintenance of the
collection pipes. Although collection
pipes are lined with gravel to filter
out sediment, the pipes can still clog.

I

I
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If clogging occurs, substantially less
water will reach the collection box.
If water flow decreases, suspect that
the collection system is clogged.

To clean the clogged pipes, remove
the cap from the clean—out pipe and
pour water into it. Use either a hose
or a bucket so that sufficient force is
available to break up the sediment.
See Figure 4.

Handout 17-3, p. 3
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SPRING BOX SYSTEM

There are two important reasons to build structures for springs. First, they
protect the water from contaminationcaused by surface runoff and by contact
with people or animals. Secondly, the structures provide a point of
collection and storage for water. Water from springs is stored so it will be
readily available to the users. The following discussesthe construction of
spring boxes and outlines the construction steps to follow. The steps are
basic to small construction projects and can be followed for the construction
of most spring structures.

Materials Needed

Before construction begins, the project designer should give you the following
items:

1. A map of the area, including the location of the spring; locations of
users’ houses; distances from the spring to the users; elevations; and
important landmarks. Figure 1 is a map of a small village with a spring
located on high ground above it. Use your map to locate the construction
site for the spring box.

2. Ensure that all needed materials are available and at the work site
before the work begins. Make sure that adequatequantities of materials
are available to prevent construction delays.

3. A plan of the spring box with all dimensions is shown in Figure 2. ThIs
plan shows a top, side, and front view, and the dimensions of a cover for
a spring box (1 m xl m xl m).
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?igure 2. Spring Box Design

Figure 3. Preparation of Spring Box Site
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General Construction Steps

Follow the construction steps below. Refer to the diagrams noted during the
construction process.

1. Locate the spring site and, with measuring tape, cord, and wooden stakes
or pointed sticks, mark out the construction area as shown in Figure 3.

2. Dig out and clean the area around the spring to ensure a good flow. If
the spring flows from a hillside, dig into the hill far enough to
determine the origin of the spring flow. Where water is flowing from
more than one opening, dig back far enough to ensure that all the water
flows into the collection area. If the flow cannot be channeled to the
collection area because openings are too separated, drains will have to
be installed. Information on the installation of drains appears in the
section on the development of seepage collection systems.

Flow from several sources may be diverted to one opening by digging far
enough back into the hill. When digging out around the spring, watch to
see if the flow from the major openings increases or if the flow from
minor seeps stops. These signs indicate that the spring flow is becoming
centralized and that most of the water can be collected from one point.
The goal is to collect all available water from the spring. It is
generally easier to collect water from one opening than from several.

Dig down deep enough to reach an impervious layer. An impervious layer
makes a good foundation for the spring box, and provides a better surface
for a seal against underf low. If an impervious layer cannot be reached,
attempt to construct the box in the most impermeable soil you can find.

Pile loose stones and gravel against the spring before putting in the
spring box. The stones serve as a foundation for the spring box and help
support the ground near the spring opening to prevent dirt from washing
away. They also provide some sedimentation. For fast flowing springs,
large stones with gravel between them should be placed around the spring
to prepare a good solid base. Figure 4 shows an example of gravel and
stone placed between the spring box and the spring.
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If a spring flows from a single opening on level ground, dig out around the
opening to form a basin. Be sure to dig down to impervious material to form

the base. Line the basin with gravel so that the water flows through it
before it enters the spring box. This is shown in Figure 5.

.

Figure 4. Spring Box with Open Side

Figure 5. Spring Box with Open Bottom
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4. Approximately 8 m above the spring site dig a trench for diverting
surface run—off. The trench must be large enough to catch surface flows
from heavy rains. If large stones are available in the construction
area, use them to line the diversion trench to increase the rate of
run—off and prevent erosion.

5. Mark off an area about 9 m X 9 m for a fence. Place the fence posts 1 m
apart and string the fence. A fence is useful to prevent animals from
frequenting the spring site.

Concrete Construction Steps

In order to have a strong structure, concrete must cure at least seven days.
Strength increases with curing time. Therefore, construction of the spring
box should begin at the site during the first day of work. If the concrete is
poured on the first day, seven days will be available for site preparation
before the spring box is put in place. Be sure that all tools and materials
neededto build the forms and mix the concrete are at the construction site.

1. Build wooden forms. Cut wood to the appropriate sizes and set up the
forms on a level surface. The outside dimensions of the forms should be
0.1 m larger than the inside dimensions. A form with an open bottom
should be built for a spring flowing from one spot on level ground. For
springs from hillsides, a spring box form with a partially open back must
be constructed as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The size of the opening
depends on the area which must be covered to collect the water. When
building forms for a box with a bottom, be sure to set the inside forms
0.1 m above the bottom for the floor. This is done by nailing the inside
form to the outside form so that it hangs 0.1 m above the floor. Make
holes in the forms for the out—flow and overflow pipes. Place small
pieces of pipe in them so that correctly sized holes are left in the
spring box as the concrete sets. A form for the spring box cover must
also be built. Build all forms at the site.

Forms must be well secured and braced before pouring the concrete.
Cement is heavy and the forms will separate if the bracing is not strong
enough. One useful method is to tie the braces together with wire as
shown in Figures 6 and 7. Drill holes in the forms and place wire
through them. Using a stick, as shown, twist the wire to tighten it and
force the forms together.
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.

Wire braces keepwalls separated

Temporary
braces

Figure 6. Forms f or Spring Box with Open Side

Open Bottom
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.

4.

2. Set the forms in place. They should be either at the permanent site of
the spring box or nearby so it will not be difficult to move the
completed structure. If the forms are set and concrete is poured at the
permanent site, water must be diverted from the area. This usually can
be done easily by digging a small diversion ditch, as shown in Figure 8.
Make sure that no water reachesthe forms so that the concretecan cure.

If water diversion is difficult, build the forms and pour concrete on a
level spot very near the spring. Once the concrete dries, remove the
forms and set the completed structure in place. This will require six to
eight people.

3. 011 the forms. Put old motor oil on the wooden forms so the concrete
will not stick to them.

Prepare the reinforcing rods~ in a grid pattern for placement in the forms
for the spring box cover. Make sure there is 0.15 m between the parallel
bars and that the rods are securely tied together with wire. Then
position the reinforcing rods in the form. See Figure 9 for an example
of reinforcing rod placement in the spring box cover. Major reinforcing
is not needed for the spring box walls but some minor reinforcing around
the perimeter of the walls is good to prevent small cracks in the cement.
Four bars tied together to form a square should be placed in the forms.

75mm

150mm

100mm 50mm~jrnrn~

25mm~ ~
100mm ~-.—._-~ .-- - -- 7~mm

~30mm

Figure 9. Placement of Rebar In Concrete Slab
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5. Mix the concrete in a proportion of one part cement, two parts sand, and
three parts gravel (1:2:3). Add just enough water to form a thick paste.
Too much water produces weak concrete. In order to save cement, a
mixture of 1:2:4 can be used. This mixture is effective with high
quality gravel.

6. Pour the concrete into the forms. Tamp the concrete to be sure that the
forms are filled completely and that there are no voids or air pockets
that can weaken it. Smooth all surfaces. Smooth the concrete for the
spring box cover so the middle is a little higher than the sides (con~1ex
shape), as shown in Figure 10. This will allow water to run off the
cover away from the spring box.

Figure 10. Forms for Spring Box Cover

7. Cover the concrete with canvas, burlap, empty cement bags, plastic, straw
or some other protective materials to prevent it from losing moisture.
The covering should be kept wet so water from the concrete is not
absorbed. If concrete becomes dry, it no longer hardens, Its strength is
lost, and it begins to crack. Keep the cover on for seven days or as
long as the concrete is curing.

8. Let the concrete structures set for seven days, wetting the concrete at
least daily. After seven days, the forms can be removed and the box can
be installed.

I
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Installing a Spring Box

The spring box must be installed correctly to ensure that it fits on a solid,
impervious base and that a seal with the ground is created to prevent water
from seeping under the structure.

1. Place the spring box in position to collect the flow from the spring. If
the flow comes from a hillside, the back of the spring box will be open.
Stones should be placed at the back of the box to provide support for the
structure and to allow water to enter the spring box. Figure 4 shows the
placement of open—jointed rock in a completely installed spring box on a
hillside. On level ground, be sure that the spring box has a solid
foundation of impervious material. Place gravel around the box or in the
basin so that water flows through it before entering the box.

2. Seal the area where the spring box makes contact with the ground. Use
concrete or puddled clay to form a seal that prevents water from seeping
under the box.

3. Be sure that the area where the spring flows from the ground is well
lined with gravel, then backfill the dug out area with gravel. The
gravel fill should reach as high as the inlet opening in the spring box
so that the water flowing into the structure passes through gravel. In
Figure 4, the gravel layer reaches the same level as the open stone wall.
For spring boxes on level ground, gravel backfill is unnecessary.

4. Place the pipes in the spring box. Remove the pipe pieces used to form
the holes and put in the pipe needed for out—flow and overflow. On both
sides of the wall, use concrete to seal around the pipes so water does
not leak out from around them. Place screening over the pipe openings
and secure it with wire.

. 5. Disinfect the inside of the spring box with a chlorine solution. Before
the spring box is closed, wash its walls with chlorine.

6. Place the cover on the spring box.

7. Backfill around the area with puddled clay and soil. On a hillside,
place layers of puddled clay over the gravel so that they slope away from
the spring box. The clay layer should nearly reach the top of the spring
box and should be tamped down firmly to make the ground as impervious as
possible. If only soil were used for backfill, it would have to be at
least 1.5 to 2 m deep so that contaminated water could not reach the
gravel layer. For springs on level ground, clay should be placed around
the box. The clay foundation should slope away from the spring box so
that water runs away from the spring outlet.

8. Backfill the remaining areas with soil to complete the installation.

Spring structures are easy to operate and maintain. One of the main
advantages of springs as water sources is that they are inexpensive to
develop. The structures needed to protect them require little attention after
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installation. No structure, however, Is completely maintenance free. Even
the most simply designed spring structure needs periodic maintenance to ensure
that it provides good quality water in sufficient quantities. The following
describes the periodic maintenance needed for spring boxes so that they
operate effectively for many years.

Maintenance of Spring Boxes

The maintenance of spring boxes requires that a check be made to ensure that
the structure adequately protects the water source and that all available
water is being collected. Examine the spring box periodically to ensure that
there is no silt build—up and that water quality is good. Study the following
conditions at the site to ensure that the spring is well—protected and free
from any operating problems.

Determine whether the diversion drainage ditch above the spring is doing an
adequate job of removing surface water from the area. If not, the trench
8hould be improved. The diversion ditch should be lined with gravel or stones
to increase flow and to prevent erosion of the sides. Grass can be planted in
the trench to prevent erosion, but heavy growth will block flow. Be sure to
check the diversion ditch periodically to make sure that grass is not too high
and that no other obstructions will block water flow.

If there is a fence above the spring, make sure it is •in good repair and is
effectively keeping animals away from the spring

.

Check the up—slope wall to be sure it is solid and erosion is not wearing it
away. If there are signs of heavy erosion or settling, add additional
backfill of top soil, clay or gravel. Build up the hill with stones and plant
grass to help control erosion around the spring box.

Check the water. If there Is an increase in turbidity or flow after a
rainstorm, surface run—off is reaching the source and contaminating it.
Identify the source of the run—off and improve the protection of the spring.

Check the cover to be sure the box is watertight. Make sure that the cover is
not removed by the users and that contamination is not being introduced by
people dipping buckets and other utensils into the spring box.

Determine that all available water is being collected by the system. Wat.eh
out for water seeping from the sides or from underneath the spring box. If
water seeps out, seal the leak with clay or :oncrete so that all flow is
diverted into the spring box.

Ensure that the system is cleaned adequately. Once a year disinfect the
system and clean the sediment out of the spring box. To clean the system,
remove the cover. Allow the water to drain from the spring box by opening the
valve on the outlet pipe. If the box has only one pipe for outlet and
overflow, use a bucket to empty the spring box as shown in Figure 1. Then use
a small shovel to clean out the sediment collected on the bottom of the box.
Sediment removal will prevent clogging and build—up which causes the box to
fill up more quickly.
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If a pump is built into the spring box to collect sediment, a drain pipe can
be installed to carry sediment away. The drain pipe should have a valve.
This type of installation is especially useful when tapping a fast flowing
spring.

After cleaning the tank, follow the procedures for disinfection explained in
“Disinfecting Wells,” RWS.2.C.9. All walls of the spring box should be washed
with a chlorine solution and chlorine should be put directly into the water.
If possible, the chlorine should be allowed to stand for 24 hours. If the
chlorine cannot stand that long, apply two doses of chlorine twelve hours
apart to ensure complete disinfection. Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the
cleaning and disinfection of a spring box.

Figure 11. Emptying Spring Box Figure 12. Removing Sediment
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Check the screening on the pipes to see if cleaning is necessary. If screens
are clogged or very dirty, they should be either cleaned or changed. Always
use copper or plastic screening to prevent rust.

Figure 13. Scrubbing Walls with Chlorine Solution
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SEEPAGECOLLECTION SYSTEM

Sometimes springs flow from many openings over a large area. To collect the
water, a system of collectors made of perforated pipe, an anti—seepage wall,
and a spring box must be built.*

Constructing Seep Collection System

The collectors must extend on both sides of the spring box and anti—seepage
wall. Figure 1 shows an example. To install collectors, dig trenches into
the water—bearing soil until an impervious layer is reached~. In this way,
water is taken from the deepest part of the aquifer (the underground
water—bearing strata) and most of the available water can be collected. The
trenches should extend the necessary length for collecting all available water
and should be about 1 m wide.

Lay 50—100 mm diameter plastic perforated pipe or 100 mm clay pipe in the
trenches. Perforations in the plastic pipe should be about 3 mm in diameter.
On the uphill side of the trench, place enough gravel to cover the pipe. On
the downhill side, build up a small clay wall to support the pipe. The pipe
should have a 1 percent slope (0.01 m slope per 1 m distance) toward
of collection. Flexible plastic tubing with slots already formed
used if available. It is light and can be cut with a handsaw.

Clean—out pipes
of pipe to the
pipes, place an
shown in Figure

should be installed in the collection system. Attach lengths
ends of the collection pipes. At the end of the clean—out
elbow joint to which a vertical length of pipe is connected as
1. The pipe extends above ground level and is capped.

wall SIDE VIEW

Figure 1. Seepage Collection System

*Note to participants: Another group is working with spring box construction.

TAKEN FROM WATERFOR THE WORLDTECHNICAL NOTE RWS l.D.l, l.C.l and 1.0.1.
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The next step is to build a concrete or impervious clay cutoff or anti—seepage
wall. Dig down to an impervious layer for a good foundation. Make the forms
for the cutoff wall 0.15 m thick. Follow the same procedures for constructing
the cutoff wall as for the retaining wall. There must be a good seal between
the wall and the ground so that no water seeps underneath. Water must be
directed into the trenches and collectors. A small spring box can be built at
the inside angle of the winged—wall with the wall forming two sides. If a
spring box is built, the forms must be set at the same time as the cutoff
wall. Water must be diverted from the construction area by small ditches for
the seven days needed for the concrete to dry. Forms must be well braced and
have holes for the in—flow and out—flow pipes. Always pour the seep
collection wall and spring box in place. The structure will be much too heavy
to move after casting.

When using clay, be sure to remove any debris from the site and tamp the clay
well so that the small dam or wall does not let water seep through. The clay
walls should be built like walls of a dam with a 2:1 or 3:1 slope. Put the
clay down in layers 150 mm thick and tamp each layer down well to ensure good
compaction. Keep the clay moist. Lay and tamp each 150 mm layer until the
maximum height is reached. The walls should be well bonded to the spring box.

The construction of a seep collection system is more difficult and expensive
than a simple spring box.

lnstallation of collectors requires more work and some experience. Once the
collectors are installed, however, the construction of the seep cutoff wall is
no different from spring box construction. The same steps must be followed,
the same mixture of concrete used and the same general rules for curing
concrete and for placement must be followed.

Figure 2. SeepageCbl1~tionSystan
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.
Figure 3. Forms for Anti—Seepage Wall and Collection Box

Operating and maintaining seepage collection systems is similar to spring
boxes except that extra care must be taken in the maintenance of the
collection pipes. Although collection pipes are lined with gravel to filter
out sediment, the pipes can still clog.

If clogging occurs, substantially less water will reach the collection box.
If water flow decreases, suspect that the collection system is clogged.

To clean the clogged pipes, remove the cap from the clean—out pipe and pour
water into it. Use either a hose or a bucket so that sufficient force Is
available to break up the sediment. See Figure 4.

Inner form,

Wooden brace

Wire braces

Holes for

I

pipe in place

Inlet hole with

piece of pipe in place

FRONT VIEW

levelled
drained
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Figure 4. Flushing Out Seepage Collection System

Spring box

/ /

Collection pipe
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STORAGETANK

Purpose of Storage Tank

The construction of a storage tank for spring flow is an effective way to
improve a spring water source with a low rate of flow. Storage tanks can be
built as an addition to any type of spring containment system, retaining wall,
spring box, or seepage collection system. The water flow from the spring is
piped to a storage tank where the water accumulates and can be accessed by
villagers through an outflow pipe and faucet. The water is stored in the tank
overnight and is then available in large quantity when needed. Figure 1 shows
a village map of a spring and a collection tank. The advantages of collection
tanks are these:

1. The tank serves to store water that is provided by the spring during
low—demand periods (such as overnight) for use during high—demand periods
(such as early morning).

2. Water can be accumulated in vessels more quickly, since stored water will
flow from the tank faster than from many direct—access spring flow pipes.
Thus villagers won’t have such a long wait for water during high use
periods.

3. Water is captured overnight, thus resulting in less waste from unused
run—off water.

4. Water can be kept clean, since it is stored in a tight, covered storage
tank.

TAKEN FROM WATER FOR THE WORLD TECHNICAL NOTE - RWS 5 .D .2
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Sizing a Storage Tank

To determine how large a storage tank must be, it is necessary to calculate
how much water is used at various times during the day, and compare this to
how much water is supplied by the source for those same time periods. rhe
difference between supply and use will mean either that water will be drawn
out of the tank or will flow into the tank. There are a number of ways to
determine tank capacity; however, they are beyond the scope of this training
program. The tank could be a variety of sizes and still serve as an
improvement to villagers; however, it never need be larger than the volume of
water yielded by the spring during the night.

Shape of a Storage Tank

All other factors being equal, the most economical tank shape is circular,
then nearly—circular, then square, and then rectangular. For ease of
construction, certain shapesare easier than others:

Circular tanks: The most economical shape to use, but not easy to construct,
especially for small diameters.

Octagonal (8—sided) tanks: The best shape to use, but not easy to construct
for diameters less than 2.5 meters (or capacities smaller than 3,200 liters).

Hexagonal (6—sided) tanks: Good for tanks between 1,700—3,200 liters
(diameters not less than 2’meters).

Square tanks: This is the traditional shape, and easiest to construct for
small capacities.

Rectangular tanks: The least—economical shape, especially as one side becomes
much longer than the other. However, due to physical constraints of the site,
it may be necessary to use this shape. Keeping it as nearly square—shaped as
possible will make a more economical design.

For example the most economical dimensions for a 1,000 liter tank would be 1
meter wide, 1 meter long, and 1 meter high.

Constructing a Storage Tank

Storage tanks should be constructed with a reir’~otced concrete foundation and
floor, followed by rock and mortar walls. The roof can be of wood frame or
reinforced concrete construction.

The location of the storage tank must be selected so that water from the
spring can flow into the tank and fill it. Further,the tank should be in a
location that is convenient for drawing water from a faucet piped from the
bottom of the tank.

The foundation for a storage tank is constructed in a sinlilar way as that
described for the retaining wall. Excavation to a suitable soil sub—base is
first performed, then a lay~r of broken stone or gravel is placed over the
sub—base. The location of the foundation for the walls should be carefully
aligned by staking the locations of corners. After the foundation is
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completed, the construction of the rock and mortar walls should be started at
the corners. After the corners are built to the height of two or three
courses of rock, then build the walls from corner to corner maintaining the
straight alignment of each wall.

Storage tank walls can be stepped as shown in Figure 2. Stepping the wall is
an economical use of construction materials and puts the thickest portion of
the wall at the base where the water pressure will be the greatest.

External Wall Internal

NOTE:

All dimensions
in centimeter

Figure 2. Storage Tank Wall

floor of the tank may be either of masonry (i.e., mortared brick or stone)
or reinforced concrete. A bed of gravel or crushed stone must be put down,
roughly pitched so the floor will slope downwards to the drain pipe. As soon
as the final concrete or plaster has set, the tank should be filled to a depth
of about 30 cm to help the curing process (a deep depth of water would exert
too much pressure on the floor which the cement would not be strong enought to
support). After two weeks the tank can be filled completely and checked for
any visible leakage.

Roof design and construction is complicated, but the basic considerations for
a storage tank roof include:

a. It must be able to support its own weight, plus the weight of one or more
persons

b. It should be relatively tight to prevent rain and dust and debris from
entering the tank

c. It should have an access way for a person to inspect or enter the tank

80 90
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d. It should be made of a durable material, timber and slate, or concrete,
or galvanized iron sheeting. Avoid a material such as thatch, which can
house vermin.

The finished walls and floor should be plastered with cement mortar to make
the tank as watertight as possible. Plastering is discussed in Handoul: 8—1

:

Cement, Concrete, and Masonry

.

Piping for a Storage Tank

The piping for a small storage tank will include:

a. an inlet pipe from the water source

b. an outlet pipe to the supply tap (faucet)

c. a drain pipe at the bottom of the tank

d. an overflow pipe near the the top of the tank

e. a valved bypass pipe which connects the inlet and outlet directly,
allowing the tank to be emptied for maintenance

Figure 3 shows a typical piping arrangement.

Finished Grading

The ground around the reservoir should be mounded so that rain run—off will
flow away from the tank. The surrounding land should be stabilized against
erosion. If there is generally heavy rain run—off, then suitable drainage
channels should be made. The drainage channel for the overflow should also be
carefully constructed, and preferably should carry the water to where it can
be utilized (such as for an animal water—hole, or for irrigation of a near
garden).
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Maintaining a Storage Tank

The maintenance of water storage tanks is necessary to ensure the quality of
the water stored. Maintenance of tanks basically involves two important
procedures: prevention of contamination, and cleaning the tank periodically to
ensure that water is fresh.

General Maintenance

Water quality in storage tanks should be preserved. All storage tanks should
be checked monthly to ensure that all necessary maintenance is done when
needed. Never delay in attending to any problems that arise.

When looking at the tank, make sure to check the following:

• Covers. Make sure the cover fits tightly over the tank. There should be
no space for dust or leaves to enter the storage tank. The cover should
fit tightly enough to prevent the entry of light. Light stimulates the
growth of algae in the tank.

• Potential Sources of Contamination. Check the area around the storage
tank to make sure that no contaminants have been introduced to the area.

r
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cover

a
Drainage I
trench I

Valve box
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No waste disposal or garbage disposal sites should be near the storage tank,
especially when they are located below ground. Under no circumstances should
any disposal sites or animal pens be placed on ground above the cistern.
Contaminants can flow downhill and destroy the quality of water. A ditch
should be dug near the cistern to direct surface water away from the cistern
or storage area. Keep animals out of the drainage area.

• Screens. Check the screens covering the pipe ends to make sure they are
in good repair. Broken screens on outlet and overflow pipes are easy
entry points for mosquitoes and small animals. All damaged screens
should be replaced.

• Pipes. Check all pipe connections to ensure that there are no leaks in
the system. When leaks occur, pipes should be tightened or repaired.
Check all valves for proper functioning.

• Structure. Repair any damage that may occur to the cistern or storage
tank. Add concrete to repair any chips, broken edges or cracks.

Cleaning the Tank

No matter how much prevention is practiced, a storage tank requires
disinfecting and cleaning. To clean and disinfect the tank do the following:

• Drain all water out of the storage tank. Usually, this is easily
accomplished by letting the supply in the tank fall over time and
draining the last bit.

• After the tank is drained, sweep and scrub it until all dirt and loose
material are removed.

Then choose the most appropriate method for disinfecting the tank.

• Fill the tank to overflowing with clean water and add enough chlorine to
make a 50 mg/i solution. Add the chlorine to the tank as it is filling
to get sufficient mixing. After the tank is filled, allow it to stand
for at least six hours and preferably more. After sufficient time 1-’as
passed, drain the tank and allow it to refill for regular use.

• A second and faster method can be used when little time is available.
Directly apply a very strong, 200 mg/i, chlorine solution to the inter
surfaces of the tank. For best results, brush the walls with the
solution and allow the chlorine to stay on the walls for at leas’t 30
minutes before the tank is refilled.
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TWO SPRING CAPPING SITUATIONS

Spring A

Springwater flows up into an open hole in a flat, sandy area. If often fills
the hole and spills out onto the sides, which become muddy. Villagers step
across stones to get to this waterhole. Animals also sometimes come to drink.
There is always enought water in the hole for many villagers to dip their
containers and collect water. How would you cap this spring in order to
protect it from contamination and let the spring flow directly into the
villagers’ water containers?

o How would you investigate the flow?

o What type of spring structure would you use? How would it remain stable?

o How would you protect the spring flow?

o How would you excavate? How big an area? What slope?

o How would you drain and clean up the area?

o What materials would you need? How much?

Spring B

At present there is a small tricle of water flowing down from several points
acroAs a rocky hillside. This collects in several small, silty clay
depressions side by side at the bottom of the hill. Villagers come to gather
water in their containers from these open pools covered with algae. There is
adequate slope down the valley, but water flowing out of the pools now
collects in a stagnant marshy pond. How could you cap this spring?

o How would you investigate the flow?

o How would you make this into one spring and service pipe under these
conditions?

o What type spring structure would you use?

o How big an area would you excavate? What slope? How deep?

o How would you drain and clean up the area?

o What materials would be required?
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 18: PLANNING FOR YOUR FIRST SPRING CAPPING PROJECT

Total Time: 3 hours

PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS
FLIPCHART
MATERIALS

1. Introduction

2. Individual Reviewing!
Summarizing

3. Developing Work Plan

4. Summary and Closure 10 mm.
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SESSION 18: Planning for Your First Spring Capping Project

Total Time: 3 hours

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session, trainees will have:

• Developed a one—month plan for implementing a spring capping project

OVERVIEW

This session is intended to help the trainees plan for their first spring capping
project. Throughout the course at the end of each major training session, the
trainees worked with planning guides on how they could apply the skills and
knowledge from that session to their first project. The next two to three hours
will be spent reviewing these plans and beginning to work out the details for a
one-month plan covering an entire spring capping project. A good deal of time
has already been spent working on the technical skills and knowledge of capping
a spring. Equally important are the skills and knowledge required to effectively
plan and carry out a spring capping project—management skills. The management
skills of planning, organizing, and coordinating are especially significant in spring
capping since the village water supply is disrupted while the necessary construction
activities are occurring, If resources and activities are not effectively
coordinated, delays can cause numerous problems.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Give the group the information in the overview and state the objectives.

2. Individual Reviewing

!

Summarizing Activity Time: 60 minutes

Give the participants 20 to 30 minutes to work on their own to review their
notes and check back through their planning guides. They should write down
any concerns they have or any unresolved questions.

At the end of the time spent on individual reflection and review, ask what they
identified as concerns and unresolved questions. Lead a discussion for the next
30 minutes on answers and strategies for resolving these issues.
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3. Developing A One-Month Work Plan
For Capping A Spring Time: 90 minut�s

Introduce the concept of a one-month work plan as the mechanism by which the
trainee can organize, schedule, and coordinate the resources and activitiEs
necessary for timely and successful completion of the project.

Assign the following task for the trainees to complete on their own. Give them
20 minutes. Distribute Handout 18-1: Work Plan Chart, and ask the trainees to
use the chart to plan or lay out their first month’s activities.

• Identify the activities you would undertake during the one-month work

plan.

• How long would you estimate each activity will take?

• In what order would you schedule these activities so that events are
coordinated effectively?

At the end of the 20 minutes, have each trainee join with one other person and
discuss each other’s plan. Urge them to offer each other comments and
suggestions to help make the plans as realistic as possible. Give them 20 to 25
minutes for this joint discussion. Examples of issuesthat could be expected are:

• How much time can the trainee devote to this project?

• How many trips can she!he make to the designated village before
actual construction begins?

• What resources are there in the village, both skills and materials?

• What resources does the trainee have?

• What transportation is available?

• Who should know about this project and who should be involved?

After the two-member teams have spent 20 to 30 minutes working together, lead

a discussion of these questions with the total group (about 30 minutes):

• What are some examples of activities you feel should occur in week

one?

• Which activities did you feel would take the most time?

• What problems might you anticipate in scheduling these activities?

• Throughout the project cycle, there are critical coordinating points,
places where several elements have to come together for desired
activity to occur. In looking back over the project, cycle, where are
some of these “critical coordinating” points?
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This question is an important one. Ask trainees to think individually for a few
minutes before you ask for their responses. Suggest they review the project
cycle as well as reflect on the field activities they participated in during the
last two weeks. Use the examples listed below to help clarify the question or
to supplement their responses. List their responseson the flipchart.

Examples of “critical coordinating” points:

• Arranging to get your other work taken care of so you are free to

concentrate on spring capping

• Ordering supplies so they arrive in time for start-up

• Arranging transportation of supplies so they arrive on time

• Recruiting the work force and fitting the work into their daily/seasonal
activities

• Arranging for user surveys

• Collection of monies prior to construction

• Arranging for alternative water sources during construction

4. Summary and Closure Time: 10 minutes

Refer back to the objectives for this session. Engage the trainees in a brief
discussion of whether they feel the objectives have been reached. Summarize
and emphasize the importance of planning and encourage them to continue working
on this one-month plan as a tool for managing their spring capping activities.

MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Session objectives
Task assignment

Handouts:

18-1: Work Plan Chart
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 19: WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Total Time: 1 hour

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

1. Introduction

2. Written Evaluation

3. Oral Feedback

4. Closure

5 mm.

30 mm.

20/30 mm.

19-1: Evaluation
Form
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SESSION 19: Workshop Evaluation

Total Time: 1 hour

OBJECTIVES

• To fill out the workshop evaluation questionnaire

• To provide oral feedback to the trainers on the workshop

OVERVIEW

It is assumed that the trainer will be able to evaluate the workshop in a variety
of ways, formally and informally. Each session contains objectives which are
generally verifiable by observation: skills can be either demonstrated or not. It
is also assumed that the recipients of this training are well motivated adults
who will seek help if they don’t understand something. The ultimate evaluation
measure, however, will be demonstrated long after the workshop when the
participant develops his/her own spring capping project. If the training has been
successful, the participant wifi be able to apply his/her knowledge and skills
learned in the workshop to promote a project which is technicaUy and socially
sound.

This evaluation session provides one additional source of data. It is based upon
the participants’ feelings and observations about the workshop. The information
gained from this session can be used to both improve the training design and
help the trainer do a better job next time in conducting this workshop. This
session uses two tools, a written opinionnaire and an informal oral feedback
session. The written portion provides a record for the trainer. It is intended to
be done anonymously to ensure more open feedback. The oral portion is designed
to gather information about the workshop which will help explain and interpret
the written data and provide the opportunity for give and take between the
trainers and the participants.

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Introduce the evaluation session by explaining that the evaluation is import~nt
to the trainers as a way of learning how the training ‘has been received and for
future learning purposes. Describe the two parts of the evaluation (written and
oral) and the time constraints.

2. Written Evaluation Time: 30 minutes

Distribute Handout 19-1: The Evaluation Form and answer any questions about
the instructions on the form. Then give the group 30 minutes to fill it out.
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3. Oral Feedback Time: 20/30 minutes

Write on the flipchart a two column divided space as follows:

Workshop Strengths Constructive Suggestions
for Improvement

Ask the group to volunteer comments on both sides of the question. Record
the comments as they are given. At each comment, it is good to verify the
comment with others in the group to see if the comment is shared by others or
is only one person’s opinion. It is particularly important that the trainer not
act defensively and spend a lot of time explaining weaknesses. This will only
serve to discourage constructive feedback.

4. Closure

When the group has discussed its feedback sufficiently, close the session by
acknowledging all of the good ideas and feedback.

Since this is the end of the workshop, some formal closing would be appropriate.
Do whatever is appropriate locally to close the workshop. Be sure to thank the
trainees for their hard work and to express your appreciation.

MATERIALS

Handout:

19-1: Evaluation Form—Spring Capping
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HANDOUT 19-1, P. 1

EVALUATION FORM-SPRINGCAPPING

(Please do not sign your name)

A. Goal Attainment: Please circle the appropriate number to Indicate

the degree to which the workshop goals have been achieved.

At the end of this workshop trainees will be able to:

. Identify resources necessary to complete a village spring
capping project.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Communicate with village leaders and promote activities needed
for project implementation.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Identify and apply strategies for involving the community in
spring capping activities.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Survey and evaluate sites for potential spring capping.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Communicate and apply relevant theories about water and its
relationship to environment and health.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Develop and implement work plans and logistics necessary for
project start—up.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Coordinate and supervise work force and delivery of materials.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High
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• Design and build a retaining wall for capping springs.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Describe three alternative spring capping systems: the spring
box, seepage collection and storage tank systems.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Use, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair retaining wall spri
capping system.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Identify strategies for solving the most common problems which
develop while building spring capping retaining walls.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Evaluate the spring capping project and document and record
information gathered for future use.

1 2 3
Low

4 5
High

• Develop action plans for implementing spring capping projects
in their regular work environments

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

B. Workshop Feedback and Learning: Please answer the following
questions as fully as possible so that the trainers can learn how
effective the workshop methodology was.

1. What have been the most positive things about this workshop?
Comments:

2. What have been the most negative things about this workshop?
Comments:

Handout 19-1, p. 2



Handout 19—1, p. 3

3. What one thing stands out as important to you in this workshop?
Comments:

4. What things have you learned that you did not know before?
Comments:

.
C. Workshop Organization and Training

1. What comments do you have about the way the workshop was planned and
organized?

2. What comments do you have about the amount of time spent in the
classroom compared to the amount of time spent in the field?

3. What can be done in the future to improve a workshop like this?

.
4. What specific steps in developing a spring capping project do you

feel you will need to learn more about in order to successfully
promote and develop such a project in the future?

5. What comments do you have about the trainer~?
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SYNOPSIS

SESSION 20: Mm-POINT WORKSHOPEVALUATION AND REVIEW
(Optional)

Total Time: 75 minutes

•1.

2.

3.

Introduction

Group Review

Individual Task

4. Break

5. Group Discussion

6. Closure

5 mm.

15 mm.

15 mm.

15 mm.

20 mm.

5mm.

FLIPCHART
PROCEDURES TIME HANDOUTS MATERIALS

19-1: Evaluation
Form

Session Objectives

EvaluationResults
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SESSION 20: Mid-Point Workshop Evaluation and Review

Optional Session

Total Time: 90 minutes

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session,the participantswill have:

• Reviewed the sessionobjectives from the sessionscompleted

• Filled out the workshop evaluation

• Discussed problems encounteredduring the first half of the workshop and

made suggestions on how they can be resolved

OVERVIEW

The mid—point evaluation has two purposes. The first is to give participantsan
opportunity to review what they have learned to date in the workshop. The
second is to give trainers information about how the participants are reacting
to the workshop. The questionnaire, which participants fill out anonymously,
should indicate if any modifications need to be made by the trainers during the
secondhalf of the workshop. For example, if a sufficient number of participants
feel uncertain about topics or skills covered in a specific session, an evening
review sessioncould be planned.

Individuals should be encouraged to approach the trainers about any areu of
confusion.

(Note to Trainer: In this course the trainer can choose from two types of mid-
course review. This session is the more comprehensive, covering an evaluation
form and requiring one hour and fifteen minutes to complete. The other
alternative is located in Session 8: Constructing the Foundation, Procedure 6,
Checkingf or Skill-Level Progress. This alternative method for mid-coursereview
uses the task analyses as a way of looking at skill development progress and
requires only 30 minutes. The trainer could use one or both methodsof mid-
course review. However, it is important that some type of mid-coursecheck
be conducted.)

PROCEDURES

1. Introduction Time: 5 minutes

Introduce the mid-point evaluation by explaining to participants that this is an
opportunity to review what we have accomplishedin the workshop so far, to
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identify any information that needs to be clarified or skills that need further
practice, and to find out in general how participants are feeling about the
workshop.

2. Large Group Review Time: 15 minutes

Post the session objectives from all past sessions and briefly review for
participants the major activities covered in each session. Make reference to
the project cycle chart and where each session fits.

3. Individual Task: Mid-Point Evaluation Form Time: 15 minutes

Passout the Mid-Point Evaluation Form to all participants and ask them to fill
it out. Encourage honest responses. Tell them not to write their names on the
form. Give them 15 minutes to complete it.

4. Break Time: 15 minutes

As the participants finish the evaluation and during a break, do a quick compilation
of the answers arid write them on flipehart paper under the following headings:

• Major areas of successful learning

• Sessions or learning objectives where there are problems

• General problems with workshop

• Ideas for improvement

5. Large Group Discussion: Evaluation Results Time: 20 minutes

Go over the compilation of the evaluation responses with the participants
clarifying the responses when necessary. Make some general observations about
the responses, i.e., “It seemsthat most of you found Session 7 to be particularly
useful and at least half of you did not see Session 4 as being applicable to your
work.” Lead a discussion by asking the following questions:

• What do the evaluation responses say about how we should proceed?

• Who agrees/disagrees with the ideas for resolution of workshop
problems? Why? What alternatives do we have?

The discussion should end with agreements between trainers and participants
about any modifications that need to be made in the next half of the workshop.
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6. Closure Time: 5 minutes

Encourage participants to continue to voice their ideas and reactions to the
workshop. Invite individuals who feel a need to clarify a particular topic covered
or to follow up a session in any way, to see the trainers.

MATERIALS

Flipcharts for:

Handout:

Sessionobjectives
Compiling evaluation results

19-1: Mid-Point Evaluation Form—Spring Capping
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE SUPPLEMENT

1.1 Needs Addressed by the Training Supplement

The purpose of this training supplement is to adapt the basic
workshop on spring retaining walls to the alternative spring box
design. With this supplement the trainer can adapt the basic
training guide on a session—by—session basis, to training in spring
box systems. Although most of the adaptations are included in this
supplement, trainers may need to make some additional modifications
to the basic design..

1.2 Overall Goals

The overall training goals of the supplement are the same as in the
•asic workshop, but the training is directed specifically at the

spring box system.

The spring box system differs in several respects from the retaining
wall system. The box system is more difficult to build, but can be
Inspected and cleaned more easily than the wall system. The box
system, which can also be used as a holding tank to help satisfy
peak water demands, should be used when a village chooses to upgrade
an existing retaining wall system, or If the village survey shows
that a box is a feasible alternative.

1.3 Trainers

The same two—trainer approach used in the basic workshop is

suggested for this supplement.
1.4 Approach to Training with this Supplement

This supplement can be used in conjunction with the basic workshop
•Ln two ways. First, the basic workshop can be modified to teach the

spring box design instead of the retaining wall design. Such a
modification may be required if the village survey Indicates that a
spring box would be a more appropriate technology than the retaining
wall design. Second, this supplement can be used to expand the
basic 12—day workshop by adding 6 days of training in spring box
construction. This use, however, wcitild require significant
modification of the basic workshop design, which goes beyond the
adaptations included in this supplement.

1.5 Organization of the Supplement

The supplement is organized as a series of notes for each session
that explain to the trainer the specific changes required for
teaching the spring box design. New handouts are provided where
necessary. They are identified with the letter “5” following the
handout numbers (e.g. Handout 5—2/S is for the supplement and
replaces regular Handout’5—2). All new handouts are included here
at the end of the supplement.
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1.6 Workshop Content and Methodology
The general content and methodology of the workshop for spring box

training is the same as that outlined In the basic workshop.

1.7 Planning for the Training Program

Planning for training in the spring box system Is the same as
outlined in the basic workshop, except that more materials are
likely to be needed.

Revise the quantities shown in the basic workshop as follows for a
spring box.

Cement 15 to 20 sacks, 50 kg each
Reinforcing Bar 20 m 6 mm steel reinforcing bar
Sand 1.5 to 2 cubic meters
Broken stone (1 cm diam)... 1.5 to 2 cubIc meters
Pipe and appurtenances 50 mm diam. galvanized iron pipe

— 1 m threaded one end (Intake
pipe)
— 0.7 m threaded one end (drain
pipe)
— 0.5 m plain ends (outlet pipe)
— Intake screen with flanged

connections
— Plug for drain pipe

Adapting the Session Sequence. In Section 1.7.6. of the basic
workshop, there are suggestions ~for adapting the session sequence
for participants with particular job responsibilities. Spring box
training can be adapted in the same way, after making the
modifications to each session as described in the supplement.

1.8 Task Analysis

The task analysis for spring boxes is similar to that presented in
the basic workshop for retaining walls.

1.9 Workshop Schedule

The length of each session for spring box training should be
essentially the same as the length shown in the basic workshop.
Sessions 6 to 9 may require one or two additional hours each to
provide for handling the greater amount of stone, mortar, and
concrete inherent In the spring box design.
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2. SUPPLEMENTSTO THE TRAINING SESSIONS

SESSION 1: INTRODUCTION TO SPRING DEVELOPMENTWORKSHOP

No changes in procedures.

NEWHANDOUTS

Handout 1—ifS: Overall Course Goals
Handout 1—2/5: Schedule of Activities

SESSION 2: INTRODUCTION TO SPRING DEVELOPMENT

No changes in procedures or handouts.

SESSION 3: SKILLS ASSESSMENTFOR SPRING DEVELOPMENT
T~CHNOLOGI ES

No changes in procedures or handouts.

SESSION 4: VILLAGE SURVEY METHODSAND DATA COLLECTION FOR
SPRING SITE SELECTION

Changes in Procedures: Expand the 10—minute lecturettefdlscus—
sion in Step 2 to 15 minutes by adding the following material.

6. How do retaining wall and spring box systems differ, and what
are their advantages and disadvantages?

The spring box differs from the retaining wall in the following
respects:

• In the retaining wall system the groundwater source (spring)
is connected directly to the outlet pipe from which the
water is taken.

• The spring box includes a retaining wall, but it adds a
small tank (the box) between the groundwater source and the
outlet pipe. The spring water flows from the ground into
the box, then out the box through the outlet pipe.

• The spring box creates a tank in which a volume of spring
flow Is stored and In which some soil washed from the spring
can settle.

The spring box has the following advantages over the retaining

wall:

• It stores some spring flow, acting as a small reservoir.
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• It allows sedimentation to occur ahead of the pipe, thus
providing clearer water.

• The box is readily accessible for maintenance.

NEWHANDOUTS

HANDOUT4—ifS: Lecturette Notes: Spring Site Selection

SESSION 5: PREPARATIONFOR SPRING DEVELOPMENTCONSTRUCTION
ACTIVITIES

New Overview

Learning how to Implement a spring development project is
best accomplished by working on an actual project.
Therefore, this course involves working on a spring capping
training project, of which the construction stages will
begin tomorrow. This session is Intended to: 1) familiarize
the participants with the spring project selected for this
training; and 2) involve the participants in the appropriate
planning and design steps necessary before construction
begins.

The trainees will visit the project site and partiàipate in
the pre—construction planning activities such as 1)
estimating and completing a preliminary design of the spring
box, 2) choosing the proper location of the structure and 3)
planning for other resources and improvements that are
included in this project.

Changes in Procedures: Steps not listed here remain unchanged.

3. Group Familiarization with this Project:
Substitute the following:

If the participants have visIted the spring that will be
developed in this training project, ask them to describe the
spring as they remember it. Using a flipchart explain that the
decision has been made to improve this spring in the following
ways:
• Construct a spring box to capture the spring flow for

convenient usage.

• Protect the spring from contamination.

• Place a pipe which will allow for convenient water collectLon
In carrying vessels.
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• Construct a concrete box cover to protect the spring from
contamination.

Using a fllpchart, explain the criteria that were used to make
the decisions about the spring improvements.

• The spring structure should not be too difficult to build.

• The structure should be constructed of locally available
materials.

• A labor force with the necessary skills should be available
locally.

S • The structure should adequately handle the flow of the spring

all year round.

• The improved spring should benefit users.

• The structure should not be too expensive; the community
should be able to afford it.

• The community should be in agreement with the plans.

Distribute Handout 5—i: Photographs of Stages of Spring

i5ivelopment

Distribute Handout 5—2/S: Spring Box Structure I. Explain the
drawing. In addition, distribute (or draw on a flipchart) a map
of the spring site, pointing out key features.

4. IntroductIon of Planning Steps: Change the word retaining wall
to spring box.

5. LecturettefDlscussion on Spring Box Designs: Substitute the
following mater[äl for Step 5.

Ask the group to refer to Handout 5-2/S showing a drawing of a
spring box and its foundation. Check to see if they understand
each part of the structure.

Explain the basic dimensions for the foundation and spring box.
Define the three terms: height, length, and width. Explain that
the foundation is also slightly longer and wider all around to
support the retaining wall and box and simplify construction.

Explain the following considerations In establishing the volume
of the box.
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• For access in cleaning, the box must have minimum dimensions
of 80 cm x 80 cm and 80 cm high.

• The box can be larger if more storage volume is required.

Distribute Handout 5—3/5: Spring Box Structure II

Explain to the participants that you are now going to give them
a minimum dimension for a spring box. This is the smallest
structure that you would ever design. It could handle average
flow rates from 50 to 100 liters—per—mInute.

Given this flow rate, the minimum dimensions to use for the
spring box foundation would be 15 to 20 cm high, 210 cm long and
170 cm wide. Have everyone approximate these dimensions.

The 6 mm steel reinforcement rods should be placed as shown in
Handout 5—4/5: Reinforcement for Spring Box Foundation and
Cover.

The discussion in Step 5 on construction materials, splash pads,
and pipes should be included. Point out that pipes should be
located as shown in Handout 5-2/S.

6. Preparation for Field Work: The preparation outlined In the
basic workshop is the same for the spring box training, with the
following exceptions:

Field Activity No. 1: Designing the Foundation and Wall
St ruc t u re

The trainer should divide the group into four smaller teams.
Ask two of the teams to find answers to these questions (put the
questions on a flipchart): S
• Where is the impermeable layer?

• How deep should the foundation be?

• Where should the foundation be placed?

• What dimensions should the foundation have?

Assign two other teams these questions:

• Where is the best point to capture the spring?

• At what height will the outlet pass through the wall?

• Where should the wall be?

• Will there be room under the outlet for a collection vessel?
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7. Group Discussion on Planning for Tools and Materials: This step
is the same as in the basic workshop except for a few changes in
Handout 5—6/S: Quantities of Materials Required for an Average
S~ize Spring Box

.

NEW HANDOUTS

Handout 5—2/S: Spring Box Structure I
Handout 5—3/ S: Spring Box Structure II
Handout 5—4/S: Reinforcement for Spring Box Foundation and

Cover
Handout 5—6fS: Quantities of Materials Required for an

Average Sized Spring Box Structure

SESSION 6: LAYOUT AND EXCAVATION

No changes In procedures.

This layout and excavation session does not change, because the
spring box is constructed as a foundation and retaining wall
first; then a box is added on the spring outlet end. The size
of the excavation is slightly larger for the spring box, so a
full day session should be expected.

NEWHANDOUTS

Handout 6—if 5: Drainage Canals

SESSION 7: FORMBUILDING AND REINFORCEMENT

Changes in Procedures: The key changes in the procedures are

as follows:

• More Intricate and larger forms for the spring box foundation

must be constructed.
• Forms for a cover for the spring box, Instead of a laundry

pad, are constructed.

Changes in specific field work procedures are noted below;
otherwise the session remains unchanged.

3. Lecturette on Layout and Setting up Forms for the
Foundaflon — — — —

This step is the same as in the basic workshop except for

Handout 7—ifS: Wooden Forms for Spring Box Foundation.

4. Preparation for Field Work

Prepare the trainees for the day’s field work. Explain that
two forms will be constructed: i) the foundation for the
spring box along with a splash pad for the outlet pipe and 2)
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the cover for the spring box.

Today the participants will do the layout and build the
forms; tomorrow they will mix and pour the concrete.

The trainees will be assigned to two work groups for the
field work. Each work group should develop a work plan for
its structure and divide the work accordingly.

The foundation and cover for the box and the splash pad will
be necessary for the spring Improvement. These three
different structures will provide the workshop participants
with ample practice experience to build their skills.

Field Activity No. 1: The trainees will prepare a solid
impermeable location for the foundation. Two of the work
groups will prepare the spring box foundation area and the
other two groups will prepare the area on which to cast the
box cover.

Field Activity No. 2: The work groups will decide where to
put the structures, sizing them to adequate height, length,
and width.

Field Activity No. 3: The work groups will build the forms
for their structure.

Field Activity No.4: The work groups will place the
appropriate reinforcement materials for their concrete
structure.

Assign the work teams. Explain that today the field
activities will center around the layout and form building
for two structures: the foundation for the spring box wall
and the box cover itself. The activities will be occurring
simultaneously; two of the work groups will work on one
structure and two on another.

5. Field Work Time: 4 hours

Field Activity No. 1: Preparing a Solid Impermeable Layer
for the Foundation and Preparing a Work Area to Build tff~
Cover

Have two of the work groups prepare the foundation area for
the spring wall and the other two prepare the area on which
to build the cover.

Foundation Work Groups

Refer the groups that will work on the foundation to the
dimensions of their structure. Guide them through the
necessary steps —— finding an impermeable layer and leveling
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so the weight can be evenly distributed. Also help them
determine the depth to which they should dig.

Explain that they should make a reasonable attempt to reach
an impermeable/stable layer; however, go down. no more than 1
meter. If no solid layer is reached, create a solid one by
adding a layer of broken stone and gravel.

Cover Work Groups

Refer the groups that will work on casting the concrete box
cover to Handouts 5—2/3, 5—3/S and 5—4/5: Spring Box
Structure I and II and ReTffforcement forI~~T3i
Foundation and Cover which show the cover ~Imensions an~
reinforcing. (If a large enough piece of slate is available,
a slate cover is a good alternative to a concrete cover.)
The objective in preparing the work area for the cover is to
make a stable, level, and smooth surface in a location that
is not in a heavily travelled area. The location should be
close to the tank, because the cover will be heavy. The form
for the cover will be built on the work surface. In later
sessions, the concrete will be placed and cured. After the
concrete has cured for two weeks, the forms will be removed
and the cover will be lifted and placed on the top of the
spring box.

Explain that the groups should prepare the ground surface for
casting the cover. The finished ground surface should be
covered with sheet plastic, heavy paper, or wood so the
concrete is not poured directly on the soil.

After the groups have completed their respective tasks, have
all participants view and discuss each project. Ask a member
from each work group to explain and report on its work.

Field Activity No. 2: Locating and Sizing the Forms:

Ask each of the two project groups to determine the depth and
other dimensions of their structures. The group working on
the spring box structure should refer to the decisions they
made during the planning session, or during the workshop
lecturette. The group on the box cover should determime the
cover dimensions from Handout 3—5/S. The cover must
obviously fit the spring box and any adjustments in the
dimensions should be coordinated among the groups.

Explain and demonstrate how to figure out what the depth of
the box should be. Three factors must be taken into
consideration: how much support the walls will require, how
far into the ground one must excavate to get a proper footing
into the impermeable layer, and how high the foundation must
be in relationship to the water.

Explain and demonstrate that the height or top of the
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foundation should be 15 to 20 cm below the excavated spring
level

Explain and demonstrate how the foundation Is keyed into the
ground by support from the undisturbed earth sides of the
excavation.

In climates without freezing conditions, and where stable
soil rock is encountered, the following general guide can be
used for small spring retaining walls.

Total
Height Thickness of Depth of
of Wall(m) Wall(cm) Foundation(cm)

0.5 30 20
0.5 to 1.0 45 25
1.0 to 1.5 60 30

Refer to Handout 5—3/S for a picture showing the wall

dimensions.

NEWHANDOUTS

Handout 7—ifS: Wooden Forms for Spring Box Foundation
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SESSION 8: CONSTRUCTINGTHE FOUNDATION

No changes in procedures or handouts.

SESSION 9: INSTALLATION OF SPRING BOX WALLS AND PIPE

Changes in Procedures: Generally the procedures are the same as
In the basic workshop. The construction is performed by
building a retaining wall with a box wall structure in front
as shown in Handout 5—3/S. Specific changes are identified
below.

2. Lecturette/Discussion on Building Spring Box Walls and
Associated Piping

This lecturette/discussion is the same, except that the
service pipe locations are as follow:

Follow these steps in laying the service pipes:

• Lay the “plugged” pipe at the lowest level possible in the
box wall so it can be opened to drain the box.

• The diameter( s) of the service pipe(s) and intake screen
must be adequate to carry the spring flow. This can be
determined by referring to the table in Handout 9—ifS

:

Lecturette Notes: Building Spring Box Walls.

• If pipe must be ordered in advance, measure the spring
flow and use the table in Handout 9—i/S to determine the
number and diameter(s) of service pipe(s) required.

• The intake and outlet pipes should be placed just at or
below the level of the lowest annual point of emergence of
the spring.

• The outlet pipes should extend far enough out of the box
to permit convenient collection of water into a vessel,
without being long enough to risk damage from hanging
buckets or children hanging or swinging on the pipe(s).
Stresses like these could cause the pipe to break out of
the wall. All pipes should tilt slightly downward so that
the downstream end is lower than the upstream.

3. Field Activity No 3: Building Spring Box Walls

Begin building the spring box walls. Have the group inspect
the rocks to make certain they are clean. Demonstrate how to
position the rocks (they must be wet) and apply the mortar
around them. Show how rocks are positioned to best resist
the pressure from the water. Have one group select and wet
the rocks, while another positions the rocks and applies the
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mortar. Rotate the teams working on the retaining wall and
box portions frequently enough for everyone to get practice.

Stop the spring box construction at the appropriate time for
laying the service pipes. Demonstrate or have a work team
demonstrate how the pipes should be laid, covering all 1;he
points Included in the lecturette. Demonstrate how to seal
the pipe through the wall to the mortar mixture by llghl;ly
roughening the pipe surface so the mortar can adhere to the
pipe tightly.

Have the group determine how high the wall should be, using
the directions from the lecturette.

If the structure is not finished when the field work time is
up, have the group return to the workshop and allow the labor
force to complete the structure.

NEWHANDOUTS

Handout 9—ifS: Lecturette Notes: Building Spring Box Walls

SESSION 10: COMMUNITYSELECTION AND DECISION-MAKING

No changes in procedures or handouts.

SESSION ii: COMMUNITYINVOLVEMENT; ORGANIZING THE COMMUNITY
TO PARTICIPATE

No changes In procedures or handouts.

SESSION 12: OPERATION, MAINTENANCEAND REPAIR

Changes in Procedures: All the material in the basic workshop
lör retaining walls applies to spring boxes. However, spring
boxes have certain additional maintenance requirements.
Therefore, add to the Lecturette on Maintenance Procedures in
Step 4 the following discussion.
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Additional Maintenance Requirements for Spring Boxes

In addition to the maintenance requirements listed for
retaining walls there are special requirements for spring
boxes, as follows:

• Check the cover daily to make sure it has not been dislodged.
Ideally the cover should be locked.

• If the cover has been moved, check the interior of the box

for contamination.

• Check the interior of the box at least weekly.

• If sediment has accumulated to a significant depth in the
box, drain the box and remove the sediment.

• Disinfect the box after each cleaning.

S
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SESSION i3: EDUCATION FOR SPRING USERS

No changes in procedures or handouts.

SESSION 14: SPRING SITE COMPLETION

Changes in Procedures: Add to the Lecturette on Spring Cap
Closure Activities in Step 2 a short description of the
procedure for mounting the cover on the spring box.

The cover should not be moved for at least two weeks: therefore,
it must be mounted by the local laborers after the workshop. If
a slate cover is used, It can be mounted on the tank during the
workshop.

After two weeks, the forms for the cover should be carefu].ly
removed, the cover will weigh about 250—kg, so four able—bodied
people will be needed to lift it. Lifting and moving must be
done with extreme care to avoid unusual stress on the cover,
which could break it.

No changes in handouts.

SESSION 15: PLANNING FOR SPRING CAPPING PROJECTS

No changes in procedures or handouts.

SESSION i6: EVALUATING THE DEMONSTRATIONSPRING CAPPING

PROJECT

No changes in procedures or handouts

SESSION i7: ALTERNATIVE SPRING DEVELOPMENTTECHNOLOGIES

Changes in Procedures: This session will have to be modified to
include those technologies that the trainees have not worked on
during the workshop. The trainers will have to include
information on retaining wall systems found in the basic
workshop and delete the information on spring box systems.

No changes in handouts.

SESSION 18: PLANNING FOR YOURFIRST SPRING CAPPING PROJECT

No changes In procedures or handouts.

SESSION 19: W~RKSHOPEVALUATION

No changes in procedures.
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NEWHANDOUTS

.

S

If the spring box workshop is conducted in place of the
retaining wall workshop, use Handout 19—1/5: Evaluation Form —

—

Spring Box Workshop

.

SESSION 20: MID-POINT ~DRKSHOPEVALUATION AND REVIEW

No changes in procedures or handouts.
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Handout 1—1/S

OVERALL COURSEGOALS

At the end of this workshop, trainees will be able to ——

• Identify resources necessary to complete a village spring
capping project.

• Communicate with village leaders and promote activities needed
for project implementation.

• Identify and apply strategies for involving the community in
spring capping activities.

• Survey and evaluate sites for potential spring capping.

• Communicate and apply relevant theories about water and its
relationship to environment and health.

• Develop and implement work plans and logistics necessary for
project start up.

• Coordinate and supervise the work force and delivery of

materials.

• Design and build a spring box for capping springs.

• Describe two alternative spring capping systems: seepage
collection and storage tank systems.

I. Operate, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair spring box spring
capping systems.

• Identify strategies for solving the most common problems which
develop while building spring boxes.

• Evaluate a spring capping project and document and record
information gathered for future use.

• Develop action plans for implementing spring capping projects in
their regular work environment.
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Handout 4-ifS, p.1

Lecturette Notes: Spring Site Selection

Review the five criteria used for selecting or evaluating a spring
for possible spring capping.

1. Is the flow adequate? The spring has an adequate flow if it can
provide enough water for at least the daily drinking water needs
of the user group or village. Steps for determining this are to
measure the flow of the spring to arrive at the total volume
produced in S to 12 hours and divide this by the number of
people to be served by the spring. By measuring the flow you
obtain the number of liters available for use per person per
day. Then compare this amount to the minimum standard of 15
liters per person per day to determine If the spring flow is
adequate or not.

2. Is the spring flow reliable? A spring flow is reliable only if
ft has been constant and adequate through both wet and dry
seasons for many years.

3. Is the water safe to drink? Remember that spring water is often
The best quality nature has to offer. It is continuously
flowing from a source underground which has been purified by
slowly filtering through and layers of soil many meters deep.
However, it must be uncontaminated by pit latrines and other
sources of human waste, livestock, fish ponds, food processing
(for example cassava soaking and fermentation), bathing,
washing, surface water runoff, and flooding.

4. Is the water convenient and accessible to the users? A spring
should be as close to the users as possible to minimize the
daily work required to collect and haul water. Difficult and
hazardous crossings should be avoided. (For example, roads or
log bridges or infested waters.)

5. Is the spring site technically feasible...can the spring be
capped?

In determining if a spring is technically feasible for capping,
there are several factors to be considered:

• A spring should have an adequate slope for proper drainage.

• It should have protection from flooding and diversion of
watershed runoff.

• The slope should be steep enough so that a collection vessel
can be placed underneath the discharge pipe.

• Labor and materials such as gravel, rock, sand, and clay
should be locally available.
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Handout 4—ifS, p.2
• There should be a solid footing on impermeable ground for the

structure.

6. Spring Capping Technique

Review the differences and advantages of using a spring box system,
as opposed to a retaining wall:

• The retaining wall system provides a direct connection
between the groundwater source (spring) and the outlet pipe
from which water is taken.

• The spring box includes a retaining wall, but it adds a small
tank (the box) between the groundwater source and the outlet5
pipe. Spring water flows from the ground into the box, then
out the box through the outlet pipe.

• The spring box creates a tank in which a volume of spring
flow is stored and in which some settling of soil washed from
the spring can settle.

• The spring box has the following advantages over a retaining
wall:

• It stores some spring flow, acting as a small
reservoir.

• It allows sedimentation to occur ahead of the pipe,
thus providing cleaner water.

• The box is readily accessible for maintenance.

.
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SPRI~ BOX STRUCTU~I

Handout 5—2/S
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SPRING BOX STRUCTURE II

Drain Pipe
with Plug

Cover

.

.

Spring Box

I __

Outlet Pipe

—Splash Pad
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Handout 5—6/S p.1

QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS REQUIREDFOR AN
AVERAGESIZED SPRING BOX STRUCTURE

Supplies

Cement

Sand, clean (uniform)

Broken stone (1 cm diameter)

Rock, clean

Reinforcement rods (rebar)

Wrapping wire

Pipe and appurtenances

Intake screen with flanged

connections

Plug for drain pipe

Plastic

Chlorine bleach

Sturdy rope or cord

Clay

Wood for forms and
mixing board

15—20 sacks, 50 kg, top grade,

dry and powdery

1.5—2 cubic meters

1.5—2 cubic meters

1—3 cubic meters

20 m, 6 mm diameter

5—10 meters of 3 or 5 mm flexible

wrapping wire

50 mm diameter galvanized iron
pipe

—1 m threaded one end (intake
pipe)

—0.7 m threaded one end (drain
pipe)

—0.5 m plain ends (outlet pipe)

1 roll of thick plastic sheeting,

1 m wide x 5 m long

2 gal. or 10 liters

1 roll 1—2 cm

Locate a source for good quality
clay as close to the site as
possible.

Locally available lumber
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Handout 5—6/S p.2

Labor

1—2 masons

3—5 laborers

Tools

2 spades for digging

1 rake

trowels (1 for every 2 participants)

3 wooden paddles

1 pick axe

1 crowbar

2 saws for cutting forms

1 hacksaw or wire snipper

2 hammers

2 boxes of flat headed nails for building forms

4 plastic buckets of known volume

1—2 wheelbarrows

1—2 measurIng tapes

1 sifting screen

1 tamper/compactor

gloves

The above suggested list is, of course, based on estimates and will
certainly vary depending upon the size of the spring box required.
These items are usually necessary. However, they may not be readily
available. Alternative materials may be substituted if necessary.
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DRAINAGE CANALS

Handout 6—1/S
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WOODEN FORMSFOR SPRING BOX FOUNDATION

Handout 7-1/S
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LECTURETTE NOTES: BUILDING SPRING BOX WALLS

Rock and mortar wall construction may begin on the day following the
foundation construction. The clay dam continues to pool and divert
the spring flow so that it will not disturb the construction. The
height(s) of the service pipes must be established so that flow from
the spring will be continual during both the dry and wet periods.
The pipe(s) must be firmly set in the rocks and mortar as the wall
is built. Remember that the wall being built must withstand water
pressure at its weakest points -— which are the bonds between the
rock and the mortar. Therefore, the wall must be made with strong,
dense materials which water will not penetrate, such as sound rock
and mortar. Here is a series of steps to complete the task.

• Mix strong batches of mortar using one portion of cement, two
portions of clean sand, and just enough water to make it
workable, not too wet.

• Wet the rocks before placing and surrounding them with mortar in
order to achieve the best possible bond between the rocks and
mortar.

• Lay the rocks so the wall will retain water. Select rocks to
lay side—by—side in the upstream row. Place these rocks into
the fresh mortar and fill the spaces between the rocks with
mortar. Select and lay the second (downstream) row so that the
rocks are centered on the mortar space of the upstream row.

• Place the next layer on top of the upstream row, centered on the
mortar spaces in the row below. Thus, a vertical mortar joint. does not continue to the next layer.

Follow these steps in laying the service pipes:

1. Lay the “plugged” pipe at the lowest level possible in the
spring box so it can be opened to drain the box.

2. The diameter(s) of the service pipe(s) must be adequate to carry
the spring flow. This can be determined by experimenting with
the diverted flow, and using the size guidelines below:

Maximum Spring Flow Pipe Diameter

30 mm
50 mm
60 mm

up to 1.0 ips
1.1 to 3.0 lps
3.1 to 7.0 lps
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Handout 9—lfS,p.2

3. The intake and outlet pipes should be placed at or below the
level of the lowest annual point of emergence of the spring.

4. The pipes should extend far e~nough out of the box to permit
convenient collection of water into a vessel, without being long
enough to risk damage from hanging buckets or children hanging
or swinging on the pipe(s). Stresses like these could cause the
pipe to break out of the wall. All pipes should tilt slightly
downward so that the downstream end is lower than the upstream.

5. The retaining wall should be at least 20 cm higher than the
outlet pipes. The spring flow may increase during the wetter
seasons, thereby Increasing the flow and pressure against the
box wall. If the box extends higher than 30 cm above the outlet
pipes, install an overflow pipe placed 20 cm above the outlet
pipe to discharge excess flow and relieve the pressure.
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Handout 19—ifS, p.1

A. Goal Attainment: Please circle the appropriate number to
indicate the degree to which the workshop goals have been
achieved.

At the end of this workshop trainees will be able to:

• Identify resources necessary for a village spring capping
project.

•1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Communicate with village leaders and promote activities
needed for project implementation.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Identify and apply strategies for involving the community in
spring capping activities

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Survey and evaluate sites for potential spring capping.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Communicate and apply relevant theories about water and its
relationship to the environment.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Develop and implement work plans and logistics necess~ry for
project start—up.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Coordinate and supervise the work force and delivery of
materials.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

Evaluation Form — Spring Box Workshop

.
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Handout 19—ifS, p.2

• Design and build a retaining wall for capping springs.

5

Low High

• Design and build a spring box for capping springs.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Operate, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair capped springs.

tow High

• Understand the application of the spring box as opposed to
the retaining wall system.

5
Low High

• Identify strategies for solving common problems which develop
throughout the spring capping process.

1 2 3
Low High

• Evaluate a spring capping project and document and record the
information gathered for future use.

1 2 3 4
Low

5•
High

• Develop action plans for implementing spring capping
projects.

1 2 3 4 5
Low Hig}~

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2

5

3 4

4 5
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B. Workshop Feedback and Learning: Please answer the following
questions as fully as possibly so that the trainers can learn
how effective the workshop methodology was.

1. What have been the most positive things about this workshop?
Comments:

2. What have been the most negative things about this workshop?
Comments:

3. Was the additional spring box training as valuable as the
retaining wall training?

4. What things have you learned that you did not know before?
Comments:

C. Workshop Organization and Training

1. What comments do you have about the way the workshop was planned
and organized?

2. What comments do you have about the amount of time spent in the

classroom compared to the amount of time spent in the field?

3. What can be done in the future to improve a workshop like this?

4. What specific steps in developing a spring capping project do
you feel you will need to learn more about in order to
successfully promote and develop such a project in the future?

5. What comments do you have about the trainers?
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Evaluation Form - Spring Box Workshop

A. Goal Attainment: Please circle the appropriate number to
indicate the degree to which the workshop goals have been
achieved.

At the end of this workshop trainees will be able to:

• Identify resources necessary for a village spring capping

project.
5

Low High

• Communicate and facilitate village leadership activities
needed for project implementation

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Identify and apply strategies for involving the community In
spring capping activities.

1 2 3 4
Low High

• Identify and apply strategies for involving the community In
spring capping activities

1 2 3
Low

4 ~•
High

• Survey and evaluate sites for potential spring capping.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Communicate and apply relevant theories about water and its
relationship to the environment.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

1 2 3 4

5
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• Develop and implement work plans and logistics necessary for
project start—up

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Coordinate and supervise work force and delivery of
materials.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

Design and build a spring box for capping springs

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Operate, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair capped springs.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Identify strategies for solving most common problems which
develop throughout spring capping process.

1 2 3
Low

4 5
High

• Evaluate a spring capping project and document and record
the Information gathered for future use.

•Low
2 3 4 5

• Develop and implement action plans for integrating these
improvements into village life for longer term-environmental
impacts.

1 2 3 4 5

1
High

Low High
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B. Workshop Feedback and Learning: Please answer the following
questions as fully as possible so that the trainers can learn
how effective the workshop methodology was.

1. What have been the most positive things about this workshop?
Comments:

2. What have been the most negative things about this workshop?
Comments:

3. What one thing stands out as important to you in this workshop?
Comments:

4. What things have you learned that you did not know before?
Comments:

C. Workshop Organization and Training:

1. What comments do you have about the way the workshop was planned
and organized?

2. What comments do you have about the amount of time spent In the

classroom compared to the amount of time spent in the field?

3. What can be done in the future to improve a workshop like this?

4. What specific steps in develpping a spring capping project do
you feel you will need to learn more about in order to
successfully promote and develop such a project in the future?

5. What comments do you have about the trainers?
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Handout 1-1

OVERALL WORKSHOPGOALS

At the end of this workshop, traineeswill be able to:

• Identify resources necessary to complete a village spring capping project.

• Communicate with village leaders and help them with activities needed
for project implementation.

• Identify and apply strategies for involving the community in spring capping
activities.

• Survey and evaluate sites for potential spring capping.

• Articulate and apply relevant theories about water and its relationship to

environment and health.

• Develop and implement work plans and provide the logistical support

necessary for project start up.

• Coordinate and supervise the work force and the delivery of materials.

• Design and build a retaining wall for chlaDping Springs.

• Describe three alternative spring capping systems: the spring box, seepage
collection, and storage tank systems.

• Use, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair retaining wall spring capping
systems.

• Identify strategies for solving the most common problems which develop
throughout the development of spring capping retaining wall systems.

• Evaluate a spring capping project and document and record information
gathered for future use.

• Develop action plans for implementing spring capping projects in their
regular work environments.
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WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
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Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6

• Workshop
Introduction

• Skills Assessment
for Spring

• Preparation
for Spring Activities

Construction_____________________________________________

Development Development
Technologies Construction . Layout and • Form Building • Constructing

Activities Excavation and the
Reinforcement Foundation

• Introduction • Village Survey
to Spring Methods and
Development Data Collec-

tion for Spring
Site Selection

— Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12

• Installation • Community • Use, Mainte- • Spring Site • Evaluating • Planning
of Spring Selection and nance, and Completion the Demon- Your First
Retaining Decision-Making Repair stration Spring Spring Capping
Wall and Capping Project Project
Pipe

• Community
Involvement:
Organizing the
Community to
Participate

‘

• Education
for Spring
Users

• Planning for
Spring
Capping
Projects

• Alternative
Spring
Development
Technologies

• Workshop
Evaluation

• Closure
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Handout 2-1

THREE TYPES OF SPRINGS

SLOPED SPRING

Water Reaches Surface

~iiiii—
FLAT SPRING

Water ReachesSurface

___ -~ -7c~~_____

Water Table

Slope

•1..

Water Reaches Surface
Tn Sm?11 Amnunts

Slope

SEEP SPRING

-~ —..~‘.

9
9
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Handout 2-2, p. 1

THE WATER CYCLE IN NATURE

Each time it rains, rain falls on the earth, in the rivers, in lakes and in oceans.
When rainwater falls on the earth, part of it stays on the surface and feeds
direcUy into streams and rivers, but another part penetrates the soil and little
by little arrives at what is called the water table. It often takes water a long
time to reach this water table, and during that time it becomes potable water
because it is filtered by the soil. Rain falling on the soil must penetrate various
strata (sand, limestone, gravel, clay) which become more and more closely packed,
and which are very difficult for water to penetrate. In this way, the impurities
and micro-organisms found ~n the water are retained by the soil, and the water
becomes cleaner and cleaner~ Under the water table is found an impermeable
layer, of bed rooks or hard, c’ay-like soil, through which water cannot penetrate.
The depth of the water table varies from place to place and can be right at
the surface or as low as several hundredmeters from the surface. The water in
the water table never stagnates; it always flows slowly downhill, towards valleys,
rivers and lakes, and finally reaches the ocean.

However, sometimes this water finds an outlet from the ground before arriving at
a river. When the water table meets the earth’s surface, one sees wet, soaked
soil, and this is called a spring. It is here that people often come to draw water.

Also, sometimes the water table never reaches the earth’s surface, and it becomes
necessary to dig wells in order to gain access to water.

To review the water cycle, rain water falls on the earth. A part of this rain
water flows directly into rivers, lakes,and oceans, and another part penetrates
the soil and finally arrives at a body of water or at the surface of the earth.

Then the sun heats all the water on the earth’s surface and some of it evaporates
into the air, to form clouds which at a later time will form rain, and the cycle
will continue.

How Does Water Become Contaminated?

In most cases, water in the water table (or groundwater) is clean and potable
and contains few organisms which cause illnesses. Often it is at the spring
where contamination originates. Here, leaves from trees, weeds, etc. can enter
the spring water. Rainwater flowing down hills can enter the spring, carrying
mud, filth from the surface, and even animal and human waste. Animals such
as goats and pigs may use the spring for drinking or even to bathe in and thus
may pollute it.

Also, people often draw water with unclean pots or buckets, and this too can
contaminate water. Sometimes spring water does not flow well and stagnates
with leaves and weeds carrying micro-organisms which have fallen into it. Algae
forms, too, and all multiply rapidly in this water. In addition, occasionally there
is not enough slope for the water to flow clear of the spring outlet, so the
water continually re-enters the spring outlet and contaminates new water flowing
out.
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Handout 2-2, p. 2

If there is a latrine near the spring, contamination is likely and dangerous. Many
microbes live in the excrement of human beings.

Water from a spring which is open and not well managed can easily be
contaminated in many ways. The question, then, is how can we protect a spring
from this potentially great contamination?

.

.
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springs: Springs are points where water from an underground
~ourCQ is aele to seep to the surface. ciows are typically less
tliaui 2 LPS. but sonic can be quite substantial. The flow of a spring
is governed by several factors: watershed collection area, percolat3~,
rate of water through the ground, thickness of ground above the
aquifer (ie- overburden), and the storage capacity of the soil.
Springs are seasonally variable, tending to lag behind the seasonal
rainfall patterns (te- springs can give normal flows well into the
dry season before tapering off, and may not resume full flow until
arter the rainy season is well under way). Due to ground percolation
and filtration, most springs are quite free of the pathonogenic
organisms that cause many health problems; however, some springs flow
through limestone or geologic cracks and fissures in the rocks. in
Such cases, filtration effects are minimal, and the flow may still b~
contaminated. Also, it is possible that the source is not a true
spring at all, but rather a stream that has gone underground for a
short distance and Is re-emerging. Lnvestlgatlon around the source
will reveal the type of spring It is. Figure 2—1 shows the typical
geology of a spring, showing thc different levels of ground water
during the dry - and rainy seasons.
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SPRING CAPPING PROJECTCYCLE

I

PREPLANNING PLANNING & DESIGN CONSTRUCTION

OPERATION,
MAINTENANCE,
AND REPAIR EVALUATION

Planning how to work
spring capping into
work load

Identifying resources
needed for a village
spring capping
project

Design/conduct pre-
liminary studies to
determine which
villages to begin
with

Meet with and ex-
plain spring capping
to village leadership

Meet with local users
to find out their
concerns and issues
about their water
requirements

~0

Determine maximum
springflow and type of
developmentrequired

Design/conduct sanitary
survey of village water
usage

Compile/analyze/recommend
appropriate sites

Present survey results to
leadership; facilitate
decision to proceed

Develop work plan for
construction

Organize village labor
force

Plan for and obtain needed
materials and tools for
construction

Layout/prepare
site, create
surface diversion

Excavation for
proper foundation
and spring capture

Design/ construct
concrete forms,
lay rocks and
mortar

Mix/pour concrete

Install struc-
ture (s)

Lay piping, com-
plete connections,
finish off the
install at ion

Prepare and
implement spring
protection measures

Select/train
guardians

Train users in
proper usage

Design/implement
necessarymain-
tenanceschedule

Explain sanita-
tion measures to
villagers

Be prepared to
solve any opera-
tional problems
that arise; repairs

Reconanend appro-
priate measures for
making additional
improvements of
convenience

Reflection on
project, note
what changes
should be made
before repeating
cycle with next
spring

Determine ways to
integrate spring
capping results
into other commu-
nity health and
sanitation programs

Encourage village
to celebrate
completion

Identify future
work for improving
village water
resources

0.
0
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TASK M~iALYSIS FOR FIELD WORXERS ~HO MANAGE
SPRING CAPPING PROJECTS
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PRE-PLANNING STAGE

1 2 1. Determine availability of outside resources which might be necessary
in a viliage spring capping project (i.e., materials—cement, sand,
gravel, tools funding—cash contributions, loans, etc.; other spring
capping efforts in the region; technical expertise—technicians from
other types of projects, development agencies, etc.).

2 3 2. Assesscurrent work responsibilities and commitments and plan how
to incorporate spring capping project responsibilities into this
existing work load.

2 3 3. Discuss and clarify job expectations with supervisor, setting up
communication and reporting procedures to be used throughout the
project.

2 3 4. Publicize availability of service to the region where you work.

1 1 5. Design and conduct preliminary studies of villages in the region,
setting up criteria to determine which village(s) would be appropriate
to begin a sell-help spring capping project. Criteria might include
comparative degrees of need, interest, and commitment; technical
difficulty; village leadership capabilities; and socio-political
conflicts.

1 1 6. Design, conduct, and document preliminary sanitary surveys to
determine the most likely village for the initial project. Data
should include number of, location, and condition of springs; flows
during driest season; number of users; different uses; sources of
contamination; sanitary practices and prevalent diseases.

1 7. Meet with and explain to village leaders just what spring capping
is, why it is needed in the village, and how it will help the villagers.

1 1 8. Present to village leaders recommendations on how to proceed with
spring capping in the village as well as helping the leaders to arrive
at a decision whether to commit village resources to the project.

1 2 9. Meet with villagers to disëusscurrent problems with springs and
seek their suggestions on what would improve the use of the spring
as a water source. Explain to villagers in ways they can understand
what spring capping is and how it would be beneficial.

— 10 —
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2 1 10. Involve women at all stages of project development as users and
decision makers.

2 2 11. Resolve the most common problems the extension worker encounters
in utilizing a village to actually construct the capping facilities.
Among these problems are weak village leadership, political issues,
scarcity of labor, scarcity of materials, transport of materials, etc.

3 2 12. Interest people in water/health behavior and practices, realizing I
that changing attitudes toward water use, environmental sanitation,
and personal hygiene is a long-term process.

PLANNING AND DESIGN STAGE

1 1 13. Disturb spring and determine maximum flow, force, and type of
improvement required. Determine rainy season flow conditions and
what impact they will have on the design.

1 1 14. Design and conduct a detailed sanitary survey, involving appropriate
members of the community in collecting information. Survey
specifics could include traditions, customs, historical usage,
reliability, collection time and volume, and sources of contamination.

1 2 15. Compile and analyze •all information (both socio-political and
technical) on possible sites, developing recommendationsfor which
site is the most appropriate.

1 2 16. Present survey results, specific site recommendations, and plans and S
requirements for implementation to village leadership.

1 1 17. Plan and supervise the preparation of construction activities with
the village mason and workforce. Demonstrate leadership by
organizing the logistics and exploring alternatives for required
materials and other resources; e.g., quantities, costs, and transport
of locally available materials, tools, cement, and pipes; and days
required and appropriateschedulingof labor.

CONSTRUCTIONSTAGE

1 2 18. Lay out and prepare spring site for improvement. Create surface-

runoff diversion and drainage ditches.

1 2 19. Excavate to a level suitable for proper foundation (impermeable
layer) and spring capture.

— 11 —
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1 1 20. Design and construct concrete forms including placement of
reinforcement where required.

1 1 21. Select materials and properly mix, pour, and cure concrete spring
or storage structures.

1 2 22. Install structures; complete connections; lay gravel, piping, and water
seal materials (e.g., clay, plastic); and backfill and grade with
compacted soil.

1 2 23. Take measuresto protect the spring and insure effective operation;
e.g., fencing, separation of uses, height of discharge pipe. Use
shallow rooted plantings and rocks for stabilization and erosion
control.

1 1 24. Solve problems which may arise; e.g., inadequate curing of concrete,
alteration of natural spring flow, inability to reach impermeable
layer.

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIRS

1 2 25. Help the users to select a responsible guardian and assistants.
Demonstrate to the users and train the guardians in proper operation
and usage of the improved spring.

1 2 26. Develop and schedule appropriate maintenance procedures, e.g.,
cleaning spring box, clearing diversion and drainage ditches, repairing
protective fencing.

3 2 27. Now that the villagers have put their time and effort ,towards
cleaner spring water, make it clear that in order to realize the full
benefits of their investment they must practice proper hygiene and
sanitation. Demonstrate rinsing of containers and proper household
storage, and avoiding possible sources of contamination.

2 1 28. Determine if a malfunctioning spring should be repaired, replaced,
or abandoned. Recognize and be able to solve common problems
which develop, e.g., undermining of foundation by spring flow, poor
settling, unsanitaryusage.

3 2 29. Discuss with the spring users ways to incorporate additional
improvements in convenience or more effective water usage (e.g.,
clothes washing pads below spring discharge, use of drainage water
for crops, construction of storage tank and transmission line).

— 12 —
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EVALUATION STAGE

3 3 30. After the initial spring capping project is completed, the extension
worker will need to reflect on how the project progressed, what
worked and what didn’t, and what should be done differently the
next time.

3 2 31. Integrate water improvementproject into other village health and
sanitation activities (i.e., health education programs, sanitation
improvement efforts, disease control, etc.).

3 3 32. Encourage the village to celebrate and feel proud of the completion
of the spring cappingeffort.

2 3 33. Schedule periodic visits to return to the spring to see how the
capping is working.

3 2 34. Identify what future spring capping activities would be appropriate
for this village. Develop means for infrastructural support. Present
needs and results to authorities.

I

CODE:

Importance:

1 - must be done
2 - should be done
3 - could be done to extend benefits

Task Difficulty:

1 - very
2 - moderately
3 - easy

— 13 —
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PLANNING GUIDES FOR YOUR SPRING CAPPING PROJECTS

Throughout this workshop you will be learning new skills and acquiring new
information. Each one of you will have individual ways of managing (keeping
track of, recording, remembering) what you have learned so that you have on
hand the new skills and information you need to begin your spring capping
activities. This planning guide will: 1) help you record notes on the workshop
and observations on how what you are learning applies to your project or site
conditions; 2) serve as a stimulus for your thinking, perhaps sparking new ideas
or awareness; and 3) serve ~s a planning mechanism for your first spring capping
project.

Specifically, the objectives of this planning guide are to help you to:

• Reflect on the activities in the training session you just completed in

order to more clearly crystallize what you have learned

• Identify skill and knowledge gaps so that you can address these before

the workshop is over

• Plan how you would apply these new skills and knowledge to your first

spring C~apping project

How these planning guides will be used in the workshop

Some time will be set aside during the workshop at the end of each major
training session for you to work on your planning guides for your own project.
At that time the trainers will give you a clean copy of the planning guide to fill
out for the major points of that session. (You may find you want to work with
them occasionally during your free time.) Obviously, the more you are able to
work on how you plan to cap your first spring, the more confident and the better
prepared you will be to begin. There will also be a final planning session toward
the end of the workshop.

— 14 —
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PLANNING GUIDES FOR YOUR SPRING CAPPING

PROJECTS

Spring Capping Activity on __________________________—

KEY STEPS What are~the steps I plan to follow in implementing this
activity?

.

.

- 15 -
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DIFFICULTIES What difficulties do I expect to encounter?

Howdo
me?

I plan to deal with these difficulties? Who canhelp

TIME How long will this activity take?

— 16 —
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COMMUNiTY
INVOLVEMENT
AND
LABOR

Who must I talk with to accomplish this activity?

Who will I work with?

MATERIALS
AND
TOOLS

What materialsand tools will I need?
them?

Where will I obtain

How much will they cost?

I

— 17 —
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SKiLLS
AND
KNOWLEDGE

What aspectsof this
least prepared for?
myself more in this

activity do I feel the
How can I prepare

area?

OTHERCOMMENTS:

— 18 —
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SELF-ASSESSMENTOF SKILLS NECESSARY
FOR IMPLEMENTING SPRING DEVELOPMENT

TECHNOLOGIES

Rank yourself in terms of how well you feel you now do each of these
tasks. This is for your use only, so please be accurate and honest with
your answers. Put check marks in the appropriate columns:

Column 1 if you now do this task well
Column 2 if you now do this task okay
Column 3 if you now do this task with difficulty
Column 4 if you can’t do this task

Do
with

Do Do diffi— Can’t
well okay culty do

Pre—planning Stage

1. Determine the availability of resources
necessary for a spring capping project.

2. Incorporate the spring caPping project
responsibilities in your overall work
commitments.

3. Promote the availability of spring capping
impro’vements in your region.

4. Design and conduct preliminary studies of
villages, setting up criteria to determine
which villages are appropriate to undertake

a spring capping project.

5. DesIgn and conduct preliminary sanitary
surveys to determine the most likely
village for the initial project.

6. Determine who are the most appropriate
individuals In the community to involve in
the project.

7. Develop strategies for Involving the
appropriate community members, including
women, in the various stages of project
development.

8. Explain to community leaders what c~apping a
spring involves and why it will benefit the
community.

— 19 -
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with

Do Do diffi- Can’t
well okay culty do

9. Explain to villagers three types of spring
capping systems: retaining wall, spring
box, and seepage collection.

10. Make recommendations to the community on
how to proceed with a spring capping
project.

11. Resolve common problems in motivating a
village to undertake a spring cappin
project.

Planning and Design Stage

12. Determine maximum spring flow and type of
spring improvement needed.

13. Design and conduct a detailed sanitary

survey.

14. Gather, record, and analyze all the

information on possible sites.

15. Present survey results to the village

leaders.

16. Plan for the labor force needed for the
construction.

17. Schedule all construction a,ctivities,
estimating the amount of time required for
each activity.

18. Estimate the tools and materials needed for
capping a spring.

Construction Stage

19. Lay out and prepare the spring site.

20. Control and divert surface water and spring

flow.
21. Find a stable Impermeable location for the

foundation of the retaining wall.

22. Size and design the foundation and
retaining wall.

— 20 —
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with
Do Do diffi- Can’t

well okay culty do

23. DesIgn and construct wooden forms for the

concrete.

24. Shape and place reinforcement.material.

25. MIx, pour, and cure concrete.

26. Build the retaining wall using rocks and
mortar and install service pipes.

27. Seal and backfill the excavated spring
area, erect fences to keep animals away,
and use shallow rooted plants and rocks to
prevent erosion.

28. Solve problems common during construction
such as Inadequate caring of concrete,
alteration of spring flow, and inability to
reach the impermeable layer.

Operation, Maintenance, and Repair Stage

29. Help community to select and train a
guardian in operation and usage of the
improved spring.

30. Develop procedures for routine maintenance,
e.g. , cleaning the spring box, clearing
diversion and drainage ditches, and
repairing the fencing.

31. Demonstrate proper hygiene and sanitation
practices, e.g., rinsing containers,
storage of water, and avoiding sources of
contamination.

32. Determine if a malfunctioning spring should
be repaired, replaced, or abandoned.

33. Solve common problems such as undermining
of the foundation by the spring flow,
uneven settling of the structure, poor
drainage, and unsanitary usage.

34. Discuss with users ways to make additional
improvements such as washing pads, use Of

drainage water for crops, and construction
of storage tanks.
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Evaluation Stage

35. Evaluate each spring capping project for
lessons learned.

36. Integrate spring capping project into other
health and sanitation activities in the

Do
well

Do
wI th

Do diffi— Can’
okay cultv do

t

community

.

I
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LECTURETTE NOTES: SELECTING A SPRING
FOR CAPPING

1) Is the flow adequate? The spring has an adequate flow if it can provide
enough water for at least the daily drinking water needs of the user group
or village. Steps for determining this are to measure the flow of the
spring to arrive at the total volume produced in one day and divide this
by the number of people to be served by the spring. We will do this
measurement this afternoon. By measuring the flow you obtain the number
of liters available for use per person per day. Then compare this amount
to the minimum standard of 15 liters per person per day to determine if
the spring flow is adequate or not.

Remember animals may be watered from this spring also. The following
are approximate minimum water needs per animal: cows 10/15 liters;
buffalo 15/20 liters; goats 5/10 liters; chickens 5 liters per dozen.

2) Is the spring flow reliable? A spring flow is reliable only if it is constant
and adequate through both wet and dry seasonsfor many years.

3) Is the water safe to drink? Remember that spring water is often the
bestquality nature has to offer. It is continuously flowing from a source
underground which has been purified by slowly filtering through many
meters and layers of soil. However, it must be uncontaminated by pit
latrines and other sources of human waste, livestock, fish ponds, food
processing (for example manioc soaking and fermentation), bathing, washing,
surface water runoff, ~nd flooding.

4) Is the water convenient and accessible to the users? A spring should be
as close to the users as possible to minimize the daily work required by
the women and children to collect and haul water. Difficult and hazardous
crossings should be avoided, for example, roads, log bridges, or infested
waters.

5) Is it technically feasible to cap the spring?

In determining if it is technically feasible to cap a specific spring, there
are several factors to be considered.

• A spring should have an adequate slope for proper drainage.

• It should have protection from flooding and diversion of watershed
runoff.

• The slope should be steep enough so that a collection vessel can
be placed underneath the discharge pipe.

• Labor and materials such as gravel, rock, sand, and clay should
be locally available.

• There should be a solid footing on well-drained ground for the
structure.

— 23 —
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Handout 4-2
SANiTARY SURVEY FORM

1. Village

2. Location

3. Village leader(s) ___________________________________________________

4. Village population _________________________________________________

Animal population and water needs _________________________________

5. Number of families _________________________________________

6. Health center or organization ____________________________________

7. Name of spring _________________________________________________

8. Distance from village _______________________________________________

9. Location of spring (&stance from users) ___________________________

10. Slope _______________________; flow (1pm)

accessibility

11. Number of people using spring ____________________________________

average number of litres per day per person ________________________

12. Quality of water ______________________________________________________

Condition during dry season

Condition during wet season

13. Soils around spring ________

14. Sourcesof contamination
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SANITARY SURVEY

Physical Characteristics of
the Location

Springs. Springs can provide a very
good source of water for a community
supply. Generally, water from springs
can be used without treatment if the
source is adequately protected with a

ing box. Not all water from springs
I free from contamination. A sanitary
survey of the spring site will help
determine whether contamination is
likely.

The first step in a sanitary survey
of’ a spring site is to determine the
physical conditions above the point
where the water flows from the ground.
If there are large openings or fissures
In the bedrock above the spring, con-
tamination of the spring from surface
runoff may occur. Surface runoff
enters the ground through the fissures
and contaminates the spring water
underground.

Find the true source of the spring.
Many times, a small stream disappears
I to the ground through a fissure and

rges again at a lower elevation.
W at appears to be a spring actually
may be surface water that has flowed
underground for a short distance. The
water is generally contaminated and may
flow only during the wet season.

Determine if there are sources of
potential fecal contamination.
Livestock areas, septic tanks and other
sewage disposal sites are sources of’
contamination. If they are located

above the source or closer than lOOm
to It, contamination may occur and
disease—causing bacteria can enter the
water.

The second step in a sanitary survey
is to study the area at the spring
site. The type of soil may indicate
that contamination is likely.
Filtration may be poor if permeable
soil deeper than 3m is within l5rn of
the spring. Water passes quickly
through coarse soils and impurities are
not filtered out. If’ this condition
exists, or if there is any suspicion of
contamination, a water analysis must be
done.

A spring flowing from limestone or
highly fractured rock may be subject to
contamination. Earth movements create
fissures and cracks in limestone
allowing surface run—off to enter the
ground rapidly with little or no
filtration of impurities. If a spring
flows from a 1ime~tonebed, check the
water after a heavy rain. If it
appears turbid, suspect surface con-
tamination and either analyze the water
or choose a better site.

Community members must always be
consulted during a sanitary survey.
Information from local people should
be added to the Information collected
through observation. They will know
about spring yields and reliability and
about other local conditions.

*‘ldken from Water For the World - Conducting Sanitary Surveys to Determine
Acceptable Surface Water Sources. Technical Note No. RWS. 1, p. 2.
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Bacteriological Quality of Water

Good quality water must be available
to ensure the health of the people in a
community. The bacteriological quality
of’ water is especially important.
Water used for drinking must be free
from disease—causingfecal con-
tamination. Fecal contamination can be
prevented by the protection of water
sources, by the removal of sources of
contamination, and by the treatment of
water. A thorough sanitary survey must
determine the potential sources of con-
tamination of a water source so that
measures to protect the source can be
developed.

An untreated water source should be
as free from bacteriological con-
tamination as possible. The greatest
and most widespread source of such con-
tamination is human and animal wastes,
which is called fecal contamination. A
sanitary survey determines the degree
to which water sources may be subj.ect
to fecal contamination.

Equipment for testing water may not
be available and water analysis may be
impossible. If so, observation can
reveal characteristics that indicate
bacteriological contamination. If
there is a layer of scum on the water
surface, suspect contamination. If
excessive algae are growing in a pond
or lake, there are organic impurities
which may Indicate the presence of
fecal matter in the water. Speak to
local health officials and village
leaders to find out if there is a large
number of cases of diarrheal illnesses.
Many cases of diarrhea, especially
among young children, may be an indica-
tion of contamination in the water
source.

By simple measuressuch as removing
obvious sources of’ contamination from a
catchment area, fecal contamination can
be controlled and eliminated. If con-
tamination is not reduced) then the
water source should be considered
unacceptable.

Physical and Chemical Quality of Water

The bacteriological quality of ~.ater
is the most important factor in cle:er—
mining the acceptability of a source.
Many times, though, water Is bac-.
teriologically safe, it has phys~—
cal or chemical characteristics that
make It unpleasant or unattractive to
the users. To determine the exact phy-
sical and chemical quality of water,
laboratory analysis must be done. An
evaluation of physical and chemical
conditions can be made by doing a sani-
tary survey. A thorough sanitary sur
vey can detect turbIdity, color, odor
and tastes and help determine the
acceptability of’ the water source.

Turbidity. Turbidity is the pre-
sence of suspended material sucrt as
clay, silt, organic and inorganic
material which clouds or muddles water.
Turbid water may be potable but often
it is aesthetically unacceptaole to
users. Turbidity may also indicate
contamination. A laboratory analysis
should be done, if’ possible.

Color. Dissolved organic material
from decaying vegetation and some
inorganic material cause color in
water. An excessive algal growth
may cause some color. Color in water
is generally not harmful but it is
objectionable and may cause users no
to drink the water. Highly colored
water needs treatment.

Odors and Tastes. Odors and tastes
in water come from algae, decomposing
organic material, dissolved gases,
salts and chemicals. These may be from
domestic,, agricultural or natural sour-
ces. Water that ha~ a bad odor or a
disagreeable taste will be rejected by
a community for a different source.
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FLOW-MEASURING TECHNIQUES

In rest investigations, accurate flow measurements of a source
will require some earthwork, usually Just. a simple type of earth bank,
d’m, or drainage channel. Thus it is advisable to brim along one
or morc villagers with digging tools and a machete-type knife (for
clearing away underbrush, etc). After the channels or dams have
been constructed, wait a few minutes for the water to acbieve steady,
constant flow, before attempting any measurements,

Discussed be~oware two simple methods for measuring the flows
of springs and streams. Always measure the flow several times, and
calculate an average reading. Any measurements which are obviously
deviant should be repeated. Question the villagers closely about
seasonal variations in the flow.

Bucket and stopwatch: Spring flows are most conveniently
measured by using a wide-mouthed container (of known capacity) and
timing how long ft takes to fill up. A large-size biscuit or
kerosene container (capacities of about 18-20 liters), or a bucket,
is usually available in the village. For the most accurate results,
the capacity of the container should be such that it requires at
least 15 seconds to fill (smaller containers, such as one-liter
drinking canteens, should only be used if nothing larger is available~
An ordinary wristwatch (that has a sweep-second hand) can be used
for timings, but it is best in this case if two persons work together
one concentrating on the wristwatch, the other filling the container.
The flow is calculated:

Q where: Q ~ flow (liters/second)

C = capacity of container (liters)

t = time to fill (seconds)

— 27 —
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Velocity-area method: This method requires more work arid is
not as accurate at the V—notch weir, yet for particularly wide
streams it can be easier to use. t~easure the surface water velocity
of the stream by timing how long it takes a drifting surface float
(such as a block of wood) to move down a measured length of the
stream (this measured section must, be fairly straight and free of
obstacles, for a length of 6-10 times the average water depth).
Measure the cross—sectional area of the stream. The measurements
Should be repeated several times, averaging the results together.
The average streani velocity is b~Xof the surface velocity, and the
flow Is calculated:

Q • 600 x V,x A where: Q flow (IPS)

V • Surface velocity (m/sec)

A = cross-sect’J area (m
2)

This iliethod of flow lileasurement is applicable to streams of
water depth of at least 30 centiuiieters. Figure 2—3 illustrates the
velocity-area method ~f nicasurement.

.
Bu~F.AC~

FLOAT

AVE m~.6GE
C~O55SECT’L
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mmAh~ V CITY — % op sump~~c~v~i.~oci’ry.
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PLOW ~ V.A’ 850 J Q. m~c~w(~o~)
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FIGuRE 2—3 VELOcITY-AREA METI’IOD OF FLow tIEASUREMENT
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PHOTOGRAPHSOF STAGES OF
SPRfl%IG D~VELOPMENT

Figure A. Building the Forms for
the Foundation

Figure B. Building the Rock and Mortar Wall
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Figure C.

Figure D. Clay Wall To Keep Construction Area
Dry. Pipes Diverting the Flow

.

.

Pouring Concrete
for the Four
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Figure F. Nearly Completed Retaining Wall, Showing
Rock and Gravel Fill-in

Figure E. Building Rock and Mortar Wall
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Handout 5-3

Dfl�~SIONS FOR FOUNDATION AND RETAINING WAIL

WIDTH

30 - 60cm.

S

S

20-30cm.

4

L~3THV~IFS

ROCK AND MORTAR
RETAINING WALL

FORCE OF
SPRING FLOW HEIGHT

1.5 METERS

WIDTH/ 50-80 cm.
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REINFORCEMENT RODS IN FOUNDATION

Handout 5-4

Reinforcement
Rods

6mm Diameter

_________ Thickness

50—80cm

Width

lop View
-I

Scm 10cm 10cm lOcm 5cn

U U U
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MATERIALS ANDSYSTEM COMPONENTS

System Components Materials and Tools

• Excavation

• Diversion ditch~ and canals

• Foundation

• Retaining wall

• Splash pad

picks
shovels

• wheelbarrow
measuringtape or rods

picks
shovels

• wheelbarrow
• gravel/rocks

• water
• cement

sand
gravel
rocks
reinforcement
nails/hammer/saw

• wood for forms
• oil for lubricating forms

shovels
buckets
sifting screen
tamper (compacter)
trowel

rocks
clay
cement
sand
gravel
galvanized iron pipe
screening for pipe
trowel

cement
gravel
sand
wood for forms
flat stone

• Well for temporary
containment and
diversion of springflow

clay
rocks
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• clay
• mortar

• rocks
• sand

gravel
• clay
• soil
• shovels
• wheelbarrow

• Watertight sealed layer (to
prevent surface water from
contaminatingspring flow)

clay

S

S

• Watertight seals for

retaining wall

• Backfill
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Wrapping wire

QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR AN
AVERAGESIZE RETAINING WALL STRUCTURE

Pipe and appurtenances

Intake screen with flanged
connections

Plug for drain pipe

Plastic

Chlorine bleach

Sturdy rope or cord

Clay

Wood for forms and
mixing board

1—2 masons

3-5 laborers

Supplies

Cement

Sand, clean (uniform)

Broken stone (1 cm diameter)

Rock, clean

Reinforcement rods (rebar)

10-20 sacks, 50 kg, top grade, dry and

powdery

1—2 cubic meters

1-2 cubic meters

1-~3 cubic meters

4-6 6 mmrods 6 m in length or 25 m
total length

5-10 m of 3 or 5 mmflexible wrapping
wire

50 mmdiameter galvanized iron pipe
1 m threaded one end (outlet pipe)
0.7 in threaded one end (drain pipe)

1 roll of thick plastic sheeting, 1 m wide

x 5 rn long

2 gal. or 10 liters

1 roll 1-2 cm

Locate a source for good quality clay
as close to the site as possible.
(Quantity varies)

Locally available lumber

Labor
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Tools

2 spades for digging

1 rake

trowels (1 for every 2 participants)

3 wooden paddles

1 pick axe

1 crowbar

2 saws for cutting forms

1 hacksaw or wire snipper

2 hammers

2 boxes of flat headed nails for building forms

4 plastic buckets of known volume

1-2 wheelbarrows

1-2 measuring tapes

I sifting screen

1 tamper/compactor

gloves

The above suggested list is, of course, based on estimates and will certainly vary S
depending upon the size of the spring capping required. These items are usually
necessary. However, they may not be readily available. Alternative materials
may be substituted if necessary.
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LECTURETTENOTES: LAYOUTAND EXCAVATION
OF THE SPRING SITE

Layout and excavation of the spring site are accomplished in three major steps:

1. Investigate the spring flow.

2. Excavate the site for construction.

3. Protect and control spring flow during construction.

1. Investigate the Spring Flow

Springs form when underground water follows the path of least resistance through
soils and reaches the surface. In investigating spring flow the first thing to do is
to explore the area to determine if this site is the first arid only place that
this spring flow surfaces. This is done by checking the area above the spring
and the area surrounding it to see if there are other sources of water which
might be connected to this spring. If there are other sources of water in the
area, check to see if these sources could possibly contaminate the spring you
intend to cap. You might have to protect the entire area or the spring that is
being capped could be contaminated by other springs immediately surrounding it.

Most people have a respect for nature’s mysterious springs and prefer not to
disturb them. However, you will need to clear away and drain any mud, rocks,
standing water or other obstacles to spring flow in order to release or unify its
maximum flow. If the flow is small with little pressure, take care not to plug
the flow as it may seek another outlet and disappear.

Springs flow and come to the surface by the force of gravity or from pressures
created by the weight of layers of earth. Often in flatter regions there is
insufficient height between the spring flow elevation and the ground level for
the collection vessel to be placed. Also, there must be enough drop in elevation
below the collection point to provide drainage. Wells are usually better in flat
terrain.

2. Excavation of the Spring Site for Construction

The immediate area surrounding the spring flow should be cleared to a depth
free of muddy or loose material so that the structure can be attached or placed
upon firm, stable soil or rock. The extent of the excavation will depend upon
the type of spring construction and the particular physical conditions. It may
vary from a cubic meter for small springs with or without slope, to a few cubic
meters for larger springs or seeps where the excavation is spread wide to collect
several spring flows.

In the cases where spring flow is to be retained by a wall or box, a suitable site
for the foundation must be excavated and leveled.
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3. Control of Surface Runoff at Spring Site

Often a spring is located in an area which receives surface runoff when it rains.
Surface runoff can causesoil erosion around the completed spring retaining wall,
and it may damage the wall. In areas with heavy rainy seasons, surface runoff
flows can be heavy and damaging.

The site around the spring capping structure should be protected from surface
runoff by excavating a drainage ditch around the periphery of the site. The
ditch should be laid out in ~uch a way that it can intercept surface runoff and
divert it around and away fçom the site. A typical arrangement is illustrated
in Handout 6-1: Drainage Cai\als.

The size and extent of the drainage ditches will depend on the quantity of runoff
that must be diverted. It is best to question the local residents about the need 5
for runoff diversion and the quantity of runoff that can be expected. In locations
with heavy rains, ditches with a depth and width of one-half meter or more may
be necessary.

S
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WOODENFORMS FOR CONCRETEFOUNDATION
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LECTURETTENOTES: CONSTRUCTINGTHE FOUNDATION

A foundation is the spring system’s link to the ground, its base, floor, or footing.
The foundation must also be securely attached to the wall or structure it
supports in order to provide holding strength to counteract the forces it is built
to oppose or control. In çhis case the forces from the flow and volume of spring
water under the pull of gravity will try to push the wail over or seek ways of
getting around or under it\ Since the structure must continually oppose these
forces for perhaps 10 years, inspection and maintenance are important to
prevent system failure.

There are five basic tasks to complete this construction step. They are:

• Find a solid, stable, impermeable location for the foundation.

• Measure the depth, width, and thickness which will be required for
the wail.

• Connect or key the foundation into the earth.

• Lay out and build the forms which ~~il hold the concrete in the shape
desireduntil it hashardened.

• Shape and hang reinforcing materials.

Finding a Solid, Stable, Impermeable Location for the Foundation

A common cause of retaining wall failure is undermining, in which the spring
flow forces its way under the foundation and escapes. To avoid this:

• Dig 15 cm down into a solid, stable layer.

• If it is to be on soil, excavate until a stable, impermeable soil is
revealed. Excavation to rock is preferable.

• Make the soil or other impermeable layer level so the weight of the
structure will be distributed evenly.

Deciding What Height, Length and Width Will be Required for the Wall

The three dimensions of height, length, and width will obviously vary for
different site conditions. These factors should be considered in making this
decision:

• The structure to be built

• The flow and force of the spring flow

• The strength and stability of the supporting soils and rock
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Based on the above conditions, choose from the model foundations given during

the planning and design session.

Connecting or Keying the Foundation to the~Earth

Where possible use natural conditions to Connect or key the foundation into the
earth. Do this by:

• Always removing topsoil from the area and continuing to excavate at
least 45 cm below the existing ground surface.

• Providing wing walls or supports pushing on the front or outside face
of the structure against the natural flow force and gravity.

Laying Out andBuilding the Forms to Hold the Concrete

Lay out and build the forms which will hold the concrete in the shape you want it

until it has hardened andattained its full strength and permanent form.

• Select materials which can be cut to fit tightly into the space which

you have excavated for the foundation.

• Use wood, sheets of tin roofing, or other rigid materia.is which can
resist and maintain their shape as the wet concrete pushes against
them.

• As concrete hardens, it shrinks.

• Concrete is very dense and heavy; 2,500 kg per cubic meter or 150

pounds per cubic foot.

• If the form is constructed above ground realize that the bottom S
section will try to expand more than the top as the weight pushes
down.

• All corners and sides must be securely connected to resist the
expansion forces which will seek the weakest point in the form.

Shaping and Placing Reinforcement Materials

Concrete can resist crushing weight, but it can be bent and is brittle and cracks
easily. Reinforcement is used to prevent bending or stretching.

An iron rod will bend, but not break, and it will not stretch. Therefore, as the
concrete hardens, it grips and adheres to the ridged rod. Then when force is
applied to the concrete, the strength of the rods within it will help it resist.

Reinforcing rod is expensive and often in short supply, but worth getting.
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Reinforcement should be provided at a level 2/3 the depth, 1/3 from the bottom,
and five centimeters from the surface along the entire width and across the
thicknessin two7 three or four places.

The reinforcement should be clean and dry and placed or hung so It will be
completely covered by the concrete, thus protected from corrosion or
destruction by the weather or the spring’s waters.
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Since springs flow continually, it is
necessary to insure that the water
will flow away from the collection
site in a well-sloped drainage
ditch. Shown here are the wooden
forms into which concrete is
placed to slope toward the
drainage. A large flat rock should
be placed in the concrete beneath
the pipe to resist erosion from the
falling water. Precise dimensions
would depend on the particular
spring.

Wooden Forms

Divert water away from splash
pad while placing and curing

concrete.

SPLASHPADANDSPRINGFLOW
DRAINAGEDITCH
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CEMENT, CONCRETE, AND MASONRY

Adapted from: Handbook of Gravity Flow Water Systems, T.D. Jordan, UNICEF,

Nepal, 1980.

INTRODUCTION

Just about all structures constructed in water supply projects require the use
of cement: mortar for masonry, plaster for waterproofing, and concrete for
floor slabs. Proper knowledge of how to select the best materials, how to
organize cement—mixing procedures, and how to make efficient and economical
use of cement is all essential’ to the trainee.

This chapter describes the various materials required for cement work, -their

S properties, and important considerations. It will discuss masonry of brickand stone, and concrete slabs for floors and roofs. It will present
organizational procedures, helpful construction tips, and mention some common
problems.

DEFINITIONS AND TERMS

The common cement work vocabulary used in this chapter is listed here, with a
brief explanation:

cement: serves as an adhesive, gluing together sand and stone. Typically,
normal Portland cement is used: a gray powder, similar to flour.

mortar: a mixture of cement and sand in various proportions, depending upon
desired strength. Used to cement together bricks or stones in masonry, and
used to plaster walls for waterproofness.

concrete: a mixture of cement, sand, and aggregates (such as gravel or crushed
stone) in various proportions. Can be poured to form slabs.

RCC: reinforced concrete. Concrete with reinforcing steel rods or bars
embedded in it for additional strength and support. Wire screening may also
be used.

rebar: reinforcing steel bars or rods, used in RCC or RF brick.

aggregate: small pieces of stone mixed with cement and sand to form concrete.
Coarse aggregates may be gravel, crushed stone, or crushed brick. Fine
aggregate is sand.

gravel: usually found along rivers and streams: small pebbles and stones, worn
fairly smooth and rounded by the action of water.

crushed stone: large pieces of rock or stone broken down to aggregate size, by
manual labor using sledge hammers.

crushed brick: pieces of broken—up brick.
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CEMENT

Cement is a mixture of chalk or limestone and clay, which is fired and then
ground into a fine powder. Additional materials may be added to impart cer-
tain properties to the cement (such as to make it quick setting, low—heat,
rapid—hardening,etc.). Ordinary cement is a gray powder, commonly known as
“Portland cement”.

Properties of cement: Portland cement is used for ordinary construction
projects. Cement mortar or c~oncrete has high compressive (crushing) strength,
but relatively low tensile (s~çretching) strength. When water is added to a
mortar or concrete mixture, it’ forms a fluid mass which is easily worked and
placed into position. Within an hour (depending upon temperature and mix) the
cement begins to set, losing its plasticity. Within four hours it has
finished setting and can no longer be worked. From the time that setting
begins, the cement is undergoing a chemical hardening process which will
continue for at least a year, although it hardens most rapidly during the
first few days. For the purpose of spring capping construction, the required
strength for continuing work is achievedin a week.

Hydration: When water is added to a dry cement mixture (for either mortar or
concrete), it begins a chemical reaction with the cement known as “hydration”.
This reaction causes the cement to set and harden, giving off heat in the
process. The rate of hydration is accelerated by heat and humidity, therefore
cement will set and harden’ faster at warmer temperatures, and vice versa.
(Freezing of cement completely kills the hydration reaction, which will not
continue even if the cement is thawed out. The hydration reaction requires
moisture, but the heat generated by hydration tends to cause evaporation of
the moisture in the mix. Thus it is necessary to prevent the rapid drying—out
of the cement, especially during the first few days. Once hydration ceases,
the cement will gain no further strength.

Setting: When water is added to a cement mix, there is a period of about 30—60
minutes in which the mix is plastic and easily worked into position. However,
after that period, the mix begins to set, becoming stiffer and, stiffer.
Within a few hours, the setting should be complete. Once setting has begun,
the mix should not be disturbed or it will weaken. The onset of setting can
be determined by pressing the blunt end of a stick or pencil into the mix:
resistance to penetration will suddenly increase when setting begins.

Hardening: This is a process whereby the cement mix gains strength. Hardening
begins as soon as setting begins, but continues for at least a year.

Both setting and hardening are influenced by tenmerature: heat accelerates the
rates of both.

Curing: Curing is the process of keeping the cement mix properly wetted, to
ensure that there is enough moisture for the hydration reaction to continue.
It is especially important during the first few days after pouring a concrete
mix, when the cement most rapidly gains its strength.

Packaging of cement: One liter of Portland cement weighs approximately 1q44
kg. Cement is typically factory—packed in bags of 50 kg each, so therefore
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each bag should ideally contain nearly 35 1 of cement. However, some cement
is lost during shipping and portering. For practical purposes, the amount of
cement per bag should be considered as follows:

burlap (jute) bags: 32 liters
paper bags: 34 liters

Storage of cement: Cement easily absorbs moisture from the air, and as a
result loses strength during long periods of storage. Typical losses are as
follows:

Period of storage Loss of strength

3 months 20%
6 months 30%

12 months 40%
24 months 50%

When cement is stored at the project site, it should be stacked in a
closely—packed pile, not more than 10 bags high (to keep the bottom bags from
bursting). Close—packing also reduces air—circulation between the bags, which
is good. The pile of cement should be raised on a platform above the floor.
The room or storage shed should have as little air circulation as possible,
and if a long storage period is anticipated, the pile should be further
covered by plastic or canvas tarpaulins. Paper bags of cement will resist
aging much better than burlap bags; therefore, paper bags should be on the
outside of the pile, and the burlap bags should be the first used in
construction.

Old cement will form lumps. All lumps should be screened out of the cement,
and no lumps should be used which cannot be easily crumbled by the fingers.
If old cement (i.e., field stored for more than six months) must be used,
increase the amount of cement in the mix by one—half to one part (depending
upon how lumpy it is).

WATER

Water in the cement mix serves two purposes: first, to take part in the
hydration reaction of the cement; and second, to make the mix fluid and
plastic enough so that it can be easily worked and placed.

Quality: Water that is fit for drinking is usually fit for mixing cement.
Water unsuited for drinking may still be used, if tested as follows:

Using water of known suitability (i.e., drinking water), make 3 cakes of
cement paste, each approximately 1—2 cm thick by 6 cm in diameter. At the
same time, make 3 identical cakes using the unknown water. Comparing the two
types, observe the setting time, the “scratchability” (using a fingernail) and
strength after a few hours, 24 hours, and 48 hours. Only if both types of
cakes are equally strong should the unknown water be used.

Quantity: Water is necessary for the hydration of the cement, but too much
water added during mixing results in a weaker strength. The quantity of water
generally needed to make the mix easily workable is much more than is needed
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for the hydration reaction. Therefore, no more water should be added than
necessary to make the mix easily workable. The ideal quantities of water
depend upon the amount of cement in the mix, and approximate guidelines are
given later.

Once the cement has finished setting, further addition of water does not
weaken it. In curing concrete, this is a necessary action to prevent the
surface of the slab from drying out too quickly.

SAND

Sand is used in both mortar and concrete (in the latter, it is sometimes
referred to as “fine aggregate”). Proper sand is well—graded (i.e.,
containing grains of many sizes mixed together). Sand of a uniform size; such
as beach sand or very fine sand, is not suitable (but can be mixed into
coarser sands).

Sources of sand: Sand found in land deposits is known as “pit sand”. Such
grains are generally irregular, sharp, and angular. Sand carried by water,
such as found along banks of rivers or lakes, is known as “river sand”. Such
grains are generally rounded and smooth, due to the action of water.

Both types of sand are suitable for cement work, so long as they are
well—graded and clean.

Quality: Sand containing clay, silt, salt, mica, or organic material is not
good, since such contaminants can weaken the strength of the cement if they
are present in large quantities. There are easy field tests which can be
conducted to determine the quality of a sand source:

a) A moist handful of the sample sand is rubbed between the palms of the
hands. Suitable sand will leave the hands only slightly dirty.

b) Decantation test: a drinking glass (or other clear glass container) is
half—filled with the sample sand, and then filled three—quarters—full of
water. The glass is then shaken vigorously, and allowed to sit undisturbed
for an hour or so. The clean sand will settle immediately, and the clay and
silt will settle as a dark layer on top of the sand. The thickness of the
clay/silt layer should not be more than one—seventeenth (6%) of the thickness
of the sand.

Dirty sand can be washed by rinsing repeatedly with water.

Bulking of sand: Damp sand that contains up to 5—6% water will swell up and
occupy a greater volume than if it were perfectly dry. This is known as
“bulking”. A moisture content of 5—6% can increase the volume by over 30%.
Additional water content reduces the bulking, until the sand is saturated
completely (saturated sand occupies nearly the same volume as it does when
dry). Thus when using slightly damp sand, it is necessary to use an extra
amount of sand in the mix if it is to be proportioned by volume. Very damp
sand (such as freshly washed) is measured as if it vere dry. If the mix is
proportioned by weight, the bulking is of no consequence.
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AGGREGATES

Aggregate Is the general term for the material mixed with cement and water to
form concrete. Sand is a fine aggregate, and large material ~s a coarse
aggregate.

Coarse aggregates may be gravel (generally river—worn, rounded rocks) or
crushedrock and brick.

Stones of granite, quartzite, basalt, or those with rough non—glossy surfaces
are best. Hard limestones are good: soft sandstones are not. Limestones and
sandstones are porous and therefore not good for water tank floor slabs, but
can be used for roof slabs (the same applies for crushed brick).

Aggregates must be clean and well—graded. Smaller rounder aggregates (such as
river gravel) are better for waterproof floor slabs.

Sizes of aggregates: Aggregates should be well—graded so that air voids
between pieces are minimal. Largest sizes should be:

For roof slabs: 10 mm
For unreinforced or lightly reinforced slabs: 20—25 mm

Crushed brick: Pieces of broken—up brick may be used as aggregate in concrete,
but due to their porous nature should not be used for floor slabs of water
tanks. When crushed brick aggregate is used, the pieces should be thoroughly
soaked in water prior to mixing, to prevent absorption of moisture from the
mix (which will interfere with the hydration reaction).

REBAR REINFORCEMENT

Reinforcement of concrete is only needed for slabs which are large in area or
which will be put under great hydrostatic pressure (i.e., deep water depth).

• An RCC slab can be thinner than a non—reinforced slab. The presence of the
reinforcement helps to distribute the stresses and forces uniformly over the
entire mass of concrete.

Reinforcing bar (rebar): Rebar is available in many sizes, but for typical
water supply projects only the following diameters are needed: 6 mm, 8 nun, or
10 nun.

Wire—mesh screen (also known as “wire—mesh fabric”): Wire—mesh screen can
also be used as reinforcement in slabs. The size of aggregate in the concrete
mix should be smaller than the size of the mesh (using a piece of the screen
to sift the aggregate is the best way of ensuring this).

Spacing of rebar: The spacing of the rebar must distribute the cross—sectional
area of steel uniformly across the cross—sectional area of the slab. For a
floor slab, the area of rebar must not be less than 0.225% of the total
cross—sectional area of the slab, and for a RCC roof slab it must not be less
than 0.30%. The following table can be used:
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Type of Thickness Spacing of Rebar (cm)
slab (cm) 6 mm 8 mm 10 mm

floor 8 15 30 40
roof 8—9 12 21 33
roof 9—11 10 17 27
roof 11—13 8 14 22
roof 13—15 7 12 19
roof 15—J7 6 11 17

Placing of rebar: The reinforcement is made as a grid, with the size of the
squares according to the table above. The rebar rods can be tied together
with thin wire or string. The rebar must have a minimum of 3 cm of concrete
covering. For a roof slab, the rebar is set 3 cm from the bottom of the slab,
and for a floor slab the rebar is set 3 cm from the ~ of the slab.

The rebar must be securely fastened so that It cannot be shifted around while
the concrete is being placed (the rebar can be supported QO pieces of
non—porous rock, but NOT brick or wooden stakes).

CEMENT MIXING

For convenience, it is usually easiest to mix cement at the construction site,
so it is necessary to ensure that there is an organized system for delivering
cement, sand, aggregates, stone or brick, and water. It is particularly
important when mixing and pouring concrete that It be done in a continuous
operation, without long delays caused by lack of materials.

Mixing pad: Cement should never be mixed on the ground. A mixing pad of
brick, slate or concrete, or a wheelbarrow should be used. It should be large
enough to allow mixing of convenient—sized batches, without overflowing: 1.5
square meters is adequate. If possible, build a small lip around three sides
of the pad so that materials may not get accidently washed off.

Proportioning: Although the most accurate method of proportioning cement,
sand, and aggregates is by weight, in a field site this is not so easy to
arrange. The common method is to mix by volume, using a small bucket.
Measuring by shovelfuls is not accurate. Mortar should be mixed in smaller
batches than concrete, but no batch should be so large that it Is not used in
30 minutes.

Dry—mixing: All ingredients are first thoroughly dry—mixed together, using
shovels and trowels, until the mix Is of a uniform color and consistency.

Wet—mixing: Water is added slowly, a small quantity at a time. Each time
water is added, the mix is thoroughly “turned over” a few times with shovels.
Water is added until the mortar or concrete is at the desired consistancy.
The wet—mix can be adjusted as follows:

Too wet: add sand and cement or add aggregate

Too dry: add water
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Too stiff: add sand

Too sandy: add cement

Tools and Manpower: A cement—mixing team should minimally have three persons:
two for mixing, one for adding water and ingredients. Each team should have
two shovels and two trowels, a small bucket (for measuring proportions) and a
large bucket (for transporting the mix to the masons).

MORTAR

Cement mortar is used for masonry construction of walls and for plastering.
Grout is used to cement rebar anchor rods into rocks and embed galvanized iron
(GI) pipes Into the masonry.

Typical mixes: Proportions of cement to sand, by weight or by volume:

Type of mortar Cement:sand

Ordinary masonry 1:4
Reinforced brick roof slabs 1:3
Rough plaster 1:3
Final plaster 1:2

Volumes of mortar: The total v-olume of mortar Is equal to the total volume of
sand in the mix. The cement mixes with water to form a paste which fills in
the voids In the sand. Thus, a 1:4 mIx requires 100% sand and 25% cement; a
1:3 mIx requires 100% sand and 33% cement, etc.

Quantities required to make one cubic meter (i.in3) of various mortar mixes~

Mortar mix Sand (m3) Cement (m3)

1:4 1.0 0.25
1:3 1.0 0.33
1:2 1.0 0.50
1:1½ 1.0 0.67
1:1 1.0 1.00

MASONRY

Because the masonry walls of the tanks are required to be as waterproof as
possible against the hydrostatic pressure of the water inside, particular
attention must be paid to the workmanship of the masons. It must be made
clear to them that a masonry wall built the same as walls for their house is
not adequate, and that the walls of the tanks must be carefully laid down
according to directions.

Brick masonry: Bricks are usually locally manufactured and are of various
shapes and quality. The exact dimensions of local bricks shotild be obtained
for making the estimated requirements. The total volume of brick masonry is
approximately 25% mortar and 75% brick. Bricks should be soaked in water for
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several minutes prior to being used (this prevents them from absorbing too
much moisture from the mortar), but they should not be soaked excessively.

Masons who are experienced at building houses with brick and mud mortar will
Se inclined to build tank walls In the same manner: laying down a bed of
mortar, then placing the bricks tightly together on top of it, then laying
down another mortar bed for the next course. The result is a network of
unobstructed channels between the bricks where water will have easy leakage.
Proper brick masonry for waterproof walls requires spacing the bricks one
centimeter apart, and carefully filling in the joints with mortar. Bricks
should be laid in patterns that do not result in a straightline joint from the
inside to outside of the wall. Refer to Figure 1 for various points on brick
masonry.

Figure 1: Brick Masonry Techniques

.

S
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The top course of bricks should be completely clean and vetted before putting
down the mortar bed for the next course. If the mortar on the top course has
begun to set, the joints should be scraped down approximately one centimeter
deep and refilled with fresh mortar. The walls should be built up evenly, so
that the weight Is distributed uniformly: no section of a wall should be more
than 15 courses (approximately 1 meter) higher than the lowest section.

Once the mortar has set, the masonry should be wetted regularly (several times
per day) for severaldays.

Dressed—stone masonry: Also known as “ashlar masonry”. In this type of
masonry, the stones are carefully cut to rectangular dimensions, making “stone
bricks”. Such masonry requires skilled masons, and much time and labor.
Ashlar masonry is approximately 30% mortar and 70% stone.

Rubble—stone masonry: This is the most common type of masonry. The stones are
roughly shaped by the masons. The stones should be lightly tapped down into
the mortar, then securely fixed using mortar and pieces of crushed gravel. No
stone should span completely from the inside to the outside of the wall. With
this type of masonry, it is very easy to leave air voids between the stones,
so care must be taken that this does not happen. For estimate purposes, this
type of masonry is approximately 35% mortar and 65% stone.

Setting CI pipe: CI pipe is set into masonry walls on a bed of 1:1 or 1:1½
mortar. A minimum length of 30 cm of pipe should be embedded, and the more
the better. Once the pipes have been placed, they must not be disturbed at
all for several days. Building a protective dry—stone masonry wall will
protect against accidental dislodgement (this can happen quite easily
otherwise, for the worksite is the scene of much activity). The pipemouths
should be plugged up to keep any mortar from accidentally falling into them.

CONCRETE

S Concrete is used for pouring floor and roof slabs of tanks. The size and typeof aggregates depends upon the purpose of the slab, its reinforcement, and its
thickness.

Typical mixes: The following proportions are recommended for concrete,
proportions by either weight or volume:

Normal RCC work (roof slabs): 1:2:4 (cement, sand, aggregate)

Waterproof slabs (tank floors): 1:1½:3

Concrete is proportioned and mixed as already discussed earlier.

Water: For the above mixes, the approximate amount of water needed is
three—fourths part water per part of cement (1:3/4 cement: water) by volume.

Volumes of concrete: The total volume of the concrete mix is never less than
the total volume of aggregates. Typically, air voids make up 50% of,~ the
aggregate volume, and these voids must first be filled by the mortar. Excess
mortar then adds to the volume of the concrete.
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For the above mixes, the following volume1 of cement, sand, and aggregate are
necessary to produce one cubic meter (1 m ) of concrete:

3
_____________ ____________ Sand (m ) _______________

1:2:4 0.25 0.5 1.0
1:1½:3 0.33 0.5 1.0

Segregation: This is the separation (due to gravity) of the aggregates in the
concrete. The heavier aggregates will tend to sink to the bottom, and water
will rise to the surface. The result is a poorly mixed concrete which will be
weak. Segregation usually happens when the concrete is transported from the
mixing pad to the work site; therefore, the mixing pad should be as close to
the final pouring point as possible, and the concrete should be re—mixed with
a trowel before pouring.

Placing the concrete: A bucket of concrete should never be dumped from any
height since segregation of the aggregates will occur. Concrete should be
placed in strips about 15—20 cm wide, never as piles (refer to Figure 2). If
a fresh layer is to be put down on top of an earlier layer, then the second
layer should be put down before the first has begun to set (within 30
minutes). Rough leveling of the concrete can be done, but extensive
trowelling will cause the cement paste to rise to the surface of the slab.

Before it sets, the concrete must be thoroughly compacted.

Figure 2. Placing Concrete

Concrete mix Cement (m
3) Aggregate (in3)

WQOt’JG

.

S
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Compacting: This is the process of settling the concrete so that It contains
no air voids. This Is accomplished by “rodding” the concrete: poking a length
of rebar into the concrete and stirring it up and down.

The concrete should be carefully rodded in all corners and around the
reinforcement. Over—rodding, however, will cause segregation. After
rodding,the concrete should be tamped level again, using a flat board of wood.
Sprinkling loose cement on the surface of the slab (to absorb excess water) is
not good: such a layer will easily crack, crumble, and powder.

Waterproofing floor slabs: A day after the concrete has been placed, a water
proofing plaster may be put down. A mortar mixture of 1:1 proportions should
be worked onto the surface of the slab with a wooden float. Only a thin layer
of plaster is needed, just enough to seal the surface pores of the slab and
smooth it over. Waterproofing compound can be added to the mortar.

Curing: After the concrete has set 8 to 12 hours, the floor slab should be
flooded with a few centimeters of water. More than this will put too much
hydrostatic pressure on the concrete, which may not be strong enough to
support it. After one day, the water may be drained off for waterproofing (as
described above), but once the waterproofing plaster has set it should be
re—flooded and kept that way for several days (after three days, if all else
is finished, the tank may be filled fully and put Into service).

When the slab is first flooded, care must be taken that the discharge flow
doesn’terodethe fresh concrete.

If the slab is being poured over a.period of several days, the surface of each
section must be covered over with a tarpaulin and constantly vetted. This
method must also be used for drying a roof slab.

Improper curing will allow the surface of the slab to dry out and shrink,
while the interior mass remains unchanged. The resulting tensions will cause. the surface to crack, reducing waterproofness. Too much loss of moisture will
stop the hydration reaction, and no further strength will develop (even if the
concrete is thoroughly flooded again).

PLASTERING

Plastering masonry walls adds to their waterproofness. Several thin coats of
Increasing richness (i.e., cement content) are better than one or two thick
coats.

All walls will receive at least two coats of plaster, each 1 cm thick; and
should be plastered at least 5 cm above the overflow level.

Rough coat: A mortar mix of 1:3, applied to the masonry. That coat is left
with a rough surface.
Final coat: The final coat Is a 1:2 mortar mix, which is finally troweled

smooth and clean.

Only one coat of plaster per day should be applied.
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Volumes of plaster: For a plaster coat 1 cm thick, the following quantities of

cement and sand are needed for each square meter of plastered surface:

Plaster Mix Cement (m3) Sand (m3)

Rough coat (1:3) 0.0030 0.01

Final coat 0.0050 0.01

SMALL SLAB COVERS

Small RCC slabs (less than 100 cm square) can easily be made for spring
capping.

For such slabs, the reinforcement is best done using large—mesh wire screen,
but small size rebar can also be used.

A simple wooden form can be constructed. The rebar is firmly ser in place,
and short pieces of ½”GI or 20 mmHDP are fixed into position where the 3/8”
bolts will pass through. Handles of wire or rebar should be tied to the
reinforcement, so that the slab can be lifted.

The thickness of the slab should not be less than 5 cm, and not more than
necessary to cover the rebar with 2.5 cm of concrete on both sides.

The concrete mix should be 1:2:4, with small—size aggregate small enough to
fit through the mesh if wire screen is used.

After the concrete has been poured, the slab should be covered with sand and
kept wetted for three days. After that time, if the form is needed to make
more covers, the slab can be carefully removed from the form and kept in a
shady place for several more days, being constantly wetted. Covering the slab
with wet burlap (jute) sacking will help to keep it moist.

When the concrete has been cured for several days, the slab may be plastered

with a 1:3 mortar, to give it a smooth, clean surface.

Figure 3 shows some details of the form and slab reinforcement.

COLD WEATHERCONCRETING

When cement work must be done where temperatures are expected to drop down to
freezing levels, special precautions must be taken to protect the cement;

When concrete or mortar freezes, the hydration reaction is stopped
permanently. Even when the cement is thawed and re—wetted, the chemical
process does not resume, and the concrefre develops no further strength than it
had when it first froze.

Since the hydration reaction generates heat, the singl9 best strategy is to
insulate the cement work to prevent the loss of this heat;- especially during
the first two days (when the rate of heat loss would be highest).
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Padding the cement work with straw and covering with mats or tarpaulins will
be of special help. When the cement is re—wet (during curing), heated water
should be used if possible. Protecting the cement work against the wind is
extremely important, and all protruding rebar should be wrapped with cloth
(since steel is an excellent conductor of heat, these would be major points of
heat loss).

The setting and hardening of cement is temperature—dependent, and will proceed
more slowly at lower temperatures. Increasing the amount of cement in the mix
by 20—25% will help generat~e more heat and earlier strength. Heating the
aggregates and using hot wate~ for mixing will improve the setting time. The
aggregate should not be heateél hotter than can be touched by the hand, nor
should the water be hotter than i4O°F/6O°C. Never heat the cement alone, or
add hot water to the cement alone.

The freezing point of the mix may be reduced by dissolving salt into the
heated mixing water. Salt is added by weight, and should not exceed 5% of the
weight of the cement. Each percentage of salt lowers the freezing point by
about 1.5°F (0.8°C), but salt cannot be used effectively for temperatures
lower than 25°F (—4°C).

.
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LECTURETTENOTES: RETAINING WALLCONSTRUCTION

Rock and mortar wall construction may begin on the day following the
foundation construction. The clay dam continues to pool and divert the spring
flow from the construction area. Now, the height(s) or level(s) of the pipe(s)
must be decided so that flow from the spring will be ensured during both the dry
and wet periods. The pipe(s) will be placed in the wall at those levels as the wall
is built. Remember water will constantly try to flow through the weakest points
of the wall being built. These points are the bonds between the rock and mortar.
Therefore, the wall must be made with strong, dense materials which water will
not penetrate, such as concrete. Here is a series of steps to complete the task.

• Mix batches of strong mortar using one portion of cement, two portions of
clean sand, and just enough water to make it workable, not soupy.

• Wet the rocks before placing them and surrounding them with mortar, in
order to achievethebestpossiblebondbetweenthe rocksand mortar.

t Apply mortarsurroundingthe rocks.

• Select rocks to lay side by side in a row facing the spring. Place selected
rocks into the fresh mortar and fill the spaces between the rocks with
mortar. Selectand lay the second (downstream) row adjacent to the first
row so that they are behind the mortared joints of the upstream row.

+ 4.
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Place the next layer on top of the upstream row, centered on the mortar spaces
in the row below: thus a vertical mortar joint does not continue to the next
layer.

Follow these steps in laying the service pipes:

1. Locate a “plugged” pipe at the lowest level possible so it can be opened to
drain the back of the retaining wall.

2. The number and diameter(s) of the service pipe(s) must be adequate to
carry the spring flo~w. This can be determined by experimenting with the
diverted flow and usiñ~ the size guidelines below:

Maximum Spring Flow Pipe Diameter 5
up to 1.0 Ips 30 mm
1.1 to 3.0 Ips 50 mm
3.1 to 7.0 Ips 60 mm

3. Place the outlet pipe(s) so that it will be just at the level of the spring
during the driest period of the year. Refer to Handouts 5.-2 and 5-3.

4. The pipes should extend far enough f or the convenient collection of water
into a vessel, without being long enough for buckets to hang on or children
to step on them and ~bt’eakthem. All pipes should tilt slightly downward so
the downstream end is lower than the upstream end.

5. The top of the retaining wall should be at least 20 cm above the outlet
pipes. The spring flow may increase during the wetter seasons, thereby
increasing the flow and the pressure against the wall. If the wall extends
higher than 30 cm above the outlet pipes, then install an overflow pipe
placed 20 cm above the service pipe to discharge excess flow and relieve
the pressure.
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CASE STUDY

Project History

Trickling Spring is a community which the community promoter selected some
months ago, after doing a technical feasibility study and a social inventory, as
a very likely community for a spring capping project. Many of the springs in
the area have dried up. Trickling Spring’s water remains constant. However,
due to the use of the spring by animals and for laundry purposes, the spring
water has become contaminated. A hole has been dug to capture the available
water •

During the project development phase the community promoter had worked with
a local health committee formed by a nearby health clinic nurse. The committee
consisted of two school teachers, two community mothers, and three village
elders. Most of the committee’s activity and work was done by one of the
school teachers and the two community mothers, all women. The village elders
were on the committee to lend it prestige, but took little interest in it.

The spring did not produce a gteat deal of water but it supplied the needs of
the Trickling Spring community. In addition, people came from a neighboring
village (about an hour’s walk away) to get drinking water. That community was
not involved in the health committee. The project promoter was very busy most
of the time and had no transportation, except the occasional use of a vehicle
belonging to a regional engineer in the department of health. Otherwise she had
to get transportation from whatever vehicle was going to the community. Because
of- this limitation, the promoter worked mostly with the health committee and
did not get involved with others in the community. The people on the health
committee were very trustworthy and respected people.

During the meeting with the committee when the project was explained and the
community responsibilities were discussed, the committee assured the project
promoter that the community was very interested in capping the spring. Several
of the children had recently been very sick and the clinic nurse said it was
because the spring was contaminated. When the spring produced very little
water, the available water became very muddy in the hole that had been dug
to collect it. The community agreed to collect a small sum of money from
each village family every month for six months in order to pay for the project
materials. They also agreed to provide all of the labor if the promoter could
arrange for the Ministry of Health to pay for one half of the cost of a skilled
mason and provide the technical direction for the spring improvement.

On this basis, the promoter requested and received project approval from her
supervisor. The Ministry would purchase the needed materials and deliver them
when the community had paid its share of the costs.

Current Situation

The committee has collected half of the community’s contribution, but the
community refuses to give any more. One vocal and well known family in the
community maintains that it is unfair that Trickling Spring should have to pay
for all of the costs of the spring capping when the neighboring community will
receive the benefits as well. The nurse who formed the health committee has
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been transferred to another clinic and the health committee does not meet
anymore. The supervisor of the project promoter has threatened to send the
construction materials to another community because he does not believe this
project will work. He has given the promoter one month to make the project
function and come up with the community contribution. Otherwise, he will
abandon the project.

Discussion Questions

1. Analyze the ease study and decide what you would do to salvage the
situation.

Discuss and list the possible mistakes the piôject promoter ha~made and
the things you would do to avoid these mistakes.

Be prepared to present your recommendations on the first two questions to the
other small groups that are also doing this exercise.
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EXAMPLESOF SPRING MALFUNCTION

Answer these four questionsfor each of the causes of spring malfunction which
follow.

1. What is the problem(s)?
2. What might have caused it?
3. How would you repair it?
4. How could this 1~avebeen prevented?

A. Flow from the pipe has dropped considerably.
you know it can’t be drought.

B. Flow has diminished somewhat.
underneath the retaining wall.

C. You notice a crack has formed in the rock and mortar wall and the plastic
PCV pipe is bending and deteriorating.

D. The villagers tell you the spring water isn’t good anymore. They say the
color and the smell have changed.

E. You notice a small stagnant pool of water is forming under the spring
flow against the base of the wall.

F. The villagers teU you there isn’t enough water to go around anymore.
They complain about having to wait in lines to get water.

It is the rainy season, so

You notice water is coming out from

-
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COMMONREPAIR STRATEGIES

• Reseal the interior face of the concrete or rock and mortar wall with mortar

or clay to prevent leaks or failure.

• Repair the spring structure until it is level, at right angles, properly supported

and securely connected to its different parts.

• Dig down into the sealed spring collection area to eliminate clogging; to
deepen or realign channeLs for spring flow; to alter level of pipes; or to
eliminate structural damage caused by roots.

• Provide a mortar patch between the spring flow and the foundation or deepen
the foundation to prevent the spring from flowing under the retaining wall
and/or foundation.

• Completely isolate the spring area from sources of contamination; i.e.,
eliminate a newly constructed latrine, install fencing to keep animals from
destroying the natural earthen spring cover.

• Improve drainage to keep collection area dry and water away from the base
of the wall and realign the splash pad to prevent the flow from eroding the
ground.

• Replace or add overflow pipe(s) to relieve pressure from increased flow
and/or install pipes at a lower level during dry periods to permit flow.

• Add a storage cistern to the spring cap structure in order to provide adequate
water at peak collection times.

• Abandon the spring structure when the increased pressure of the spring
collection pool forces the flow elsewhere or the spring water taste or quality
is drastically altered.
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USER TRAINING SESSION TOPICS

A. Water and Your Life

List/discuss uses of water.
What is the most importantuseof water for people in yourcommunity?
What kind of water can make peopleill?
What happens when you drink water that is not clean?
Who gets sick most often?
What can you do~so children don’t get diarrhea often?

B. Collecting, Storing, an~Using Water

What sources of water do people use in your community?
Which sources have the best water for drinking?
Some communities have clean water but children still get -diarrhea.

Why?
How do people in your community collect water?
How do people store water?
How can water get dirty?
What aresome things a mother can do so her child gets clean water?

C. Using your New Capped Spring

Why is this spring a source of clean water?
What needs to happen to keep the water clean?
How can the spring be protected from damage?
What should be watched for that could mean the spring needs repairing?
Who should you report these repair needs to?
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LECTURETTENOTES: CLOSINGTHESPRING

There are seven steps to closing the spring and finishing the site. They are:

1) Inspection of completed work

2) Repair or corrections on work completed

3) Disinfection

4) Sealing and backfilling excavated spring

5) Fencing

6) Spring cap cleanup

7) Presentation to guardian, health committee or villagers

Each of the points is discussed below

A. Inspection of spring cap structure, flow, and pipes

• Check the cured rock and mortar wall, foundation, clay wall
and remaining structural components regarding alignment,
damage, joints, leaks, cracks, connections, settling, sealing
(watertight), leveling, and appearance.

• Check the support of retaining walls, earthen side walls, access
steps, and drainage channels.

• Check quantity, i.e., liters per minute of flow. Has it changed

substantially from earlier measurements?

• Check quality of spring water, i.e., taste, clarity, smell, etc.

• Check for protection and channelling of spring flow away from

spring structure.
• Check connection and slope of pipe(s) from spring flow

collection pool through wall to user’s container.

• Check to see if water is flowing under or around places other

than through the pipe.

2) Obviously, any problems discovered during inspectior must be
resolved beforethe spring is backfilled and closed.
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3) Disinfection of a natural flowing system such as this capped spring is
difficult. A storage container/tank or spring box has smooth interior
surfaces which can be easily washed, disinfected and cleaned out;
whereas a natural rock, sand, earth system may absorb and retain the
bad tasting disinfectant and/or not be fully disinfected. Within a
day’s time, cleansing and clearing of disturbed muddy water will
occur from th~ natural spring flow. However, the water should not
be used or coII~cted for drinking during this cleanup and closure
period.

4) Sealing and backfilling excavated spring

Now the spring can be closed and protected by following these steps:

• Within the clay wall surrounding the spring flow, rocks and
gravel should be spread over the entire excavated area to an
even level at least~20 cm above the water in the collection
pool. All of the holes between the rock channels and earth
sides should be filled with small gravel until the water cannot
be seen.

• Good qUality clay should be placed on top of the rocks and
gravel, tamped and puddled in four to five layers of 3 cm each
for a total layer of 10-15 cm that will make a seal to prevent
surface water (rain runoff) from seeping down through the soil
into the collection pool. If a smooth layer of earth and sand is
placed over the rocks and gravel to prevent puncture, a sheet of
thick, durable plastic can be laid across the cover. This may be
expensive and difficult to find but will certainly form a seal
against surface water.

• Now, the remaining clean fill material from the excavation can
be placed across the seal sloping downward from the excavation
behind the retaining wall to the top of the retaining wall.

• A 20/25 cm layer of top soil will permit shallow-rooted plants
to prevent erosion and improve the appearance of the newly
constructed site.

• Large, flat rocks should be placed over the access holes to the
pipe and spring-flow channels.

5) Fencing

A fence around the spring site will serve to protect the area from
contamination by domestic and agricultural animals which can
otherwise drink from the outlet pipe and foul the area. As discussed
earlier in Session 2 (Handout 2-2), animals are one means of water
supply contamination.
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• A fence can be constructed with barbed wire on wooden posts,
or made from wooden rails or a stone wall. The fence can be
erected alongside the drainage diversion ditches, as shown in
Handout 6-1.

• A good durable fence probably cannot be constructed during the
training period of two weeks. However, the public health
advantages of a fence should be explained to the trainees, who
should encourage fence construction in their own projects.

6) Spring cap cleanup

The following can influence feelings of ownership, convenience,

responsibility, and pride in the newly improved spring site.

• Removal of piles of dirt and construction materials from the

excavation site

• A dry, clean, smooth area with a durable splash pad beneath the

pipe for collecting water.

• A hazard-free route from the village to the spring area,

possibly including steps and pathways
• The location of a laundry pad below the collection area where

water is convenient, the area is not muddy, and wash water can
drain readily without affecting the spring. Laundry pads should
be covered with a smooth stone since concrete will eventually
wear out clothes.

7) Presentation to guardiafl, health committee, and villagers

• Explain the basic construction and operation of capped spring.

• Demonstrate the importance of users safeguarding and
maintaining the quality of the water from the time they collect
it until they drink it.

• Explain who can be contacted for repairs and techn’ical

assistance.

• Celebrate and drink the water together!
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COMPLETED SPRING SHOWINGEARTHCOVER

SLOPE (maximum pitch - 2 horizontal to 1 vertical)

GRASS

TOP SOIL (6 inches)

SANDANDEARTH

CLAY (6 inches maximum)

o ~

WATER AND- ROCKS AND BROKEN STONE
(1 cm diameter)
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THREE PLANNING TASKS

Planning Task A

Your group is to organize and plan for the labor force needed to complete the
construction phase of this project. Use your construction guides for the
information you need. Your trainersare to serve as consultants to all three
groups. Organize the help you want and the questionsyou havefor the consultants
so that you are able to use your consultant’stime wisely. You can use up to
10 minutes of consultant time, either all at one time or on two different five-
minute occasions.

[‘he points your group should addressare:

• What labor must be performed9

• What skills are required?

• What type of workers are needed(i.e., masons,carpenters,laborers,
etc.)? How many?

• How would you recruit them?

• Approximately how long would each be needed (how many days or
half days)?

• Approximately how much will this cost?

• How much of your time as project manager will it take to put this

work team together?

Planning Task B

Your group is to organize and plan for the materials and tools needed to complete
the construction phase of this project. Use your construction guides for
information you need. Your trainers are to serve as consultants to all three
groups. Organize the help you want and the questionsyou have for the consultant
so that you are able to use your consultant’s time wisely. You can use up to
10 minutes of consultant time, either all at one time or on two different five—
minute occasions.

The points your group should address are:

• What materials are needed?

• Where an they be obtained?

• How will they be transported?

• How much will this cost?
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• What substitutions could be made if the materials aren’t available?

• What tools are necessary?

• Where can you get them?

• How much will they cost?

• How will you arrange for storage of materials and tools?

• How much of your time as project manager will the securing of labor
and materials take?

Planning Task C

Your group is to organize a work plan needed to complete the construction phase •
of this project. Concentrate on scheduling activities and estimating- how long
each will take. Use your construction guides for information you need. Your
trainers are to serve as consultants to all three groups. Organize the help you
want and the questions you have for the consultant so that you are able to use
your consultant’s time wisely. You can use up to 10 minutes of consultant time,
either all at one time or on two different five-minute occasions.

The points your group should address are:

• What are the activities required to complete the construction phase?

• In what sequence are they performed?

• Approximately how long will each activity take?

• What might you expect that could interrupt or delay this plan?

• How will you plan to handle delays?

• What does the project manager have to do to get ready for these
construction activities? How long will it take?
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CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATING A SPRING CAPPING PROJECT

Name

Date

Spring

1. Is the spring flow adequate for the users?
2. Is the spring cap design satisfactory? (Is it sanitary, useful, and attractive

In appearance? Is it a source of community pride?)

3. Is the structure sound and solid?

4. Were the materials adequate and effective?
local materials?

Was there maximum use of

5. Was the labor force adequate? Who worked?

6. How much did the project cost? Who paid for it?

7. Was community participation adequate?

8. Is the spring flow drainage operating satisfactorily and is it maintainable?
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9. Is the spring protected from contamination and surface waters?

10. Will the villagers reserve this spring for drinking and cooking water and
do their laundry and water their animals elsewhere?

11. Does the water quality satisfy the users? (Taste, clarity, etc.)

12. Is someone responsible for maintenance?

13. Are the villagers aware of the benefits of keeping the water pure while
they carry, store, and use it at home?

14. Is the spring convenient to use?

15. Are the users satisfied?

16. Does the improved spring area look nice?

17. Other comments.

.
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Protective structures are a very
important part of developing springs as
sources for a community water supply.
A properly designed protective struc-
ture ensures an increased flow from the
spring. To protect the spring, silt,
clay and sand deposited at the spring
outlet, and other material washed down
from the slope by surface run—off, must
be cleared away. When these materials
are removed, water flow increases.
Clearing away vegetation from the
spring effluent will also allow better
flow. A protectiye structure will
improve the accessibility of the water.
By channeling the spring flow into one
collection area, a good quantity of
water can ~e stored for the community.
Spring water can be distributed to com-
munity standpipes or to individual
houses. A third benefit of a protec-
tive structure is that it protects the
spring water from contamination.

This technical note discusses the
design of structures used to protect
and develop springs for community water
supplies and makes suggestions for
spring development in a specific area.
The design chosen for a particular pro-
ject will depend on local conditions,
materials available and spring yield.
Read this entire technical note and
refer to “Selecting a Source of Surface
Water,” RWS.’l.P.3, before choosing a
design that will best meet a commu-
nity’s needs.

The design process should result in
the following three items which should
be given to the construction super-
visor:

1. A map of the area. Include the
location of the spring; the locations
of users’ houses; distances from the
spring to the users, elevations, and
important landmarks. Figure 1 is a map
of a small village with a spring
located on high ground above it. A map
of this type is useful in helping the
people building the spring box locate
the spring site.

2. A list of all labor, materials
and tools needed as sho~.n in Table 1.
This will help nake sure that adequate
quantities of materials are avallstle
so construction delays can be pre-
vented.

3. A plan of the spring box dith a~
dimensions as shown in Figure 2. T~s
plan shows a top, side, and front ‘.le.,
and the dimensions of a cover for a
spring box im x lm x l’i.

.

.

Useful Definitions

DISCHARGE — The flow of water frcn an
opening in the ground or from a pipe
or other source.

EFFLUENT — At a spring site, the point
from which water leaves the ground.

GROUT — A thin mortar used to fill
chinks, as between tiles.

HEAD — Difference in water level be-
tween the inflow and outflow ends of a
system.

HYDRAULIC GRAC:ENT — The measure of tr.e
decrease in head per unit of distance
in the direction of flow.

MORTAR— A mixture of cement or lime
with water in a basic proportion of 4
units of sand to 1 unit of cement or
lime.

PERPENDICULAR— Exactly upright or
vertical, at a right angle to a given
line or plane.

PUDDLEDCLAY — A mixture of’clay with a
little water so clay is workable.

REINFORCING ROD — Steel bars placed In
concrete structures to give it tensfle
strength.

UNDERFLOW— Flow of water under a
structure.
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General Construction Steps

Follow the construction steps below.
Refer to the diagrams noted during the
construction process.

1. Locate the spring site and with
measuring tape, cord and wooden stakes,
or pointed sticks, mark out the
construction area as shown in Figure 3.

2. Dig out and clean the area around
the spring to ensure a good flow. If
the spring flows from a hillside, dig
into the hill far enough to determine
the origin of the spring flow. Where
water is flowing from more than one
opening, dig back far enough to ensure

that all the water flows into the
collecting area. If the flow cannot be
channeled to the collection area
because openings are too separated,
drains will have to be installed.
Information on the installation of
drains appears in the section on the
development of seep collection systems.

Flow from several sources may be
diverted to one opening by digging far
enough back into the hill. When
digging out around the spring, watch
to see if flow frcn the major openings
increases or if flow fron minor seeps
stops. These signs indicate that the
spring flow is becoming centralized and
that most of the water can be collectei

Table 1. Sample Materials List

Item Description Quantity tstinated cost

Labor Fore—an
Laborers

Supplies Portland cement
clean sand aid gravel,

if available, or
locaiij available
sand and gravel

Water (enougn to make
a stIff ni.tsre)

Wire —esh or rein—
forcing ross

Galvanized otee’ or
piasttc pipe (for
outlets, overflow,
an~ coiie;tors(

Screering (for pIpes)
Boarfl and pij”ood

(for buildIng forns)
dc notor oil or other

lL.lricant (for
oiling (iris)

Balirg wire
Nails

Tools Shovels and pl:ka (or
otner digging tools)

Measuring tape or rods
Har,mer
saw
Buckets
carpenter’s square or

equtvslent (to make
square edge)

Mining bin (for mixing
concrete)

crowbar
Pliers
Pipe wrench
Wheelbarrow
Adjustable wrench
Screwdriver
Trowel

—

~

—

S

S
Total Estimated cost —

1’
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from one point. The goal is to collect
all available water from the spring.
It is generally easier to collect water
from one opening than from several.

Dig down deep enough to reach an
impervious layer. An impervious layer
makes a good foundation for the spring
box, and provides a better surface for
a seal against underflow. If an imper-
vious layer cannot be reached, attempt
to construct the box in the most
impermeable soil you can find.

3. Pile loose stones and gravel
against the spring before putting in
the spring box. The stones serve as a
foundation for the spring box and help
support the ground near the spring
opening to prevent dirt from washing
away. They also provide some sedimen-
tation. For fast flowing springs,
large stones with gravel between them
should be placed around the spring to

prepare a good solid base. Figure ii

shows an example of gravel and stone
placed between the spring box and the
spring.
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.

If a spring flows from a single
opening on level ground, dig out around
the opening to form a basin. Be sure
to dig down to impervious material to
form the base. Line the basin with
gravel so that the water flows through
it before it enters the spring box.
This is shown in Figure 5.

4. Approximately 8m above the spring
site dig a trench for diverting’surface
run—off. The trench must be large
enough to catch surface flows from
heavy rains. If large stones are
available in the construction area, use
them to line the diversion trench to
increase the rate of run—off and pre-
vent erosion.

5. Mark off an area about 9m by 9m
for a fence. Place the fence posts lm
apart and string the fence. A fence is
useful to prevent animals from fre-
quenting the spring site.

Concrete Construction Steps

In order to have a strong structure,
concrete must cure at least seven days.
Strehgth increases with curing time.
Therefore, construction of the spring
box should begin at the site during
the first day of work. If the concrete
is poured on the first day, seven days
will be available for site preparation
before the spring box is put in place.
Be sure that all tools and materials
needed to build the forms and mix the
concrete are at the construction site.

1. Build wooden for—s. Cut wood to
the appropriate sizes and set up the
forms on a level surface. The outside
dimensions of the forms should be O.l’z
larger than the tnside dtmensions. A
form with an optr. tottot should be
built for a spring flowIng from one
spot on level ground. For springs frco
hillsides, a spring box form with a
partially open back must be constructed
as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The size
of the opening depends on the area
which must be covered to collect the
water. When building forns for a box
with a bottom, be sure to set the
inside forms O.lm above the bottom for
the floor. This is done by nailing the
inside form to the outside form so that
it hangs O.lm above the floor. Make
holes in the forms for the outflow and
overflow pipes. Place small pieces of
pipe in them so that correctly sized
holes are left in the spring box as the
concrete sets. A form for the spring
box cover must also be built. Build
all forms at the site.

Forms must be well secured and
braced before pouring the concrete.
Cement is heavy and the forms will
separate if the bracing is not strong
enough. One useful method is to tie
the braces together with wire as shown
in Figures 6 and 7. Drill holes in the
forms and place wire through them.
Using a stick, as shown, twist the wire
to tighten it and force the forms
together.

Figure 4 Spring Box with Open Side

S
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2. Set the forms in place. They
should be either at the permanent site
of the spring box or nearby SO it will
not be difficult to move the completed
structure. If the forms are set and
concrete Is poured at the permanent

Site, water must be diverted rrom the
area. This usually carl be done easily
by digging a small diversion ditch, as
shown in F1~ure 8. Make sure that no
water reaches tt’e for’is so that the
concrete can cure.

f
Wv, b.aces k.eo walls s.oarared F,.,~ ~

trow,.eO ,—~rn

Wet CO.”

- Te’~ralV

traces

ks..FIgure 6 Forrn~(or Sprung Bok with Open Side

(

J

Figure 7 Forms toe Spring Box with Open Bottom

Sping ~, Ste
Ter,iporarv
~.ewon dItch for s~rrsqwalerL Figure 8 Excavating Sprung Site

J
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If water diversion Is difficult,
build the forms and pour concrete on a
level Spot very near the spring. Once
the concrete dries, remove the forms ___________
and set the complete~ structure in
place. This will reqt~ire six to eight
people.

3. 011 the forms. Put old motor oil
on the wooden forms so the concrete
will not stick to them.

1, Prepare the reinforcing rods In a
grid pattern for placement in the forms
for tne spring box cover. Make sure
there is O.l5m between the parallel
bars and that the rods are securely
tied together with wire. Then position
the reinforcing rods in the form. See
Figure 9 for an example of reinforcing
rod placement in the spring box cover.
Major reinforcing Is not neeaed for the
spring box walls but some minor rein-
forcing around the perimeter of the
walls is good to prevent small cracks
In the cement. Four bars tied together
to form a square shquld be placed in
the forms.

5. Mix the concrete in a proportion
of one part cement, two parts sanc anc
three parts gravel (1:2~3). Add jusF
enougn water to form a thick paste. Too
much water produces weak concrete. In
order to save Cement, a mixture of
1:2:4 can be used. This mixture is
effective with high quality gravel.

6. Pour the concrete into the forms.
Tamp the concrete to be sure that the
forms are filled completely and that
there are no voids or air pockets that
can weaken it. Smooth all surfaces.
Smooth the concrete for the spring box
cover so the middle is a little higher
than the sides (convex shape), as
shown in Figure 10. This will allow
water to run off the cover away from
the spring box.

7. Cover the concrete with canvas

,

burlap, empty cement bags, plastic

.

straw or some other protective material
to prevent it from losing moisture.
‘1~hicovering should be kept wet so
water from the concrete is not
absorbed. If concrete becomes dry, It
no longer hardens, its strength is
lost, and it begins to crack. Keep the
cover on for seven days or as long as
the concrete Is curing.

I-

5”vv ‘hover,

Ftgure 9 Placement of Pebar ri Concreie Slab

Iua,tawo Sc, v CO”C’.t. eoo.rc,o tor.lvo

reset cor,c,,t. Cert.’ to a

Fore, tot bo. or. level grwlna

For,,
to’ larger cober cast or flttrOns

Figure 10 Formi for Spring Boo Cover
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8. Let the concrete structures set
for seven days wetting t~e concrete at
least daily. J~fter seven cays, tne
forms can be removed and the box can be
installed.

When constructing a masonry ring to
protect a spring, follow the construc-
tion steps listed below.

1. Mark out a circle on the ground
the diameter of the proposed masonry

2. Using half bricks, place a circle
of brick around the outside of the
rin . Whole bricks broken in half’ or

roKen bricks can be used for the
structure. In some places, broken
bricks are available free.

3. FIll the spaces between the
bricks with pea gravel and mortar mixed
in a proportion of 1 part cement to ~
parts sand. As mortar Is applied, add
the next line of bricks. Be sure the
vertical joints do not line up.

Li. When reaching the desired height

,

strengthen the struOture using balir~

,

barbed or any available wire. Put a
stage in the ground next to the ring

and attach the wire to it. Wrap the
wire around the ring several ti-~es as
shown in Figure 11. Once the wIre is
wrapped around, secure and cut it.

5. Mix mortar In t~’e prcoortion of’ 1
part ce’e’~t to parts sa’lj. Cover tne
outsiue of tne ring ~1:m a layer of
mortar. The layer should be thick
enough to cover the wire completely.

6. A circular ccver s’-ould be b~tlt.
Follow t

t~e same tecnn1q~es as :‘or
construction of concrete spring box
covers.

Installing a Spring Bo~

The sprIng box must ~e Installed
correctly to ensure that it fits o’i a
solid, Impervious base and that a seal
with the ground is created to prevent
water seeping under the structure.

1. Place the spring box in positIon
to collect the flow from the sprtig.
If’ the flow comes from a hillside, the
back of the spring box SIll be open.
Stonas should be placed at the back 01’

the box to provide support for the
structure and to allow ,(ater to enter
the spring box. Figure ~ snows the
placement of’ open—jointed rock in a
completely installed spring box on a
hillside. On level ground, be sure
that the spring box has a solid foun-
dation of imprevious material. Place
gravel around the box or in the basin
so that water flows through it be~’ore
entering the box.

2. Seal the area where the spring
box makes contact with the grouno. Use
concrete or puddled clay to form a
seal that presents water from seeping
under the box.

3. Be sure that the area where the
spring flows from the ground is well
lined with gravel, then backfill the
dug out area with gravel. The gravel
fill should reach as high as th. inlet
Openin’g in the spring box so that the
water flowirg into the structure passes
though gravel. In Figure U, the ~ravel
layer reaches the same level as the
open stone wall. For spring boxes on
level ground, gravel baci~:’lll is t.r—
necessary.

Li. Place the pipes i-r the sprl’rz
box. 9emove the pipe pieces used to

(~ S~.ves51d Ur ~s-s~lsO
fr~a 9r,~or~rwna’

.

.

¼.
Figure II Brick Sprung Boo

Sian. or g’or~v~~
nan or.,

~1
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form the holes and put in the pipe
needed for outflow and overflow. On
both sides of the wall, use concrete to
seal around the pipes s

tb water does not
leak out from around th~r~. Place
screening over the pipe openings and
secure it with wire.

5. Disinfect the inside of the
spring box with a chlorine solution.
Before the spring box Is closed, wash
its walls with chlorine. Follow the
directions for disinfection in
“Disinfectirsg Wells,” RWS.2.C.9.

6. Place the cover on the spring
box.

7. Backfill around the area with
puddled clay and soil. On a hillside,
place layers of puddled clay over the
gravel so that they slope away from the
spring box. The clay layer should
nearly reach the top of the spring box
and should be tamped down firmly to
make the ground as impervious as
possible. If only soil were used for
backfill, it would have ‘to be as least
l.5—2m deep so that contaminat-ed water
could not reach the gravel layer. For
springs on level ground, clay should be
placed around the box. The clay foun-.
dation should slope away from the
spring box so that water runs awa~from
the spring outlet.

8. Backfill the remaining areas with

soil to complete the installation.

Constructing Seep Collection System

Sometimes springs flow from many
openings over a large area. To collect
the water, a system of collectors made
of perforated pipe, an anti—seepage
wall, and a spring box must be built.

The collectors must extend on both
sides of the spring box and anti—
seepage wall. Figure 12 shows an
example. To install collectors dig
trenches into the water—bearing soil
until an impervious layer is reached.
In this way, water Is taken from the
deepest part of the aquifer and most of
the available water can be collected.
The trenches should extend the
necessary length for collecting all
available water and should be about lm
wide.

Lay 50—100mmdIameter plastic per-
forated pipe or 100mm clay pipe in the
trenches. Perforations in the plastic
pipe should be about 3mm In diameter.
On the uphill side ~f t~e trench, place
enougn gravel to cover the pipe. On
the downhill Side, build up a small
clay wall to support the pipe. The
pipe should have a 1 percent slope
(0.Olm slope per in distance) toward
the point of collection. Flexible
plastic tubing with slots already
formed should be used if available. It
is light and can be cut with a handsaw.

Clean—out pipes should be Installed
In the collection system. Attach
lengths of pipe to the ends of the
collection pipes. At the end of the
clean—out pipes, place an elbow joint
to which a vertical length of’ pipe is
connected as shown In Figure 12. The
pipe extends above ground level and is
capped.

The next step is to buIld a concrete
or impervious clay cutoff or anti—
seepagewall. Dig down to an impervious
layer for a good foundation. Make the
forms for the cutoff wall 0.15m thick.
Figure 13 shows a concrete cutoff wall
l.2m long and 0.9’s high. Follow the
same procedures i’3r constructing the
cutoff wall as for the spri’ig box.
There must be a ~ood seal bet.~eenthe
wall and the ground so that no .ater
seeps underneath. Water ‘iust be

.

T,e~Cvrobtor
cOlleCtOll Dccl

E,cavaton fp, r.tr-i.eoaçe
cIeanoi~l ~d 0,10 CO ICIot~

:~
crave’ or, “~ I ~ Itonpl~.ll 10. -— - — -. — — : —

- z~~,::::::..~

Inoerso,..
layer

100ev,. cO.,cSo.,pipe pe”o’at,o PvC

Ftgure 12 Seep Collectuon System
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spring box is built, the for~s must be
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to dry. Forms must be nell brazed and
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the clay down in layers 150mm thick and
tamp each layer down well to ensure
good compaction. K&ep the clay moist.
Lay and tamp each l50~m layer until the
maximum height is read~hed. The walls
should be well bonded to the spring
box.

The construction of a seep collec-
tion system is more difficult and
expensive than a simple spring box.

Installation of collectors requires
more work and some experience. Once
the collectors are installed, however,
the construction of the seep cutoff
wall is no different from spring box
construction. The sane steps must be
followed, the same mixture of concrete
used and the same general rules for
curing concrete and for placement must
be followed.

S
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There are two important reasons to
build structures for springs and seeps.
First, they protect the water from con-
tamination caused bY surface run—off
and by contact with people or animals.
Secondly, the structures provide a
point of collection and storage for
water. Water from springs and seeps is
stored so it will be readily available
to the users. This technical note
discusses the construction of spring
boxes and seep collection syste’ns and
outlines the construction steps to
follow. The step’s are basic to small
construction projec,ts and should be
followed for ~he construction of most
spring structures.

Materials Needed

Before construction begins, the pro-
ject designer should give you the
following items;

(1). A map of the area, including
the location of’ the spring; locations
of users’ houses, and distances from
the spring to the users, elevations,

and important landmarks. Figure 1 is a
map of a small village with a spring
located on high ground above it. Use
your map to locate the construction
site for the spring box.

(2) A list of all, labor, materials
‘and tools needed as shown in Table 1.
Ensur~ that all needed materIals are
available and at the work site before
work begins. Make sure that adequate
quantities of materials are available
to prevent construction delays.

(3) A plan of’ the spri-ig box -ruth
all dimensions as shown in Figure 2.
This plan shows a top, side, and front
view, and the dImensions of a cover for
a spring box im x im a lm.

Useful Definitions

CONVEX — Curving outward like the sur-
face of’ a sphere.

DISINFECTION — The process of
destroying harmful bacteria.

EFFLUENCE— An opening from which
water flows.

PUDDLED CLAY — A mixture of clay and
a little bit of water used to make
something watertight.

UNDERFL0W— Flow of water under a
structure.

VOIDS — Open spaces in a material.
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Spring Box Design

There are several possible designs
for spring boxes but, generally their
basic features are similar. Spring
boxes serve as collectors for spring
water. They are sometimes-used as
storage tanks when a small number of
people are being served and the source
is located near the users. When larger
numbers of people are served, the water
collected in the spring box flows to
larger storage tanks. The two basic
types of spring boxes discussed in this
paper are a box with one pervious side
for collection of water rrom a
hillside, and a box with a pervious
bottom for collection of spring water
flowing from a single opening on level
ground. To determine which design to
use dig out around the area until an
impervious layer is reached, locate the
source of the spring flow, and design
to fit the situation.

2t~r, t...,,i;tLon Ca’r%i.y 1,ti..i.4 C,.t
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Spring Box with Open Side. A spring
box with a pervious side is needed to
protect springs flowing from hill-
sides. The area around the spring must
be dug out so that all available flow
is captured and channeled into the
spring box.

After this has been done, a collec-
tion box can be built around the spring
outlet as shown In Figure 3. The dug-
out area should be lined with gravel.
The gravel placed against the spring
opening serves as a foundation for the
box and prevents the spring water from
washing soil away from the area. The
gravel pack also filters suspended
solids. The gravel—filled area should
be between 0.5—im wide depending on
the size of the spring collection area.
To ensure that no contamination reaches
the water,. the gravel pack should be at
least irs below the ground surface.
This is done either by locating t~e
spring catchment in the hillside or by
raising the ground level with backfill.

Handout 17-2, p. 3
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Caution must be taken not to disturb
ground formations when digging out
around the spring. Without care, the
flow of the spring may be deflected in
another direction or into another
fissure. The atea must, however, be
dug out enough so that the spring box
fits into impermeable material. In
cases where the box does not reach
impermeable material, puddled clay
should be used to seal the area around
the sides of the spring box.

Spring Box with Open Bottom. If a
spring flows through a fissure and
emerges at one point on level ground, a
spring box with an open bottom can be
developed as shown in Figure 4. The
area around the spring is dug out until
an impermeable layer is reached. The
area around the spring is then leveled
and lined with gravel. The spring box
is placed over the spring and gravel to
collect the flow, and clay or concrete
is packed around the box to prevent
seepage between the ground and the box.
Sometimes a small sump can be built at
the bottom so that sediment settles in
one place.

The design of both types bf spring
boxes is basically the same and in-
cludes the following features:

(a) a water—tight collection box
constructed of concrete, brick, clay
pipe or other material,

(b) a heavy removable cover that
prevents contamination and provides
access for cleaning,

(c) an overflow pipe, and
(d) a connection to a storage tank

or directly to a distribution system.
The spring box with an open bottom is
simpler and cheaper to construct.
Generally, on level ground, flow from
only one source must be captured and
collection of all available flow is
much easier. Costs are lower because
less digging and fewer materials are
required.

The spring box should be constructed
at the spring site for easy installa-
tion. If the appropriate materials are
available, the spring box should be
made of concrete. Information on the
use of concrete is included in
Worksheet A. Three sides of the spring
box must be impervious and depending on
the type of spring selected for devel-
opment, either the bottom or the

upslope side must be pervious or open.
The upslope side of an open sided
spring box can be constructed partially
with concrete and partially with large
rocks and gravel as shown in Figure 3.
Large rocks suppcrt the spring box and
allow water to enter. Snaller stones
should be used between the large roc,cs
to close large openings so that sedt—
ment is filtered from the water.

If materials for building a concrete
box are not available, or are expen-
sive, there are alternatives tnat are
particularly useful in developing a
single source spring. Large prefabri-
cated clay or concrete tubes, like
regular spring boxes, can be placed
around the spring. Water rises in the
tube and flows out the outflow pipe.
Rings for collecting spring water can
even be constructed using bricks and
mortar, Half or broken bricks can be
used to build a ring as s’iown in Figure
5. The bricks are laid in a circular
pattern, so that vertical Joints do
not line up. Spaces between the bricks
are filled with gravel and mortar.
Bricks are laid until a height of be-
tween O.9—l.2m is reached. The
diameter may vary but should be around
O.7—l.Om. An outlet and overflow pipe
should be placed in the structure
before installation and with reinforce-
ment added. This type of structure is
very practical and inexpensive to
construct. Little cement is needed
and locally available materials can be
used.

S
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The capacity of the spring box
depends on whetner it is being used fcr
storage or pre—storage. If the SprY’z
box is used for storage, it should ~e
large enough to hold a ‘.olume of water
equal to the needs of the users over a
12—hour period. For example: If 100
people each use 25 liters of water ~er
day, the amount of water consu—ed ~i :2
hours is 1250 liters. There are 1000
liters per ~3. T°~erefore the volu-~e
the spring box s~ould be l.25n

3.
evol’ume = length x .iidth x height~. :~
the collection ~ox is used only for
pre—storage and .iater flows on
another storage tank, the collectIon
box can be sma~.1er.

A reinforced concrete cover ~us: ~e
constructed to protect t~e tank fro
outside conta,Ination. The cover
should be cast In place to e1sure
proper fit. it should extend over t’-e
spring box about O.lm on each si.~e So
rain does not fall at the base of t~e
spring box. T’~e~cover should be ‘-ea’.
enough so chil.ren cannot lift it off.

I-

Worksheet A Calculating Ouantlties Needed for Concrete

(Calculations for a box Im x lmx 1 Omwith open bottom) —

Total volume of bo\x • length (1) x width (~) x height (n)

Thickness of’ walls\. O.lOm

1. Volume of top - 1 /.~ m x w /.Lrr x t 0/On - O.N9~
2. Volume of bottom - 1 p i~ x w p m x t ~ m • 0
3. Volume of two sides - 1 / rn x w / ri x t ~ m x 2 = ~ ~3
Li. Volume of two ends • 1 / m x w / n x t p.’~ m v~ 2 p.~z.o

5. Total volume — sum of steps 1, 2, 3, Li, 5
6. UnmIxed volume of materials - total volume x 1.5; p.~n.) x 1.5 =

~.f/ m3
7. Volume of each material (cement, sard, gravel, 1:2:3):

cement: 0.167 x volume from Line 6 0.1/ = ~d3_m3 cement.

sand: 0.33 x volune from Line 6 o.I’i = ~Jh.~3 sano.
gravel: 0.50 x volume from Line 6 ~ p.’ = 0” m3 gravel.

8. Number of 50kg bags of cement voiu’ie of ce-ie~lt
volune per tag

volume of cement O.13m3 — .033n3/bag = 41 bags,

9. Voluneof water 28 liters x Li bags of cement - 112 lIters.

(NOTE: 1) Do~r~otdetermine volume for an open side or bottOm.
2) The top slab has a 0.lrn overhang on each side.
3) The same calculations will be used to determine the quantity

of materials for constructIon of a seepage wall.
Li) To save cement a 1:2~Li mixture can be used.)

K

Figure 5 Stick Sprang Boo
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The spring box should have an
overflow pipe. The pipe is placed a
little below the maximum water level
and at least 0.l5m above the floor of
the tank. If the pipe is above the
maximum water level, water will not
flow out and pressure ~s created in the
tank. The pressure could cause a back-
up and diversion of the ‘~pring. The
overflow pipe should be 4overed with a
screen fine enough to keep out
mosquitoes and strong enough to keep
out small animals. The size of the
pipe depends on the flow of the spring.
A rock drain or concrete slab should be
placed outside the tank below the
overflow pipe to prevent erosion near
the base and to carry the water away
from the spring. A pipe which extends
3—Sm from the tank is desirable in
order to keep the site free from still
water.

An outlet pipe for connection to a
distribution system should be located
at least 0.lm above the bottom of the
spring box to prevent a blockage due to
sediment build—up. The pipe size
depends on the grade td the storage
tank and the spring flow. A general
rule to follow is that at a one percent
grade, a 30mm pipe should be used. A
grade between 0.5 and one percent
requires a L4Omm pipe, while a 50mm pipe
should be used for grades of less than
0.5 percent. In some cases the same
pipe will be both outlet and overflow.
The outlet pipe should slope downward
for best flow.

After the spring box is installed,
the space behind it must be filled with
soil and gravel. The gravel is the
bottom layer. On top of it, a water-
tight layer should be formed to prevent
the entrance of surface water. This
can be done with concrete or puddled
clay. Puddled clay is a mixture of
clay and water formed into a layer
150mm thick. The layer is placed on
the ground and worked in by trampling
on it. Several layers of puddled clay
shoyld be placed behind the box.

After sealing the area, the box can
either be completely covered with soil
or stand above the ground surface. The
box should be at least 0.30m above
ground level so that run—off does not
enter it. For further sanitary protec-
tion, a ditch should be dug at least
8m above the spring box to take sur-
face water away from the area. The

soil from the ditch should be piled on
the do*nhill side to make a ridge and
help keep surface water away. A fence
around the area will keep animals fron
getting near the spring box and help
prevent contamination and destruction
of the area. The fence should have a
radius of between 7—8m.

Seep Design

Designs for seep development are
similar to those for spring boxes.
Figure 6 shows the basic design.
Intakes (collectors) are very important
features of seep development. The
collector system consists of small
channels containing 100mm clay open—
Joint or 50mm plastic perforated pipe
packed in gravel. The collectors are
tnstalled in the deepest part of the
aquifer. They take advantage of the
saturated ground above them for storage
during times when the groundwater table
is low. The perforations in the pipes
must be about 5mm in diameter or large
enough to collect sufficient water but
small enough to prevent suspended
matter from entering the pipes. In
fine and medium—sized sand, perforated
pipe should be packed in gravel but
suspendedmaterial often will enter the
pipe in spite of the gravel.

To prevent clogging, the collectors
should be sized so that the velocity of
water flow in them is between 0.Sm per
second and im per second. See “Methoos
of Delivering Water,” RWS.li.M.

Water collected by the pipes is
channeled to the spring box through a
gravel pack. The collectors must
extend across the entire width and
length of the water—bearing zone and
should be perpendicular to the flow of
the aquifer. These intakes should
extend below the water—bearing zones to
collect the maximum amount of water and
permit free flow into the collector.
The advantage of a collector system is
that water seeping over a large area
can be channeled into a central storage
basin.

Clean—out pipes to flush sediment
from the collection pipes should be
attached to the collection pipes. To
install clean—out pipes, add a length
of pipe to the far end of the collec-
tion pipe. At the end of this length,
place an elbow Joint facing upwards
and attach a vertical length of pipe.

S
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The pipe should extend a little above
the ground and be capped. If the
collector system clogs, water can be
added to the clean—out pipes to flush
out the system.

For seep development, a cutoff wall
of clay, concrete or other impervious
material should be constructed. The
cutoff is usually constructed as a
large “V” pointing downhill with wing
walls extending into the hill to pre-
vent water from escaping. The cutoff
should extend down into impervious
material to force the flowing water to
move to the collection point and to
prevent loss of water due to underflow.

The use of concrete for the cutoff
wall is best but most expensive. A
wall 0.15m thick will ensure adequate
strength against increased flow. The
height of the cutoff wall depends on
the size of the flow being collected.
If desired, a spring box may be
constructed inside the “V” shaped
meeting of two walls as shown in Figure
7. The spring box will provide
a settling basin for sediment removal
and storage. The spring box should be
designed so that water enters it

through openings in the upper wall.
These openirgs tust be screened to pre-
vent entrance of debris.

Puddled clay instead of concrete can
be used to form the cutoff dalI. The
clay is piled us and ta-iped dcsn to
form an impervious wall. It acts as a
small dam which prevents spri~’; ‘.ater

J:l on Pi.coeCCa,
cownr iCC
C;’.

SIDE VIEW

Outlet Ito .lorege;

FIgure 6 Seepage collection Syslem
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Figure 7 Basic Design Fealure of a Seep colleciion Syslem
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from flowing away from the collection
area. The clay cutoff dali works as
well as the cement wall and is much
cheaper and easier to install. Good
impervious clay should be available if
this type of cutoff wall is chosen.

An outlet pipe is installed to move
water from the collectkon point to
storage. The diameter

tpf the pipe
depends on the grade to\storage and
will generally range between 30—5Onm.
To determine the correct pipe size, see
“Methods of Delivering Water,” RWS.M.M.
The outlet pipe for a spring box or
simple collection wall should be at
least 150mm from the bottom of the
collection area. A watertight connec-
tion should be made where the pIpe
leaves the spring box or goes througn
the cutoff wail. As in the case of
spring boxes, the outlet pipe must be
screened with small mesh wire. Because
of the cost, this type of structure
should be used only where seeps cover
an extensive area. Skilled laborers
will be needed for construction.

Horizontal Well Design.

c/fr I’”.r”\~’”~‘y;’
—, —~ 4 Steeo noo’a;’l,:

./‘ ,,‘ % ‘ ‘ - ~-.. gao-en,

~

/ // ‘,‘ / ‘,//~%_~

Horizontal wells are very simple and
can be quite inexpensive. In order to
use a horizontal well, an aquifer must
have a steep slope or hydraulic gra-
dient. Steep hydraulic gradients
generally are found in chilly, sloping
land and follow the ground surface.
Horizontal wells, shown in Figure 8.
are installed in much the same manner
as vertical driven and Jetted wells.
See “Designing Driven Wells,”
RWS.2.D.2, and “Designing Jetted
Wells,” RWS.2.D.3 for specific design
features.

A horizontal well can be driven if
the spring flows from an aquifer in
permeable ground. A pipe with an open
end or with perforated drive points is
driven into the aquifer horizontally
or at a shallow slope to tap it at a
point higher than its normal discharge.
In some soils, the pipe can be driven
by hand. Generally the pipe is driven
using machinery.

“Designing Driven Wells,”
RWS.2.D.2, outlines the steps in de-
signing a driven well. These same
steps shouid be followed in designing
horizontal wells. One design differ-
ence is that extra care must be taken

to avoid leakage betdeen the driven
pipe and the ground. If extertor flow
bdcurs, it can be stopped by forcirg
clay or grout into the space, or by
digging by hand Im back along the ptpe
and installing a concrete cutoff wall.
The wall should have a dia-teter of
0.G’n2 and no more than 0.0Sm thick.
After the concrete slab hardens, the
dug—out area should be packed and tscic—
filled with clay.

If the aquifer that feeds the sprl::g
is behind a rock layer, drivtng a
horizontal well will be very difficult
if not impossible. In thIs case, a
Jetted horizontal well will have to be
installed. “Designing Jetted Wells,”
RWS.2.D.3, explatns the process of
Jetting wells. The problem is that
horizontal well drilling is different
from vertical drilling, and nay be too
difficult for inexperienced people.
Drilled horizontal b,ells should only t’e
considereo when there are no other
reasonable alternatives.

It

Figure 8 Horiconial Well
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Materials List

In addition to a location map and
design drawings, give the person in
charge of construction a materials list
similar to Table 1 show1n~the number
of laborers, types and qua~tlties of
materials needed to constri1~t the
spring protection. Some quantities
will have to be determined in the field
by the person In charge of construc-
tion.

Concrete. Concrete is the major
material used in the construction of
spring boxes and cutoff walls.
Concrete Is a mixture of Portland
cement, clean sand, and gravel in a
fixed proportion. The proportion
generally used is one part cement, two
parts sand, arid three parts gravel
(1:2:3). Water is used to mix the
concrete. - Twenty—eight liters of water
should be used for each bag of cement.
Worksheet A will help determine the
amount of materials needed. Use the
worksheet in making the following
calculations.

1. Calculate the volume of mixed
concrete needed (length x width x
thickness; Worksheet A, Lines 1—5).

2. MultIply this number by 1.5 to
get the total volume of dry loose
material (cement, sand and gravel)
needed (Worksheet A, Line 6).

3. Add the numbers in the proportion
in order to find the fraction of the
total needed for each material (1:2:3
6, so 1/6 of the mixture should be
cement, 2/6 sand, and 3/6 gravel. In
decimals, this is 0.167 cement, 0.33
sand, and 0.50 gravel).

ti. Determine the amount of each
material needed by multiplying the
volume of dry mix from step 2 by the
proportional amount for each material
(1/6 x volume of dry mix total amount
of cement needed; Worksheet A, Line 7).

5. DIvide the volume of cement
needed by .033m

3 (33 liters), the
amount of’ cement in a 50kg bag, to find
the number of bags of cement required.
When determining the a’sount of cement.
figure to the largest whole number
(Worksheet A, Line 8).

6. An extra quantity of cement
should be figured into the total for
use In grouting and sealing areas
around the outlet pipes.

7. Calculate the amount of water
needed to mix the concrete (28 liters
of water per bag of cement; Worksheet
A, Line 9).

8. Extra gravel will be needed for
backfill of’ areas behind springs.
Graded gravel is preferable, but local
materials can be used if necessary.
Calculate the volu-te of the area to be
backfilled by taking length x width x
height of area.

Reinforced Concrete. Concrete can
be relnfored to give it extra streng:n.
This Is best done with wIre mesh or
specially made steel rods. Rei”forceo
concrete secti,ons must be at least
0.10cm thick. Reinforced concrete
should be used for all spring box
covers and for-the walls of seep
struct-ures. If wire mesh is used, the
quantity needed dill be approxi-ately
equal to the area of the slab being
con5tructed. If steel bars (reroc) are
used, they should be placed in the
wooden form before the concrete is
poured. 10mm diameter rods should be
used.

The reinforcing rod should be
located as follows:

• So that the rods are at least 25—-t
(0.25rn) from the for’s in all places;

• So that the rebar rests in the
lower part of the cover; two—thirds the
distance from the top or .70mm from the
top of a 100mm slab;

• So that a 150mm (0.15’s) space lies
between a parallel rods in a grid pat-
tern as shown in Figure 9.

Where the reinforcing rods cross,
they should be tied together with wire
at th~ point of tntersection.

To determine the number of’ rein-
forcing bars, divide the total 1engt~
or width of the spring box cover by
0.15m (distance between bars). For
example, 1.2n - 8 bars.

0. l5m

To determine the lengtri of eacrt bar,
subtract 0.O5rs (O.025m each side) frc—
the total lengtn or width of’ the cover.
For example, 1.2-i — 0.05n - 1.i5i~.

S
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Pipes. Outlet pipes can be of
galvanized steel, or plastic depflnding
on what is available. Galvanized steel
is preferable because of its strength.
Steel pipe lasts longer and does not
shatter like plastic pipe. Intake
pipes should be either clay, perforated
plastic open—joint cement or in some
cases, bamboo. The choice again will
depend on availability of materials and
cost. The pipe should have a minimum
diameter of 50mm to be sure that an
adequate supply of water enters the
collection system. All pipes must be
laid at a uniform grade to prevent air
lock in the system.

Important Considerations

Spring protection should ensure that
the source Is always protected from
contamination. Before attempting to
develop a spring, conduct a sanitary
survey as described in “Conducting
Sanitary Surveys to Deteriine
Acceptable Surface Water Sources,”
RWS.l.P.2. Follow the guidelines for
measuring the quantity of available
water present in “Selecting a Source of
Surface Water,” RWS.l.P.3, to be sure
that the source will meet community
needs. The preliminary work described
in these technical notes should be done
before designing a protective struc-
ture.

The choice of the structure for
spring protection depends cn the geo-
logic conditions of the area, the type
of spring, the materials avaUable, and
the skill level of available labor.
Spring boxes are easy to design and
require little construction expertise,
although workers should have some
construction experience. Driven
horizontal wells are also easy and
inexpensive to develop although some
expertise Is needed to complete a suc..
cessful well.

Structures for seeps are more dif-
ficult to design and require that
workers have a much higher level of
construction experience. The cost of
developing a seep may be very high
depending on the length of the
retaining wall and the amount of pipe
needed for intakes.

I When labor requirements,
and tools have been decided
a materials list similar to
give it to the construction

HHk~
(

materials,
on, prepare
Table 1 and
supervisor.

loom., ~

FIgure9 Placement o~Rebar ~nConcrel. Slab

)
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I
Spring structures are easy to

operate and maintain. One of the main
advantages of springs as water sources
is that they are inexpensive to devel-
op. The structures needed to protect
them require little attention after
Installation. No structure, however,
is completely maintenance free. Even
the most simply designed spring struc-
ture needs periodic maintenance to
ensure that it provides good quality
water in sufficient quantities. This
technical note describes the periodic
maintenance needed for spring boxes
and seep collection systems so that
they operate effectively for many
years.

Maintenance of Spring Boxes

The maintenance of spring boxes
requires that a check be made to ensure
that the structure adequately protects
the water source and that all available
water is being collected. Examine the
spring box periodically to ensure that
there is no silt build—up and that
water quality is good. Study the
following conditions at the site to
ensure that the spring is well—
protected and free from any operating
problems.

Determine whether the diversion
drainaRe ditch above t’~e sDrlj~
doing an aaeguate joo of re~o~riz sur-ET
1 w
333 488 m
515 488 l
S
BT

face water frc~ the area. if r.o:,
trench snouja te i~iproved. The diver-
sion ditch should be lined with gravel
or stones to increase flow and to
prevent erosion of’ the sides. Grass
can be planted in the trench to preie’lt
erosion, but heavy growth will block
flow. Be sure to check the diversion
ditch periodically to make sure that
grass Is not too high aria that rio other
obstructions will block dater flow.

If there is a fence above the
spring, make sure it Is ~ good repatr
and ls effec~.ely kee;ing an±—ais a~ay
from the sPring

.

Check the upsiope wall to be 5ure it
is solid and erosion is “ot wearir~zit
~. If there are signs of heavy ero-
sion or settling, add additional back-
fill of top soil, clay or gravel.
Build up the hill with stones and
plant grass to help control erosion
around the spring box.

Check the water. If ttere is an
increase in turoidity or f].ow after a
rainstorm, surface run—off is reaching
the source and contaminating it.
Identify the source of the run—off and
improve the protection of the spring.

Take periodic samples of’ the water
and have them analyzed to check for
evidence of f’~cal co-itaminatiori.
Information on taking a water sample
and analyzing it can be found in
“Taking a Water Sample,” RWS.3.P.2 and
“Analyzing a Water Sample,” RWS.3.P.3.

Check the cover to be sure the box
is watertight. Make sure that tne
cover Is not removed by the users and
that contamination is not being intro-
duced by people dipping buckets and
other utensils into the spring box.

Useful Definitions

EROSION — The wearing away of soil,
rock or other material by the flow of
water.

PERVIOUS — Allowing liquid to pass
through.

SEDIMENT — Small particles of dirt and
other matter that settle to the bottom
of water.

TURBIDITY — Cloudiness in water caused
by particles of suspendedmatter.
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Determine that all available water
Is being collected by the system.
Watch out for water seeping from the
sides or from underneath the spring
box. If water seeps o~it, seal the leak
with clay or concrete so that all flow
is diverted into the sp~\ingbox.

Ensure that the system I~ cleaned
adequately. Once a year disinfect the
system and clean the sediment out of
the 8pring box. To clean the system,
remove the cover. Allow the water to
drain from the spring boa by opening
the valve on the outlet pipe. If the
box has only one pipe for outlet and
overflow, use a bucket to empty the
spring box as shown in Figure 1. Then
use a small shovel to clean out the
sediment collected on the bottoth of
the tank. Sediment removal will pre-
vent clogging and build—up which causes
the tank to fill up more quickly.

It’ a pump is built into the spring
box to collect sediment, a drain pipe
can be Installed to carry sediment
away. The drain pipe should have a
valve. This type of installation Is
especially useful when tapping a fast
flowing spring.

After cleaning the tank, follow the
procedures for disinfection explainod
in “Disinfecting Wells,” RWS.2.C.9.
All walls of the spring box should he
washed with a chlorine solution and -

chlorine should be put directly Into
the water. If posBible, the chlorine
should be allowed to stand for 2~
hours. If the chlorine cannot stand
that long, apply two doses of chlorine
twelve hours apart to ensure complete
disinfection. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show
the cleaning and disinfection of a
spring box.

Check the screening on the pipe to
see if cleaning Is necessary. If
screens are clogged or very dirty, they
should be either cleaned or changed.
Always use copper or plastic screening
to prevent rust.

Maintenance of Seej Collection
Systems

Operating and maintaining seep
collection systems is similar to
spring boxes except that extra care
must be taken In the maintenance of the
collection pipes. Although collection
pipes are lined with gravel to filter
out sediment, the pipes can still clog.

S

(

FIgure 2 RemovIng SedI’ner’I
I
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If clogging occurs, substantially less
water will reach the collection box.
II’ water flow decreases, suspect that
the collection system is clogged.

To clean the clogged pipes, remove
the cap from the clean—out pipe and
pour water into it. Use either a hose
or a bucket so that sufficient force is
available to break up the sediment.
See Figure 4.

.

. Cooen..n pçe

Figure 4 FluehIng Out Seep Colleclion System

G’our.O w”ac.
Ant seeoaa. ,,a.I
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SPRING BOX SYSTEM

There are two important reasons to build structures for springs. First, they
protect the water from contamination caused by surface runoff and by contact
with people or animals. Secondly, the structures provide a point of
collection and storage for water. Water from springs Is stored so it will be
readily available to the users. The following discusses the construction of
spring boxes and outlines the construction steps to follow. The steps are
basic to small construction projects and can be followed for the construction
of most spring structures.

Materials Needed

Before construction begins, the project designer should give you the following

items:

i.
A map of the area, including the location of the spring; locations of
users’ houses; distances from the spring to the users; elevations; and
important landmarks. Figure 1 is a map of a small village with a spring
located on high ground above it. Use your map to locate the construction
site for the spring box.

2. Ensure that all needed materials are available and at the work site
before the work begins. Make sure that adequate quantities of materials
are available to prevent construction delays.

3. A plan of the spring box with all dimensions is shown in Figure 2. This
plan shows a top, side, and front view, and the dimensions of a cover for
a spring box (1 m xl m xl m).

h

EiZ
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Figure 3. Preparation of Spring Box Site
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General Construction Steps

Follow the construction steps below. Refer to the diagrams noted during the
construction process.

1. Locate the spring site and, with measuring tape, cord, and wooden stakes
or pointed sticks, mark out the construction area as shown in Figure 3.

2. Dig out and clean the area around the spring to ensure a good flow. If
the spring flows from a hillside, dig into the hill far enough to
determine the origin of the spring flow. Where water is flowing from
more than one opening, dig back far enough to ensure that all the water
flows into the collection area. If the flow cannot be channeled to the
collection area because openings are too separated, drains will have to
be installed. Information on the installation of drains appears in the
section on the development of seepage collection systems.

Flow from several sources may be diverted to one opening by digging far
enough back into the hill. When digging out around the spring, watch to
see if the flow from the major openings increases or if the flow from
minor seeps stops. - These signs indicate that the spring flow is becoming
centralized and ~that most of the water can be collected from one point.
The goal is to collect all available water from the spring. It is
generally easier to collect water from one opening than from several.

Dig down deep enough to reach an impervious layer. An impervious layer
makes a good foundation for the spring box, and provides a better surface
for a seal against underflow. If an impervious layer cannot be reached,
attempt to construct the box in the most impermeablesoil you can find.

Pile loose stones and gravel against the spring before putting in the
spring box. The stones serve as a foundation for the spring box and help
support the ground near the spring opening to prevent dirt from washing
away. They also provide some sedimentation. For fast flowing springs,
large stones with gravel between them should be placed around the spring
to prepare a good solid base. Figure 4 shows an example of gravel and
stone placed between the spring box and the spring.
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Figure 4. Spring Box with Open Side

If a spring flows from a single opening on level ground, dig out around the
opening to form a basin. Be sure to dig down to impervious material to form
the base. Line the basin with gravel so that the water flows through it
before it enters the spring box. This is showndn Figure 5.

Mounded Soil

Water- ~
bearing

level

Large and small stones

.

.

Figure 5. Spring Box with Open Bottom
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4. Approximately 8 in above the spring site dig a trench for diverting
surface run—off. The trench must be large enough to catch surface flows
from heavy rains. If large stones are available in the construction
area, use them to line the diversion trench to increase the rate of
run—off and prevent erosion.

5. Mark off an area about 9 in x 9 in for a fence. Place the fence posts 1 in

apart and string the fence. A fence is useful to prevent animals from
frequenting the spring site.

Concrete Construction Steps

In order to have a strong structure, concrete must cure at least seven days.
Strength Increases with curing time. Therefore, construction of the spring. box should begin at the site during the first day of work. If the concrete is
poured on the first day, seven days will be available for site preparation
before the spring box is put in place. Be sure that all tools and materials
needed to build the forms and mix the concrete are at the construction site.

1. Build wooden forms. Cut wood to the appropriate sizes and set up the
forms on a level surface. The outside dimensions of the forms should be
0.1 m larger than the inside dimensions. A form with an open bottom
should be built for a spring flowing from one spot on level ground. For
springs from hillsides, a spring box form with a partially open back must
be constructed as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The size of the opening
depends on the area which must be covered to collect the water. When
building forms for a box with a bottom, be sure to set the Inside forms
0.1 m above the bottom for the floor. This is done by nailing the inside
form to the outside form so that it hangs 0.1 in above the floor. Make
holes in the forms for the out—flow and overflow pipes. Place small
pieces of pipe in them so that correctly sized holes are left in the
spring box as the concrete sets. A form for the spring box cover must
also be built. Build all forms at the site.

Forms must be well secured and braced before pouring the concrete.
Cement is heavy and the forms will separate if the bracing is not strong
enough. One useful method is to tie the braces together with wire as
shown In Figures 6 and 7. Drill holes in the forms and place wire
through them. Using a stick, as shown, twist the wire to tighten it and
force the forms together.
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Figure 6.

Open Bottom

Forms for Spring Box with Open Side
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2. Set the forms in place. They should be either at the permanent site of
the spring box or nearby so it will not be difficult to move the
completed structure. If the forms are set and concrete is poured at the
permanent site, water must be diverted from the area. This usually can
be done easily by digging a small diversion ditch, as shown in Figure 8.
Make sure that no water reaches the forms so that the concrete can cure.

If water diversion is difficult, build the forms and pour concrete on a
level spot very near the spring. Once the concrete dries, remove the
forms and set the completed structure in place. This will require six to
eight people.

3. Oil the forms. Put old motor oil on the wooden forms so the concrete
will not stick to them.

4. Prepare the reinforcing rods in a grid pattern for placement in the forms
for the spring box cover. Make sure there is 0.15 m betwee-n the parallel
bars and that the rods are securely tied together with wire. Then
position the reinforcing rods in the form. See Figure 9 for an example
of reinforcing rod placement in the spring box cover. Major reinforcing
is not needed for the spring box walls but some minor reinforcing around
the perimeter of the walls is good to prevent small cracks in the cement.
Four bars tied together to form a square should be placed in the forms.

d150
mm

Figure 9. Placement of Rebar in Concrete Slab

75mm 150mm

25mm~,

100mm 50mm
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5. Mix the concrete in a proportion of one part cement, two parts sand, and
three parts gravel (1:2:3). Add just enough water to form a thick paste.
Too much water produces weak concrete. In order to save cement, a
mixture of 1:2:4 can be used. This mixture is effective with high
quality gravel.

6. Pour the concrete into the forms. Tamp the concrete to be sure that the
forms are filled completely and that there are no voids or air pockets
that can weaken it. Smooth all surfaces. Smooth the concrete for the
spring box cover so the middle is a little higher than the sides (convex
shape), as shown in Figure 10. This will allow water to run off the
cover away from the spring box.

Figure 10. Forms for Spring Box~Cover

7. Cover the concrete with canvas, burlap, empty cement bags, plastic, straw
or some other protective materialsto prevent it from losing moisture.
The covering should be kept wet so water from the concrete is not
absorbed. If concrete becomesdry, it no longer hardens, its strength is
lost, and it begins to crack. Keep the cover on for seven days or as
long as the concrete is curing.

8. Let the concrete structures set for seven days, wetting the concrete at
least daily. After seven days. the forms can be removed and the box can
be installed.

.
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Installing a Spring Box

The spring box must be installed correctly to ensure that it fits on a solid,
impervious base and that a seal with the ground is created to prevent water
from seeping under the structure.

1. Place the spring box in position to collect the flow from the spring. If
the flow comes from a hillside, the back of the spring box will be open.
Stonesshould be placed at the back of the box to provide support for the
structure and to allow ~Mter to enter the spring box. Figure 4 shows the
placement of open—jointed\ rock in a completely installed spring box on a
hillside. On level grouhd, be sure that the spring box has a solid
foundation of impervious material. Place gravel around the box or in the
basin so that water flows through it before entering the box.

2. Seal the area where the spring box makes contact with the ground. Use
concrete or puddled clay to form a seal that prevents water from seeping
under the box.

3. Be sure that the area where the spring flows from the ground is well
lined with gravel, then backfill the dug out area with gravel. The
gravel fill should reach as high as the inlet opening in the spring box
so that the water flowing into the structure passes through gravel. In
Figure 4, the gravel layer reaches the same~level as the open stone wall.
For spring boxes on level ground, gravel backfill is unnecessary.

4. -Place the pipes in the spring box. Remove the pipe pieces used to form
the holes and put in the pipe needed for out—flow and overflow. On both
sides of the wall, use concrete to seal around the pipes so water does
not leak out from around them. . Place screening over the pipe openings
and secureit with wire.

5. Disinfect the inside of the spring box with a chlorine solution. Before
the spring box is closed, wash its walls with chlorine.

6. Place the cover on the spring box.

7. Backfill around the area with puddled clay and soil. On a hillside,
place layers of puddled clay over the gravel so that they slope away front
the spring box. The clay layer should nearly reach the top of the spring
box and should be tamped down firmly to make the ground as impervious as
possible. If only soil were used for backfill, it would have to be at
least 1.5 to 2 m deep so that contaminated water could not reach the
gravel layer. For springs on level ground, clay should be placed around
the box. The clay foundation should slope away from the spring box so
that water runs away from the spring outlet.

8. Backfill the remaining areas with soil to complete the installation.

Spring structures are easy to operate and maintain. One of the main
advantages of springs as water sources is that they are inexpensive to
d~eve1op. The structures needed to protect them require little attention after
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installation. No structure, however, is completely maintenance free. Even
the most simply designed spring structure needs periodic maintenance to ensure
that it provides good quality water in sufficient quantities. The following
describes the periodic maintenance needed for spring boxes so that they
operate effectively for many years.

Maintenance of Spring Boxes

The niaintertance of spring boxes requires that a check be made to ensure that
the structure adequately protects the water source and that all available
water is being collected. Examine the spring box periodically to ensure that
there is no silt build—up and that water quality is good. Study the following
conditions at the site to ensure that the spring is well—protected and free
from any operating problems.

Determine whether the diversion drainage ditch above the spring is doing an
adequate job of removing surface water from the area. If not, the trench
should be improved. The diversion ditch should be lined with gravel or stones
to Increase flow and to prevent erosion of the sides. Grass can be planted in
the trench to prevent erosion, but heavy growth will block flow. Be sure to
check the diversion ditch periodically to make sure that grass is not too high
and that no other obstructions will block water flow.

If there is a fence above the spring, make sure it is in good repair and is
effectively keeping animals away from the spring

.

Check the up—slope wall to be~sure it is solid and erosion is not wearing it
away. If there are signs of haavy erosion or settling, add additional
backfill of top soil, clay or gravel. Build up the hill with stones and plant
grass to help control erosion around the spring box.

Check the water. If there Is an increase in turbidity or flow after a
rainstorm, surface run—off is reaching the source and contaminating ‘ct.
Identify the source of the run—off and improve the protection of the spring.

Check the cover to be sure the box is watertight. Make sure that the cover is
not removed by the users and that contamination is not being introduced by
people dipping buckets and other utensils into the spring box.

Determine that all available water is being collected by the system. Watch
out for water seeping from the sides or from underneath the spring box. If
water seeps out, seal the leak with clay or concrete so that all flow is
diverted into the spring box.

Ensure that the system is cleaned adequately. Once a year disinfect the
system and clean the sediment out of the spring box. To clean the system,
remove the cover. Allow the water to drain from the spring box by opening the
valve on the outlet pipe. If the box has only one pipe for outlet and
overflow, use a bucket to empty the spring box as shown in Figure 1. Then use
a small shovel to clean out the sediment collected on the bottom of the box.
Sediment removal will prevent clogging and build—up which causes the box to
fill up more quickly.
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FIgure 11. Emptying Spring Box Figure 12. RemovIng Sediment.

If a pump is built into the spring box to cofLect sediment, a drain pipe can
be installed to carry sediment away. The drain pipe should have a valve.
This type of installation Is especially useful when tapping a fast flowing
spring.

After cleaning the tank, follow the procedures for disinfection explained in
“Disinfecting Wells,” RWS.2.C.9. All walls of the spring box should be washed
with a chlorine solution and chlorine should be put directly into the water.
If possible, the chlorine should be allowed to stand for 24 hours. If the
chlorine cannot stand that long, apply two doses of chlorine twelve hours
apart to ensure complete disinfection. Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the
cleaning and disinfection of a spring box.
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Check the screening on the pipes to see if cleaning is necessary. If screens
are clogged or very dirty, they should be either cleaned or changed. Always
use copper or plastic screening to prevent rust.

Figure 13. Scrubbing Walls with Chlorine Solution

.
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SEEPAGECOLLECTION SYSTEM

Sometimes springs flow from many openings over a large area. To collect the
water, a system of collectors made of perforated pipe, an anti—seepage wall,
and a spring box must be built.*

Constructing Seep Collection System

The collectors must extend on both sides of the spring box and anti—seepage
wall. Figure 1 shows an example. To install collectors, dig trench~s into
the water—bearing soil until an impervious layer is reached. In this way,
water is taken from the de~epest part of the aquifer (the underground
water—bearing strata) and most\ of the available water can be collected. The
trenches should extend the necessary length for collecting all availab1e water
and should be about 1 m wide.

Lay 50—100 mm diameter plastic perforated pipe or 100 mm clay pipe in the
trenches. Perforations in the plastic pipe should be about 3 mm J,n diameter.
On the uphill side of the trench, place enough gravel to cover the pipe. On
the downhill side, build up a small clay wall to support the pipe. The pipe
should have a 1 percent slope (0.01 m slope per 1 m distance) toward
of collection. Flexible plastic tubing with slots already formed
used if available. It is light and can be cut with a handsaw.

• Collection
pipes

should be installed in the collection system. Attach lengths
ends of the. collection pipes. At the end of the clean—out

elbow joint tQ ‘which a vertical length of pipe is connected as
1. The pipe extends above ground level and is capped.

SIDE VIEW

Figure 1. Seepage Collection System

“f1ote to participants: Another group is working with spring box construction.

TAKEN FROM WATER FOR THE WORLD TECHNICAL NOTE RWS l.D.l, l.C.l and 1.0.1.

Clean—out pipes
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The next step is to build a concrete or impervious clay cutoff or anti—seepage
wall. Dig down to an impervious layer for a good foundation. Make the forms
for the cutoff wall 0.15 m thick. Follow the same procedures for constructing
the cutoff wall as for the retaining wall. There must be a good seal between
the wall and the ground so that no water seeps underneath. Water must be
directed into the trenches and collectors. A small spring box can be built at
the inside angle of the winged—wall with the wall forming two sides. If a
spring box is built, the forms must be set at the same time as the cutoff
wall. Water must be diverted from the construction area by small ditches for
the seven days needed for the concrete to dry. Forms must be well braced and
have holes for the in—flow and out—flow pipes. Always pour the sEep
collection wall and spring bo~ in place. The structure will be much too heavy
to move after casting.

When using clay, be sure to remove any debris from the site and tamp the c].ay
well so that the small dam or wall does not let water seep through. The clay
walls should be built like walls of a dam with a 2:1 or 3:1 sloper. Put t:he
clay down in layers 150 mm thick and tamp each layer down well to ensure good
compaction. Keep the clay moist. Lay and tamp each 150 mm layer until t:he
maximum height is reached. The walls should be well bonded to the spring box.

The construction of a seep collection system is more difficult and expensive
than a simple spring box.

Installation of collectors requires more work and some experience. Once the
collectors are installed, however, the construction of the seep cutoff wall is
no different from spring box, construction. The same steps must be followed,
the same mixture of concrete used and the same general rules for curing
concrete and for placement must be followed.

.

Figure 2. SeepageCollection Syst~n
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Figure 3. Forms for Anti—Seepage Wall and Collection Box

Operating and maintaining seepage collection systems is similar to spring
boxes except that extra care must be taken in the maintenance of the
collection pipes. Although collection pipes are lined with gravel to filter
out sediment, the pipes can still clog.

If clogging occurs, substantially less water will reach the collection box.
If water flow decreases, suspect that the collection system is clogged.

To clean the clogged pipes, remove the cap from the clean—out pipe and pour
water into it. Use either a hose or a bucket so that sufficient force is
available to break up the sediment. See Figure 4.

Wooden brace
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Purpose of Storage Tank

STORAGETANK

The construction of a storage tank for spring flow is an effective way to
improve a spring water source with a low rate of flow. Storage tanks can be
built as an addition to any type of spring containment system, retaining wall,
spring box, or seepage collection system. The water flow from the spring is
piped to a storage tank where the water accumulates and can be accessed by
villagers through an outflow pipe and faucet. The water is stored in the tank
overnight and is then available in large quantity when needed. Figure 1 shows
a village map of a spring and collection tank. The advantages of collection
tanks are these:

1. The tank serves to store water that is provided by the spLing during
low—demand periods (such as overnight) for use during high—demand periods
(such as early morning).

2. Water can be accumulated in vessels more quickly, since stored water will
flow from the tank faster than from many direct—access spring flow pipes.
Thus villagers won’t have such a long wait for water during high use
periods.

3. Water is captured
run—off water.

4. Water can be kept
tank.

overnight, thus resulting in less waste from unused

clean, ‘since it is stored in a tight, covered storage

TAKEN FROM WATER FOR THE WORLD TECHNICAL NOTE - RWS5.D.2

Figure 1. Location Map
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Sizing a Storage Tank

To determine how large a storage tank must be, it is necessary to calculate
how much water is used at various times during the day, and compare this to
how much water is supplied by the source for those same time periods. The
difference between supply and use will mean either that water will be drawn
out of the tank or will flow into the tanlç. There are a number of ways to
determine tank capacity; however, they are beyond the scope of this training
program. The tank could be a variety of sizes and still serve as an
Improvement to villagers; however, it never need be larger than the volume of
water yielded by the spring during the night.

Shape of a Storage Tank

All other factors being equal, the most economical tank shape is circular,
then nearly—circular, then square, and then rectangular. For ease of
construction, certain shapes are easier than others:

Circular tanks: The most economical shape to use, but not easy to construct,
especially for small diameters.

Octagonal (8—sided) tanks: The best shape to use, but not easy to construct
for diameters less than 2.5 meters (or capacities smaller than 3,200 liters).

Hexagonal (6—sided) tanks: Good for tanks between 1,700—3,200 liters
(diameters not less than 2 meters).

Square tanks: This is the traditional shape, and easiest to construct for
small capacities.

Rectangular tanks: The least—economical shape, especially as one side becomes
much longer than the other. However, due to physical constraints of the site,
it may be necessary to use this shape. Keeping it as nearly square—shaped as
possible will make a more economical design.

For example the most economical dimensions for a 1,000 liter tank would be 1
meter wide, 1 meter long, and 1 meter high.

Constructing a Storage Tank

Storage tanks should be constructed with a reinforced concrete foundation and
floor, followed by rock and mortar walls. The roof can be of wood frame or
reinforced concrete construction.

The location of the storage tank must be selected so that water from the
spring can flow into the tank and fill it. Further,the tank should be in a
location that is convenient for drawing water from a faucet piped from the
bottom of the tank.

The foundation for a storage tank is constructed in a similar way as t:hat
described for the retaining wall. Excavation to a suitable soil sub—base is
first performed, then a layer of broken stone or gravel is placed over the
sub—base. The location of the foundation for the walls should be carefully
aligned by staking the locations of corners. After the foundation is
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completed, the construction of the rock and mortar walls should be started at
the corners. After the corners are built to the height of two or three
courses of rock, then build the walls from corner to corner maintaining the
straight alignment of each wall.

Storage tank walls can be stepped as shown in Figure 2. Stepping the wall is
an economical use of construction materials and puts the thickest portion of
the wall at the base where the water pressure will be the greatest.

External Wall Internal

NOTE:
All dimensions
in centimeter

Se -~

Figure 2. Storage Tank Wall

The floor of the tank may be either of masonry (i.e., mortared brick or stone)
or reinforced concrete. A bed of gravel or crushed stone must be put down,
roughly pitched so the floor will slope downwards to the drain pipe. As soon
as the final concrete or plaster has set, the tank should be filled to a depth
of about 30 cm to help the curing process (a deep depth of water would exert
too much pressure on the floor which the cement would not be strong enought to
support). After two weeks the tank can be filled completely and checked for
any visible leakage.

Roof design and construction Is complicated, but the basic considerations for
a storage tank roof include:

a. It must be able to support its own weight, plus the weight of one or more
persons

b. It should be relatively tight to prevent rain and dust and debris from

entering the tank

c. It should have an access way for a person to inspect or enter the tank

80
N ~‘ ‘-

90
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d. It should be made of a durable material, timber and slate, or concrete,
or galvanized iron sheeting. Avoid a material such as thatch, which can
house vermin.

The finished walls and floor should be plastered with cement mortar to make
the tank as watertight as possible. Plastering is discussed in Handout 8-1

:

Cement, Concrete, and Masonry

.

Piping for a Storage Tank

The piping for a small storage~ tank will include:

a. an inlet pipe from the water source

b. an outlet pipe to the supply tap (faucet)

c. a drain pipe at the bottom of the tank

d. an overflow pipe near the the top of the tank

e. a valved bypass pipe which connects the inlet and outlet directly,
allowing the tank to be emptied for maintenance

Figure 3 shows a typical piping arrangement.

Finished Grading

The ground around the reservoir should be mounded so that rain run—off will
flow away from the tank. The surrounding land should be stabilized against
erosion. If there is generally heavy rain run—off, then suitable drainage
channels should be made. The drainage channel for the overflow should also be
carefully constructed, and preferably should carry the water to where it can
be utilized (such as for an animal water—hole, or for irrigation of a nearby
garden).
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Figure 3. Storage Tank Design

Maintaining a Storage Tank

The maintenance of water storage tanks is necessary to ensure the quality of
the water stored. Maintenance of tanks basically involves two important
procedures: prevention of contamination, and cleaning the tank periodically to
ensure that water is fresh.

GeneralMaintenance

Water quality in storage tanks should be preserved. All storage tanks should
be checked monthly to ensure that all necessary maintenance is done when
needed. Never delay in attending to any problems that arise.

When looking at the tank, make sure to check the following:

• Covers. Make sure the :over fits tightly over the tank. There should be
no space for dust or leaves to enter the storage tank. The cover should
fit tightly enough to prevent the entry of light. Light stimulates the
growth of algae in the tank.

. Potential Sources of Contamination. Check the area around the storage
tank to make sure that no-contaminants have been introduced to the area.

r

Manhole and

End View

lop View

y
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No waste disposal or garbage disposal sites should be near the storage tank,
especially when they are located below ground. Under no circumstances should
any disposal sites or animal pens be placed on ground above the cistern.
Contaminants can flow downhill and destroy the quality of water. A dii:ch
should be dug near the cistern to direct surface water away from the cistern
or storage area. Keep animals out of the drainage area.

• Screens. Check the screens covering the pipe ends to make sure they are
in good repair. Broken screens on outlet and overflow pipes are easy
entry points for mosquitoes and small animals. All damaged screens
should be replaced.

• Pipes. Check all pipe connections to ensure that there are no leaks in
the system. When leaks occur, pipes should be tightened or repaired.
Check all valves for proper functioning.

• Structure. Repair any damage that may occur to the cistern or storage

tank. Add concrete to repair any chips, broken edges or cracks.

Cleaning the Tank

No matter how much prevention is practiced, a storage tank requires
disinfecting and cleaning. To clean and disinfect the tank do the following:

• Drain all water out of the storage tank. Usually, this is easily
accomplished by letting the supply in the tank fall over time and
draining the last bit.

• After the tank is drained, sweep and scrub it until all dirt and loose

material are removed.

Then choose the most appropriate method for disinfecting the tank.

• Fill the tank to overflowing with clean water and add enough chlorine to
make a 50 mg/i solution. Add the chlorine to the tank as It is filling
to get sufficient mixing. After the tank is filled, allow it to stand
for at least six hours and preferably more. After sufficient time has
passed, drain the tank and allow it to refill for regular use.

• A second and faster method can be used when little time is available.
Directly apply a very strong, 200 mg/i, chlorine solution to the inner
surfaces of the tank. For best results, brush the walls with the
solution and allow the chlorine to stay on the walls f or at least 30
minutes before the tank Is refilled.
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TWO SPRING CAPPING SITUATIONS

Sprin~A

Springwater flows up into an open hole in a flat, sandy area. If often fills
the hole and spills out onto the sides, which become muddy. Villagers step
across stones to get to this waterhole. Animals also sometimes come to drink.
There is always enought water In the hole for many villagers to dip their
contaIners and collect water. How would you cap this spring in order to
protect it from contamination and let the spring flow directly into the
villagers’ water containers?

o How would you investigate the flow?

o What type of spring structure would you use? How would it remain stable?

o How would you protect the spring flow?

o How would you excavate? How big an area? What slope?

o How would you drain and clean up the area?

o What materials would you need? How much?

Spring B

At present there is a small tricle of water flowing down from several points
across a rocky hillside. This collects in several small, silty clay
depressions side by side at the bottom of the hill. Villagers come to gather
water In their containers from these open pools covered with algae. There is
adequate slope down the valley, but water flowing out of the pools now
collects in a stagnant marshy pond. How coul& you cap this spring?

o How would you Investigate the flow?

o How would you make this into one spring and service pipe under these
conditions?

o What type spring structure would you use?

o How bIg an area would you excavate? What slope? How deep?

o How would you drain and clean up the area?

o What materials would be required?
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WORKPLAN CHART

Activity When
Whols
Responsible?

Resources
Required
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EVALUATION FORM-SPRINGCAPPING

HANDOUT19—1, P. 1

(Please do not sign your name)

A. Goal Attainment: Please circle the appropriate number to indicate
the degree to which the workshop goals have been achieved.

At the end of this workshop trainees will be able to:

• Identify resources necessary to complete a village spring
capping project.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Communicate with vil)~age leaders and promote activities needed
for project implementation.

1 2 3
Low

4 5
High

• Identify and apply strategies for involving the community in
spring capping activities.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Survey and evaluate sites for potential spring capping.

. Low
1 2 3 4 5

• Communicate and apply relevant theories about water and its
relationship to environment and health.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Develop and implement work plans and logistics necessary for
project start—up.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Coordinate and supervise work force and delivery of materials.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

High
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• Design and build a retaining wall for capping springs.

1 2 3 4
Low High

• Describe three alternative spring capping systems: the spring
box, seepage collection and storage tank systems.~

1 2 3
Low

4 5
High

• Use, maintain, troubleshoot, and repair retaining wall spring
capping system.

1 2 3
Low

4 5
High

• Identify strategies for solving the most common problems which
develop while building spring capping retaining walls.

1 2 3 4 5
Low High

• Evaluate the spring capping project and document and record
information gathered for future use.

1 2 3
Low

4 5
High

• Develop action plans for implementing spring capping projects
in their regular work environments.

1 2 3 4 5•
Low High

B. Workshop Feedback and Learning: Please answer the foLlowing
questions as fully as possible so that the trainers can learn how
effective the workshop methodology was.

1. What have been the most positive things about this workshop?
Comments:

2. What have been the most negative things about this workshop?
Comments:

0
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3. What one thing stands out as important to you in this workshop?
Comments:

4. What things have you learned that you did not know before?
Comments:

C. Workshop Organization and Training

1. What comments do you have about the way the workshop was planned and
organized?

2. What comments do you have about the amount of time spent in the
classroom compared to the amount of time spent in the field?

3. What can be done in the future to improve a workshop like this?

4. What specific steps in developing a spring capping project do you
feel you will need to learn more about in order to successfully
promote and develop such a project in the future?

5. What comments do you have about the trainers?
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